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Chapter 1
Introduction
The solid state is one of the fundamental states of the matter and probably the
one most heavily utilized by human civilization in any period of its development,
from stone to information age. Numerous solids are used in almost any modern
technology either as constructional or as functional materials and some of them,
like metals, are very important in both instances. Further development and search
for new solid materials heavily depends on our understanding of them: why certain
composition results in a certain structure, why certain properties are demonstrated
by a solid, having a certain structure. To follow this famous composition-structure-
property triad the ﬁrst step to be made, from composition to the structure, assumes
that the principles of chemical bonding in solids must be rationalized.
An impressive progress, achieved in theory, computational methods and not
least computer hardware, makes it nowadays possible to obtain a quantitative
description at a certain level of accuracy, assuming a model of the solid. Complete
ab initio description of solid starts with the description of its electronic structure
by one of the multitude of electronic structure methods, from empirical tight-
binding to highly sophisticated fully relativistic ab initio. A brief overview of
the theoretical methods capable to describe the electronic structure of solids is
presented below.
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1.1 Electronic Structure of Solids
Solids are macroscopically large objects and their direct quantum-mechanical
treatment is impossible without assuming a simplifying model. The whole diversity
of electronic structure methods for solids can be divided into two broad classes:
ﬁnite or cluster methods, employing some ﬁnite model of solid and band structure
theory methods, assuming a model of ideally periodic (almost) inﬁnite solids.
Cluster methods in a broad sense treat directly only some ﬁnite part of the
solid and the eﬀect of missing environment from the rest of macroscopic solid
is then modeled by diﬀerent techniques: from empirically parametrized ﬁelds in
QM/MM methods [1] to self-consistent quantum embedding, realized by e.g. some
variants of dynamic mean ﬁeld theory (DMFT) [2] or density matrix embedding
theory (DMET) [3]. Cluster methods can in principle employ highly sophisticated
machinery of molecular quantum chemistry and need not always assume ideal
periodicity of solids, making thus possible to treat the eﬀects of disorder. However,
one has to construct an embedding and to verify that the results do not change as
one enlarges the cluster and/or improves the embedding.
1.1.1 Electronic Band Structure Theory
Band structure theory utilizes a model of the ideal periodic solid with Born–von
Karman periodic boundary conditions, which assumes, that the crystal consists of
Ni elementary cells in corresponding directions and can be made arbitrary large,
but still staying formally ﬁnite [4, 5]. Periodicity of the solid is expressed by its
lattice i.e. the set of discrete vectors
{T} : T = n1a1 + n2a2 + n3a3 ni ∈ Z (1.1)
in position space, translation to which makes the crystal coincide with itself. Here
a1, a2, a3 are elementary translation vectors.
An exact solution of a stationary electronic Schro¨dinger equation for such a
system
− N∑
i
∇2i
2
−
N∑
i
∑
α
Zα
|ri −Rα| +
1
2
N∑
i 6=j
1
|ri − rj |

Ψ(x1, . . . ,xN ) = EΨ(x1, . . . ,xN )
(1.2)
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is a many-electron wave function Ψ, which is an incredibly complicated object, de-
pending on the spatial and spin coordinates xi = {ri, si} of all N ∼ 1023 electrons
in the crystal. Therefore one usually starts with the one-electron approximation,
e.g. Hartree-Fock (HF), assuming that electrons can be treated as independent.
When the particles are independent, the many-electron wavefunction is a prod-
uct of single particle wavefunctions ψi(x), which additionally must be antisym-
metrized, because electrons are fermions. The simplest form of such a wavefunction
is a Slater determinant Φ(x1, . . . ,xN ) =
1√
N !
∣∣∣ψi(xj)∣∣∣.
The search for the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation Eq.1.2, assuming that
it can be represented by a single Slater determinant, can be done with the varia-
tional principle, i.e. minimizing the energy E by the variation of the one-particle
wavefunctions [6]. This leads to the set of equations, deﬁning them[
−∇
2
2
−
∑
α
Zα
|r−Rα| + vee(r)
]
ψ(x) = ǫψ(x) (1.3)
which are coupled because eﬀective mean ﬁeld potential vee felt by single particle
depends on the wavefunctions ψi(x).
Density Functional Theory (DFT) in Kohn–Sham formulation [7] introduces a
ﬁctitious system of noninteracting fermions in external potential, which is chosen
to reproduce the eﬀect of their interaction in such a way that the total electron
density and the energy of such ﬁctitious system are identical with total electron
density and energy of real system of interacting electrons.1 In principle, Kohn–
Sham DFT can be made exact theory, from which at least exact electron density
and energy can be obtained, but for that an exact eﬀective exchange-correlation
potential must be known. It is still debated, whether this goal could be achieved
[8]. As an alternative, there is hundreds of approximated functionals, which are
widely used for practical calculations nowadays [9, 10]. The unpleasant side of
these functionals is that they hardly can be improved in a systematic way and their
accuracy can be somewhat unpredicted [10]. However, the numerical eﬃciency of
Kohn–Sham DFT in comparison with alternative theories makes it since long time
a mainstream method for solid state calculations [11].
1The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem validates the use of the variational principle,
from which a set of equations, formally identical with Eq. 1.3 for the one-particle Kohn–
Sham orbitals can then be derived.
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Owing to the translation symmetry of the crystal, one-electron hamiltonian
in Eq. 1.3 is invariant to the translations of the crystal lattice group and its
eigenfunctions, i.e. crystal orbitals, must also be eigenfunctions of translation
operators. This is actually a statement of the famous Bloch theorem [4]: any one-
electron wavefunction in a crystal is a planewave, modulated by a lattice-periodic
function, i.e.
ψk(r) = exp(ikr)Uk(r)
where Uk(r−T) = Uk(r)
(1.4)
Applying a translation by the vector T
Tˆψk(r) = exp(ik(r−T))Uk(r−T) = exp(−ikT)exp(ikr)Uk(r) = exp(−ikT)ψk(r)
(1.5)
yields, due to the planewave term, a multiplication of the wavefunction by a num-
ber
exp(−ikT)
which is in fact a character of the irreducible representation k of the lattice trans-
lation group, showing how the wavefunction transforms under an action of the
group element T (i.e. symmetric properties of the wavefunction).
All unique possible values of the vector k lie inside an elementary cell of the
reciprocal lattice
{G} : G = m1b1 +m2b2 +m3b3 mi ∈ Z (1.6)
deﬁned via its elementary translation vectors (V is the volume of the unit cell in
position space)
b1 =
2π
V
a2 × a3 b2 = 2π
V
a3 × a1 b3 = 2π
V
a1 × a2 (1.7)
because the vectors k and k+G corresponds to the same irreducible representation
of the wavefunction. Therefore any symmetrically unique one-electron wavefunc-
tion can be labeled by a wavevector k from the elementary cell of crystal recipro-
cal lattice. Usually one takes a Wigner-Seitz cell for that referred to in this case
as (ﬁrst) Brillouin zone (BZ). Owing to Born–von Karman boundary conditions,
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implying, that translation to the vector Niai must leave the wavefunction unmod-
iﬁed, there is a discrete set of N1×N2×N3 allowed k vectors in the BZ, satisfying
conditions
exp(−ikNiai) = 1 (1.8)
For macroscopically large crystal this set can be treated as quasicontinuous.
Translational symmetry dramatically simpliﬁes a solution of one-electron equa-
tion [4], since functions, having diﬀerent symmetrical properties, i.e. labeled by
diﬀerent k vectors, cannot be mixed by hamiltonian and one can solve separate
equation for each k instead of solving the equation for all N1×N2×N3 k-vectors
simultaneously. In other words, the matrix of the one-electron hamiltonian is
block-diagonal in the basis of Bloch functions. To use this advantage, it is suﬃ-
cient to take the basis set functions, satisfying Eq. 1.4.
There is a multitude of diﬀerent methods for construction of eﬃcient Bloch
functions [4, 12, 13]. They can be divided into two broad classes: employing ex-
clusively basis of local functions (e.g. Slater-type orbitals, Gauss-type orbitals,
numerical orbitals etc.) and employing planewaves as basis functions. Local func-
tions may form quite eﬃcient and k-independent basis sets, but the construction
of a good basis for solids from them can be a quite hard task, since when lots of
them are placed close to each other in a periodic structure, they easily can become
linearly dependent. This makes it diﬃcult to test convergence versus basis set
size. Planewaves, although being probably most natural basis set for solids, would
demand an unmanageable expansion size to describe rapidly varying deep-energy
states. Therefore, one either drops these states from the explicit treatment, using
pseudopotentials, or extend them with the more suitable local basis, like in projec-
tor augmented wave (PAW) [14] or augmented plane wave (APW) methods [15].
The APW method can treat all electron states and allow successive improvement
of the basis set used, being one of the most accurate band structure methods for
solids at the expense of relatively high computational cost.
To construct the basis, the volume of the crystal in APW methods is parti-
tioned into nonoverlapping atom-centered spheres, usually called muﬃn-tin (MT)
spheres and remaining interstitial region (IR). In MT-spheres one uses a multipole
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expansion with numerical radial functions and in the IR - planewave basis set
φnk+G(r) =


1√
V
exp(i(k+G)r) r ∈ IR∑
αlm φ
k+G
αn,lm(r)Ylm(rˆ) r ∈MT
(1.9)
Both expansions must match at the boundaries of MT sphere of all atom (labeled
by α), which is achieved by the appropriate choice of radial functions φ(r) in MT-
spheres. This makes such a basis set k-dependent. Modern variants of the methods
[16] express radial functions as a linear combination of solutions of atomic equation,
taken at ﬁxed energies plus their energy derivatives (linearized APW methods -
LAPW) or as solutions at ﬁxed energies extended with additional local orbitals
(lo), constructed to improve basis set ﬂexibility (APW+lo). In both cases the basis
set can be extended by an additional set of local orbitals, improving the description
of semicore states (APW+lo+LO, LAPW+LO), which are constructed from the
solution of atomic equation, taken at the energy of corresponding semicore state.
Both types of local orbitals (lo and LO) are constructed to have zero values at its
MT-sphere boundary and outside the sphere and LO’s in addition also have zero
radial derivative there.
All the band structure theory methods deliver a set of one-electron crystal
orbitals, labeled by k-vector and a band index n. As mentioned above, band
structure theory employs a single determinantal ansatz, i.e. many-body wavefunc-
tion of the whole crystal is a single Slater determinant, built from all the occupied
crystal orbitals. The electrons of same spin are described by this ansatz as cor-
related (this so called Fermi correlation is brought by the antisymmetry of the
Slater determinant to the permutation of spatial and spin coordinates of any two
electrons), but the opposite spin electrons are statistically independent,2 i.e. are
not correlated (this so called Coulomb correlation is not present in single deter-
minantal ansatz). It has been known for a long time [4, 6], that such an ansatz
is not able to describe correctly, even at qualitative level, for instance, solids with
localized d- or f-electrons (e.g. Mott insulators) or systems with weak (disper-
sive) interactions, like noble gas crystals. For such objects one has to go beyond
one-electron approximation.
2The pair probability distribution of statistically independent particles is equal to the
product of single-particle probabilities.
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1.1.2 Beyond One-Electron Theories
Both one-electron theories, HF and Kohn–Sham DFT, impose a single Slater
determinant as an ansatz for the many-electron wavefunction. Despite formal
identity at this side, conceptually they are very diﬀerent: HF is from the beginning
an approximate theory due to mean-ﬁeld treatment of interelectronic interaction
and DFT is in principle exact, if the exact exchange-correlation energy functional
would be known in a form suitable for practical applications. It is, however,
one of the most serious drawbacks of the Kohn–Sham DFT that no systematic
way is known, how to approach this unknown functional and to improve known
approximations of it. Another peculiarity of KS-DFT (may be seen as a drawback
or as an advantage) is that even with exact functional one always has a description
of the system in the language of ﬁctitious non interacting particles. In contrast to
DFT, there is a well known systematic route, even several of them, how to improve
HF.
Configuration Interaction and Coupled-Cluster Methods
The most straightforward way is to represent a many-body wavefunction as not
just a single, but as a linear combination of many Slater determinants, obtained
by moving (e.g. exciting) electrons from occupied (i, j . . .) to unoccupied (a, b . . .)
orbitals of a reference Slater determinant Φ3
Ψ(x1, . . . ,xN ) = c0Φ(x1, . . . ,xN )
+
occ∑
i
free∑
a
caiΦ
a
i (x1, . . . ,xN )
+
occ∑
ij
free∑
ab
cabij Φ
ab
ij (x1, . . . ,xN ) + . . .
(1.10)
Most of the quantum-chemical methods explore this way. The number of determi-
nants scales with the system size exponentially and in order to be computationally
feasible, the summation over excited determinants must be truncated.
Conﬁguration interaction (CI) methods limit the highest number of electrons,
which can be excited. It turns out, that these truncated CI methods are not size
3In principle, an exact solution can be obtained with such ansatz, when all possible
determinants, formed over complete (i.e. inﬁnite) basis set has been included.
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consistent, i.e. if one calculates systems A and B one time separately and one time
together at very large distance, precluding any interaction between them, one does
not obtain identical results. The calculation results depend on the system size and
for solids this would mean, that the calculation results would be dependent on the
Born–von Karman cluster size and no limit would exist for the cluster of inﬁnitely
large size.
Coupled cluster (CC) methods use more sophisticated truncation, which makes
the method size-consistent. It represents many-electron wavefunction in a form
Ψ(x1, . . . ,xN ) = exp(Tˆ )Φ(x1, . . . ,xN ) where Tˆ = Tˆ1 + Tˆ2 + . . . is the so called
cluster operator and which is then truncated. Each operator Tˆn creates certain
linear combination of n-times excited reference Slater determinants e.g. Tˆ1Φ =∑occ
i
∑free
a t
a
iΦ
a
i .
An exponent of an cluster operator can be expanded in an inﬁnite Taylor series,
containing diﬀerent powers of Tˆn operators, which would produce a combination of
all possible excitations of reference Slater determinant. To describe the correlated
wavefunction one must ﬁnd all coeﬃcients t of the operators, included in the
cluster operator by solving a set of coupled nonlinear algebraic equations. Usually
one truncates Tˆ to Tˆ = Tˆ1 + Tˆ2,
4 which delivers suﬃcient accuracy at tolerable
computational cost. This variant of the method has been applied also to solids
[17], employing a planewave basis in a PAW formalism. The unpleasant side of CC
method is the diﬃculty of evaluation of expectation values from CC wavefunction,
since it is represented by an inﬁnite series. Following general expression for the
expectation value of operator Oˆ
〈O〉 = 〈exp(Tˆ )Φ|Oˆ|exp(Tˆ )Φ〉 = 〈Φ|exp(−Tˆ )Oˆexp(Tˆ )|Φ〉 (1.11)
would assume an inﬁnite number of terms due to the presence of two exponential
operators. For total energy one can obtain a simple equation, which includes only
summation over single and double excited conﬁgurations. The expectation value
of the general operator can be evaluated as a response function, i.e. the derivative
of the energy [18], which is still a demanding procedure.
4A “gold standard” of quantum chemistry, able to deliver the so called chemical accu-
racy is a CCSD(T), which additionally treats triple excitations using perturbation theory
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Many-Body Perturbation Theory for Wavefunctions
Another possibility to improve the many-electron wavefunction is to use a
many-body perturbation theory, which starts from unperturbed system, whose
eigenfunctions are known, and tries to systematically improve it, assuming that
the perturbation is suﬃciently small [6]. In quantum chemistry, most popular is
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory, which uses a sum of one-particles hamiltoni-
ans (Eq. 1.3) as hamiltonian of an unperturbed system and Rayleigh-Schro¨edinger
perturbation theory. The many-electron wavefunction can then also be represented
in the form of the expansion, given by Eq. 1.10. The lowest-order correction to
the energy appears in the second order (known as MP2), which is one of the most
popular computational schemes in quantum chemistry and is relatively inexpen-
sive. This method is size-consistent, which makes it possible to apply it to solids.
It has been implemented in CRYSCOR code, employing an Gaussian type orbitals
[19, 20, 21] and in VASP code, employing a planewave basis [22, 23]. This method,
however, has also certain drawbacks. The formulae for high order corrections be-
come very complicated and moreover, in certain cases the perturbation series can
diverge [24, 25]. One of such important case is a metallic system [23].
An expansion of Eq. 1.10 is known to deliver a very slow convergence versus the
ﬁnite basis set size, which can be drastically improved by making this expansion
explicitly dependent on the interelectronic coordinates r12 = |r1 − r2| [26, 27].
Such an ansatz is called an explicitly correlated many-body wavefunction (usually
abbreviated as F12) and can be used with MP2 or CC methods (called e.g. MP2-
F12 or CCSD-F12) to improve the eﬃciency of employed correlated methods in
solids [28, 29].
Many-Body Perturbation Theory for Green’s Functions
Many-body perturbation theory can also be formulated in terms of n-particle
Green’s functions (GF) [30], employing (intrinsically time-dependent) formalism
[31, 32] of the quantum ﬁeld theory. The simplest GF is the one-particle time-
independent Green’s function, which can be seen as another way to solve the
stationary one-particle Schro¨dinger equation Hˆψ = ǫψ
[
ǫ− Hˆ
]
G(x,x′, ǫ) = δ(x− x′) (1.12)
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It can be expressed via eigenfunctions ψn and eigenvalues ǫn of hamiltonian as
G(x,x′, ǫ) =
∑
n
ψn(x)ψ
∗
n(x
′)
ǫ− ǫn (1.13)
One observes, that a lots of information is packed into one-particle GF - it contains
the whole spectrum of hamiltonian.
One-particle GF can be also introduced for many-electron systems [31, 32].
Lots of important quantities, including e.g. density of states, one-particle den-
sity and any one-particle property, an information on system excitations and even
the total energy of many-electron system can be evaluated from it. For inter-
acting system, described by a hamiltonian Hˆ0 + Vˆ with interaction operator Vˆ ,
the one-particle GF G can be calculated from one-particle GF G0 of noninter-
acting (eﬃciently one-electron) system with the hamiltonian Hˆ0 using an inﬁnite
perturbation expansion
G =G0 +G0 · Σ ·G
=G0 +G0 · Σ ·G0 +G0 · Σ ·G0 · Σ ·G
=G0 +G0 · Σ ·G0 +G0 · Σ ·G0 · Σ ·G0 + . . .
(1.14)
In this equation (known as Dyson equation) the dot symbol means a multidimen-
sional integration. The quantity Σ is a so-called self-energy5 and in turn can be
expressed as a perturbative series. These two perturbative expansions together
with three additional equations make up a set of ﬁve Hedin’s equations6 [33], al-
lowing to calculate the exact G starting from G0 and V in a form of perturbation
theory. All the terms in the perturbative series can schematically be represented
by Feynman diagrams [31, 32].
In contrast to wavefunction-based many-body perturbation theory methods of
quantum chemistry, a Kohn–Sham hamiltonian is usually taken as Hˆ0 here. To use
Hedin’s equations for practical calculations of real systems, one has to introduce
approximations. Most common is a GW-approximation, which expresses the self
energy as Σ ≈ GW [33, 34].
5e.g. for Kohn–Sham DFT Σ = Vxc
6These equations are: 1)G = G0 +G0ΣG 2)Γ = 1+ (δΣ/δG)GGΓ 3)P = GGΓ 4)W =
V + V PW 5)Σ = GWΓ.
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In a similar way two-particle time-dependent GFG2(x1, t1,x2, t2,x
′
1, t
′
1,x
′
2, t
′
2)
can be introduced and obtained for interacting many-particle systems perturba-
tively. This function contains explicit information about the relative motion of
particle pairs. A particular form of the Dyson equation, which can be used for the
evaluation of two-particle GF is known as Bethe-Salpeter equation [35, 31, 36].
Green’s function many-body perturbation theory is very popular in solid-state
physics and has been implemented in numerous computer programs7. Mainly they
are used for the calculation of excitation spectra of solids and interacting GFs are
not always evaluated, like in popular G0W0 method. However, in the so called
self-consistent GW methods [41, 42, 43] GF for interacting particles G has to be
evaluated. Self-consistent GW has been reported to be implemented at least in
Abinit and FHI-AIMs programs.
Reduced Density Matrix Functional Theories
There are also alternative theories, which can provide better description of the
system, than that of HF or DFT and which do not necessarily start from mean
ﬁeld approximations directly. The one-particle reduced density matrix functional
theory (1RDMFT) [44] describes the state of the system, using a one-particle
reduced density matrix (1RDM) [45]
γ(x1,x
′
1) = N
∫
dx2
∫
dx3 . . .
∫
dxNΨ(x1,x2 . . .xN )Ψ
∗(x′1,x2 . . .xN )
=
∑
i
∑
j
γijψi(r)ψ
∗
j (r
′)
(1.15)
The diagonal part of 1RDM in coordinate representation γ(x,x) is just an electron
density. 1RDM can be calculated from one-particle Green’s function by “remov-
ing” its energy dependence. Most often an 1RDM is represented in the form of a
natural orbital (φi) expansion
γ(x,x′) =
∑
i
θiφi(x)φ
∗
i (x
′) (1.16)
where θi are the occupation numbers of the natural orbitals. It was shown [46], that
representation in this form fulﬁlls the N-representability condition, if 0 < ni < 1
7Elk [37], Abinit[38], GPAW [39], FHI-AIMs [40] to name just a few.
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and
∑
ni = N , i.e. such a density matrix will be physically meaningful in the sense
that it corresponds to certain many-electron wavefunction (Eq. 1.15). Almost all
1RDMFT methods use expansion Eq. 1.16 and often are called natural orbital
functional theory [47].
Similar to the DFT, the energy of the chemical system can be evaluated from
1RDM alone
E[γ] =− 1
2
∫
dx[∇2x′γ(x,x′)]x′=x −
∫
dx
∑
α
Zαγ(x,x)
|x−Rα|
+
1
2
∫
dx
∫
dx′
γ(x,x)γ(x′,x′)
|x− x′| + Exc[γ]
(1.17)
even although it does not contain explicit information on the electron pair dis-
tribution (i.e. is one-particle property). An exchange-correlation functional Exc,
expressing an exchange-correlation part of interelectronic interaction energy must
be known for that. The exact functional is not known and, as in DFT, should be
approximated. Finding a good approximation here, seems to be a more easy task
than for DFT functionals, because one does not need to add a correction to the
kinetic energy density, evaluated in KS-DFT for ﬁctitious noninteracting system.
Kinetic energy is evaluated in 1RDMFT exactly as the ﬁrst term of Eq. 1.17.
The search for 1RDM can be done variationally [44], e.g. by minimizing an
energy, given by Eq. 1.17, while varying the natural orbitals and their occupation
numbers from Eq. 1.16. In contrast to DFT one need to vary both the orbitals and
occupation numbers directly, which turns out to be computationally much more
demanding.
A number of exchange-correlation functionals for 1RDMFT has been developed
[48, 49, 50] and implemented [37] as a part of computer programs and with them
the theory has been successfully applied to molecular [51] and crystalline [49, 52]
systems.
In 1RDMFT one need to ﬁnd an approximation of the unknown exchange-
correlation functional for 1RDM. If one takes the 2-electron reduced density matrix
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(2RDM)
γ2(x1,x
′
1;x2,x
′
2) =
N(N − 1)
2
∫
dx3 . . .
∫
dxNΨ(x1,x2 . . .xN )Ψ
∗(x′1,x
′
2 . . .xN )
=
∑
ijkl
γ
(2)
ijklφi(r1)φj(r2)φ
∗
k(r
′
1)φ
∗
l (r
′
2)
(1.18)
an exact expression of the energy can be immediately written. In principle, one
can obtain 2RDM while varying it and minimizing the energy. The problem is
how to represent 2RDM in a way that it fulﬁlls the N-representability conditions.
While formally known [53], they are diﬃcult to implement. Nevertheless 2RDMFT
has also been successfully applied to the several systems [54], including clusters for
model solids [55]. Although at the moment no general purpose computer programs,
implementing 2RDMFT method for solids are publicly available, it could be a
perspective electronic structure theory in the future.
1.1.3 Relativistic Electronic Structure Methods
It is well known, that in the compounds containing heavy elements, relativistic
eﬀects are important and must be taken into account for the proper description of
their electronic structure and properties [56, 57]. The most consistent treatment
of relativistic eﬀects is provided by quantum electrodynamics [58], which heavily
relies on the perturbative Green’s function formalism of the quantum ﬁeld theory.
This theory is astonishingly accurate, but becomes too demanding for the systems
with more than few electrons. A practical alternative to quantum electrodynam-
ics is relativistic quantum chemistry (RQC), providing an extensive hierarchy of
methods [57, 59, 60, 61].
The only consistent formulation of RQC can be done in the Fock space [62, 61],
i.e. assuming a certain set of one-electron states and a CI-like expansion of many-
electron wavefunction over Slater determinants build from them. All the methods
of RQC can be classiﬁed according to the representation of these one-electron
states into:
• four-component or fully relativistic methods
• two-component methods
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• one-component or scalar-relativistic methods
In general, the number of approximations made increases in the series 4c→ 2c
→ 1c.
Four-component methods are most rigorous and imply least number of as-
sumptions and approximations. They are based on the Dirac equation for single
electron8 in the external potential V[−icα∇+ βmec2 + V (r)]ψ(r) = ǫψ(r) (1.19)
where α and β are 4 × 4 Dirac matrices (see Appendix A). Since Dirac equation
contains 4×4 matrices, a single-electron wavefunction has to be a four-component
object i.e. four-component spinor (or bispinor)9
ψ(r) =
(
ψL(r)
ψS(r)
)
=


ψLα(r)
ψLβ(r)
ψSα(r)
ψSβ(r)

 (1.20)
Components labeled L are called large and usually are really dominating in case
of chemical systems. Components labeled S are called small. Labels α and β
correspond to the eigenfunctions of spin operator i.e., roughly speaking, describe
the spin-up and spin-down components of electron state.
In order to arrive at a many-electron theory, one must have a way how to
construct many-electron wavefunction and many-electron hamiltonian from spinor
wavefunction and Dirac equation. This is done using an operation of direct prod-
uct (⊗) of spinors and matrices (see Appendix B) so that an in case of an N -
electron system a many-electron wavefunction is a 4N component object and a
many-electron equation should be written as corresponding 4N × 4N matrix equa-
tion.
An introduction of interelectronic interaction operator for relativistically mov-
ing electrons is also complicated thing: an exact expression of interaction energy,
for instance, is not symmetric with respect to the permutation of electron co-
ordinates [59]. For practical purposes one has to use approximated expressions.
8In fact Dirac equation describes not only an electron but also a positron.
9Spinor are not just vectors - they diﬀer from them by their transformation properties
with respect to the space rotation.
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Widely used in RQC is the Coulomb-Breit interaction10. The simplest possible
classical Coulomb interaction Vˆ Cij =
1
|ri−rj | is also used often.
As in the nonrelativistic theory, the simplest way to solve the many-electron
Dirac equation is to introduce a self-consistent ﬁeld, i.e. consider a Dirac-Fock
equation for single electron in the mean ﬁeld of other electrons and take a single
Slater determinant as a many-electron wavefunction. For solids the fully relativistic
Dirac-Kohn–Sham theory with Coulomb operator has been implemented as a part
of FPLO program [63]. One can also go beyond the single-determinantal level of
theory and employ CI or CC expansions [64].
Two-component methods do not handle small components of the spinor,
which is decoupled from the large component either by some kind of elimination,
like in the zero order regular approximation (ZORA) method [65], or by unitary
transformation, like in the Douglas-Kroll-Hess theory [66]. These methods work
with simpler 2c-spinors
(
ψLα
ψLβ
)
of large components only, and the one-electron
equation formally can be written as a 2× 2 matrix equation.
2c-methods are faster, than fully relativistic methods and formally can be made
as exact as the latter [67]. However, a so called picture change eﬀect must be taken
into account for them, which changes the form of operators, even such simple, as
electron density operator. When this change is not taken into account, the so
called “picture change error” [68] is introduced. Usually it is not large and can
be ignored. 2c-methods are implemented in several computer programs able to
calculate solids, e.g. Elk [37], Abinit [38], ADF [69].
Scalar-relativistic methods can be developed under assumption, that nondi-
agonal in spin matrix elements of 2c-hamiltonian, i.e. between α and β components
of the spinor, are small and can be neglected. The equations for ψLα and ψLβ can
then be decoupled. An example of operators nondiagonal in spin are the spin-
orbit coupling operator11 or the Zeeman term12, when the magnetic ﬁeld is not
collinear. Conceptually, scalar-relativistic methods do not diﬀer that much from
the methods of nonrelativistic quantum chemistry. Most of the modern band struc-
10Vˆ CBij =
1
rij
− αiαj2rij −
(αirij)(αjrij)
2r3
ij
11 1
4c2σ(∇V (r)×p), where σ is spin operator, V is external potential and p is momentum
operator
12µBσB(r) where B is magnetic ﬁeld
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ture computer programs employ scalar-relativistic hamiltonians, e.g. suggested by
Koelling-Harmon [70], by default.
1.2 Chemical Bonding Analysis
The presented overview of methods for the calculation of the electronic struc-
ture, which are available at the moment or could become available for routine
applications on solids in the near future, shows how diverse and complicated can
be the form, in which the results of calculations could come. Indeed, it could
range from a habitual set of one-particle orbitals, like in Kohn–Sham DFT, to
many-terms expansions, like in MBPT or CC, or can be condensed into density
matrices. Depending on the level of employed relativistic formalism, an orbital or
a wavefunction can be a “simple” scalar or a complicated spinor object. Such a
zoo of sophisticated electronic structure theories would beneﬁt from a universal
method of analysis, capable to rationalize a multitude of numbers, representing
certain quantum-mechanical object, being produced by calculation, and to turn
them into the language of concepts, familiar to a human mind, on which one
can rationalize the results and generate new ideas. A famous sentence of Eugene
Wigner:
“It is nice that computer understands the problem. But I would like
to understand it too.”
perfectly illustrates this need. It is nice to see, that under certain conditions
structure A has lower energy than structure B, but how to understand, what is
the reason for that? Facts like EA < EB are just peculiar but the reasons behind
that can be very general and can be used to do predictions and to design and
discover new stable materials.
An additional complication is that concepts, employed by chemists who create
new substances, have not so much in common with quantum-mechanical concepts.
Chemical concepts have been coined over decades of collecting and analyzing chem-
ical experience. Although often being weakly justiﬁed on the strict theoretical level
and therefore ironically termed by Gernot Frenking “unicorns” [71], they are ex-
tremely useful and powerful and are immanent to the chemist’s way of thinking.
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There is a clear need to have a connection between the formal language of quan-
tum mechanics and the useful language of chemistry so that predictions, made
by quantum mechanics, can be translated to the predictions on the language of
chemistry, which can then be tried by experimentalists. Chemistry can hardly be
imagined without an idea of an atom, but how do we ﬁnd an atom in the inﬁnite
multideterminant expansion, given by CC theory or in the Green’s function or
density matrix? From the viewpoint of quantum mechanics, a crystal is just many
interacting electrons in the ﬁeld of nuclei.
A very popular approach is to concentrate on the one-particle wavefunctions,
i.e. molecular/crystal orbitals, and their composition in terms of local orbitals
[72, 73, 13]. In the case of solids, this approach, relying on the language of band
structure theory, is heavily dominating nowadays. Being natural in case of one-
electron theories, it can not be straightforwardly generalized for more advanced
methods, like CC, where many determinants, each representing in fact a particular
band structure, participate in the description of the electronic structure. Moreover,
even in the case of a single Slater determinant, the choice of such orbitals is not
unique13. A more general approach, not relying on the presence of a single orbital
diagram and independent on the particular form of certain orbitals would be more
appropriate.
An analysis of reduced density matrices can be an attractive alternative to the
orbital-based analysis. First of all, density matrices are quantum-mechanical ob-
servables and are invariant to the orbital transformations. As observables, they can
be evaluated for any of the electron correlation methods mentioned in Sect.1.1.2 as
well as for spinor wavefunctions14 Density matrices are not explicitly deﬁned in the
Kohn–Sham DFT but formally can be constructed from the Kohn–Sham orbitals,
assuming, that the many-particle wavefunction is a Slater determinant. Although
this procedure is not rigorously justiﬁed, such density matrices are widely used for
chemical bonding analysis [74, 75].
Two very important quantities - the energy and the number of particles -
can be directly evaluated from reduced density matrices. In this work various
13Canonical orbitals, i.e. solutions of Fock or Kohn–Sham equation, can be transformed
by arbitrary unitary matrix without aﬀecting many-electron wavefunction.
14In case of Green’s function γ(x,x′) = 12pii limτ−>0+
∫
dǫexp(iǫτ)G(x,x′, ǫ) where 0+
means an inﬁnitesimally small positive number.
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bonding indicators will be used, which all are constructed from one- and two-
particle reduced density matrices.
What is then needed is to deﬁne a partitioning of values, calculated from the
density matrices, into chemically meaningful constituents. These partitionings can
be divided into two broad classes: those, based on the analysis in Hilbert or func-
tion space and those, based on the analysis in real (position or momentum) space.
Both classes provide explanations like just formulated on diﬀerent languages. Each
of them has its own advantages and drawbacks.
The ﬁrst class of paradigms rely on the functions, usually local orbitals, as
a meaningful representative of a certain chemical entity. For instance, an atom
can be considered as a set of basis orbitals, centered at a nucleus. The Mulliken
scheme [76] is the most known example. Although being very popular, predictive,
and powerful, and well ﬁtted into the one-electron framework, these methods have
serious drawbacks. Namely, they suﬀer from the lack of rigor, because there is
no unequivocal choice of local orbitals, which should be taken, and there is no
underlying physical principle behind them. The results of such analysis depend
on the particular choice of orbitals, and although usually this dependence is not
crucial, it could in certain cases deliver qualitative wrong results [76].
The second class of paradigms utilizes partitioning in physical, i.e. position
or momentum space. These partitionings can be either diﬀuse [77], representing
interpenetrating atoms, or have sharp boundaries, like topological partitionings
[78, 79, 80], generated by the topology of a certain ﬁeld. Fuzzy partitionings are
easier to evaluate, but they are not uniquely deﬁned - there have been suggested
several variants of them [77, 81, 82, 83, 84] and the results of analysis may be
inﬂuenced by this choice [85, 86].
Topological partitionings, although being computationally relatively expensive,
are least ambiguous and widely used nowadays in various branches of chemistry
[87, 80]. We will employ them in the current work for the chemical bonding analysis
of solids.
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1.2.1 Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules
Topological Partitioning of Space
Quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) utilizes a topology of elec-
tron density, which is a diagonal part of the spinless 1RDM ρ(r) = ρ1(r, r) =∑
σ γ(rσ, rσ), to partition the space into “quantum atoms” [78]. Being a quantum-
mechanical observable, electron density also can be reconstructed from the exper-
iment [88, 80]. For instance, X-ray diﬀraction intensities I are proportional to the
squared moduli I(G) ∼ |F (G)|2 of electron density Fourier expansion coeﬃcients
F (G) =
∫
drρ(r)exp(iGr), where G is a scattering vector from the reciprocal
lattice (Eq. 1.6).
The physical meaning of the electron density value ρ(r) at a certain point is
that ρ(r)dV is an electronic charge to be found in the volume dV around the
point r. The ground state electron density usually has maxima at the positions
of the nuclei,15 which intuitively is clear: for negatively charged electrons the
highest probability to ﬁnd them should be near the positively charged nuclei.
QTAIM deﬁnes an atom as a set of points in space, having the property, that
the ﬁeld line16 of the electron density gradient vector ﬁeld terminates at the same
maximum of electron density (or, equivalently, an attractor of gradient vector
ﬁeld) and where the nucleus of the corresponding atom is located. Such set of
points with its attractor is called a topological basin of electron density [78]. Since
only one gradient ﬁeld line can run through any point of space, partitioning into
topological basins is mutually exclusive, i.e. basins do not overlap. Field lines
can not cross the boundaries between basins, because all points on the line must
belong to the same basin. Therefore at any point on the basin surface the gradient
of electron density must be orthogonal to the surface normal, leading to the zero
ﬂux condition [78]
∇ρ(r) · n = 0 (1.21)
This condition is of fundamental importance and allows to deﬁne QTAIM topo-
logical basins as open quantum subsystems, because two very general quantum-
15Under certain circumstances a so called non-nuclear attractors (NNA) can appear [89].
16Field line is deﬁned by an equation dr
ds
= ∇ρ(r) and has a property, that the electron
density gradient is a tangential to the line at any point on it.
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mechanical theorems - hypervirial and virial theorems, valid for any quantum-
mechanical system, are also valid for any subsystem, bound by a zero ﬂux surface
(Eq. 1.21) [79, 78]. In particular, the virial theorem states, that QTAIM atom has
rigorously deﬁned values of kinetic, potential and total energy.
Introducing QTAIM atoms allows to partition any one-electron property into
the sum of atomic contributions, any two-electron property into sum of pair con-
tributions and so on. One of the simplest examples is the partitioning of the total
number of electrons N into the sum of QTAIM basin populations NA
N =
∫
drρ(r) =
∑
A
∫
A
drρ(r) =
∑
A
NA (1.22)
Subtracting it from the charge of the nucleus ZA, residing at the density attractor,
yields then a QTAIM charge qA = ZA −NA. In this way one can partition dipole
moments, magnetic moments, volumes and any other one-electron properties.
As an example of partitioning of two-electron property, a partitioning of total
energy of the system into the sum of monoatomic and interatomic contributions
within the framework of interacting quantum atoms (IQA) [90, 85] can be given
E =
∑
A
EA +
∑
A>B
EAB (1.23)
The reason for the appearance of one- and two-atomic contributions is the presence
of one- and two-electron terms in the hamiltonian, whose expectation value is an
energy. Other two-electron properties, e.g. pair density [91], can be partitioned in
the similar way.
Topological Analysis of Electron Density and Local Bonding Indi-
cators
QTAIM utilizes the topology of electron density not only to partition the space
into QTAIM atoms, but also to recognize and classify the interactions between
them [78, 79, 87]. Critical points of electron density, i.e. the points in position
space where ∇ρ(r) = 0, plays here special role. They can be classiﬁed by the
structure of the electron density hessian matrix Hpq =
∂
∂p
∂
∂qρ(r) p, q = x, y, z
evaluated at the critical point.
Usually critical points are characterized by a pair of integer numbers (rank, sign),
where rank indicates a number of nonzero eigenvalues (i.e. curvatures of electron
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density) of the hessian, and sign is the sum of the signs of these eigenvalues (sig-
nature).
When at least one eigenvalue of the hessian is zero, i.e. rank < 3, a critical
point is said to be degenerate and a chemical system, possessing it, is not struc-
turally stable17 since a tiny change in the system leads to the disappearance of this
critical point. Such critical points may appear in the course of a chemical reaction
[78].
There are four types of nondegenerate critical points:
• (3, -3): attractors, or maxima
• (3, -1): bond critical points (bcp) are saddle points having two negative and
one positive eigenvalues
• (3, +1): ring critical points (rcp) are saddle points having one negative and
two positive eigenvalues
• (3, +3): cage critical points (ccp) or repellors, or minima
The Poincare-Hopf theorem states, that the number of critical points of each
type must fulﬁll the equation attr − bcp + rcp − ccp = χ, where χ is an Euler
characteristic of the space. In case of molecular systems χ = 1 and in case of pe-
riodic three dimensional solids, assuming Born–von Karman boundary conditions,
χ = 0.
In the so called “orthodox” QTAIM [78] bond critical points, connected with
two attractors by two vector ﬁeld lines, called in this case bond paths, are neces-
sary and suﬃcient conditions for the corresponding atoms to be bonded. Although
this interpretation is widely used nowadays, especially in the analysis of the ex-
perimental charge density, there are numerous situations, when a bond path is
absent [92], where one would expect a bond and reverse, a bond path is present,
where the bond is hardly to be imagined [93]. An analysis of energy components in
terms of IQA has unraveled such a controversy and has shown, that bond paths in
fact indicates the dominant channels of stabilizing exchange interactions between
QTAIM atoms, but this interaction can be overweighted by other energy contribu-
tions [94, 95]. Ring critical points are associated with the cycles and usually can
17Except systems having continuous symmetry, e.g. spherical or cylindrical
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be found inside cyclic fragments, e.g. in C3H6. Cage critical points are associated
with the polyhedral fragments, e.g. those inside P4 tetrahedral molecule.
Values of diﬀerent properties, evaluated at critical points, are very often used
as local bonding indicators for the characterization of interatomic interactions.
One of the most popular indicators is an electron density laplacian, e.g. the trace
of the hessian matrix. Its value at the bond critical point allows to classify the
interaction as either shared or closed shell [78], although this indicator is known
to have serious drawbacks. Several alternative indicators, based on the energy
densities, have been suggested [96, 97]. The laplacian value at the ring critical
point can be used to judge about the multicenter character of an interaction in
the ring [98]. Local bonding indicators are computationally pretty cheap, but can
be sensitive to the data, from which they are evaluated.
Global Bonding Indicators
Global bonding indicators, obtained by the integration over QTAIM basins,
although computationally more expensive, are usually more robust and stable.
One of the most popular global bonding indicators is the delocalization index (DI)
[99, 91, 100, 101], evaluated from the pair density ρ2
δ(A,B) = 2
∫
A
dr1
∫
B
dr2 [ρ(r1)ρ(r2)− 2ρ2(r1, r2)] = 2
∫
A
dr1
∫
B
dr2ρxc(r1, r2)
(1.24)
Pair density is a diagonal part of spinless 2-RDM
ρ2(r1, r2) =
∑
σ1
∑
σ2
γ2(r1σ1, r2σ2; r1σ1, r2σ2) (1.25)
and ρxc, termed a hole part, expresses the diﬀerence between the real pair density
and the pair density if electrons would be statistically independent uncorrelated,
which is just a product of electron densities. ρxc can be decomposed into the Fermi
hole (corresponding to same-spin electron pairs) and the correlation hole (opposite
spin electron pairs) [102].
Delocalization indices can be used to characterize the degree of delocalization of
electrons inside the basin and to evaluate the statistical ﬂuctuation of the QTAIM
basin population. The degree of electron localization inside region A is character-
ized by a localization index (LI) λ(A) = 12δ(A,A). Localization and delocalization
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indices are connected by the sum rule
1
2
∑
B 6=A
δ(A,B) + λ(A) = NA (1.26)
which in fact expresses the normalization condition of the hole part of the pair
density.
These quantities have connections with many important chemical concepts
like valence, bond order [100], or aromaticity [103]. DI are closely related to
the stabilizing contribution to the total energy EA,Bxc , appearing within the IQA
framework [104, 105]. As universal indicators, based on the density matrices,
DI have been successfully applied to the Hartree-Fock [101] and DFT [74, 103]
calculation results, as well as to the correlated wavefunction calculations [101,
106, 107], (pseudo)1RDMFT [108].
The DI value can be decomposed and very visually interpreted by perform-
ing an analysis of the so called domain-averaged Fermi hole (DAFH) eigenvectors,
resulted in domain-averaged Fermi hole orbitals (DAFHO) [109, 110, 86]. The
domain-averaged Fermi hole for basin A is a function gA(r2), obtained by per-
forming only one integration over basin A in the Eq. 1.24
gA(r2) =
∫
A
dr1 [ρ(r1)ρ(r2)− 2ρ2(r1, r2)] = NAρ(r2)− 2
∫
A
dr1ρ2(r1, r2) (1.27)
It can thus be considered as a DI “density distribution”, delivering the DI value,
when integrated over another basin B. An integral of the DAFH over the whole
space delivers the population of its basin
2
∫
B
drgA(r) = δ(A,B)∫
drgA(r) = NA
(1.28)
If one expands the quantities in Eq. 1.27 using one-electron orbitals, one can
express gA(r) in a bilinear form [86]
gA(r) =
∑
i
∑
j
gAijψi(r)ψ
∗
j (r) (1.29)
Diagonalization of the matrix gAij delivers eigenfunctions f˜
A
i and eigenvalues n˜
A
i of
the domain-averaged Fermi hole, in terms of which it can be written as
gA(r) =
∑
i
n˜Ai |f˜Ai (r)|2 (1.30)
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which is at ﬁrst, more simple, than the bilinear expansion and, at second, does not
depend on the particular choice of orbitals ψi, since eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
of the matrix are invariant. These eigenfunctions however must transform as irre-
ducible representations of the local symmetry group of domain A, which means,
that they do not correspond to independent bonds, when some bonds are sym-
metrically equivalent. Performing an isopycnic localization transformation [111],
which is a linear (but nonunitary) transformation of the DAFH eigenfunctions and
their occupation numbers, results in domain-averaged Fermi orbitals fAi and their
occupation numbers nAi , which can be used to express DAFH in the same form as
Eq. 1.30
gA(r) =
∑
i
nAi |fAi (r)|2 (1.31)
Owing to Eqs., 1.28 the values of delocalization indices and the basin populations
can be decomposed into contributions from DAFH orbitals of the particular basin
and usually only a small number of them has non-negligible occupation numbers
and thus contribute signiﬁcantly. The form of DAFH orbitals yields a very visual
and chemically clear picture of the bonding in position space. This analysis has
gained much popularity in the last decade as a powerful instrument for position
space chemical bonding analysis, capable to recover a lot of chemical concepts,
originally appeared in the framework of molecular orbital theory [105], and also to
extend insights into the processes of bond formation [112, 113].
1.2.2 Electron Localizability Indicators
The periodicity of the chemical element properties, brilliantly expressed by the
periodic table, suggests, that the atom’s internal structures have certain regularity.
Having the one-electron picture in mind, this regularity can be explained by the
structure of one-electron levels, i.e. atomic orbitals. However if one wants to
abandon the one-electron world, one needs another concept instead of orbitals to
represent the ﬁne structure of an atom. The atomic shell structure can be such an
alternative concept, and the periodicity of element properties can be attributed to
the formation of complete shells.
First attempts to reveal atomic shells as regions in position space without re-
sorting to the orbitals have been made many years ago and since that time many
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functions have been suggested for that purpose, including logarithmic densities
[114], laplacian of electron density [115], one-electron potential [116] and others.
The electron localization function (ELF) [117, 118] and electron localizability indi-
cator (ELI) [119] are most popular indicators, used for the shell structure analysis
due to their capability to reveal the shell structure for almost all of the elements
of the periodic table not only at qualitative, but also at quantitative (i.e. having
shell populations close to that from the Aufbau principle) level.
ELF is a scalar function, originally formulated for the closed shell Hartree-Fock
level of theory [117] as
ησ(r) =
1
1 + (Dσσ(r)/DσσHEG(ρ(r)))
2
(1.32)
where Dσσ(r) is the curvature of the conditional pair density for σ-same-spin
electron pair, which can be evaluated from the pair density (Eq. 1.25). Quantity
DσσHEG is the same curvature for the homogeneous electron gas, having the same
density ρ(r) as in the system of question at the point r.
ELF has been later extended to the DFT [118], open shell systems [120], corre-
lated calculations [121] and two-component spinor wavefunctions [122]. A serious
conceptual drawback of ELF is the use of homogeneous electron gas as a calibra-
tion system (see Eq. 1.32), so that any ELF value can not be interpreted directly,
but only as a relative quantity. The choice of calibrating function is not always
unique, like for open shell systems, or well justiﬁed, like for correlated or 2c-spinor
cases. Additional lorentzian rescaling (1/(1+x2)) makes the interpretation of ELF
value even more diﬃcult and prevents any meaningful decomposition analysis of
ELF values.
Electron localizability indicators are free from these drawbacks and provide
uniﬁed formalism for deﬁning the indicators for the revealing of shell structures
from the density matrices, using a restricted partitioning approach [123, 119, 124].
In this approach one uses certain distribution, called a control function f , to parti-
tion the space into small compact nonoverlapping regions {µi}, called microcells, so
that an integral of control function over each region yields the same given number
ω, deﬁning restriction of the partition∫
µi
dr1dr2 . . . f(r1, r2 . . .) = ω (1.33)
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The choice of the control function deﬁnes various ELI ﬂavors, e.g. taking certain
pair density as control function yields ELI-D, based on the restriction of having
a ﬁxed number of electron pairs in the microcell. Having microcells deﬁned, one
uses a second distribution, called sampling function g, to evaluate an integral over
them, yielding a discrete distribution∫
µi
dr1dr2 . . . g(r1, r2 . . .) = gi (1.34)
The value gi depends on the volume of the microcell µi, which in turn depends
on the ω. Taking limit ω → 0 and removing ω-dependence of gi one obtains a
quasicontinuous distribution g(ri), which can be used as bonding indicator. The
microcells are usually used only at the stage of the derivation of the formula
for g(ri), which is further used in a computer program to calculate the bonding
indicator.
Usually one takes the diagonal elements of 1- and 2RDMs, i.e. 1- or 2-electron
densities, as control and sampling properties. The most popular ﬂavor of ELI is
ELI-D for same spin electrons [119], ΥσD, which is constructed taking same-spin
pair density ρσσ2 (r1, r2) as control property and σ-spin electron density ρ
σ(r) as
sampling property. The ﬁnal formula is then
ΥσD(r) = ρ
σ(r)
[
12
gσσ(r)
] 3
8
(1.35)
where gσσ is the spherically averaged second derivative of the Fermi hole (cf. Eq.
1.24) at the electron coalescence point, where r2 = r1
gσσ(r1) = ∇2r2 [ρσ(r1)ρσ(r2)− 2ρσσ2 (r1, r2)]r2=r1 (1.36)
and ρσσ2 (r1, r2) = γ2(r1σ, r2σ; r1σ, r2σ) (cf. Eq. 1.25).
In contrast to ELF, ELI-D value can be directly interpreted as being propor-
tional to the charge, needed to have around some point in order to ﬁnd there a
certain fraction of same spin electron pairs. High ELI-D value means, that a lot
of charge is needed to build same-spin electron pairs and thus that the same-spin
electrons appear around that point mostly as alone (i.e. not as pair of electrons,
triple etc.). Owing to suppressed probability to ﬁnd same-spin electron pairs there
is increased probability to see opposite spin electron pairs, which corresponds to
the Lewis pairs, i.e. bonds, lone pairs or atomic shells. This makes ELI-D a
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practical tool for chemical bonding analysis because its topology, i.e. positions of
the maxima, mark regions, which can be interpreted as bonds or core shells, and
topological partitioning of space into ELI-D basins can be used to calculate the
populations of bonds by integration of electron density over the basins18. The clas-
siﬁcation of valence basins into lone pairs, two-center and multicenter bonds can
be formally done according to their synapticity [125], equal to the the number of
core (or penultimate shell) basins it touches. Monosynaptic basins correspond to
lone pairs, disynaptic, touching two core basins, correspond to two-center bonds
and polysynaptic basins, sharing common zero-ﬂux surface with more than two
core basins, correspond to multicenter bonding.
From Eq. 1.36 one can see, that ELI-D is proportional to the charge density,
which at the one-electron level can be decomposed into the sum of densities from
separate orbitals. This opens the way to decompose ELI into contributions from
separate orbitals [126], thus establishing a bridge between real-space and orbital-
space approaches to the chemical bonding analysis.
Besides ELI-D for same spin electrons, other ﬂavors of ELI-D have been devel-
oped. ELI-D for triplet-coupled electrons [127] is very useful for open shell systems,
delivering one scalar ﬁeld, which represents the bonding situation, created by two
inequivalent spin channels. ELI-q for singlet-coupled electrons [127] or ELI-q for
opposite spin electron pairs [128] can reveal noncovalent interactions, e.g. van der
Waals bonds.
The quantitative analysis of ELF/ELI ﬁelds is performed in the same way, as
in QTAIM [129]. Local [130] and global [131] bonding indicators can be evaluated
as well, although since ELI basins do not represent atoms, they interpretation is
also diﬀerent.
18It should be noted, that in contrast to QTAIM partitioning, no rigorous physical prin-
ciple stays behind the partitioning of space into ELI-D basins. However such partitionings
usually look very reasonable and are very useful from the viewpoint of chemical bonding
analysis.
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1.3 Motivation
The real space approach to the chemical bonding analysis is a universal and
practical tool, capable to extend our knowledge about solids. Certain techniques of
real-space analysis are commonly used nowadays. However, many of the capabil-
ities of real-space analysis, for instance delocalization indices or domain-averaged
Fermi hole analysis have never been applied to real solids.
In addition, many interesting inorganic solids contain heavy elements, where
relativistic eﬀects must be taken into account at the level beyond scalar-relativistic,
requiring thus the description using spinor wavefunctions. It is anticipated, that
on the basis of such solids technologies of the future, e.g. spintronics [132], can
be brought to our daily life. In order to be able to understand such solids, bond-
ing indicators must be revisited and extended for the application to the calcu-
lations, employing multicomponent wavefunctions. For instance, no ELI-D for
spinor wavefunctions has been elaborated yet and no delocalization indices have
been yet calculated from the spinor wavefunctions.
The purpose of the current work is to develop, to implement and to apply
modern methods of real space chemical bonding analysis on solids. The ﬁrst part
of the following chapter is devoted to the methods for the analysis of the scalar-
relativistic calculations, including methods beyond one-electron approximation.
The second part describes the extension of the methods of analysis to the results
of calculations employing multicomponent wavefunctions. The third part presents
some selected applications of the methods developed to resolve questions about
real solids.
The developed methods have been implemented in the form of specially mod-
iﬁed version of the DGrid computer program [133]. The topological analysis of
scalar ﬁelds is done by DGrid using their representation over discrete grids, which
is quite robust, eﬃcient and universal for many algorithms, used in position space
analysis. However, for the initialization of the numerical representation on the
grid and for certain methods of topological analysis, like the search of the criti-
cal points and the evaluation of local indicators, one needs to have an analytical
expansions of scalar ﬁelds or the orbitals. In order to separate analytical and nu-
merical representations, a special modularized version of DGrid program has been
developed, which keeps the functionality of speciﬁc analytical representation inside
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a module and the universal algorithms, dealing with numerical representation in
the main program. Modules for processing DFT and 1RDMFT calculation results,
performed with the (L)APW Elk code [37] have also been developed.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Methods
2.1 Chemical Bonding Analysis for
Scalar-Relativistic Kohn–Sham DFT
Calculations
2.1.1 Topological Analysis of Scalar Fields
The output of any DFT (L)APW calculation is a set of Kohn–Sham crystal
orbitals ψnk and their occupation numbers θ(nk). The crystal orbitals ψnk are
represented as expansions over a basis of APWs (Eq. 1.9) and each APW is
expanded over spherical harmonics and planewaves so that
ψnk(r) =
Gkm∑
G
ψnk+Gφnk+G(r) =


1√
V
exp(ikr)
Gkm∑
G
ψnk,Gexp(iGr) r ∈ IR
lψm∑
αlm
ψnk,αlm(r)Yαlm(rˆ) r ∈MT α
(2.1)
Both expansions are ﬁnite. The Fourier expansion includes G-vectors of length
smaller than Gkm, which is controlled by the rgkmax keyword of the Elk program.
The multipole expansion includes terms with l < lψm, which is the value of the
lmaxapw keyword of the Elk program. The radial functions ψkn,αlm(r) are also
represented as third-degree polynomial expansions in the form of cubic splines and
also have ﬁnite number of expansion coeﬃcients NR, which is controlled by the
33
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variable nrmt in the Elk “species” ﬁle for atom α.
Similar expansions have been used (Annex 2) for the representation of scalar
ﬁelds, but since all they are translationally invariant, the basis of the expan-
sion must correspond to the totally symmetric irreducible representation of lattice
translation group with k = 0, i.e.
f(r) =


Gm∑
G
fGexp(iGr) r ∈ IR
lm∑
αlm
fαlm(r)Ylm(rˆ) r ∈MT
(2.2)
The sizes of expansions are controlled by the Elk keywords gmaxvr (Gm) and
lmaxvr (lm).
In fact, both multipole and Fourier expansions can be used in analytical as
well as in numerical representations [15]. The analytical representation is the set
of the expansion coeﬃcients and can be said to be given in functional space. The
numerical representation is the set of function values on the grid in position space.
They can be explicitly transformed into the other representation without loss of
accuracy:
• The Fourier coeﬃcients fG can be transformed to/obtained from the values
on the real space f(ri) grid using discrete Fourier or fast Fourier transforms
[134].
• Multipole coeﬃcients flm(ri) for a given radius ri can be transformed/ob-
tained by the spherical harmonic transform to/from the equivalent number
of values at the points on the sphere of the radius ri [135].
• Radial functions flm(r) can be seen either as a set of spline coeﬃcients or as
a set of values on the radial grid {ri}, which are transformed one to another
by spline evaluation/spline interpolation [136].
The expansion coeﬃcients of any scalar ﬁeld in Eq. 2.2 can be easily calculated
from the expansion coeﬃcients of crystal orbitals in Eq. 2.1 by the following
procedure (Annex 2):
1. Transform the expansion coeﬃcients to the values on the real space grid.
2. Evaluate the values on the real space grid.
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3. Transform the values on the real space grid to the expansion coeﬃcients.
The value of the scalar ﬁeld at an arbitrary point and the derivatives of the ﬁeld
over spatial coordinates can then be calculated, using expressions for the deriva-
tives of multipole [137] and Fourier expansions [138]. Providing both expansions
are of suﬃcient size, so that the truncation eﬀects are negligible, the derivatives
obtained can be directly used for e.g. the search of critical points and evaluation
of bond paths (Annex 2).
A well known unpleasant feature of APW basis is the occurrence of the discon-
tinuities in the expansions Eq. 2.1, 2.2 at the boundaries of MT spheres. There are
several reasons for that. First of all, an exact matching of MT and IR functions
in Eq. 1.9 can be achieved only using inﬁnite multipole expansion, which can not
be done in practice. Second, the core states, which are by construction not zero
only in MT-spheres, may have noticeable IR contribution (core leakage), which
is discarded. Third, the evaluation of the derivatives often introduces noticeable
discontinuities, because the evaluation of the spline coeﬃcients of the derivative
function requires evaluation of radial derivatives at the sphere boundary, which are
not known and can only be interpolated. Thus, to minimize the discontinuities,
one may try to increase the expansion cutoﬀ parameters19 and to move the core
states with high charge leakage to the list of valence states (Annex 2). Treatment
of certain orbitals as (L)APWs instead of APW+lo can be helpful to diminish the
discontinuities coming from the evaluation of the derivatives (Annex 2).
In order to test the applicability of the implemented algorithms of topologi-
cal analysis, several prototypical solids, representing ionic, covalent, metallic and
molecular crystals have been analyzed and the convergence vs. APW expansion
cutoﬀ parameters and the number of k-points has been checked (Annex 2). Addi-
tionally, the results of the analysis have been compared with the results available
in literature. It was found, that the accuracy and the quality of data resulted
from APW calculations is suﬃcient and analysis of even relatively large organic
crystals can be done in a reasonable time (Annex 2). Approximated density ma-
trices, constructed from the Kohn–Sham orbitals yielded chemically reasonable
topology of the ELI-D. Except for situations, where the scalar function has a very
19N.B.! For the stability of APW algorithms certain relation between cutoﬀ parameters
of multipole and planewave expansions must be kept, for more details see [15].
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ﬂat topology, the results of the analysis are not much sensitive to the expansion
cutoﬀs (Annex 2). The results almost do not depend on the number of k-points
used. In all the cases the algorithms employed in DGrid were able to ﬁnd all
critical points of electron density and ELI-D, so that at least the Po´ıncare-Hopf
theorem has always been fulﬁlled. The obtained basin populations and some local
bonding indicators, evaluated at critical points, are in good agreement with the
results of the calculations, employing various basis sets, and also with the results
of the electron density reconstruction from X-ray diﬀraction experiments (Annex
2).
2.1.2 Delocalization Indices
For the evaluation of the delocalization indices (Eq. 1.24) one needs to con-
struct an exchange-correlation part of the pair density from the Kohn–Sham or-
bitals ψnk and their occupations θ(nk). Since the opposite spin Kohn–Sham par-
ticles are described by a Slater determinant as statistically independent, only an
exchange part, corresponding to the same-spin pairs, is nonzero. It is usually
evaluated either using the formula from Hartree-Fock theory
ρHFxc (r1, r2) =
∑
σ
γ(r1σ, r2σ)γ(r2σ, r1σ) (2.3)
or using the approximate Buijse-Baerends formula [139]
ρBBxc (r1, r2) =
∑
σ
γ1/2(r1σ, r2σ)γ
1/2(r2σ, r1σ) (2.4)
where the power of 1RDM (Eqs. 1.16) is evaluated as
γα(x1,x2) =
∑
i
θαi φi(x1)φ
∗
i (x2) (2.5)
Substituting Kohn–Sham orbitals20 and their occupations into Eqs. 1.16 and 2.3
one obtains (Annex 3)
ρHFxc (r1, r2) =
∑
σ
σ∑
nk
σ∑
n′k′
θ(nk)ψnk(r1)ψ
∗
nk(r2)θ(n
′k′)ψn′k′(r2)ψ∗n′k′(r1) (2.6)
where the summation is performed over the orbitals from the spin channel σ.
20For all the k-points from the whole Brillouin zone
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Assuming, that Kohn–Sham orbitals are orthonormal over the Born–von Ka´rma´n
cluster ∫
drψnk(r)ψ
∗
nk(r) = δn,n′δk,k′ (2.7)
and that occupation numbers are equal to either 0 or 1, one obtains for the nor-
malization of the hole∫
dr1dr2ρ
HF
xc (r1, r2)
=
∑
σ
σ∑
nk
σ∑
n′k′
θ(nk)θ(n′k′)
∫
dr1ψnk(r1)ψ
∗
n′k′(r1)
∫
dr2ψn′k′(r2)ψ
∗
n′k′(r2)
=
∑
σ
σ∑
nk
σ∑
n′k′
θ(nk)θ(n′k′)δn,n′δk,k′δn,n′δk,k′ =
∑
σ
σ∑
nk
θ(nk)θ(nk)
=
∑
σ
σ∑
nk
θ(nk) = Ne
(2.8)
i.e. the total number of electrons in Born–von Ka´rma´n cluster, as it should be.
If the occupation numbers θ 6= 0, 1, then θ2 6= θ and the ρHFxc hole is not
normalized to Ne. In that case ρ
BB
xc guarantees correct normalization.
Substituting ρxc from HF or Buijse-Baerends formula into Eq. 1.24, one obtains
the formulae for delocalization indices in the A´ngya´n [140]
δA(A,B) = 2
∫
A
dr1
∫
B
dr2ρ
HF
xc (r1, r2)
= 2
∑
σ
σ∑
nk
σ∑
n′k′
Snk,n′k′(A)Sn′k′,nk(B)θ(nk)θ(n
′k′)
(2.9)
and the Fulton formulation [141]
δF (A,B) = 2
∫
A
dr1
∫
B
dr2ρ
BB
xc (r1, r2)
= 2
∑
σ
σ∑
nk
σ∑
n′k′
Snk,n′k′(A)Sn′k′,nk(B)
√
θ(nk)θ(n′k′)
(2.10)
correspondingly (Annex 3).
Snk,n′k′(Ω) =
∫
Ω
drψnk(r)ψ
∗
n′k′(r) (2.11)
are the overlap integrals between Kohn–Sham orbitals, evaluated over the basin
Ω.
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Both formulations are equivalent, when orbital occupations are integer, and
yield diﬀerent results, when orbital occupations are fractional. The A´ngya´n for-
mulation does not necessarily fulﬁll the sum rule for the DI (Eq. 1.26). For the
Fulton formulation this condition is always true. In the same time, the pair den-
sity, calculated using the hole part from Eq. 2.4, may yield a negative number of
pairs in basins, which is unphysical. It can be anticipated, that as the number of
k-points increases, the relative contribution from partially occupied states should
decrease and the diﬀerence between the A´ngya´n and Fulton formulations should
become smaller.
Typically Kohn–Sham orbitals from numerical calculations are normalized to
the volume of a single unit cell and not to the whole Born–von Ka´rma´n cluster, so
that ∫
drψnk(r)ψ
∗
nk(r) = Nkδn,n′δk,k′ (2.12)
Then the orbitals must be rescaled by 1/
√
Nk, which introduces the normalization
factors 1/Nk for overlap integrals and 1/N
2
k for delocalization indices.
The key technical question is the calculation of the overlap integrals Eq. 2.11.
Introducing the shape function of the basin χΩ(r) (Annex 3)
χΩ(r) =

1 r ∈ Ω0 r /∈ Ω (2.13)
the integral over the basin can be transformed to the integral over the unit cell
Snk,n′k′(Ω) =
∫
Ω
drψnk(r)ψ
∗
n′k′(r) =
∫
V
drψnk(r)ψ
∗
n′k′(r)χ
Ω(r) (2.14)
All the functions in the last integral can be expanded (Eqs. 2.1, 2.2) over planewaves
and spherical harmonics, so that the integrals can be calculated directly (Appendix
C).
In case of QTAIM basins, the MT spheres are usually completely inside and
lm = 0 is suﬃcient to exactly describe the basin shape in that case, since the
characteristic function is either 0 or 1 inside the whole sphere. In other cases
the largest available value of lm ∼ 30 should be used, which from our experience
delivers suﬃciently accurate descriptions at least in the case of ELI shells.
The delocalization indices have been evaluated (Annex 3) from the LDA DFT
calculation results for hydrogen lattices as simplest model solids and for the small
set of typical ionic, covalent, and metallic systems.
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The results of calculations for hydrogen lattices have been compared with the
values obtained using simple analytical model [142]. It was found, that the sum-
mations over occupied states for the analytical calculations were not performed
correctly for 2D and 3D lattices and the nearest-neighbors delocalization indices
in Ref. [142] were severely underestimated. Delocalization indices for an analyti-
cal model, recalculated using correct summation over occupied states, yield close
agreement with the results of DFT calculations.
In agreement with the chemical intuition, ionic solids show a high degree of
electron localization between QTAIM and also between valence ELI basins. The
values of localization indices are high and the DI values, just opposite, are low.
The delocalization index value for nearest neighbor QTAIM basins in diamond
are equal to 0.91, which is close to the 1, expected for the single bond. In graphite
for the nearest-neighbors δ = 1.20, which is again close to the formal bond order
of 113 . What allows to diﬀerentiate delocalized bonding in graphite from localized
bonding in diamond is the DI values between distant atoms. In diamond the DI
decays quickly as the distance between atoms increases, while in the graphite it
decays slowly. For instance, between atoms, that are ∼ 3 A˚ apart from each other
the DI value in graphite is almost 5 times larger, than in diamond. The electrons
in ELI bonding basins (corresponding to C-C bonds) are not really localized, as
shown by the values of localization indices. Remarkably, the delocalization indices
between diﬀerent ELI bonding basins are larger in graphite than in diamond,
and moreover, in graphite such delocalization is essential only between basins
corresponding to the bonds lying inside the same carbon sheet.
The delocalization indices between nearest QTAIM basins in metals were found
to be low (δ < 0.3), which is not surprising due to high coordination number
and low number of valence electrons in metals. The DI values between distant
QTAIM basins are decaying slowly with the distance and even for atoms, which
are not nearest neighbors are non-negligible, taking into account low values of DI
for nearest neighbors. Remarkably, the population of ELI bonding basins in metals
is not large and its localization indices are very low (Annex 3), so valence electrons
in metals are essentially delocalized.
To summarize, the DI are able to provide clean and chemically compatible
interpretation of the bonding in solids with extended bonding networks (Annex
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3).
2.1.3 DAFH Analysis
For the DAFH analysis one needs to have a representation of the domain-
averaged Fermi hole of a particular basin Ω in the bilinear form (Eq. 1.29). For
Kohn–Sham DFT one has to derive it from the approximated pair density, using
e.g. Eqs. 2.3, 2.4. The latter (Buijse-Baerends expression) is more beneﬁcial here,
since it guarantees the normalization of the Fermi hole (Eq. 1.28) and allows to
decompose the basin population into a sum of DAFH orbital populations. For that
case the formula for the DAFH matrix is
gΩnk,n′k′ =
∑
σ
√
θσnkθ
σ
n′k′S
Ω,σ
nk,n′k′ (2.15)
Here a spin index has been explicitly introduced in all the ingredients of the for-
mula.
The overlap integrals can be calculated as described in Appendix C and An-
nex 3. The obtained matrix is then diagonalized, which yields DAFH eigenvectors
f˜Ωi and eigenvalues n˜
Ω
i . Kohn–Sham orbitals are orthonormal and since unitary
transformation preserves scalar products, DAFH eigenvectors are also orthonor-
mal. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors can not anymore be labeled by nk pairs of
labels, since in principle all bands and all k-points can contribute to any DAFH
eigenvector (Annex 5). It is interesting, that out of many thousands Kohn–Sham
orbitals with more or less equal occupations one obtains just a few DAFH eigen-
functions with essential occupations. The occupations of the rest eigenfunctions
is only marginal.
At the last step of DAFH orbital construction one performs an isopycnic trans-
formation [111] of the obtained DAFH eigenvectors and eigenvalues, which maxi-
mizes the functional
L =
∑
i
∑
ω
[δi(Ω, ω)]
2 (2.16)
where δi(Ω, ω) is a contribution of the orbital f
Ω
i to the delocalization index be-
tween the basins Ω and ω (cf. Eqs. 1.28, 1.29). Thus, the meaning of this
transformation is to minimize the spread of separate orbital contributions to all
possible DIs. Isopycnic transformation preserves, however, their normalization.
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The summation over basins in Eq. 2.16 must in principle include all the basins
in the system, i.e. the Born–von Karman cluster, which computationally is quite
demanding. It was found, that truncating the summation already at the basins
from the ﬁrst coordination sphere delivers reasonable results. Extending the sum-
mation from ﬁrst to second coordination sphere almost does not change the results
(Annex 5). One can introduce an additional simpliﬁcation by transforming only
those DAFH eigenvectors, which occupations are larger than a certain cutoﬀ (e.g.
∼ 10−6). As we have seen in practice, this allows to improve the performance
signiﬁcantly without any noticeable change in the results.
Since Kohn–Sham crystal orbitals, as any Bloch function, are complex, a com-
plex variant of isopycnic transformation must be performed here (Appendix D).
Finally, DAFH orbitals are expressed as a linear transformation of Kohn–Sham
orbitals by a product of transformation matrices from both isopycnic transforma-
tion and diagonalization. DAFH orbital occupations are obtained as linear trans-
formations of Kohn–Sham orbital occupations.
A very informative indicator of the degree of localization of DAFH orbital fΩi
is the fraction of its norm, found in the reference basin Ω
pΩi =
∫
Ω
dr
∣∣fΩi (r)∣∣2 (2.17)
It shows the degree of DAFHO localization and approaches unity when the orbital
is fully localized in the basin Ω (Annex 5).
Complex DAFH orbitals can be conveniently visualized as isosurfaces, colored
by phase. Interestingly, in centrosymmetric crystal structures the phases of par-
ticular DAFH orbitals always show just two constant values, diﬀering by π. That
means, that multiplication by a constant phase factor can change the phases to 0
and π and thus the DAFH orbitals can be made purely real.
DAFH orbitals have been evaluated from the results of LDA DFT calculations
in a small series of prototypical solids, including ionic, covalent, and metallic crys-
tals (Annex 5). Usually one analyses only the orbitals with largest occupation
numbers (referred to as signiﬁcant), since only they make essential contributions
to the basin population and DI values.
In NaCl, signiﬁcant DAFH orbitals are localized and almost conﬁned in their
reference QTAIM basins, so that their p > 0.95. They occupations are very close to
2 and their sum recover 98% of the basin population for both Na and Cl. Therefore,
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Figure 2.1: DAFH orbital, corresponding to C-C bond in diamond
all signiﬁcant DAFH orbitals are much like core orbitals if electron delocalization
between basins is negligible.
In diamond one DAFH orbital for carbon QTAIM basin has nC ≃ 2 and
pC ≃ 1, which is clearly a core orbital. Only four other DAFH orbitals have
signiﬁcant occupations and are all equivalent. Their occupations are nC ∼ 0.94
and pC ∼ 0.48. Each of them represents a “half” of the C–C single bond (Fig.
2.1).
Another “half” is provided by the neighboring basin as its “half” orbital, which
makes up a bond, having the total population 0.94 + 0.94 = 1.88 e. This nicely
illustrates the power of DAFH analysis for solids, which recovers here striking
similarity with the bonding analysis of the methane molecule [110].
Graphite has two symmetrically inequivalent C atoms and correspondingly
QTAIM basins, each having its own DAFH orbitals. Their shapes are nearly the
same, but occupation numbers diﬀer slightly (at most at the second digit). Four
DAFHOs in graphite are very much similar to those in diamond and represent
the core and three single C-C bonds. But there is another type of DAFH orbital
with the occupation ∼ 0.9 and pC = 0.45 (Fig. 2.2), which has π-character and is
essentially delocalized over four atoms.
It is interesting, that this orbital is delocalized also over basins of second and
more distant coordination spheres, which can be seen as a distinct feature of the
partially occupied π-band. With DAFH orbitals one can then clearly see σ- and
π-components of C-C bond and evaluate their contributions to the bond order.
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Figure 2.2: DAFH orbital, corresponding to π-component of C-C bond in graphite
Figure 2.3: s- and p-type DAFH orbitals in bcc Na
The σ-type DAFH orbital contributes 0.88 and the π-orbital - 0.22. The diﬀerence
between the total DI value of 1.22 and the sum of σ- and π-contributions (1.22−
0.88− 0.22 = 0.12) is due to the contributions from other DAFH orbitals.
Metals, e.g. Na or Cu, have a very special type of delocalized DAFH orbitals,
which are in a certain sense similar to the π-orbital in graphite, but are even less
localized inside a reference basin with pM < 0.4 and have low occupation numbers
nM < 0.7 (Fig. 2.3).
One can see, that one of them has s-type character and three other have p-
type character. These orbitals are multicenter and delocalized over many basins
and for instance for one of such orbitals in Na only 66% of its norm can be found
inside ﬁrst and second coordination spheres, i.e. 33% of its norm corresponds to
the interaction with atoms at distances of 4.22 A˚ and more.
Besides them, one ﬁnds in metals DAFH orbitals corresponding to core orbitals.
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Figure 2.4: DAFH orbitals in fcc Cu, corresponding to 3d atomic orbitals
Figure 2.5: DAFH orbital of 1D (left) and 3D (right) hydrogen lattice
In Cu one ﬁnds also DAFH orbitals, which can be attributed to the 3d orbitals
(Fig. 2.4), whereas the occupation numbers are nearly the same within the groups
of three and two of them in coincidence with t2g−eg splitting of d-orbitals in an Oh-
symmetric ﬁeld. These orbitals are not totally localized - around 5% of their norm
is contained in the surrounding basins, and not only in the nearest. This analysis
can very visually and quantitatively characterize the nature of d-orbitals in solids,
which are responsible for many interesting and important physical properties.
In Na, the total nearest neighbor DI value of 0.1 is composed of 0.07 contri-
bution coming from an s-type DAFH orbital and 0.03 contribution from a p-type
orbital. In Cu, the total DI value of 0.26 is due to more or less equal contributions
from s- (0.06) p- (0.08) and d-type (0.07) DAFH orbitals.
Another DAFH analysis has been performed from the results of LDA DFT cal-
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Figure 2.6: One-dimensional model solid having single local basis orbital χ per
site. Dashed lines show the boundaries of QTAIM basin ΩT for the atom at the
cell T
culations of 1D and 3D hydrogen lattices (Annex 5). The DAFH orbitals resembles
very much delocalized orbitals, found in metals (Fig. 2.5) and essentially there is
only one orbital with high occupation ≥ 0.7 and several weakly occupied orbitals.
They all have low pH ∼ 0.4 and thus are delocalized over neighbor cells. These
results have been used in the next section for the comparison with the DAFH
evaluated from the analytical model calculations.
2.1.4 Connection Between Fermi Surface and Delocal-
ization of Bonding
As it was mentioned in two previous sections, both delocalization indices and
DAFH orbitals reveal non-negligible chemical bonding between distant atoms in
metals. It will be shown here for the simple tight-binding model of solid, having
only one atom in the unit cell, that the delocalization of chemical bonding in
metals is directly connected with the presence of the Fermi surface (Annex 5).
Let us consider a crystal, build up by atoms of the same type, arranged into
periodic lattice. Atoms have the only atomic orbital χ(r), so that only single band
appears.
Crystal orbitals obeying the Bloch theorem and orthonormal over the Born–
von Ka´rma´n cluster can be chosen as
ψk(r) =
1√
Nk
∑
T
exp(−ikT)χ(r−T) (2.18)
The overlap integral between two Bloch states k and k′ over the QTAIM basin
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of an atom in the cell T is
STkk′ =
∫
ΩT
drψk(r)ψ
∗
k′(r) =
1
Nk
∑
R
∑
R′
exp(i(k′R′−kR))
∫
ΩT
drχ(r−R)χ∗(r−R′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ST
RR′
(2.19)
When basis orbitals are suﬃciently local, an overlap integral between them is
negligibly small unless both local orbitals and QTAIM basin refer to the same unit
cell. Assuming, that they are normalized
STRR′ ≈ δT,RδT,R′ (2.20)
so that
STkk′ =
1
Nk
∑
R
∑
R′
exp(i(k′R′ − kR))δT,RδT,R′ ≈ 1
Nk
exp(i(k′ − k)T) (2.21)
In a spin-restricted case, i.e. each state nk is occupied by spin-up and spin-down
electrons, the delocalization index (Eq. 2.9) between QTAIM basins for the atoms,
lying in the origin (T = 0) and in the cell T = R is then
δA(0,R) =
4
N2k
∑
k
∑
k′
exp(i(k′ − k)R)θ(k)θ(k′)
= 4
1
Nk
∑
k
exp(−ikR)θ(k)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θ(R)
1
Nk
∑
k′
exp(ik′R)θ(k′)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θ∗(R)
= 4Θ(R)Θ∗(R)
(2.22)
The functions Θ(R) are in fact Fourier transforms of occupation numbers θ(k)
from reciprocal k-space to real space (Annex 5), and the vector R belongs to the
crystal lattice (Eq. 1.1). If the k-mesh is dense enough, the summation can be
replaced by integration over the Brillouin zone
Θ(R) =
1
VBZ
∫
BZ
dk exp(−ikR)θ(k) (2.23)
If the band is fully occupied, then θ(k) is constant in all the BZ and reciprocal
space. Its Fourier transform is then
Θ(R) =
1
VBZ
∫
BZ
dk exp(−ikR)× 1 = δR,0 (2.24)
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Figure 2.7: Band structure for a 1D metal with half-occupied band (left top),
distribution of occupation numbers in k-space inside the ﬁrst Brillouin zone (left
bottom), and its Fourier transform to the real space(right)
so that
δA(0,R) = 4δR,0 (2.25)
All the delocalization indices are then zero and the localization index λ(0) =
δ(0, 0)/2 = 2, i.e. two electrons are conﬁned in QTAIM basin of each atom due to
approximation Eq. 2.20 (Annex 5).
In the case of a partially occupied band θ(k) is no more constant through the
reciprocal space. In the case of a half-occupied band in 1D metal (Fig. 2.7)
θ(k) = Π
(
k
2kF
)
=

1 |k| ≤ kF0 |k| > kF (2.26)
If the distance between nearest atoms is a then T = ta, VBZ = 2π/a and kF = π/2a
Θ1D(ta) =
1
VBZ
∫
dk exp(−ikta)θ(k) = a
2π
∫
dk exp(−ikta)Π
(
k
2kF
)
=
1
πt
sin(πt/2)
(2.27)
so that
δ(0, t) = 4
[
Θ1D(ta)
]2
=
4
(πt)2
sin2(πt/2) (2.28)
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of DAFH orbitals in solids with fully (left)
and partially occupied bands (right)
Index t labels the unit cells. The delocalization indices between atoms, sepa-
rated by t cells, depend in this case on the distance as ∼ 1/t2 and this long-range
behavior is due to the presence of the discontinuity of the occupation distribution
in k-space, or, in other words, due to the presence of the Fermi surface. Similar
results have been obtained for 2D and 3D model lattices (Annex 5). Such long-
range electron sharing between QTAIM basins from diﬀerent cells is therefore a
typical feature of the metal.
For the model solid DAFH analysis can also be performed analytically (Annex
5), taking the overlap matrix from Eq. 2.21 for the construction of DAFH (Eq.
2.15). It turns out, that for any QTAIM basin there is only one eigenvector with
nonzero eigenvalue, equal to Ne/Nk. If the basin corresponds to the cell T, it is
fT(r) =
√
Nk
Ne
∑
R
ΘT(R)χ(r−R) (2.29)
Since there is only one eigenvector with nonzero eigenvalue, an isopycnic trans-
formation is not necessary in this case, because there is no other eigenvector to
mix it with. Therefore, the Fourier transform of the occupation numbers ΘT(R)
deﬁnes, how localized are the DAFH orbitals in real space. When θ(k) is constant
in reciprocal space, i.e. solid has only fully occupied bands, ΘT(R) = δR,T and
is nonzero only for R = T. DAFHO is then localized in the reference cell (Fig.
2.8). However, when θ(k) has discontinuities, e.g. for metals, ΘT(R) is slowly
decaying function, like in Eq. 2.27, and DAFH orbital has nonzero contributions
in many, even non-neighboring cells, representing delocalized multicenter bond-
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Figure 2.9: DAFH orbital for 1D hydrogen lattice (left) and Na crystal (right,
along (111) direction). The blue line is the result of numerical Kohn–Sham LDA
calculation and red dots are Θ(t) (Eq. 2.27), rescaled to match the absolute
maximum of numerical DAFHO.
ing with non-negligible contributions even for distant atoms (Fig. 2.8). Fig. 2.9
compares the form of DAFH orbital, evaluated from numerical Kohn–Sham LDA
calculation of the 1D hydrogen lattice with Θ(R) from Eq. 2.27 (Annex 5). One
observes very close correspondence i.e. the simple analytical model works pretty
well. A comparison of Θ(R) obtained for the 3D model assuming a spherical form
of the Fermi surface with DAFH orbital for bcc Na (Fig. 2.9) shows, that even in
this case the model is able to reproduce DAFH at almost quantitative level (Annex
5).
2.2 Chemical Bonding Analysis for 1RDMFT
Calculations
2.2.1 Introduction
Band structure theory, although being an extremely useful electronic structure
method for solids, fails in some cases to provide adequate description even at
qualitative level. One can easily get such a situation with the simplest solid - a 1D
lattice of hydrogen atoms, when the distances between atoms are relatively large.
From our model calculations it follows (Eq. 2.28), that the DI values between
atoms in this chain do not depend on the distance a between nearest atoms. The
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value of localization index does not also depend on it and is always equal to 0.5.
This is obviously incorrect, since if a is large enough, this crystal represents rather
a set of nonbonded atoms, where electrons must be well localized in QTAIM basins.
This failure is not due to the simpliﬁcations of the analytical model: numerical
Kohn–Sham LDA calculations deliver the same results (black diagrams on Fig.
2.10).
This problem is a solid-state equivalent of well-known H2 dissociation problem
in quantum chemistry [143], where at closed shell single determinantal level elec-
trons of diﬀerent spins are forced to occupy the same spatial orbital and can not
correlate (i.e. avoid) each other. To improve the description, one need to go be-
yond the single determinantal closed shell ansatz. The cheapest “solution” could
be to use an unrestricted spin-polarized ansatz [143], where electrons of diﬀerent
spins are allowed to occupy diﬀerent spatial orbitals, which makes it possible to
introduce certain correlation between them (Annex 4). Fig. 2.10 (red diagrams)
shows the delocalization indices, calculated with Kohn–Sham LSDA method. At
small distances electrons are not localized but shared between QTAIM basins and
as the distance between atoms increases, a sharp transition appears at ∼ 5A˚,
so that at large distances electrons become conﬁned in QTAIM basins. On the
language of band structure theory this corresponds to the transition from half-
occupied doubly-degenerate (for up- and down-spins) band to the fully occupied
spin-down band and completely empty spin-up band. However, the unavoidable
side eﬀect here is an appearance of magnetic order, which is unreasonable at large
distances between atoms, and the so called spin contamination [6] of the solution.
It is also anticipated [144], that the proﬁle of delocalization indices vs. distance
should be smooth. One need more advanced theory here and 1RDMFT could be
a solution for that [52].
1RDMFT delivers directly 1RDM, usually in the form of a natural orbital
expansion (Eq. 1.16). An exchange-correlation part of the pair density is however
needed for the evaluation of delocalization indices, and one can directly use the
same expression as in approximated functional Exc [γ], which has been employed
in particular 1RDMFT calculation. In our work we have used the power functional
[49]
Exc[γ] = −1
2
∫
dr
∫
dr′
γα(r, r′)γα(r′, r)
|r− r′| (2.30)
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Figure 2.10: Dependence of the total energy (left), localization index (middle)
and nearest-neighbor delocalization index(right) from the cell parameter for a 1D
hydrogen lattice from LDA (black) and LSDA(red) calculations
which is a natural orbital functional, and the power of 1RDM is to be evaluated
according to Eq. 2.5. This form of the functional assumes that
ρxc(r1, r2) = γ
α(r, r′)γα(r′, r) (2.31)
In the absence of spin polarization this formula yields for α = 0.5 the Buijse-
Baerends expression (Eq. 2.4), which corresponds to the Mu¨ller natural orbital
functional [48].
2.2.2 Mott Transition in Hydrogen Lattices
We have applied 1RDMFT for the investigation of the dependence of electron
localization and degree of electron sharing between atoms in 1D and 3D (primitive
cubic) hydrogen lattices. As the distance between nearest atoms (equal to the
unit cell parameter) increases, the system undergoes a metal to insulator transition
known as Mott transition. The driving force behind it is an electron correlation, i.e.
interelectronic repulsion, which prevents electrons to go from one site to another
when the unit cell parameter is large.
The lattice parameter has been varied from 2 A˚ to 10 A˚. In case of 1D lattice
the distance between chain replicas was always 10 A˚. 1RDMFT calculations have
been performed with the modiﬁed version (Appendix E) of the Elk code [37] version
1.4.22. Natural orbitals have been expanded over the LDA Kohn–Sham orbitals
of 7 lowest bands at the mesh of 8 k-points for each periodic direction. The power
α was taken to be 0.656 [52]. Some calculations have been additionally repeated
with α = 0.565, which did not change the results signiﬁcantly. The convergence
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Figure 2.11: Dependence of the total energy (left), localization index (middle) and
nearest-neighbor delocalization index (right) on the cell parameter for 1D hydrogen
lattice from 1RDMFT calculations
criteria were 10−5 a.u. for energy minimization vs. orbital expansion coeﬃcients
and 10−8 a.u. for the minimization vs. occupation numbers. These minimizations
have been repeated three times one after another and the largest observed total
energy diﬀerence between two latest iterations was ∼ 2 · 10−4 a.u.
1RDMFT calculation yields an equilibrium distance near 2 Bohr and a disso-
ciation energy of ∼ 0.09 a.u., which is close to the the literature data for the H50
chain (1.8 Bohr, 0.07 a.u. [145, 3]). It should be noted here, that by tuning the
α value one could obtain an even better potential energy surface for this partic-
ular case [146]. Fig. 2.11 presents the dependence of the delocalization indices
values on the unit cell parameter (i.e. the distance to the nearest neighbor). At
short interatomic distances the localization index has a value close to 0.5, which
increases parallel with the distance to about 0.7. In the same time the value of
delocalization index between nearest neighbors drops from ∼ 0.3 to ∼ 10−2. There
is a clear diﬀerence between a metallic system at short distances and an insulating
system at large distances with continuous transition between them. While there
is essential electron sharing in the metallic regime and the δ(H,H ′) value is close
to the formal bond order of ∼ 0.5, it decays as the distance increases, so that the
bond weakens and at large distances there is almost no electron sharing between
nearest atoms.
Fig. 2.12 presents the results for hydrogen cubic lattice. Equilibrium lattice
constant (2.5 Bohr) and dissociation energy (0.07 a.u.) are again close to the
literature results [55]. Again, delocalization indices clearly show essential electron
delocalization and electron sharing for small values of cell parameter (metallic
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Figure 2.12: Dependence of the total energy (left), localization index (middle) and
nearest-neighbor delocalization index (right) on the cell parameter for 3D hydrogen
lattice from 1RDMFT calculations
state) and almost complete electron localization inside QTAIM basins of atoms at
large value of cell parameters (insulating state).
2.3 Chemical Bonding Analysis for SpinorWave-
functions
2.3.1 General Remarks
Chemical bonding analysis of the results of relativistic calculations beyond the
scalar-relativistic level assumes, that one has to work with the spinor (multicom-
ponent) wavefunctions. The same situation holds for the system with noncollinear
magnetism due to the presence of the Zeeman term (which is nondiagonal in spin)
in the two-component Pauli equation. The spinor wavefunction with all its com-
ponents not equal to zero is not an eigenfunction of Sˆz operator
Sˆz
(
ψα
ψβ
)
=
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)(
ψα
ψβ
)
=
1
2
(
ψα
−ψβ
)
(2.32)
since the result is not equivalent to the given spinor multiplied by a constant
number. This condition could be fulﬁlled only when one of spinor components
is identically zero. A similar situation holds for 4c spin operator and 4c spinors.
Hence spin projection is not a quantum number and unique partitioning of the
properties, e.g. densities, into spin-resolved components is not possible. Therefore,
for instance, an ELI-D for same-spin electrons cannot be used. As mentioned in
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the section 1.24, in an one-determinantal ansatz the only nonzero contribution to
the delocalization indices appears as a hole part of same-spin pair density, which
also becomes nonuniquely deﬁned in case of spinor wavefunctions. These bonding
indicators require proper extention to the realm of spinor calculations and these
extentions are introduced, tested on various, systems and discussed here.
2.3.2 Electron Localizability Indicators for Spinor Wave-
functions
Singlet- and Triplet-Coupled Pairs for 1c and 2c Methods
In order to construct an electron localizability indicator for general spinor
wavefunctions, comparable with ELI-D for same spin electrons in its ability to re-
veal atomic shell structures from any calculation from one-determinantal to highly
correlated, one has to employ another type of pair density partitioning. Instead of
partitioning of pair densities into αα-, ββ-, αβ-, βα- spin pairs (and one-particle
densities into α-, β-parts) one can employ partitioning of densities into singlet and
triplet parts [102, 147, 148]. From these densities one can construct the ELI for
singlet- and triplet-coupled electrons [127], and ELI-D for triplet-coupled electrons
turned out to be as universal as ELI-D for same spin electrons. In the case of closed
shell Hartree-Fock, ELI-D for triplet coupled electrons is simply proportional to
the ELI-D for same-spin electrons [127]. In the case of spin-polarized systems, it
has the advantage to deliver one ELI ﬁeld from both spin channels in contrast with
ELI-D for same-spin electrons, which yields two diﬀerent diagrams for majority
and minority spin.
Densities for singlet- or triplet coupled electrons can be obtained, using corre-
sponding projection operators, e.g. for pair density
ρ
(s/t)
2 (r1, r2)
=
(
N
2
)∑
σ1
∑
σ2
∫
dx3
∫
dxN Pˆ
(s/t)
12 Ψ
∗(x1,x2 . . .xN )Pˆ
(s/t)
12 Ψ(x1,x2 . . .xN )
(2.33)
Here projection operators Pˆ
(s/t)
12 project out the singlet (s) or triplet (t) component
for a pair of electrons 1 and 2 from the many-electron wavefunction Ψ. In fact
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due to the idempotency and self-adjointness of Pˆ
(s/t)
12 operators it is suﬃcient to
have it only once in this formula. Since projection operators aﬀects only electron
coordinates 1 and 2 one can at ﬁrst integrate out all the coordinates of electrons
3 and higher to obtain 2RDM and then apply projection operators on them.
The triplet pair is symmetric with respect to the permutation of spins of its
electrons and the singlet pair is on the contrary, antisymmetric to it. From that
the projection operators can be deﬁned as
Pˆ
(s/t)
12 =
1
2
(1∓ Pˆ σ12) (2.34)
where the operator Pˆ σ12 simply permutes spin labels of the electrons 1 and 2 of the
wavefunction it is acting on
Pˆ σ12Ψ(r1σ1, r2σ2 . . .xN ) = Ψ(r1σ2, r2σ1 . . .xN ) (2.35)
Using the Dirac spin exchange identity [149], it can be shown [147], that the
projection Pˆ
(s)
12 Ψ has the value of squared spin for pair S
2
12 = S12(S12 + 1) = 0
and Pˆ
(t)
12 Ψ has S
2
12 = S12(S12 + 1) = 2. Thus, the singlet projection is indeed
nondegenerate, since for S12 = 0 degeneracy is 2S12+1 = 1 and for triplet S12 = 1
and the state is triply degenerate (2S12 + 1 = 3).
In 1c and 2c theories the many-electron wavefunction depends only on space
and spin coordinates and must be antisymmetric to the simultaneous permutation
of these coordinates
Pˆ12Ψ(r1σ1, r2σ2 . . .xN ) = Pˆ
r
12Pˆ
σ
12Ψ(r1σ1, r2σ2 . . .xN )
= Pˆ σ12Pˆ
r
12Ψ(r1σ1, r2σ2 . . .xN )
= Ψ(r2σ2, r1σ1 . . .xN ) = −Ψ(r1σ1, r2σ2 . . .xN )
(2.36)
Then one can redeﬁne singlet and triplet projection operators via permutation
operators for space coordinates
Pˆ
(s/t)
12 =
1
2
(1∓ Pˆ σ12) =
1
2
(1± Pˆ σ12Pˆ12) =
1
2
(1± Pˆ σ12Pˆ σ12︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
Pˆ r12) =
1
2
(1± Pˆ r12) (2.37)
so that singlet pairs are symmetric to the permutation of space coordinates (e.g.
two opposite spin electrons on the same orbital) and triplet pairs are in contrary
antisymmetric.
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This has the consequence, that the pair density for triplet-coupled electrons
turns to zero at the electron coalescence point r1 = r2 = r, because if we do a
permutation of coordinates at this point, the pair density must change its sign and
then
ρ
(t)
2 (r, r) = −ρ(t)2 (r, r)⇒ ρ(t)2 (r, r) = 0 (2.38)
Thus, much like same spin-electrons, there is a hole in the pair density of triplet-
coupled electrons, which are thus correlated even in one-determinantal ansatz and
this correlation of electronic motion can be utilized by ELI-D to yield the shell
structure.
The expressions for the hole curvature and the density of tripled-coupled elec-
trons for the case of restricted states have been derived in Ref. [127]. Gener-
alization for the case of the 2c wavefunctions have been also obtained from the
corresponding general expressions for the 4c case (Annex 8).
Fully Relativistic 4c Methods
The situation becomes diﬀerent, when considering fully relativistic calculations
and 4c spinor wavefunctions. Then the wavefunction components depend on space
r, spin σ, and large/small component c. We treat from now on σ and c variables
as superscript indices of the wavefunction21 and then the antisymmetry of many-
electron wavefunction means that
Pˆ12Ψ
c1σ1c2σ2...cNσN (r1, r2 . . . rN ) = Pˆ
r
12Pˆ
σ
12Pˆ
LS
12 Ψ
c1σ1c2σ2...cNσN (r1, r2 . . . rN )
= Ψc2σ2c1σ1...cNσN (r2, r1 . . . rN ) = −Ψc1σ1c2σ2...cNσN (r1, r2 . . . rN )
(2.39)
Permutation operators Pˆ r12, Pˆ
σ
12 and Pˆ
LS
12 exchange space, spin, and large/small
component coordinates of the wavefunction correspondingly. Owing to the pres-
ence of PˆLS12 operator, the symmetrization of spin (space) coordinates is not equiv-
alent to the antisymmetrization of space (spin) coordinates (Eq. 2.37) since
Pˆ r12 = −Pˆ r12Pˆ12 = −Pˆ r12Pˆ r12PˆLS12 Pˆ σ12 = −PˆLS12 Pˆ σ12 6= −Pˆ σ12 (2.40)
21In fact it can be done for the σ variable in the nonrelativistic case as well:
Ψ(r1σ1, r2σ2)→ Ψσ1σ2(r1, r2)
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Therefore the pair density for triplet-coupled (i.e. spin-symmetrized) pairs does
not possess antisymmetry to the permutation of space coordinates (Eq. 2.38).
If one wants to construct pair density antisymmetric to the permutation of space
coordinates, one has to employ permutation operator for space coordinates directly
and construct corresponding antisymmetric projection
Pˆ
r(a)
12 =
1
2
(1− Pˆ r12) (2.41)
Applying this projection operator on the 2-RDM, one obtains equations for density
and pair density of spatially antisymmetrized electrons (Annex 8).
ELI-D for spatially antisymmetrized electrons can be constructed from them
(Annex 8), employingD-restricted partitioning (sec. 1.2.2) of space into microcells,
each having the same ﬁxed number of spatially antisymmetrized electron pairs,
obtained as the integral of the corresponding pair density. These microcells are
then sampled with the charge of spatially antisymmetrized electrons, obtained as
the integral of the corresponding density. As it is usually done, for suﬃciently small
microcells one can expand pair density in the Taylor series around the center of
the microcell and use ﬁrst nonzero term for the evaluation of the integral. It turns
out, that the ﬁrst nonzero term, just like for same-spin [119] or triplet-coupled
electrons [127], is of second order and the number of pairs D
r(a)
µi depends on the
spherically averaged hole curvature
gr(a)(r) = ∇2r2ρ
r(a)
2 (r1, r2)|r=r1=r2 (2.42)
The ﬁnal formula for ELI-D for spatially antisymmetrized electrons is then
Υ
r(a)
D (r) = ρ
r(a)(r)
[
12
gr(a)(r)
]3/8
(2.43)
where ρr(a)(r) is the density for the spatially antisymmetrized electrons.
Fig. 2.13 shows ELI-D for spatially antisymmetrized electron pairs, evaluated
for the Ar atom from fully relativistic four-component Dirac–Kohn–Sham LDA
calculation (Annex 8). For comparison an ELI-D for triplet-coupled electrons,
evaluated from nonrelativistic limit22 calculation is also shown. The curves from
22Nonrelativistic limit calculation has been performed by solving the Dirac–Kohn–Sham
equation with the speed of light, magniﬁed by a factor of 106.
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Figure 2.13: ELI-D for spatially antisymmetrized electrons from fully relativistic
(black) and nonrelativistic (blue) calculations in Ar(left) and Rn (right) atom
relativistic and nonrelativistic calculations reveal three shells and coincide almost
everywhere besides the region very close to the nucleus. It has been shown, that
this diﬀerence stems from diﬀerent nuclear cusp conditions for nonrelativistic and
relativistic wavefunctions.
Ar nrl Ar rel Rn nrl Rn rel
qK 2.209 2.208 2.273 2.273
rK 0.1441 0.1433 0.0260 0.0218
qL 7.867 7.867 9.177 8.741
rL 0.7368 0.7349 0.0912 0.0823
qM 7.924 7.925 18.378 18.281
rM ∞ ∞ 0.2350 0.2230
qN - - 29.268 29.410
rN - - 0.6130 0.5923
qO - - 18.519 18.594
rO - - 1.5342 1.4614
qP - - 8.388 8.711
rP - - ∞ ∞
Table 2.1: Shell structure of Ar and Rn atoms from the topology of Υ
r(a)
D obtained
from nonrelativistic (nrl) and fully relativistic (rel) calculations. Shell radii are in
a.u.
Shell boundaries (Table 2.1) are very close, nevertheless one can clearly observe
the eﬀect of shell contraction due to the relativity. Shell populations are much less
than radii aﬀected by relativistic eﬀects for Ar, because relativity not only aﬀects
the topology of ELI-D, but also the distribution of electron density.
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ELI-D for spatially antisymmetrized electron pairs of the Rn atom (Annex
8) is shown on Fig. 2.13 in comparison with ELI-D for tripled-coupled electrons
from nonrelativistic limit calculation. For Rn the diﬀerences in both shell radii
and populations (Table 2.1) are much more pronounced, as expected for a heavy
element. A diﬀerence in the behavior near the nucleus is also present here. Clearly,
for quantitative shell structure analyses of heavy elements one must take relativistic
eﬀects into account.
From four-component spinor wavefunction one can in principle construct six
independent electron localizability indicators: symmetric/antisymmetric for each
space, spin, and LS component coordinates (Annex 8). However only ELI-D for
spatially antisymmetrized electron pairs was found to be able to reveal the atomic
shell structure at quantitative level for the one-determinantal ansatz. Other indi-
cators could be interesting, when applied to the results of correlated calculations,
e.g. they could, like ELI for singlet coupled electrons [127], reveal weak dispersive
interactions.
When going from 4c formalism to 2c or 1c methods, ELI-D for spatially an-
tisymmetrized electrons turns to the ELI-D for tripled-coupled electrons, which
can be applied to the results of e.g. two-component Pauli equation with spin-orbit
interaction (SOI) or noncollinear magnetic systems (Annex 8).
2.3.3 Atomic Shell Structures from Fully Relativistic
Calculations
Complete tables of atomic shell radii and population numbers for all the atoms
of the periods 4 to 7 from fully relativistic Dirac–Kohn–Sham LDA calculations
are given in Appendix F in comparison with the results of the same calculation at
nonrelativistic limit.
Populations and radii of several outer shells for the elements of periods 4 to 7
are summarized on the Figs. 2.14 and 2.15, and are additionally compared with
the shell parameters from scalar-relativistic ZORA [65] calculations. One can eas-
ily recognize well known trends in the shell occupations and the contraction of
their radii along the period. In general, the diﬀerences between nonrelativistic
and relativistic results increases from the 4th to the 7th period as expected. For
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the elements of the 4th period there is hardly any visible diﬀerence between the
shell structure parameters from all three methods. For the elements of 5th period
the nonrelativistic results reveal the outer 5th shell for all elements except for Pd,
whereas in the shell structures from 4c and 1c calculations it is also missing for
Ru, Rh, and Ag. A similar situation occurs in the 6th period for Hg, for which
one observes no 6th shell except for the nonrelativistic case. Additionally, the 6th
shell does not appear in ELI-D for Pt and Au for all three fully relativistic, scalar-
relativistic, and nonrelativistic results. This points out, that the disappearance of
the valence shell in the case of heavy elements can have other reasons, as the rela-
tivistic eﬀect of mutual contraction and the expansion of valence and penultimate
shells correspondingly.
For the elements of 4th to 6th period the diﬀerences between outer shell pa-
rameters from scalar-relativistic and fully relativistic results is fairly small and
thus negligible, but for the elements of 7th period it becomes more pronounced,
especially for the shell radii. The diﬀerences in parameters of outer shells are
usually smaller than for the valence shells.
2.3.4 Delocalization Indices for Spinor Wavefunctions
For the evaluation of delocalization indices one has to integrate a hole part ρxc
of total electron pair density
ρ2(r1, r2) =
1
2
[ρ(r1)ρ(r2)− ρxc(r1, r2)] (2.44)
which is then equal to ρ(r1)ρ(r2)− 2ρ2(r1, r2).
Total electron pair density is a diagonal part of total 2RDM
ρ2(r1, r2) = ρ2(r
′
1, r
′
2; r1, r2)r′1=r1,r′2=r2 = ρ2(r1, r2; r1, r2) (2.45)
which in turn is a trace of general 2RDM tensor
ρ2(r
′
1, r
′
2; r1, r2) =
∑
c1σ1c2σ2
ρ
c′1σ
′
1c
′
2σ
′
2c1σ1c2σ2
2 (r
′
1, r
′
2; r1, r2)c′1=c1σ′1=σ1c′2=c2σ′2=σ2
=
∑
c1σ1c2σ2
ρc1σ1c2σ2c1σ1c2σ22 (r
′
1, r
′
2; r1, r2)
(2.46)
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so that total pair density is a sum of all pair densities and can be represented in
the ﬁnite basis of one-electron states as
ρ2(r1, r2) =
∑
c1σ1c2σ2
ρc1σ1c2σ22 (r1, r2)
=
∑
c1σ1c2σ2
∑
rspq
γrspqϕ
c1σ1∗
r (r1)ϕ
c2σ2∗
s (r2)ϕ
c1σ1
p (r1)ϕ
c2σ2
q (r2)
(2.47)
Substituting ρ2 into the deﬁnition of hole part we obtain
ρxc(r1, r2) = ρ(r1)ρ(r2)− 2ρ2(r1, r2)
= ρ(r1)ρ(r2)− 2
∑
c1σ1c2σ2
∑
rspq
γrspqϕ
c1σ1∗
r (r1)ϕ
c2σ2∗
s (r2)ϕ
c1σ1
p (r1)ϕ
c2σ2
q (r2)
(2.48)
Integration over regions A and B yields
F (A,B) =
∫
A
dr1
∫
B
dr2ρxc(r1, r2)
=
∫
A
dr1ρ(r1)
∫
B
dr2ρ(r2)−
2
∑
c1σ1c2σ2
∑
rspq
γrspq
∫
A
dr1ϕ
c1σ1∗
r (r1)ϕ
c1σ1
p (r1)
∫
B
dr2ϕ
c2σ2∗
s (r2)ϕ
c2σ2
q (r2)
=N(A)N(B)− 2
∑
rspq
γrspq
∑
c1σ1
Sc1σ1rp (A)
∑
c2σ2
Sc2σ2sq (B)
(2.49)
Overlap integrals over basins between particular components of spinors are
Sc1σ1rp (A) =
∫
A
drϕ∗c1σ1r (r)ϕ
c1σ1
p (r) (2.50)
Localization and delocalization indices are then λ(A) = F (A,A) and δ(A,B) =
2F (A,B).
Recalling that ρ(r) =
∑
cσ ρ
cσ(r) =
∑
cσ γrsψ
cσ∗
r (r)ψ
cσ
s (r), one can move sum-
mations over spin and component to the front and decompose the value of F into
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contributions from diﬀerent pairs
F (A,B) =
∫
A
dr1
∑
c1σ1
ρc1σ1(r1)
∫
B
dr2
∑
c2σ2
ρc2σ2(r2)
−2
∑
rspq
γrspq
∑
c1σ1
Sc1σ1rp (A)
∑
c2σ2
Sc2σ2sq (B)
=
∑
c1σ1
∑
c2σ2
N c1σ1(A)N c2σ2(B)− 2
∑
rspq
γrspqS
c1σ1
rp (A)S
c2σ2
sq (B)
=
∑
c1σ1
∑
c2σ2
F c1σ1c2σ2(A,B)
(2.51)
For one-determinantal ansatz 2RDM is γrspq =
1
2nrns(δrpδsq − δrqδsp) so that
one obtains for the A´ngya´n formulation
FA(A,B) = N(A)N(B)−
∑
rspq
nrns(δrpδsq − δrqδsp)
∑
c1σ1
Sc1σ1rp (A)
∑
c2σ2
Sc2σ2sq (B)
= N(A)N(B)−
∑
r
nr
∑
c1σ1
Sc1σ1rr (A)
∑
s
ns
∑
c2σ2
Sc2σ2ss (B)
+
∑
rs
nrns
∑
c1σ1
Sc1σ1rs (A)
∑
c2σ2
Sc2σ2sr (B)
=
∑
rs
nrns
∑
c1σ1
Sc1σ1rs (A)
∑
c2σ2
Sc2σ2sr (B)
(2.52)
As it was mentioned in Sect. 2.1.2, for scalar one-determinantal wavefunction only
the same spin σ1 = σ2 part makes nonzero contributions to F value and opposite
spin contributions σ1 6= σ2 are identically zero. This is not true anymore for spinor
wavefunction, because now states r and s can have all components not equal to
zero and, for instance, if there are nonzero overlap integrals between large alpha-
spin components SLαrs 6= 0 and between large beta-spin components SLβsr 6= 0, then
a nonzero FLαLβ contribution appears.
2.3.5 Effects of Spin-Orbit Interaction on the Chemi-
cal Bonding in Molecules and Solids
Spinor extentions of bonding indicators, introduced above, have been applied
to molecular and crystalline systems, calculated using the Kohn-Sham LDA
(L)APW+lo+LO method with the spin-orbit interaction included. The action of
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At-At bond
At lone pair
Figure 2.16: Υ
r(a)
D 1.1-localization domains (left) and basins (right) for At2
molecule. Dark-colored objects correspond to the calculation without SOI and
light-colored objects - to the calculation with SOI included. Basins have been
cropped with 5 · 10−5 e a.u.−3 isosurface of electron density. Violet spheres show
the positions of nuclei.
spin-orbit coupling operator has been restricted to muﬃn-tin spheres only and
external potential has been approximated by its spherical part. The spin-orbit
interaction has been treated using a two-step technique, as implemented in the
Elk code [37].
Core states have been treated in all these calculations fully relativistically. In
order to stay consistent, having core states treated as 4c and valence states treated
as 2c, a fully relativistic version of ELI-D for spatially antisymmetrized electrons
and delocalization indices has been computed, so that 2c valence states have been
treated as 4c with zero small components. In case of scalar-relativistic calculations,
only large components of 4c core states have been taken into account.
Diatomic Molecules: I2, At2 and Bi2
Table 2.2 compares the results of ELI-D topological analysis for I2 and At2
molecules. In case of iodine, the changes, introduced by SOI are negligible, whereas
for heavier astatine the values of bonding basin populations of ELI-D for spatially
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antisymmetrized electrons decreases noticeably with SOI being included. The
change in At-At basin population is 0.16 e or ∼ 20%. At the same time, the pop-
ulation of monosynaptic basins in At2 (corresponding to the lone pairs) increases.
Thus the spin-orbit interaction weakens the bonding in diatomic molecules. This
eﬀect in diatomic molecules is known for decades [59] and has been analyzed on the
basis of an orbital-based approach, where the two components (α and β) of molec-
ular orbital spinor have diﬀerent bonding character, so that the formerly purely
bonding orbital gains some antibonding character when spin-orbital interaction is
included.
I2 sc-rel I2 sc-rel+SOI At2 sc-rel At2 sc-rel+SOI
C(X) 45.71 45.71 77.48 77.46
V (X) 6.82 6.83 7.18 7.28
V (X,X’) 0.89 0.87 0.66 0.50
Table 2.2: Populations of Υ
r(a)
D basins and the values of localization indices in I2
and At2 molecules from scalar-relativistic only (sc-rel) and scalar-relativistic with
added spin-orbit interaction (sc-rel+SOI) calculations.
Similar eﬀects have been observed by Pilme´ et al. [122] using their 2c-extention
of the original ELF formula, However, this extention has serious drawback, since
it utilizes the unmodiﬁed nonrelativistic expression of the Pauli kinetic energy
density for the calibration. No ELF extention for the fully relativistic case has
been provided up to now. In contrast to that, ELI-D for spatially antisymmetrized
electrons is deﬁned within the same formalism for 4c, 2c, and 1c methods.
sc-rel sc-rel+SOI
V (Bi) 2.79 3.12
V (Bi, Bi’) 3.71 3.07
λ(Bi) 81.48 81.59
δ(Bi, Bi’) 3.07 2.76
Table 2.3: Population of Υ
r(a)
D valence basins and the values of localization and
delocalization indices in the Bi2 molecule from scalar-relativistic only (sc-rel) and
scalar-relativistic with added spin-orbit interaction (sc-rel+SOI) calculations.
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Fig. 2.16 compares the shape of localization domains and ELI-D valence basins
for the At2 molecule. The localization domain corresponding to the At-At bond
shrinks noticeably after SOI has been taken into account and the corresponding
ELI-D basin also becomes a bit smaller at the same time. In fact, the change of
ELI-D basin population is almost exclusively due to this movement of ELI-D basin
boundaries and not due to the change of electron density distribution due to SOI
included: replacement of electron density from the calculation with SOI by the
electron density obtained without SOI yields the same results.
Table 2.3 compares the results of chemical bonding analysis for the Bi2 molecule
with and without spin-orbit interaction. The bond weakening eﬀect by spin-orbit
interaction seen by decreased population of ELI-D bonding basin is here even more
pronounced. For this molecule the change in bonding basin population is 0.6 e or
∼ 17%. The value of the delocalization index also drops with spin-orbit interaction
being included.
Polyatomic Molecule: Bi+5
Table 2.4 compares the populations of ELI-D valence basins for the Bi+5 poly-
cation from the calculations with and without SOI. As reported above for diatomic
molecules, the inclusion of spin-orbit interaction decreases the populations of bond-
ing basins and increases the populations of monosynaptic basins, corresponding to
lone pairs. Largest absolute change in the basin population here is about 0.5 e (for
the lone pair of Bi1 atom, Fig. 2.17).
sc-rel sc-rel+SOI
V (Bi1) 2.75 3.21
V (Bi2) 2.67 2.79
V (Bi1, Bi2) 0.84 0.66
V (Bi2, Bi2’) 1.70 1.63
Table 2.4: Populations of Υ
r(a)
D valence basins in the Bi
+
5 polycation from scalar-
relativistic only (sc-rel) and scalar-relativistic with added spin-orbit interaction
(sc-rel+SOI) calculations.
Fig. 2.17 shows the eﬀect of SOI on the isosurfaces of Υ
r(a)
D . The shape of
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Figure 2.17: Υ
r(a)
D localization domains of level 1.075 (orange) and 1.061 (green) for
Bi+5 from scalar-relativistic (left) and scalar-relativistic+SOI calculations. ELI-D
value at the attractor of green domains is 1.066
isosurfaces of level 1.075, corresponding to the lone pairs, does not change much,
when SOI is included. The isosurfaces around attractors of bonding basins are
more sensitive. The ELI-D value at the attractors corresponding to Bi1-Bi2 bonds
drops when SOI is included from 1.082 to 1.066, and therefore the corresponding
1.075-localization domains disappear.
sc-rel sc-rel+SOI
λ(Bi1) 81.14 81.17
λ(Bi2) 81.17 81.24
δ(Bi1, Bi2) 0.84 0.82
δ(Bi2, Bi2’) 1.14 1.07
δ(Bi2, Bi2’(para)) 0.15 0.18
Table 2.5: The values of localization and delocalization indices in the Bi+5 poly-
cation from scalar-relativistic only (sc-rel) and scalar-relativistic with added spin-
orbit interaction (sc-rel+SOI) calculations.
Table 2.5 presents the values of (de)localization indices, calculated with and
without SOI included. They conﬁrm weakening of the bonds due to the SOI, al-
though the changes in the values of indices are quite moderate. It is interesting,
that SOI enhances the DI value between Bi2 atoms, which are not directly con-
nected to each other (labeled as para in Table 2.5), i.e. SOI favors delocalization
of bonding over Bi4 cycle.
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Solids: Bi and Au
Table 2.6 summarizes the results of ELI-D topological analysis for solid Bi with
and without spin-orbit interaction. As for molecular systems considered above, the
eﬀect of SOI is the weakening of the bonding between nearest atoms, manifested
by the decrease of the population of bonding ELI-D basins in favor of lone-pair
basins. Visually one can observe this eﬀect as slight shrinkage of ELI-D bonding
basins and corresponding localization domains, when SOI has been included.
sc-rel sc-rel+SOI
V (Bi) 2.71 3.09
V (Bi, Bi’) 1.43 1.19
λ(Bi) 81.01 81.06
σ2(Bi) 1.99 1.94
δ(Bi, Bi) 0.73 0.69
Table 2.6: Populations of Υ
r(a)
D valence basins, localization and delocalization
indices in crystalline Bi from scalar-relativistic only (sc-rel) and scalar-relativistic
with added spin-orbit interaction (sc-rel+SOI) calculations.
The delocalization indices (Table 2.6) conﬁrm the results of ELI-D analysis.
The changes introduced by the inclusion of SOI are not large, but clearly visible
and also point to the weakening of bonding and the increase of localization.
sc-rel sc-rel+SOI
λ(Au) 76.86 76.79
σ2(Au) 2.14 2.20
δ(Au, Au’) 0.31 0.31
Table 2.7: The values of localization and delocalization indices in crystalline Au
from scalar-relativistic only (sc-rel) and scalar-relativistic with added spin-orbit
interaction (sc-rel+SOI) calculations.
Face-centered gold is a problematic system for bonding analysis with ELI-D,
because for both calculations with and without SOI included the valence shell is
missing, as it is also for the isolated Au atom (Sect. 2.3.3). On the other hand, the
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delocalization indices do reveal essential electron pair sharing between Au atoms
and it turns out, that SOI increases DI value for nearest neighbors only to the
third digit (Table 2.7). However, the sum of all DIs between all the atoms in the
crystal equal to the ﬂuctuation of basin population σ2(Au) makes this eﬀect more
remarkable. Thus spin-orbit interaction increases electron sharing of particular
QTAIM basin with its neighbors and decreases the value of its localization index.
Chapter 3
Applications of Chemical
Bonding Analysis
3.1 hcp Metals
Metals are a very important and broad class of solids. At the same time,
their bonding principles are least understood. There is still no general bonding
concept, capable to predict the structure of intermetallic compound depending on
its composition and constituents - in remarkable contrast to nonmetallic solids,
like e.g. Zintl phases or complex salts. Metals are known to be diﬃcult objects for
the topological analysis of scalar ﬁelds, because of their topology is known to be
“ﬂat” [150] and thus quite sensitive to the choice of the method (or its parameters)
being used to calculate the ﬁeld [151].
A systematic study of bonding patterns of simplest metals and their sensitivity
to the input parameters of computational methods can reveal the scope of vari-
ability and formulate trends, which later can become a part of the general bonding
concept for metals. To pursue this goal, we have started with the investigation of
ELI-D topology in simple hexagonal element structures (Annex 1). According to
ICSD database [152], 21 elements are known to crystallize in this structure type,
and for all of them the ELI-D topology has been calculated with spin-unpolarized
LDA Kohn-Sham DFT. Further topological analysis yielded ELI-D basins, their
populations and bifurcation diagrams, showing the interconnectivity of ELI-D dis-
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of diﬀerent ELI-D bonding patterns for hcp metals over
the periodic table from FPLO calculations.
tribution. In order to study the stability of results on variation of calculation
parameters, DFT calculations have been performed with two diﬀerent methods:
(FPLO [153] and (L)APW+lo+LO methods) and additionally, two calculations
for each element with the unit cell parameters, isotropically rescaled to ±5%.
It was found, that ELI-D topology from FPLO calculations of hcp structures
of all 21 elements can be ascribed to one of six bonding patterns, each charac-
terized by the presence of ELI-D attractors at particular sites of the hcp crystal
structure (Annex 1). The attractors are found to appear either in the centers of
tetragonal or octahedral voids, or at the shared face of these voids. For Os only
they appear between neighboring atoms, which is however rather exotic situation.
Corresponding bifurcation diagrams for these six patterns can be classiﬁed to one
of 14 types.
The patterns range from quite simple one, having the only one ELI-D bonding
attractor at the shared face of two tetrahedral voids, to quite complicated, having
three kinds of attractors at the centers of tetrahedral and octahedral voids and
at the shared face of tetrahedral voids. The latter bonding pattern turned out to
occur most frequently - for six metals out of 21. Fig. 3.1 summarizes the distri-
bution of bonding patterns for the elements studied from FPLO calculations. It is
interesting, that most of the observed patterns tend to form groups for neighboring
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elements of the periodic table. Almost all bonding patterns have only polysynaptic
basins (with synapticity ranging from 3 to 9) with the single exception of men-
tioned pattern for Os, where only disynaptic basins occur. The highest observed
population (i.e. “capacity”) of ELI-D bonding basins per void is about 1.
Patterns, resulted from (L)APW+lo+LO calculations, diﬀer from those from
FPLO calculations for 13 metals out of 21 (Annex 1). Some patterns are “well
deﬁned” and occur for same metals from both calculations, whereas other may
have somewhat fuzzy boundaries and even new type of patterns may appear. The
basin populations, as typical for integral indicators, seem to be more stable to the
computational method being used.
The variation of unit cell size also can lead to the change of bonding patterns
for 10 metals out of 21, and these changes are less pronounced, than in case of
diﬀerent computational method (Annex 1). The accompanying variation of ELI-
D basin populations are remarkably general: under pressure (i.e. when the unit
cell volume is decreased) the tetrahedral basins become depopulated in favor of
octahedral basins with only few exceptions. Pressure also leads to the depopulation
of penultimate shell basins for late transition metals and increases the population
of penultimate shell basins for early transition metals, which can be rationalized
in terms of increased interaction between d-orbitals of penultimate shell.
To summarize, bonding patterns, obtained from ELI-D topological analysis of
hcp metals show quite wide diversity for such a simple structure type (Annex 1).
The results can be sensitive to the variation of computational method/geometrical
parameters, although few patterns are “stable”. Bonding in hcp metals is pre-
dominantly multicenter and the population of ELI-D bonding basins is only a bit
larger than 1 e even for electron-rich transition metals. Bonding patterns can be
quite complicated and typically includes at least 2 diﬀerent kinds of multicenter
interactions. Pressure (i.e. decrease of unit cell parameters) leads to the system-
atic changes of the basin populations with very few exceptions and the expansion
of unit cell parameters gives rise to the opposite eﬀect.
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3.2 Metal Diborides with AlB2 Structure Type
MB2 class of compounds with AlB2 type structure (Fig. 3.2) is remarkable due
to the number of representatives known to exist for diﬀerent metals (M) across the
periodic table from Mg to W. Moreover, many other crystal structures can be
related to this simple structure type. Valuable properties, like high hardness or
corrosion-resistance [154], and not least the superconductivity of MgB2 stimulated
the investigations of the bonding in MB2. We have performed the ﬁrst systematic
study of chemical bonding for these diborides, using position space topological
analysis (QTAIM, ELI-D, Annex 6, Annex 7). This has allowed us to identify the
most important interactions and their variations across the series. Consecutively
we have also explained the variation of unit cell parameters, some physical proper-
ties and chemical ﬂexibility of this structure type. Our analysis has been performed
from the results of (L)APW+lo+LO Kohn-Sham LDA DFT calculations.
From the values of delocalization indices for QTAIM atoms one can conclude,
that in MgB2 and AlB2 the bonding between metal and boron is predominantly
ionic. In the boron sheets bonding is covalent with δ(B-B)≈ 1.0 and resembles that
in graphite, but is more delocalized in the sense, that there is essential electron
sharing between not nearest B atoms. For transition metal (TM) diborides the
bond order between nearest B atoms drops along the transition metal series, which
is somewhat unusual, since the interatomic distance decreases in the same time.
But δ(M,B) increases along the TM series, which overweights the weakening of the
B-B bond and explains the contravariance of a unit cell parameter. Increase of the
covalent character of the M-B interaction has been also veriﬁed by the decrease of
QTAIM eﬀective charge magnitudes. δ(M,M’) for contacts, lying both along and
perpendicular to the boron sheets also increases along TM series, which explains
the contraction of both a and c unit cell parameters. For late TM diborides the
δ(M,M’) ≈ 0.15, which is comparable with the corresponding values in elementary
metals. Thus, the bonding picture in these diborides can smoothly vary from
covalent delocalized bonding inside boron sheets and ionic between these sheets and
metals to the covalent bonding between M and B and also between metal atoms in
all three spatial directions, which explains remarkable chemical ﬂexibility of these
diboride structure type. The weakening of the B-B bonds within the sheet for
the late transition metals can explain the appearance of distorted boron sheets,
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Figure 3.2: Crystal structure of metal diborides with AlB2 type structure
Figure 3.3: ELI-D basins (yellow - 2B+4M, green - B+3M, pink - Y penultimate
shell) and localization domains (brown - of level 1.38, green - of level 1.308) in
YB2.
observed in the crystal structures of some 4d-metal diborides [155]. Enhanced
interaction between metal atoms and not only in two but in three directions likely
is related with the occurrence of complicated noncollinear magnetic structures in
CrB2 and MnB2.
In remarkable contrast with hcp metals, showing six possible ELI-D bonding
patterns, only two kinds of patterns for all 15 diborides studied have been observed
(Annex 6). There is always an attractor at the midpoint of neighboring B atoms
in the layer (Fig. 3.3, yellow body). Formally its basin is hexasynaptic (2B+4M),
but an analysis of ELI-D/QTAIM basin intersections shows, that in main group
and early transition metals diborides the interactions between M and B atoms are
essentially polar and therefore these basins should rather (at least for main group
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metals) be considered as corresponding to covalent B-B bonds. This conclusion
is further conﬁrmed by the DI values between 2B+4M and metal penultimate
shell ELI-D basins. While these values are small for main group metals, they
steadily increases along TM series. For middle and late transition metals these
basins indeed describe multicenter interactions between B and M atoms. For
early transition metals another attractor appears, situated close to the center of
the distorted B+3M tetrahedron and having a tetrasynaptic basin, corresponding
thus to 4-center interaction between M and B atoms (Fig. 3.3, green body).
3.3 γ-Bi2Pt
γ-Bi2Pt, stable at high temperatures, has the crystal structure, which resem-
bles well known CdI2 structure type (Annex 9). The major diﬀerence is the distor-
tion of edge-shared PtBi6 polyhedra, which leads to the formation of superstructure
with 3 times larger unit cell. Pt atoms form triangles with d(Pt-Pt)=2.994 A˚ and
one side of the CdI2-like layer becomes slightly puckered.
Taking Bi atoms as 3-electron donors, we arrive at 10+2×3=16 valence elec-
trons on the Pt atom, which means, that 2 more electrons are needed in order
to achieve a stable 18-e electron conﬁguration. The formation of Pt-Pt bonds
could be a possibility for that. The observed Pt-Pt distance is however consider-
ably larger than the Pt-Pt distance in elemental Pt (d(Pt-Pt)=2.774 A˚) and the
question appears, whether Pt-Pt interaction is that strong to introduce such a
distortion of the structure.
In order to clarify this question, we have performed (L)APW+lo+LO LDA
DFT calculations and evaluated the delocalization indices between QTAIM basins
(Fig. 3.4, Annex 9). Besides essential electron sharing between nearest Bi and
Pt atoms (δ(Bi,Pt) ∼ 0.6), DI analysis yielded the value δ(Pt, Pt) = 0.36, which
is only a bit lower, than δ(Pt, Pt) = 0.41 for the shortest contact in elemental
Pt. Therefore indeed, the bonding between Pt atoms is quite strong and can
explain the observed distortion. A comparison between the value of QTAIM basin
ﬂuctuation and DI values has shown, that the bonding in this compound is not
restricted to nearest neighbors only, but also involves more distant atoms, which
is typical for metals Sect. 2.1.4. QTAIM charges on Bi atoms were found to be
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Figure 3.4: QTAIM basins for Pt atoms forming triangle with d(Pt-Pt)=2.994 A˚.
Also shown the value of delocalization index between them.
Figure 3.5: The crystal structures of Bi3Ir (left) and Bi3IrOx (right)
positive thus conﬁrming the donor role of Bi atoms, mentioned above.
3.4 Bi3Ir and Bi3IrOx
Bi3Ir, being synthesized in the nanocrystalline form, is remarkable in its ability
to activate molecular oxygen at room temperature and uptake it reversible in a fast
topochemical redox intercalation, turning into Bi3IrOx (x ≤ 2) suboxide (Annex
10). This suboxide compound is the ﬁrst metallic oxide ion conductor, operating at
room temperature. Such a collection of unusual ﬁndings poses the question on the
chemical bonding in these compounds, which have been analyzed using QTAIM
and ELI-D topological analysis (Annex 10).
The crystal structure of Bi3Ir consists of
1∞[IrBi6/3Bi1/1] rods, arranged in a
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Figure 3.6: Partial ELI-D diagram for the states in Bi3Ir, which becomes empty
by removal of 4 e per formula unit.
pseudo-hexagonal packing (Fig. 3.5). ELI-D topology yields (Annex 10) disynaptic
basins, corresponding to Ir-Ir and Ir-Bi interactions and monosynaptic basins,
corresponding to the lone pairs of exterior Bi atoms. There are 0.43 e in Ir-
Ir basin, around 0.7 e in Bi-Ir basins and 3 to 4 e in the lone pair basins of Bi
atoms. Oxygen atoms in Bi3IrOx are intercalated between the rods, aﬀecting their
structure only marginally (Fig. 3.5).
Since the interaction between rods in the host structure is weak and the rods
are preserved in the intercalated structure, one may assume, that oxygen atoms
withdraw electrons from the rods, turning into oxide anions, and that the ac-
companying electronic structure change can be well described within rigid band
approximation. That means, the states below Fermi level will become empty after
oxygen intercalation and one can utilize pELI-D to reveal their nature.
It turned out, that removal of 4 e per formula units depopulates the states,
corresponding mainly to the lone pairs of Bi atoms (Fig. 3.6) and not aﬀecting Bi-
Ir and Ir-Ir interactions (Annex 10). To conﬁrm this interpretation, a calculation
of idealized Bi3IrO2 crystal has been made followed by ELI-D topological analysis
(Annex 10). The populations of Bi-Ir bonding basins in both Bi3Ir and Bi3IrO2
is nearly the same, whereas Ir-Ir bond basin become slightly depopulated after
intercalation (only about 0.3 e in the suboxide). It is the Bi lone pair basin, who
looses essential part of its population during the intercalation of oxygen, but the
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Bi atoms remain strongly bound to Ir. The comparison of QTAIM charges shows
(Annex 10), that the Bi3 capping atom looses most of the charge by oxidation.
Other Bi atoms loose less amount of charge and the Ir QTAIM basin has almost the
same charge in the host and the intercalated structure. Bi3Ir is unusually electron-
rich compound and one can say, that these electrons are accessible as Bi lone pairs
on the exterior of separated quasi one-dimensional rods, whereas Bi atoms are
strongly bound to Ir chain inside the rods. These peculiarities of crystal and
electronic structure makes it possible reversible intercalation of molecular oxygen
by nanosized Bi3Ir(Annex 10).
Chapter 4
Summary
Universally applicable methods of topological chemical bonding analysis in po-
sition space for solids have been developed in the current work. Among them are
delocalization indices and domain-averaged Fermi hole orbitals, for which for the
ﬁrst time practically applicable computation schemes have been developed and
these indices have been applied for textbook solids. On an analytical model it
has been shown, that there is a simple direct connection between the distribu-
tion of occupation numbers over the Brillouin zone in reciprocal space and the
degree of delocalization of chemical bonding, expressed by delocalization indices
and domain-averaged Fermi hole eigenvectors in real space. Because of that the
bonding in metals should always involve atoms from many unit cells in the crystal.
Bonding indicators have also been applied to the results of correlated (1RDMFT)
calculations. It has been shown, that in the course of the Mott transition from
a metal to an insulator the localization index gradually increases, as electrons
become more localized, and the delocalization indices gradually decrease in con-
trast to the results of Kohn-Sham calculations. This gradual change agrees with
the reported proﬁles of delocalization indices evolution in the course of molecular
chemical reactions.
Electron localizability indicators and delocalization indices have been also ex-
tended to the ﬁeld of multicomponent relativistic calculations. Atomic shell struc-
tures have been for the ﬁrst time evaluated from the results of fully relativistic
calculations. It has been shown, that relativistic eﬀects may aﬀect the shell struc-
ture parameters noticeably for the elements of 5th and greater periods. For all
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but elements of 7th period scalar-relativistic methods seem to be suﬃcient. The
eﬀects of spin-orbit interaction on chemical bonding have been investigated with
delocalization indices and ELI-D on selected molecules and solids, and classical
bond weakening has been recovered as expected. Position space methods are ben-
eﬁcial here, because they eliminate the necessity of analysis of contributions from
each component.
The usefulness of the methods developed has been demonstrated by apply-
ing them to answer the questions on chemical bonding for a small set of various
inorganic solids.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
Solids are complicated objects. First of all, it is by no means an easy task
to describe within the framework of quantum theory their electronic structure
at quantitative level. Scalar-relativistic ab initio full potential mean-ﬁeld theory
methods are the most accurate routinely applicable computational scheme nowa-
days. There is a clear need to get out of this situation and hopefully the eﬀorts of
many research groups working in this direction together with the progress in com-
puter industry will allow to make correlated calculations of solids the daily practice
of solid state research. When necessary, one can go beyond scalar-relativity and
choose one of the methods from probe-tested arsenal of relativistic quantum chem-
istry, which has already been implemented for at least mean-ﬁeld theories in several
general purpose solid state packages.
An analysis of calculation results, coming from diversity of correlated meth-
ods, not to mention here quantum Monte-Carlo or even from some yet to be
discovered computational scheme needs a universal formalism, capable to cast a
variety of theoretical objects into chemical concepts. Density matrices and real-
space bonding analysis methods based on them seems to be promising theoretical
methodology for that. As it is shown in the current work, they can be applied
to the current solid state DFT calculations, straightforwardly extended to the
emerging approaches, like 1RDMFT, generalized for the multicomponent theories,
employing spinor wavefunctions and ready to process the results of other methods
if one can construct density matrices for them. The complexity of solids plays
here no conceptual problem, since one operates in usual real space and obtains
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e.g. a QTAIM atom as a piece of space and the degree of electron localization
as a value of its localization index no matter how complicated is the description
of the electronic structure. The possibility to reconstruct density matrices from
the experimental data enlarges potential source of information on the electronic
structure of solids and the real space methods are ready for that.
It would not be correct to think, that the real-space theory is already complete
and that no new developments are necessary. There are still unanswered questions
and unexplored areas. Owing to the periodicity of solids, an analysis in momentum
space may be the source of new insights, however this ﬁeld is almost not explored at
all. One of the very interesting and important problems is the connection between
bonding concepts and physical properties. The results of Sect. 2.1.4 represent a
small step in this direction. It would be also desirable to make the methods more
suitable for predictions, i.e. to be able to foresee the changes in bonding picture
without performing expensive calculations. Several already developed and proved
to be useful techniques, like e.g. interacting quantum atoms, have never been
applied to the solids and reverse, for almost all correlated solid state electronic
theories no bonding analysis has been performed. There is deﬁnitely a space for
future research here, which should deepen our understanding of solids and, may
be with the use of new approaches, like the methods of evolution crystallography
[156], make the predictions and discovery of new solids even more eﬃcient.
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Appendix A
Dirac Matrices
The Dirac matrices in the standard representations are deﬁned as
α =




0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 0 −i
0 0 i 0
0 −i 0 0
i 0 0 0

 ,


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0




β =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1


(A.1)
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Direct Products
Direct or Kronecker product of two matrix A (of size m × n) and B (of size
p× q) is a matrix A⊗B (of size mp× nq), deﬁned as
A⊗B =


a11B a12B · · · a1nB
a21B a22B · · · a2nB
... · · · . . . ...
am1B an2B · · · amnB


=


a11b11 · · · a11b1q · · · · · · a1nb11 · · · a1nb1q
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
a11bp1 · · · a11bpq · · · · · · a1nbp1 · · · a1nbpq
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
am1b11 · · · am1b1q · · · · · · amnb11 · · · amnb1q
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
am1bp1 · · · am1bpq · · · · · · amnbp1 · · · amnbpq


(B.1)
The direct product is used in quantum mechanics to “build” a system from two
subsystems. A Dirac operator for composite systems, e.g. of 2 electrons, is con-
structed as Hˆ
(12)
D = Hˆ
(1)
D ⊗ 14 + 14 ⊗ Hˆ(2)D where 14 is a unity 4× 4 matrix. This
composite hamiltonian is then a 16 × 16 matrix. A direct product of two spinors
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ψ1 =


ψLα1
ψLβ1
ψSα1
ψSβ1

 and ψ2 =


ψLα2
ψLβ2
ψSα2
ψSβ2

 is then
ψ1 ⊗ ψ2 =


ψLα1 ψ
Lα
2
ψLα1 ψ
Lβ
2
ψLα1 ψ
Sα
2
ψLα1 ψ
Sβ
2
ψLβ1 ψ
Lα
2
ψLβ1 ψ
Lβ
2
ψLβ1 ψ
Sα
2
ψLβ1 ψ
Sβ
2
ψSα1 ψ
Lα
2
ψSα1 ψ
Lβ
2
ψSα1 ψ
Sα
2
ψSα1 ψ
Sβ
2
ψSβ1 ψ
Lα
2
ψSβ1 ψ
Lβ
2
ψSβ1 ψ
Sα
2
ψSβ1 ψ
Sβ
2


(B.2)
A two electron wavefunction is an antisymmetrized direct product of spinors and
has 24 = 16 components. Antisymmetrization exchanges all the electron coordi-
nates - spatial, spin and components. The exchange of label and spin components
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means that what was Ψc1σ1c2σ2 becomes Ψc2σ2c1σ1 . Therefore
Ψ(r1, r2) =
1
2


ψLα1 (r1)ψ
Lα
2 (r2)− ψLα1 (r2)ψLα2 (r1)
ψLα1 (r1)ψ
Lβ
2 (r2)− ψLβ1 (r2)ψLα2 (r1)
ψLα1 (r1)ψ
Sα
2 (r2)− ψSα1 (r2)ψLα2 (r1)
ψLα1 (r1)ψ
Sβ
2 (r2)− ψSβ1 (r2)ψLα2 (r1)
ψLβ1 (r1)ψ
Lα
2 (r2)− ψLα1 (r2)ψLβ2 (r1)
ψLβ1 (r1)ψ
Lβ
2 (r2)− ψLβ1 (r2)ψLβ2 (r1)
ψLβ1 (r1)ψ
Sα
2 (r2)− ψSα1 (r2)ψLβ2 (r1)
ψLβ1 (r1)ψ
Sβ
2 (r2)− ψSβ1 (r2)ψLβ2 (r1)
ψSα1 (r1)ψ
Lα
2 (r2)− ψLα1 (r2)ψSα2 (r1)
ψSα1 (r1)ψ
Lβ
2 (r2)− ψLβ1 (r2)ψSα2 (r1)
ψSα1 (r1)ψ
Sα
2 (r2)− ψSα1 (r2)ψSα2 (r1)
ψSα1 (r1)ψ
Sβ
2 (r2)− ψSβ1 (r2)ψSα2 (r1)
ψSβ1 (r1)ψ
Lα
2 (r2)− ψLα1 (r2)ψSβ2 (r1)
ψSβ1 (r1)ψ
Lβ
2 (r2)− ψLβ1 (r2)ψSβ2 (r1)
ψSβ1 (r1)ψ
Sα
2 (r2)− ψSα1 (r2)ψSβ2 (r1)
ψSβ1 (r1)ψ
Sβ
2 (r2)− ψSβ1 (r2)ψSβ2 (r1)


(B.3)
Appendix C
Calculation of the Integrals For
Multipole and Fourier
Expansions
C.1 Integration over Interstitial Region
To evaluate integral over IR only, one can multiply the shape function χΩ by
the characteristic function χIR of IR, which is unity inside IR and zero otherwise,
and perform an integration over the whole unit cell. Since this multiplication just
cuts out the spheres from the basin, it only changes the shape of the basin and
results in eﬀectively just another shape function. We keep the same label χΩ for
that here. To simplify derivations, let us introduce auxiliary function ψΩnk in order
to represent an integral as a product of only two functions
SIRnk,n′k′(Ω) =
∫
V
drψnk(r)ψ
∗
n′k′(r)χ
Ω(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ∗Ω
n′k′
(r)
=
∫
V
drψnk(r)ψ
∗Ω
n′k′(r) (C.1)
The function ψ∗Ωn′k′ has the same translational properties, as ψ
∗
n′k′ and can be repre-
sented in the similar way (Eqs. 1.4, 2.1). Substituting expansions over planewaves
(Eq. 2.1), one obtains
SIRnk,n′k′(Ω) =
1
V
∫
V
drexp(ikr)
∑
G
ψnk,Gexp(iGr)exp(−ik′r)
∑
G′
ψ∗Ωn′k′,G′exp(−iG′r)
(C.2)
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The Fourier expansion coeﬃcients can be evaluated from the values of the functions
on the real space mesh {ri}, e.g.
ψnk,G =
1√
V
∑
ri
exp(−ikri)ψnk(ri)exp(−iGri) (C.3)
Here the function values in the real space must be multiplied by a exp(−ikri) in
order to get a lattice periodic part, which can be represented as a Fourier series
over reciprocal lattice vectors G. Then
SIRnk,n′k′(Ω) =
1
V 2
∫
V
drexp(ikr)
∑
ri
exp(−ikri)ψnk(ri)
∑
G
exp(iG(r− ri))×
exp(−ik′r)
∑
r′i
exp(ik′r′i)ψ
∗Ω
n′k′(r
′
i)
∑
G′
exp(iG′(r′i − r))
(C.4)
Using Poisson summation formula
∑
G
exp(iGr) = V
∑
δ(r−T) and taking into
account, that in the unit cell there is no any two points with the diﬀerence between
them equal to any lattice vector T, one obtains
SIRnk,n′k′(Ω) =
∫
V
dr exp(ikr)
∑
ri
exp(−ikri)ψnk(ri)δ(r− ri)×
exp(−ik′r)
∑
r′i
exp(ik′r′i)ψ
∗Ω
n′k′(r
′
i)δ(r
′
i − r)
=
∑
ri
∑
r′i
exp(ikr′i)exp(−ikri)ψnk(ri)δ(r′i − ri)ψ∗Ωn′k′(r′i)
=
∑
ri
ψnk(ri)ψ
∗Ω
n′k′(ri)
(C.5)
The values ψ∗Ωn′k′(ri) can be obtained by ﬁrst generation of χ
Ω on the suﬃciently
ﬁne mesh in real space, multiplying it with ψ∗n′k′ and IR characteristic function
on that mesh, transforming thus obtained ψ∗Ωn′k′ by discrete Fourier transform to
the Fourier coeﬃcients, truncating them to the |k+G| < Gkm and transforming
them back to the values on the mesh {ri} in real space. Fast Fourier transform
allows to eﬃciently perform all these operations.
The shape of the basin is represented in DGrid on the discrete grid with the
step d and the suﬃciently ﬁne mesh should be of similar resolution. The minimal
expansion cutoﬀ, equivalent to the Nyquist frequency, should be |Gm| ∼ 2π 12 1d =
pi
d ∼ 65 for the common 0.05 a.u. mesh step.
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C.2 Integration over Muffin-Tin Spheres
Calculation of the MT part of the integral is very much similar to the IR part,
but instead of planewave expansion one employs a multipole expansions of crystal
orbitals and shape function inside MT spheres
SMTnk,n′k′(Ω) =
∑
α
∫
Sα
drψnk(r)ψ
∗Ω
n′k′(r)
=
∑
α
∫
Sα
dr
∑
lm
ψnk,αlm(r)Yαlm(rˆ)
∑
l′m′
ψ∗Ωn′k′,αl′m′(r)Yαl′m′(rˆ)
(C.6)
Introducing spherical coordinates r, {θ, φ} = rˆ (drˆ = sinθdθdφ), one obtains
SMTnk,n′k′(Ω) =
∑
α
∑
lm
∑
l′m′
∫
Rα
drr2ψnk,αlm(r)ψ
∗Ω
n′k′,αl′m′(r)
∫
drˆYαlm(rˆ)Yαl′m′(rˆ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δll′δmm′
=
∑
αlm
∫
Rα
drr2ψnk,αlm(r)ψ
∗Ω
n′k′,αlm(r)
(C.7)
The function ψ∗Ωn′k′ is constructed in real space by multiplying values of ψ
∗
n′k′ and
the shape function on the angular mesh. Since shape function has discontinuities,
large multipole expansion and thus dense angular mesh should be used. Its mul-
tipole coeﬃcients can be obtained by performing spherical harmonic transform.
For the evaluation of the integrals only multipoles with l < lψm are needed, since
ψnk,αlm are nonzero only then.
C.3 Integrals for Translationally Related Basins
The overlap integral for the basin ΩT , resided in the unit cell, shifted by lattice
vector T, can be easily obtained from the overlap integral for the basin Ω. For
that in the general expression of the overlap integral
SΩTnk,n′k′ =
∫
ΩT
drexp(ikr)Unk(r)exp(−ik′r)U∗n′k′(r) (C.8)
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one introduces new coordinate system r′ = r−T, in which the basin ΩT takes the
same position, as Ω in r. Then, in this new coordinate system
SΩTnk,n′k′ =
∫
Ω
dr′exp(ik(r′ +T))Unk(r′ +T)exp(−ik′(r′ +T))U∗n′k′(r′ +T)
= exp(i(k− k′)T)
∫
Ω
dr′exp(ikr′)Unk(r′)exp(−ik′r′)U∗n′k′(r′)
= exp(i(k− k′)T)SΩnk,n′k′
(C.9)
C.4 Integrals for Basins Cut by Grid Box
Boundary
In most general case the smallest region of interest, containing all translation-
ally inequivalent basins, is the unit cell. In almost any solid the boundaries of the
unit cell cut some basins, so that they appear as disconnected parts at opposite
faces of the unit cell.
1 2 1
T
T
×exp(i(k-k')T)
Figure C.1: Real basin is the union of parts 1T and 2 and not 1 and 2. Still the
integration can be performed over the unit cell, marked by black line, but the
integrand inside part 1 has to be multiplied by a phase factor, which eﬀectively
moves it to the 1T .
The overlap integrals evaluated directly with the shape function, corresponding
to such split basin are meaningless, since this shape function describe not a physical
basin but a sum of parts of translationally equivalent basins (Fig. C.1). In order
to obtain meaningful values, diﬀerent parts of the basins must be merged together
by a lattice translation in order to assemble the whole basin. Eq.C.9 can be used
to obtain correct value of integral, corresponding to particular basin part. It can
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be implemented as multiplication of e.g. ψnk values in real space by appropriate
phase factor, depending on the part of the basin (Fig. C.1).
Appendix D
Complex Isopycnic
Transformation
Isopycnic transformation [111] has been introduces as the localization proce-
dure for the natural orbitals φi of 1RDM γ(x,x
′) =
∑
i θiφi(x)φ
∗
i (x
′) (Eq. 1.16).
This transformation changes not only the natural orbitals, but also their occupa-
tion numbers θi. The localization criterion is the maximization of the functional
[111]
L =
∑
i
θ2i
∑
Ω
[
SΩii
]2
(D.1)
where overlap integrals SΩii are computed from the natural orbitals. Isopycnic
transformation was designed to keep 1RDM as the function of x and x′ invariant,
which can be achieved by rewriting 1RDM in the following form
γ(x,x′) =
∑
i
(√
θiφi(x)
)(√
θiφ
∗
i (x
′)
)
(D.2)
and applying a unitary transformation U to the vector {√θiφi(x)}, which guaran-
tees the invariance of scalar product, i.e. 1RDM. Transformed vector will be√
θ′iψ
′
i(x) =
∑
j
Uij
√
θjψj(x) (D.3)
from which one obtains an equation for new orbital
ψ′i(x) =
∑
j
√
θj
θ′i
Uijψj(x) (D.4)
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New occupation number θ′i can be calculated from the condition, that new orbitals
ψ′i must be normalized, i.e.∫
dx
∣∣ψ′i(x)∣∣2 =∑
jk
√
θj
θ′i
√
θk
θ′i
U∗ijUik
∫
dxψ∗j (x)ψk(x)
=
1
θ′i
∑
jk
√
θjθkU
∗
ijUik
∫
dxψ∗j (x)ψk(x) = 1
⇒ θ′i =
∑
jk
√
θjθkU
∗
ijUik
∫
dxψ∗j (x)ψk(x)
(D.5)
Traditional strategy is to perform a series of 2x2 rotations for all pairs of orbitals
until L is stationary. In case of real orbitals the matrix can be parametrized by
single angle α (
cosα sinα
−sinα cosα
)
(D.6)
In case of complex orbitals its elements can be complex, but if matrix is unitary, it
can be shown, that diagonal elements must still be purely real. Thus the following
matrix can be used for the rotations of complex orbitals
U =
(
cosα eiβsinα
−e−iβsinα cosα
)
(D.7)
Taking orbitals and their occupation numbers and applying on them transforma-
tions Eqs. D.4, D.5 using matrix U , one obtains following expression for L [111]
L =
∑
i
∑
klmn
U∗ikUilU
∗
imUin
√
θkθlθmθn
∑
Ω
SΩklS
Ω
mn︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tklmn
(D.8)
Tensor Tklmn is obviously symmetric to the permutation of index pairs, i.e. Tklmn =
Tmnkl. Substituting Eq. D.7 into Eq. D.8, taking into account the symmetry of
the tensor and performing some bulky transformations23, one obtains for the pair
of orbitals 1 and 2
L =
1
4
(3(T1111 + T2222) + 2(T1122 + T1221)
+ cos(4α)
[
T1111 − 2(T1122 + T1221) + T2222 − e2iβT1212 − e−2iβT2121
]
+ 2sin(4α)
[
eiβ(T1112 − T1222) + e−iβ(T1121 − T2122)
]
+ e2iβT1212 + e
−2iβT2121)
(D.9)
23which can be easily done in Mathematica r[157]
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L achieves its maximum when
∂L
∂α
=
1
4
(2cos(4α)(eiβ(T1112 − T1222) + e−iβ(T1121 − T2122))
−sin(4α)(T1111 − e2iβT1212 − 2(T1122 + T1221)− e−2iβT2121 + T2222)) = 0
(D.10)
and
∂L
∂β
=
i
4
(2(1− cos(4α))(e2iβT1212 − e−2iβT2121)
+ 2sin(4α)(eiβ(T1112 − T1222)− e−iβ(T1121 − T2122))) = 0
(D.11)
Optimal value of α can be straightforwardly obtained from the ﬁrst equation
α0 =
1
4
arctg
(
2(eiβ(T1112 − T1222) + e−iβ(T1121 − T2122))
T1111 − e2iβT1212 − 2(T1122 + T1221)− e−2iβT2121 + T2222
)
(D.12)
Second equation is nonlinear in β and can not be easily solved analytically. How-
ever, when α→ 0, one obtains after expansing sin and cos in Taylor series
∂L
∂β
≈ i
4
(16α2(e2iβT1212 − e−2iβT2121)
+ 8α(eiβ(T1112 − T1222)− e−iβ(T1121 − T2122)))
(D.13)
from which one sees, that second term linear in α will dominate. Thus, at small
α→ 0, one can approximately satisfy Eq. D.11 by taking
β0 = −arg(T1112 − T1222) (D.14)
because the multiplier after sin(4α) then vanishes
eiβ0(T1112 − T1222)− e−iβ0(T1121 − T2122) = 2Im(eiβ0(T1112 − T1222))
= 2Im(eiβ0e−iβ0 |T1112 − T1222|) = 2Im(|T1112 − T1222|) = 0
(D.15)
since imaginary part of pure real absolute value is identically zero. Here the
hermiticity of overlap integrals SΩ12 = S
Ω∗
21 and thus Tklmn = T
∗
lknm has been used.
Remaining term in Eq. D.11 will not turn in the same time identically to zero.
However, as noted above, at small values of α it is also small and, additionally,
when one of the basins Ω makes with its SΩ12 dominating contribution to T
β0 = −arg(T1112 − T1222) ≈ −arg(SΩ11SΩ12 − SΩ12SΩ22)
= −arg(SΩ12(SΩ11 − SΩ22)) = −arg(SΩ21)
(D.16)
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then condition Eq. D.14 yields approximately zero also for the ﬁrst term of Eq.
D.11 because
e2iβ0T1212 − e−2iβ0T2121 = 2Im(e2iβ0T1212) ≈ 2Im(θ1θ2e2iβ0SΩ21SΩ21)
= 2Im(θ1θ2e
2iβ0e−2iβ0
∣∣SΩ21∣∣2) = 2Im(θ1θ2 ∣∣SΩ21∣∣2) = 0
(D.17)
It was found, that such an algorithm usually converges well and deliver reasonable
results even for metallic systems with quite delocalized DAFH orbitals.
Additionally results have been compared vs. those obtained by real isopycnic
transformation, using series of real Jacobi rotations on purely real matrix of double
size [158] (
Re(SΩ) −Im(SΩ)
Im(SΩ) Re(SΩ)
)
(D.18)
and were found to be nearly identical.
Appendix E
Modified Elk-1.4.22 Source
Code For 1RDMFT
Calculations
! Copyright (C) 2007−2008 J . K. Dewhurst , S . Sharma and E. K. U. Gross .
! This f i l e i s d i s t r i b u t e d under the terms o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense .
! See the f i l e COPYING f o r l i c e n s e d e t a i l s .
!BOP
! !ROUTINE: rdmdexcdc
! !INTERFACE:
subrout ine rdmdexcdc ( dedc )
! !USES :
use modmain
use modrdm
! ! INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
! dedc : energy d e r i v a t i v e ( inout , complex ( nstsv , nstsv , nkpt ) )
! !DESCRIPTION:
! Ca l cu l a t e s the d e r i v a t i v e o f the exchange−c o r r e l a t i o n energy w. r . t .
! {\ t t evecsv } and adds the r e s u l t to the t o t a l .
!
! !REVISION HISTORY:
! Created 2008 (Sharma)
!EOP
!BOC
imp l i c i t none
! arguments
complex ( 8 ) , i n t en t ( inout ) : : dedc ( nstsv , nstsv , nkpt )
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! l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
i n t e g e r ik1 , ik2 , jk , i v (3 )
i n t e g e r i s t 1 , i s t 2 , i s t 3 , i s t 4
r e a l (8 ) t1 , t2 , t3
! a l l o c a t a b l e a r rays
complex ( 8 ) , a l l o c a t a b l e : : v n l i j j k ( : , : , : , : )
complex ( 8 ) , a l l o c a t a b l e : : evecsv ( : , : )
i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 0 ) re turn
! c a l c u l a t e the p r e f a c t o r
i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 1 ) then
! Hartree−Fock f un c t i o n a l
t1=1.d0/occmax
e l s e i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 2 ) then
! power f un c t i o n a l
i f ( sp inpo l ) then
t1=1.d0
e l s e
t1=2.d0 ∗ (0 . 25 d0 )∗∗ rdmalpha
end i f
e l s e
wr i t e (∗ ,∗ )
wr i t e (∗ , ’ ( ” Error ( rdmdexcdc ) : rdmxctype not de f in ed : ” , I8 ) ’ ) rdmxctype
wr i t e (∗ ,∗ )
stop
end i f
a l l o c a t e ( v n l i j j k ( nstsv , nstsv , nstsv , nkpt ) )
a l l o c a t e ( evecsv ( nstsv , ns t sv ) )
! s t a r t loop over non−reduced k−po in t s
do ik1=1,nkptnr
! get non−l o c a l matrix e lements
c a l l g e t v n l i j j k ( ik1 , v n l i j j k )
! f i nd the equ iva l en t reduced k−point
iv ( : )= ivk ( : , ik1 )
jk=ikmap ( iv ( 1 ) , i v ( 2 ) , i v ( 3 ) )
! s t a r t loop over reduced k−po in t s
do ik2=1,nkpt
! get the e i g env e c t o r s from f i l e
c a l l g e t evec sv ( vk l ( : , i k2 ) , evecsv )
do i s t 4 =1, nst sv
do i s t 3 =1, nst sv
do i s t 2 =1, nst sv
do i s t 1 =1, nst sv
i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 1 ) then
! Hartree−Fock f un c t i o n a l
t2=t1 ∗ occsv ( i s t 3 , ik2 )∗ occsv ( i s t 4 , jk )
e l s e i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 2 ) then
! power f un c t i o n a l
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! AlexIB Dec 2012
! t3=sum( abs ( vk l ( : , i k2 )−vkl ( : , i k1 ) ) )
! i f ( ( i s t 3 . eq . i s t 4 ) . and . ( t3 . l t . e p s l a t ) ) then
! t2 =(1.d0/occmax )∗ occsv ( i s t 4 , jk )∗∗2
! e l s e
t2=t1 ∗( occsv ( i s t 3 , ik2 )∗ occsv ( i s t 4 , jk ) )∗∗ rdmalpha
! end i f
end i f
dedc ( i s t 2 , i s t 3 , ik2 )=dedc ( i s t 2 , i s t 3 , ik2 )−t2 ∗ evecsv ( i s t 2 , i s t 1 )∗ &
vn l i j j k ( i s t 1 , i s t 3 , i s t 4 , ik2 )
end do
end do
end do
end do
! end loop over reduced k−po in t s
end do
! end loop over non−reduced k−po in t s
end do
d e a l l o c a t e ( v n l i j j k , evecsv )
re turn
end subrout ine
!EOC
! Copyright (C) 2007−2008 J . K. Dewhurst , S . Sharma and E. K. U. Gross .
! This f i l e i s d i s t r i b u t e d under the terms o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense .
! See the f i l e COPYING f o r l i c e n s e d e t a i l s .
!BOP
! !ROUTINE: rdmdexcdn
! !INTERFACE:
subrout ine rdmdexcdn ( dedn )
! !USES :
use modmain
use modrdm
! ! INPUT/OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
! dedn : energy d e r i v a t i v e ( inout , r e a l ( nstsv , nkpt ) )
! !DESCRIPTION:
! Ca l cu l a t e s the d e r i v a t i v e o f the exchange−c o r r e l a t i o n energy w. r . t .
! occupat ion numbers and adds the r e s u l t to the t o t a l .
!
! !REVISION HISTORY:
! Created 2008 (Sharma)
!EOP
!BOC
imp l i c i t none
! arguments
r e a l ( 8 ) , i n t en t ( inout ) : : dedn ( nstsv , nkpt )
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! l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
i n t e g e r ik1 , ik2 , jk , i v (3 )
i n t e g e r i s t 1 , i s t 2
! parameter f o r c a l c u l a t i n g the f un c t i o n a l d e r i v a t i v e s
r e a l ( 8 ) , parameter : : eps=1.d−12
r e a l (8 ) t1 , t2 , t3 , t4
! a l l o c a t a b l e arays
r e a l ( 8 ) , a l l o c a t a b l e : : v n l i j j i ( : , : , : )
i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 0 ) re turn
! c a l c u l a t e the pre−f a c t o r
i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 1 ) then
t1=1.d0/occmax
! power f un c t i o n a l
e l s e i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 2 ) then
i f ( sp inpo l ) then
t1=rdmalpha
e l s e
t1=2.d0∗ rdmalpha ∗ (0 . 25 d0 )∗∗ rdmalpha
end i f
e l s e
wr i t e (∗ ,∗ )
wr i t e (∗ , ’ ( ” Error ( rdmdexcdn ) : rdmxctype not de f in ed : ” , I8 ) ’ ) rdmxctype
wr i t e (∗ ,∗ )
stop
end i f
a l l o c a t e ( v n l i j j i ( nstsv , nstsv , nkpt ) )
! s t a r t loop over non−reduced k−po in t s
do ik1=1,nkptnr
! get the non−l o c a l matrix
c a l l g e t v n l i j j i ( ik1 , v n l i j j i )
! f i nd the equ iva l en t reduced k−point
iv ( : )= ivk ( : , ik1 )
jk=ikmap ( iv ( 1 ) , i v ( 2 ) , i v ( 3 ) )
! loop over reduced k−po in t s
do ik2=1,nkpt
do i s t 1 =1, nst sv
do i s t 2 =1, nst sv
! Hartree−Fock f un c t i o n a l
i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 1 ) then
t2=t1 ∗ occsv ( i s t 1 , jk )
! power f un c t i o n a l
e l s e i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 2 ) then
! AlexIB Dec 2012
! t3=sum( abs ( vk l ( : , i k2 )−vkl ( : , i k1 ) ) )
! i f ( ( i s t 2 . eq . i s t 1 ) . and . ( t3 . l t . e p s l a t ) ) then
! t2 =(1.d0/occmax )∗ occsv ( i s t 1 , jk )
! e l s e
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t3=max( occsv ( i s t 2 , ik2 ) , eps )
t4=max( occsv ( i s t 1 , jk ) , eps )
t2=t1 ∗( t4 ∗∗ rdmalpha )/ ( t3 ∗∗ ( 1 . d0−rdmalpha ) )
! end i f
end i f
dedn ( i s t 2 , ik2 )=dedn ( i s t 2 , ik2 )+t2 ∗ v n l i j j i ( i s t 2 , i s t 1 , ik2 )
end do
end do
end do
end do
d e a l l o c a t e ( v n l i j j i )
r e turn
end subrout ine
!EOC
! Copyright (C) 2002−2008 J . K. Dewhurst , S . Sharma and E. K. U. Gross .
! This f i l e i s d i s t r i b u t e d under the terms o f the GNU Lesse r General Publ ic
! L i cense . See the f i l e COPYING f o r l i c e n s e d e t a i l s .
!BOP
! !ROUTINE: rdmengyxc
! !INTERFACE:
subrout ine rdmengyxc
! !USES :
use modmain
use modrdm
! !DESCRIPTION:
! Ca l cu l a t e s RDMFT exchange−c o r r e l a t i o n energy .
!
! !REVISION HISTORY:
! Created 2008 (Sharma)
!EOP
!BOC
imp l i c i t none
! l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
i n t e g e r ik1 , ik2 , jk , i v (3 )
i n t e g e r i s t 1 , i s t 2
r e a l (8 ) t1 , t2 , t3 , t4
! a l l o c a t a b l e arays
r e a l ( 8 ) , a l l o c a t a b l e : : v n l i j j i ( : , : , : )
! c a l c u l a t e the p r e f a c t o r
i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 0 ) then
engyx=0.d0
re turn
e l s e i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 1 ) then
! Hartree−Fock f un c t i o n a l
t1=0.5d0/occmax
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e l s e i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 2 ) then
! Power f un c t i o n a l
i f ( sp inpo l ) then
t1=0.5d0
e l s e
t1 =(0.25d0 )∗∗ rdmalpha
end i f
e l s e
wr i t e (∗ ,∗ )
wr i t e (∗ , ’ ( ” Error ( rdmengyxc ) : rdmxctype not de f in ed : ” , I8 ) ’ ) rdmxctype
wr i t e (∗ ,∗ )
stop
end i f
! exchange−c o r r e l a t i o n energy
engyx=0.d0
a l l o c a t e ( v n l i j j i ( nstsv , nstsv , nkpt ) )
! s t a r t loop over non−reduced k−po in t s
do ik1=1,nkptnr
c a l l g e t v n l i j j i ( ik1 , v n l i j j i )
! f i nd the equ iva l en t reduced k−point
iv ( : )= ivk ( : , ik1 )
jk=ikmap ( iv ( 1 ) , i v ( 2 ) , i v ( 3 ) )
do i s t 1 =1, nst sv
! s t a r t loop over reduced k−po in t s
do ik2=1,nkpt
do i s t 2 =1, nst sv
! Hartree−Fock f un c t i o n a l
i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 1 ) then
t2=t1 ∗wkpt ( ik2 )∗ occsv ( i s t 2 , ik2 )∗ occsv ( i s t 1 , jk )
! Power f un c t i o n a l
e l s e i f ( rdmxctype . eq . 2 ) then
t3=occsv ( i s t 2 , ik2 )∗ occsv ( i s t 1 , jk )
! AlexIB Dec 2012
! t4=sum( abs ( vk l ( : , i k2 )−vkl ( : , i k1 ) ) )
! i f ( ( i s t 2 . eq . i s t 1 ) . and . ( t4 . l t . e p s l a t ) ) then
! t2 =(0.5d0/occmax )∗wkpt ( ik2 )∗ t3
! e l s e
t2=t1 ∗wkpt ( ik2 )∗ ( t3 ∗∗ rdmalpha )
! end i f
end i f
engyx=engyx−t2 ∗ v n l i j j i ( i s t 2 , i s t 1 , ik2 )
end do
end do
end do
end do
d e a l l o c a t e ( v n l i j j i )
r e turn
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end subrout ine
!EOC
! Copyright (C) 2007 J . K. Dewhurst , S . Sharma and E. K. U. Gross .
! This f i l e i s d i s t r i b u t e d under the terms o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense .
! See the f i l e COPYING f o r l i c e n s e d e t a i l s .
!BOP
! !ROUTINE: rdmminc
! !INTERFACE:
subrout ine rdmminc
! !USES :
use modmain
use modrdm
use modmpi
! !DESCRIPTION:
! Minimizes the t o t a l energy with r e sp e c t to the second−v a r i a t i o n a l
! c o e f f i c i e n t s {\ t t evecsv } . The s t e epe s t−descent a lgor i thm i s used .
!
! !REVISION HISTORY:
! Created 2008 (Sharma)
! Added loop terminat ion by epsengy 2012 ( AlexIB )
!EOP
!BOC
imp l i c i t none
! l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
i n t e g e r i t
! parameter to check energy convergence
r e a l ( 8 ) , parameter : : eps=1.d−10
! AlexIB
r e a l (8 ) e n gy t o t l a s t
i f ( maxitc . l t . 1 ) r e turn
! begin i t e r a t i o n loop
! AlexIB
engy t o t l a s t =0.d0
do i t =1,maxitc
i f (mp mpi ) then
wr i t e (∗ , ’ ( ” In f o ( rdmminc ) : i t e r a t i o n ” , I4 , ” o f ” , I4 ) ’ ) i t , maxitc
end i f
! generate the dens i ty and magnet i sat ion
c a l l rhomag
! c a l c u l a t e the Coulomb po t en t i a l
c a l l potcou l
! c a l c u l a t e Coulomb po t en t i a l matrix e lements
c a l l genvmat ( vclmt , v c l i r , vclmat )
! c a l c u l a t e d e r i v a t i v e o f k i n e t i c energy w. r . t . evecsv
c a l l rdmdkdc
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! wr i t e the Coulomb matrix e lements to f i l e
c a l l w r i t e v n l i j j k
! synchron i s e MPI p ro c e s s e s
c a l l mp i ba r r i e r (mpi comm world , i e r r o r )
! update evecsv , o r t hogona l i s e and wr i t e to f i l e (MPI master p roce s s only )
i f (mp mpi ) c a l l rdmvaryc
! synchron i s e MPI p ro c e s s e s
c a l l mp i ba r r i e r (mpi comm world , i e r r o r )
! c a l c u l a t e the energy
c a l l rdmenergy
! wr i t e energy to f i l e
i f (mp mpi ) then
wr i t e ( 62 , ’ ( I6 ,G18 . 1 0 ) ’ ) i t , engytot
c a l l f l u s h i f c (62)
end i f
! AlexIB
i f ( abs ( engytot−e n gy t o t l a s t ) . l t . epsengy ) then
i f (mp mpi ) then
wr i t e (∗ , ’ ( ” In f o ( rdmminc ) : convergence th r e sho ld ” ,G18 .10 , ” ach ieved ” ) ’ ) epsengy
wr i t e (∗ ,∗ )
end i f
goto 10
e l s e
e n gy t o t l a s t=engytot
end i f
! end i t e r a t i o n loop
end do
10 cont inue
i f (mp mpi ) then
wr i t e (60 ,∗ )
wr i t e ( 60 , ’ ( ” Natural o r b i t a l min imisat ion done ” ) ’ )
wr i t e (62 ,∗ )
i f ( sp inpo l ) wr i t e (64 ,∗ )
end i f
r e turn
end subrout ine
!EOC
! Copyright (C) 2007−2008 J . K. Dewhurst , S . Sharma and E. K. U. Gross .
! This f i l e i s d i s t r i b u t e d under the terms o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense .
! See the f i l e COPYING f o r l i c e n s e d e t a i l s .
!BOP
! !ROUTINE: rdmminn
! !INTERFACE:
subrout ine rdmminn
! !USES :
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use modmain
use modrdm
use modmpi
! !DESCRIPTION:
! Minimizes the t o t a l energy w. r . t . occupat ion numbers . The s t e epe s t−descent
! a lgor i thm i s used .
!
! !REVISION HISTORY:
! Created 2008 (Sharma)
! Added loop terminat ion by epspot 2012 ( AlexIB )
!EOP
!BOC
imp l i c i t none
! l o c a l v a r i a b l e s
i n t e g e r i t , n
! parameter to check energy convergence
r e a l ( 8 ) , parameter : : eps=1.d−8
! AlexIB
r e a l (8 ) e n gy t o t l a s t
i f ( maxitn . l t . 1 ) r e turn
! wr i t e the Coulomb matrix e lements to f i l e
c a l l w r i t e v n l i j j i
! synchron i s e MPI p ro c e s s e s
c a l l mp i ba r r i e r (mpi comm world , i e r r o r )
! c a l c u l a t e d e r i v a t i v e o f k i n e t i c energy w. r . t . evecsv
c a l l rdmdkdc
! begin i t e r a t i o n loop
! AlexIB
engy t o t l a s t =0.d0
do i t =1,maxitn
i f (mp mpi ) then
i f (mod( i t , 1 0 ) . eq . 0 ) then
wr i t e (∗ , ’ ( ” In f o ( rdmminn ) : i t e r a t i o n ” , I4 , ” o f ” , I4 ) ’ ) i t , maxitn
end i f
end i f
! generate the dens i ty and magnet i sat ion
c a l l rhomag
! c a l c u l a t e the Coulomb po t en t i a l
c a l l potcou l
! c a l c u l a t e Coulomb po t en t i a l matrix e lements
c a l l genvmat ( vclmt , v c l i r , vclmat )
! update occupat ion numbers and wr i t e to f i l e (MPI master p roce s s only )
i f (mp mpi ) c a l l rdmvaryn
! broadcast occupat ion numbers to a l l other p r o c e s s e s
n=nstsv ∗nkpt
c a l l mpi bcast ( occsv , n , mp i doub l e prec i s i on , 0 , mpi comm world , i e r r o r )
! c a l c u l a t e the energy
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c a l l rdmenergy
! wr i t e energy to f i l e
i f (mp mpi ) then
wr i t e ( 61 , ’ ( I6 ,G18 . 1 0 ) ’ ) i t , engytot
c a l l f l u s h i f c (61)
end i f
! AlexIB
i f ( abs ( engytot−e n gy t o t l a s t ) . l t . epspot ) then
i f (mp mpi ) then
wr i t e (∗ , ’ ( ” In f o ( rdmminn ) : convergence th r e sho ld ” ,G18 .10 , ” achieved ” ) ’ ) epspot
wr i t e (∗ ,∗ )
end i f
goto 10
e l s e
e n gy t o t l a s t=engytot
end i f
! end i t e r a t i o n loop
end do
10 cont inue
i f (mp mpi ) then
wr i t e (60 ,∗ )
wr i t e ( 60 , ’ ( ” Occupation number min imisat ion done ” ) ’ )
wr i t e (61 ,∗ )
i f ( sp inpo l ) wr i t e (63 ,∗ )
end i f
r e turn
end subrout ine
!EOC
Appendix F
Atomic Shell Structure for the
Elements from Period 4–7
qK rK qL rL qM rM qN
K 2.211 0.1343 7.864 0.6696 8.012 3.2072 0.897
2.212 0.1351 7.864 0.6716 8.010 3.2125 0.898
Ca 2.213 0.1263 7.861 0.6148 8.009 2.4962 1.914
2.214 0.1271 7.860 0.6168 8.008 2.5025 1.914
Sc 2.215 0.1193 7.885 0.5699 8.730 2.3089 2.168
2.215 0.1202 7.887 0.5721 8.737 2.3183 2.159
Ti 2.216 0.1130 7.920 0.5311 9.549 2.1811 2.313
2.217 0.1139 7.923 0.5334 9.562 2.1926 2.297
V 2.217 0.1073 7.963 0.4971 10.415 2.0830 2.404
2.219 0.1084 7.966 0.4995 10.432 2.0961 2.383
Cr 2.219 0.1023 8.025 0.4682 12.055 2.2813 1.700
2.221 0.1034 8.031 0.4707 12.079 2.2995 1.668
Mn 2.220 0.0976 8.059 0.4404 12.213 1.9330 2.507
2.222 0.0987 8.067 0.4428 12.237 1.9503 2.474
Fe 2.223 0.0934 8.111 0.4165 13.132 1.8727 2.534
2.223 0.0945 8.121 0.4190 13.158 1.8900 2.497
Co 2.223 0.0894 8.166 0.3949 14.057 1.8181 2.554
2.225 0.0906 8.177 0.3976 14.084 1.8359 2.513
Ni 2.224 0.0858 8.220 0.3753 14.988 1.7689 2.568
2.226 0.0871 8.236 0.3782 15.016 1.7877 2.522
Cu 2.226 0.0826 8.289 0.3582 16.984 2.0964 1.501
2.227 0.0838 8.310 0.3611 16.991 2.1125 1.472
Zn 2.226 0.0794 8.330 0.3412 16.863 1.6831 2.581
2.228 0.0808 8.353 0.3442 16.892 1.7036 2.527
Ga 2.229 0.0766 8.366 0.3256 17.008 1.5285 3.395
2.230 0.0779 8.394 0.3287 17.023 1.5452 3.351
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Ge 2.224 0.0735 8.401 0.3110 17.110 1.3989 4.265
2.232 0.0752 8.428 0.3144 17.064 1.4000 4.276
As 2.229 0.0712 8.429 0.2978 17.071 1.2659 5.271
2.232 0.0727 8.459 0.3011 17.070 1.2765 5.239
Se 2.231 0.0688 8.452 0.2855 17.066 1.1629 6.252
2.232 0.0703 8.488 0.2888 17.063 1.1734 6.218
Br 2.230 0.0665 8.474 0.2740 17.057 1.0766 7.238
2.233 0.0681 8.511 0.2774 17.051 1.0860 7.205
Kr 2.231 0.0644 8.493 0.2633 17.048 1.0027 8.228
2.234 0.0660 8.532 0.2668 17.039 1.0115 8.195
Table F.1: ELI-D shell structure parameters for the atoms of 4th period from fully
relativistic (top line) and nonrelativistic limit (bottom line) calculations. Shell
radii are in a.u.
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qK rK qL rL qM rM qN rN qO
Rb 2.232 0.0624 8.510 0.2534 17.030 0.9379 8.351 3.6144 0.859
2.238 0.0641 8.550 0.2570 17.019 0.9466 8.311 3.6379 0.863
Rb 2.232 0.0625 8.510 0.2534 17.030 0.9379 8.351 3.6144 0.859
2.238 0.0641 8.550 0.2570 17.019 0.9466 8.311 3.6379 0.863
Sr 2.234 0.0605 8.521 0.2441 17.014 0.8816 8.332 2.8567 1.893
2.240 0.0623 8.564 0.2478 17.000 0.8901 8.295 2.8840 1.893
Y 2.235 0.0587 8.541 0.2356 17.019 0.8355 8.878 2.6253 2.324
2.242 0.0605 8.584 0.2393 17.005 0.8440 8.875 2.6617 2.290
Zr 2.235 0.0570 8.555 0.2275 17.035 0.7946 9.596 2.4814 2.577
2.240 0.0588 8.608 0.2314 17.014 0.8029 9.625 2.5253 2.512
Nb 2.237 0.0554 8.577 0.2201 17.064 0.7597 11.314 2.7501 1.807
2.243 0.0573 8.629 0.2240 17.040 0.7677 11.377 2.8107 1.709
Mo 2.239 0.0539 8.592 0.2130 17.077 0.7254 12.446 2.7776 1.646
2.243 0.0558 8.650 0.2170 17.050 0.7333 12.500 2.8349 1.556
Tc 2.238 0.0524 8.607 0.2063 17.072 0.6921 12.353 2.2844 2.731
2.244 0.0544 8.667 0.2104 17.042 0.7000 12.440 2.3411 2.607
Ru 2.242 0.0511 8.625 0.2001 17.098 0.6647 16.036 - -
2.242 0.0530 8.697 0.2043 17.061 0.6723 14.942 3.0555 1.058
Rh 2.239 0.0497 8.646 0.1942 17.107 0.6377 17.008 - -
2.247 0.0518 8.716 0.1985 17.065 0.6452 16.134 3.1908 0.838
Pd 2.242 0.0485 8.661 0.1886 17.132 0.6138 17.965 - -
2.243 0.0505 8.746 0.1930 17.082 0.6211 17.930 - -
Ag 2.238 0.0472 8.682 0.1833 17.127 0.5894 18.953 - -
2.247 0.0494 8.762 0.1878 17.076 0.5967 18.201 3.1559 0.714
Cd 2.242 0.0461 8.691 0.1782 17.125 0.5667 17.673 2.1843 2.270
2.243 0.0482 8.786 0.1828 17.068 0.5740 17.696 2.2227 2.208
In 2.250 0.0451 8.695 0.1733 17.127 0.5457 17.723 1.9720 3.206
2.248 0.0472 8.801 0.1781 17.061 0.5530 17.746 2.0077 3.142
Sn 2.243 0.0439 8.719 0.1688 17.117 0.5260 17.716 1.7943 4.206
2.251 0.0462 8.814 0.1736 17.055 0.5333 17.730 1.8216 4.151
Sb 2.244 0.0429 8.722 0.1643 17.119 0.5076 17.680 1.6463 5.236
2.250 0.0452 8.832 0.1693 17.045 0.5150 17.694 1.6699 5.178
Te 2.238 0.0418 8.737 0.1601 17.114 0.4903 17.624 1.5196 6.287
2.249 0.0443 8.847 0.1651 17.039 0.4977 17.658 1.5455 6.209
I 2.242 0.0409 8.743 0.1561 17.109 0.4741 17.586 1.4177 7.321
2.248 0.0433 8.862 0.1612 17.030 0.4816 17.623 1.4414 7.238
Xe 2.243 0.0400 8.746 0.1522 17.107 0.4588 17.553 1.3306 8.353
2.245 0.0424 8.877 0.1575 17.022 0.4664 17.592 1.3528 8.264
Table F.2: ELI-D shell structure parameters for the atoms of 5th period from fully
relativistic (top line) and nonrelativistic limit (bottom line) calculations. Shell
radii are in a.u.
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qK rK qL rL qM rM qN rN qO rO qP
Cs 2.269 0.0394 8.742 0.1486 17.096 0.4445 17.521 1.2550 8.529 4.1476 0.822
2.263 0.0418 8.884 0.1540 17.009 0.4522 17.565 1.2767 8.419 4.2048 0.829
Ba 2.254 0.0384 8.757 0.1451 17.092 0.4310 17.497 1.1890 8.520 3.3201 1.870
2.259 0.0409 8.894 0.1505 17.001 0.4387 17.544 1.2103 8.418 3.3887 1.869
La 2.258 0.0376 8.757 0.1417 17.091 0.4183 17.534 1.1373 9.097 3.0927 2.259
2.251 0.0400 8.915 0.1472 16.994 0.4261 17.577 1.1580 9.066 3.1820 2.190
Ce 2.275 0.0370 8.755 0.1386 17.124 0.4070 18.141 1.1089 9.438 3.0325 2.271
2.262 0.0394 8.922 0.1442 17.033 0.4150 18.231 1.1316 9.354 3.1263 2.197
Pr 2.261 0.0361 8.767 0.1356 17.192 0.3969 19.207 1.0969 9.623 3.1110 1.946
2.264 0.0388 8.927 0.1414 17.112 0.4051 19.418 1.1246 9.369 3.2054 1.900
Nd 2.254 0.0352 8.782 0.1327 17.236 0.3867 19.868 1.0728 9.912 3.0577 1.949
2.270 0.0382 8.930 0.1385 17.165 0.3951 20.117 1.1019 9.608 3.1557 1.902
Pm 2.254 0.0345 8.780 0.1299 17.286 0.3770 20.549 1.0504 10.178 3.0078 1.951
2.265 0.0374 8.948 0.1359 17.216 0.3856 20.834 1.0807 9.824 3.1093 1.904
Sm 2.267 0.0340 8.772 0.1272 17.337 0.3678 21.247 1.0295 10.425 2.9607 1.953
2.254 0.0366 8.972 0.1333 17.274 0.3766 21.566 1.0610 10.023 3.0656 1.906
Eu 2.259 0.0332 8.783 0.1246 17.388 0.3590 21.956 1.0098 10.657 2.9157 1.955
2.267 0.0362 8.966 0.1308 17.338 0.3679 22.309 1.0424 10.207 3.0242 1.908
Gd 2.268 0.0326 8.779 0.1221 17.425 0.3502 22.292 0.9805 10.892 2.7343 2.348
2.260 0.0355 8.986 0.1284 17.373 0.3592 22.589 1.0112 10.535 2.8500 2.255
Tb 2.267 0.0320 8.784 0.1197 17.504 0.3425 23.413 0.9737 11.076 2.8318 1.960
2.257 0.0348 8.999 0.1262 17.468 0.3517 23.821 1.0083 10.540 2.9473 1.911
Dy 2.267 0.0314 8.784 0.1174 17.564 0.3347 24.153 0.9570 11.272 2.7922 1.964
2.257 0.0343 9.010 0.1240 17.535 0.3442 24.589 0.9926 10.692 2.9113 1.913
Ho 2.268 0.0308 8.782 0.1151 17.627 0.3273 24.897 0.9411 11.462 2.7534 1.968
2.261 0.0338 9.015 0.1219 17.607 0.3369 25.361 0.9776 10.836 2.8767 1.915
Er 2.260 0.0301 8.791 0.1129 17.689 0.3202 25.646 0.9258 11.646 2.7159 1.973
2.262 0.0333 9.024 0.1198 17.682 0.3300 26.140 0.9633 10.974 2.8434 1.916
Tm 2.260 0.0295 8.795 0.1109 17.749 0.3134 26.399 0.9112 11.824 2.6795 1.979
2.268 0.0328 9.026 0.1178 17.757 0.3233 26.922 0.9496 11.106 2.8114 1.918
Yb 2.267 0.0291 8.785 0.1088 17.814 0.3068 27.157 0.8971 11.998 2.6442 1.985
2.272 0.0324 9.032 0.1159 17.834 0.3169 27.708 0.9364 11.232 2.7805 1.920
Lu 2.283 0.0287 8.777 0.1068 17.859 0.3002 27.567 0.8753 12.061 2.4660 2.462
2.286 0.0320 9.033 0.1140 17.885 0.3104 28.048 0.9126 11.413 2.6060 2.339
Hf 2.268 0.0280 8.782 0.1048 17.908 0.2938 27.901 0.8534 12.307 2.3352 2.841
2.271 0.0314 9.050 0.1121 17.939 0.3041 28.318 0.8889 11.805 2.4944 2.618
Ta 2.269 0.0275 8.782 0.1030 17.945 0.2876 28.178 0.8317 12.709 2.2425 3.124
2.268 0.0309 9.062 0.1104 17.986 0.2980 28.535 0.8654 12.368 2.4254 2.783
W 2.272 0.0270 8.775 0.1011 17.987 0.2816 28.413 0.8104 13.263 2.1906 3.297
2.270 0.0305 9.069 0.1086 18.031 0.2922 28.707 0.8422 13.098 2.3956 2.827
Re 2.272 0.0265 8.776 0.0993 18.019 0.2758 28.614 0.7897 13.955 2.1598 3.371
2.270 0.0301 9.080 0.1069 18.071 0.2865 28.846 0.8196 13.941 2.3833 2.795
Os 2.264 0.0260 8.780 0.0976 18.053 0.2702 28.774 0.7690 14.829 2.1563 3.304
2.260 0.0295 9.096 0.1053 18.111 0.2810 28.959 0.7975 14.878 2.3862 2.698
Ir 2.260 0.0255 8.800 0.0958 18.087 0.2648 28.917 0.7492 15.828 2.1785 3.132
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2.260 0.0291 9.108 0.1037 18.145 0.2757 29.049 0.7761 15.880 2.3990 2.560
Pt 2.282 0.0252 8.765 0.0942 18.115 0.2596 29.072 0.7316 19.777 - -
2.276 0.0289 9.103 0.1022 18.180 0.2706 29.150 0.7568 19.295 - -
Au 2.267 0.0246 8.774 0.0926 18.144 0.2545 29.175 0.7128 20.648 - -
2.270 0.0284 9.121 0.1007 18.209 0.2657 29.209 0.7368 20.194 - -
Hg 2.268 0.0242 8.769 0.0910 18.166 0.2496 29.239 0.6934 21.564 - -
2.257 0.0279 9.141 0.0992 18.239 0.2608 29.235 0.7164 19.025 2.4444 2.106
Tl 2.293 0.0239 8.757 0.0895 18.186 0.2448 29.288 0.6748 19.405 2.1502 3.088
2.274 0.0277 9.144 0.0978 18.262 0.2562 29.253 0.6971 18.998 2.2164 3.075
Pb 2.297 0.0235 8.747 0.0880 18.209 0.2402 29.327 0.6569 19.268 1.9583 4.168
2.280 0.0274 9.142 0.0964 18.292 0.2517 29.265 0.6787 18.900 2.0188 4.128
Bi 2.289 0.0231 8.745 0.0865 18.227 0.2357 29.356 0.6397 19.096 1.7985 5.297
2.281 0.0271 9.147 0.0950 18.317 0.2473 29.272 0.6611 18.793 1.8602 5.198
Po 2.275 0.0226 8.753 0.0851 18.244 0.2313 29.383 0.6232 18.811 1.6463 6.545
2.279 0.0267 9.157 0.0937 18.338 0.2431 29.273 0.6443 18.692 1.7316 6.266
At 2.288 0.0223 8.733 0.0836 18.264 0.2271 29.398 0.6074 18.696 1.5467 7.631
2.276 0.0264 9.164 0.0925 18.360 0.2390 29.272 0.6282 18.601 1.6248 7.330
Rn 2.273 0.0218 8.741 0.0823 18.281 0.2230 29.410 0.5923 18.594 1.4614 8.711
2.273 0.0260 9.177 0.0912 18.378 0.2350 29.268 0.6130 18.519 1.5342 8.388
Table F.3: ELI-D shell structure parameters for the atoms of 6th period from fully
relativistic (top line) and nonrelativistic limit (bottom line) calculations. Shell
radii are in a.u.
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qK rK qL rL qM rM qN rN qO rO qP rP qQ
Fr 2.336 0.0218 8.703 0.0810 18.292 0.2191 29.420 0.5780 18.509 1.3875 8.969 4.3522 0.778
2.333 0.0261 9.154 0.0901 18.393 0.2312 29.261 0.5984 18.458 1.4578 8.573 4.5027 0.807
Ra 2.360 0.0216 8.676 0.0797 18.301 0.2152 29.440 0.5644 18.439 1.3233 8.922 3.4413 1.882
2.340 0.0258 9.160 0.0889 18.409 0.2275 29.252 0.5846 18.406 1.3910 8.581 3.6575 1.854
Ac 2.316 0.0209 8.689 0.0783 18.325 0.2114 29.460 0.5514 18.496 1.2769 9.321 3.1848 2.411
2.299 0.0252 9.191 0.0877 18.433 0.2239 29.251 0.5715 18.439 1.3409 9.194 3.4458 2.197
Th 2.334 0.0207 8.671 0.0771 18.334 0.2078 29.471 0.5390 18.579 1.2365 9.817 3.0050 2.815
2.304 0.0250 9.191 0.0866 18.444 0.2203 29.248 0.5590 18.478 1.2955 9.937 3.3151 2.401
Pa 2.318 0.0202 8.680 0.0759 18.364 0.2044 29.559 0.5292 19.177 1.2121 10.466 3.0600 2.456
2.311 0.0247 9.197 0.0855 18.488 0.2171 29.304 0.5492 19.414 1.2816 10.096 3.3338 2.197
U 2.313 0.0198 8.680 0.0747 18.385 0.2010 29.620 0.5189 19.600 1.1844 10.975 3.0086 2.452
2.300 0.0243 9.212 0.0844 18.527 0.2139 29.332 0.5388 19.985 1.2570 10.458 3.2835 2.197
Np 2.306 0.0194 8.686 0.0736 18.396 0.1977 29.681 0.5090 20.081 1.1609 11.421 2.9587 2.451
2.296 0.0240 9.225 0.0834 18.557 0.2108 29.349 0.5286 20.621 1.2357 10.760 3.2346 2.201
Pu 2.311 0.0191 8.664 0.0724 18.427 0.1945 29.775 0.5002 20.823 1.1462 11.989 3.0515 2.033
2.293 0.0237 9.236 0.0824 18.609 0.2079 29.386 0.5196 21.725 1.2301 10.871 3.3159 1.886
Am 2.315 0.0188 8.650 0.0713 18.448 0.1914 29.829 0.4909 21.406 1.1269 12.355 3.0077 2.016
2.311 0.0236 9.220 0.0814 18.639 0.2049 29.416 0.5102 22.449 1.2126 11.086 3.2736 1.885
Cm 2.362 0.0188 8.599 0.0702 18.472 0.1884 29.858 0.4814 21.773 1.1022 12.506 2.8196 2.457
2.335 0.0235 9.221 0.0805 18.654 0.2020 29.409 0.5003 22.749 1.1829 11.432 3.1038 2.218
Bk 2.309 0.0181 8.632 0.0691 18.496 0.1854 29.944 0.4733 22.731 1.0945 12.919 2.9237 1.989
2.312 0.0231 9.229 0.0795 18.714 0.1993 29.444 0.4921 24.004 1.1821 11.416 3.1958 1.885
Cf 2.312 0.0178 8.629 0.0681 18.506 0.1825 30.002 0.4649 23.460 1.0809 13.132 2.8832 1.981
2.307 0.0228 9.245 0.0786 18.760 0.1967 29.446 0.4835 24.824 1.1687 11.538 3.1597 1.886
Es 2.314 0.0175 8.603 0.0670 18.553 0.1798 30.046 0.4568 24.236 1.0697 13.293 2.8432 1.976
2.309 0.0226 9.253 0.0777 18.787 0.1940 29.464 0.4752 25.675 1.1566 11.631 3.1252 1.887
Fm 2.345 0.0174 8.566 0.0660 18.564 0.1770 30.109 0.4489 25.064 1.0602 13.403 2.8043 1.972
2.286 0.0222 9.284 0.0769 18.829 0.1915 29.471 0.4671 26.549 1.1453 11.701 3.0923 1.889
Md 2.332 0.0170 8.566 0.0650 18.582 0.1743 30.171 0.4413 25.949 1.0528 13.452 2.7665 1.969
2.298 0.0220 9.271 0.0760 18.877 0.1891 29.477 0.4592 27.443 1.1348 11.752 3.0609 1.890
No 2.362 0.0169 8.520 0.0640 18.608 0.1717 30.227 0.4339 26.908 1.0478 13.428 2.7296 1.968
2.298 0.0218 9.284 0.0752 18.913 0.1866 29.484 0.4516 28.357 1.1251 11.784 3.0308 1.892
Lr 2.381 0.0166 8.521 0.0631 18.624 0.1692 30.255 0.4263 27.504 1.0335 13.214 2.5367 2.542
2.341 0.0218 9.273 0.0744 18.940 0.1843 29.466 0.4437 28.701 1.1006 12.035 2.8636 2.273
Rf 2.364 0.0162 8.514 0.0621 18.638 0.1666 30.296 0.4188 28.075 1.0199 13.089 2.3797 3.065
2.315 0.0214 9.284 0.0735 18.977 0.1819 29.466 0.4361 28.992 1.0764 12.469 2.7599 2.524
Table F.4: ELI-D shell structure parameters for the atoms of 7th period from fully
relativistic (top line) and nonrelativistic limit (bottom line) calculations. Shell
radii are in a.u.
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Introduction
Despite the impressive progress in the quantum chemistry during
the past decades, the chemical bonding in some very simple sys-
tems is still far from being understood, for instance the metallic
bond in elementary metals having the simplest close-packed
structures—fcc or hcp. The band theory of solids although being
very sophisticated and powerful tool, operates in reciprocal
space and hence lacks both clear and intuitive description of the
bonding in direct space and simple but powerful concepts like
Lewis pairs in the case of covalent bonding.
Electron localization function (ELF) proposed by Becke and
Edgecombe1 for Hartree-Fock ansatz and extended by Savin
et al.2 to be applicable also to the DFT calculations quickly
become very popular and valuable tool suitable for the direct-
space analysis of the chemical bonds on the equal footing in any
system, either inﬁnite solid or just single molecule. It was
applied to the bcc Li as a typical simple metal and resulted in a
two-center Li Li bonds with ELF basins occupied by fractional
number of electrons.3 Later investigations showed however, that
the bonds in simple metals as shown by ELF are typically multi-
center, including bcc Li.4,5 Beyond Li, bcc Na, K, and V as well
as fcc Al, Ca, Sc, and Cu were also investigated.5 The ELF in
these metals exhibits rich variety of bonding patterns (for eight
different metals ﬁve different bonding patterns were found) and
does not follow any simple rule. For example, quite unexpect-
edly in fcc aluminium, considered to be a classical free-electron-
like metal, only a two-center Al Al bonds were detected. It
should be mentioned that in ref. 5, ELF was calculated upon
periodic Hartree-Fock calculations using the localized GTO
basis6—the method which is known to be quite sensitive to the
basis set choice and not really the best one to work with metals.
Recently the local minimal basis set FPLO method was tested
on the simple bcc Li and fcc Al and Cu.7 It was found that in
these metals the bonding patterns resemble, but are not identical
to those obtained in ref. 5, especially yielding multicenter bond-
ing character for the aluminium.
Recently proposed electron localizability indicator (ELI)8 is a
functional that describes the correlation of electronic motion. Its
variant ELI-D is based on the approach of restricted populations
using a ﬁxed fraction of an electron pair as the restriction.9 ELI-
D can be seen as being proportional to the charge that is needed
to form an electron pair. Because there is no Lorenzian-like
rescaling of the functional, it allows clear interpretation of the
differences between two ELI values. ELI-D is based on the pair
density, which is not explicitly accessible from a DFT calcula-
tion. However, at least formally, the functional can be derived
from the wavefuction represented in the Kohn-Sham formalism.
As was shown elsewhere, this approach yields reliable results.10
The results of the analysis of ELI-D for hcp metals are pre-
sented in the following sections. The aim of the work is to clas-
sify the hcp metals using ELI-D patterns.
Computational Details
The calculations were done at the local density approximation
(LDA) DFT level using the program packages FPLO11 version
5.00.18 utilizing minimal local orbital basis set12 and Exciting-
0.9.11413 utilizing APW1lo1LO basis set.14 The detailed infor-
mation on the basis sets and the unit cell parameters used is
available as Supplementary Material. Perdew-Wang exchange-
correlation functional15 was used in both cases. The k-mesh of
488 irreducible k-points was used in FPLO calculations and
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of
this article.
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k-mesh of 360 k-points in calculations with the Exciting code.
The default convergence criteria were used in both programs.
The total electron density and ELI-D distributions for triplet-
coupled electrons16 were calculated on a discrete grid with the
mesh step of 0.05 Bohr. The topological analysis (search for
the attractors, basin evaluation, basin integration etc. for the
short introduction and terms see3) was done with the program
Basin-4.2.17
Results
For 21 hcp metals DFT calculations were performed at the
experimentally determined unit cell parameters. From the con-
verged solution the electron density as well as ELI-D for triplet-
coupled electrons was computed and the ELI-D attractors
(maxima) determined. Additionally, utilizing ELI-D as a scalar
ﬁeld, for each attractor the corresponding basins were computed.
The ELI-D basins are spatial regions, where all trajectories of
ELI-D gradient terminate at the given attractor. The integration
of electron density in a basin yields the corresponding basin
population.
All the basins can be classiﬁed as a member of core basin
sets, penultimate shell basin sets, and the valence basins.18 The
core basin sets correspond to the chemically inert regions in the
sense that they are practically not affected by the chemical bond
formation and remain almost spherically symmetric as in the
free atoms. The valence basins are used as descriptors for the
chemically signiﬁcant interactions like chemical bonds or lone
pairs and can be thought as the valence shells of the atoms
being completely redistributed by the interactions among them.
Penultimate shell basins are located between the core and the
valence shell basins and are affected by the chemical bond
formation.
The positions of the ELI-D attractors were used to assign
each metal to one of six unique patterns, labeled by I–VI. The
patterns are illustrated in the Figure 1 using isosurfaces and sli-
ces of ELI-D, together with the corresponding ELI-D basins. It
can be seen that almost all patterns have the attractors either
near the center of polyhedron formed by the metal atoms (M4
tetrahedra, referred to as Td, respectively, M6 octahedra referred
to as Oh) or on the shared face of two similar polyhedra denoted
by Td|Td or Oh|Oh. The only one exception is the pattern VI,
where the attractors reside near the line connecting a pair of
atoms (hereafter referred to as interconnection line, IL). The hcp
crystal structure is shown on Figure 2 together with the men-
tioned polyhedra. The pattern assignments are compiled in Table
1, together with the synapticity (used here as the number of core
basin sets18 having common surface with the given basin, i.e.,
loosely speaking, how many cores does the basin touch) and the
range of basin populations. Especially for the pattern IV the
basin populations vary in wide range (roughly 0.2 to 1.2 e2).
The Table 2 collects the information for each metal sepa-
rately. Figure 3 depicts the widely used bifurcation diagrams38
of their ELI-D distributions, which show at which value the re-
ducible domains successively split apart and form new domains
until the irreducible domains are reached. In the following each
ELI-D pattern is analyzed.
Pattern I is the only one having just single unique attractor.
The attractor is positioned on the shared face of two tetrahedra
(Td|Td). Both representatives of this pattern type have very simi-
lar basin shapes and bifurcation diagrams. The latter are very
simple because at certain value of ELI-D the irreducible
domains of these attractors merge together forming 3D reducible
domain.
Pattern II. This pattern has the attractors at the Td|Td and
Oh positions, i.e., one additional attractor at Oh position as com-
pared with the pattern I. All the representatives of this pattern
show very similar basin shapes and bifurcation diagrams. One
may notice that in IV group metals Ti and Zr the Td|Td basin
has larger volume than the Oh basin, whereas for III group met-
als Sc and Y reverse situation occurs. The bifurcation diagram
for the pattern II metals is rather simple - at certain ELI-D value
all the irreducible domains merge at once in one 3D reducible
domain.
Pattern III shows a single attractor inside each polyhedron.
This pattern can be derived from the pattern II by splitting each
Td|Td attractor into two separate Td attractors. The metals yield-
ing this pattern are the alkaline-earth elements Ca, Sr, and Ba.
The metals Ca and Sr have similar basin shapes but differ in the
bifurcation diagrams. In case of Ca the Td and Oh domains at
ﬁrst connect into 2D reducible domains running parallel to the
ab plane. At lower ELI-D value, these domains merge together
into a 3D domain. In Sr the Oh domains at ﬁrst merge into a 1D
inﬁnite domain running along the c axis. At lower ELI-D values
each pair of Td domains merge together and then all the reduci-
ble domains connect into a 3D domain.
Ba has signiﬁcantly smaller volume and charge within the Td
and Oh basins compared Ca and Sr. The total number of valence
electrons in Ba is surprisingly small (1.3 e2 vs. 1.7 in Ca
and Sr). The reason for these ﬁndings could be the fact that the
unit cell parameters for Ba are given for the high pressure modi-
ﬁcation. Under high-pressure the not fully occupied penultimate
shell of an atom comes into play and the population of this shell
can increase. The core of the atoms is less compressible than the
valence region and hence the valence basin volumes decrease
under pressure more strongly. In the case of Ba this volume
decrease, compare Table 2, is accompanied by the decrease of
the total valence basins populations. Thus, the penultimate shell
of Ba adopts the valence charge from the essentially ‘‘com-
pressed’’ valence region.
The bifurcation diagram of Ba also differs from those of Ca
and Sr. At ELI-D values very close to that in the Td attractors
itself 2 Td irreducible domains merge. This means, that a pair of
two Td basins is already almost ‘‘merged’’ together into one
Td|Td basin. It makes Ba very similar to the metals of pattern
II. At lower ELI-D value these reducible domains merge to-
gether with Oh domains into inﬁnite 3D domain.
Pattern IV occurs for the elements Li, Na, Zn, Cd, and Re.
It can be derived from the pattern III by moving the Oh attractor
to the shared face of two octahedra Oh|Oh. Thus its attractors
are in the Td and at the Oh|Oh face. The Li has an outstanding
position among the other metals because the Oh|Oh basin shows
high synaptic order of nine (highest one among the 21 analyzed
metals). The other feature is the shape of the Td basin, which is
almost completely located within the tetrahedron and only
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Figure 1. The ELI-D isosurfaces, slices and basins for different patterns in hcp metals. The metals of
the same pattern are boxed together. The basins are drawn in blue. The ELI-D isovalues: Be—yellow:
1.070; Sc—yellow: 1.090; Ca—yellow: 1.100; Li—red: 0.974, yellow: 0.972; Na—red: 1.090, yellow:
1.032; Co—red: 0.950, yellow: 0.914; Ru—red: 0.935, yellow—0.916; Os—red: 0.9952, yellow:
0.983. The isosurfaces of the core basins are omitted for the simplicity. The slice color scale ranges
from 0 (violet) to 2 (white).
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slightly ‘‘leaks" out, in contrast with sodium or the other pattern
IV representatives. This results in low population of the Td
basin relatively to the Oh basin. The bifurcation diagram for Li
shows that at the ELI-D isovalue of 0.973 the irreducible
domains of Oh|Oh attractors merge together and form one 1D
inﬁnite domain running along crystallographic c axis. At slightly
lower ELI-D value (0.971), this domain merges with the irre-
ducible domain of the Td attractor forming a 3D reducible do-
main. In contrast, for the other pattern IV metals Na, Zn, Cd,
and Re the irreducible Td domains merge at ﬁrst forming reduci-
ble domains, either 2D domains (Re) or by pairwise merging of
Td domains (Na, Zn, Cd). Then such reducible domains connect
with the Oh|Oh domains. In case of Na and Re this resulting do-
main is 3D, whereas for Zn and Cd it is a 2D domain spreading
parallel to the ab plane. At lower ELI-D values these 2D
domains in Zn and Cd merge into inﬁnite 3D domain.
Pattern V has the largest number of members—all together
six elements from 21 examined. It is a complex pattern having the
attractors at three positions—Td, Oh, and Oh|Oh. Therefore this
pattern can be derived from the patterns III and IV by adding
Oh|Oh and Oh attractors, respectively. The chromium differs
from all other representatives by its small Oh|Oh basin and is
quite close to pattern III, especially in the basin shapes. This is
also reﬂected by the bifurcation diagram, where the well-resolved
Td domains at ﬁrst merge in pairs, which then merge with Oh
domains into 3D inﬁnite domain. Only after that, at lower ELI-D
values, the poorly-resolved Oh|Oh domains are joined.
The Fe, Co, and Ni have similar ELI-D basins and bifurca-
tion diagrams. Each pair of irreducible Td domains merges at
ﬁrst to the reducible 0D-domain. The domains of Oh and Oh|Oh
attractors merge together and form 1D inﬁnite reducible domain
running along the c axis. At somewhat lower value these
domains merge together into a 3D domain.
Tc and Ru are also very similar in basin size and population.
The most signiﬁcant difference between those two elements and
the 3rd row transition metals with this pattern is that the Oh|Oh
basin in Tc and Ru has higher population and size than the Oh
one, while in the 3rd row transition metals it is completely
reverse. The bifurcation diagram of Tc resembles that of Co.
The main difference is that the reducible domains of the Td
pairs merge into new 3D inﬁnite intermediate domain before
joining the reducible 1D domain of the Oh and Oh|Oh domains.
The attractor and the critical point (where the domain merges)
ELI-D values are of course different from those for Co.
The Ru bifurcation diagram is similar to the Tc diagram in
the evolution sequence of the Td domains—they also form a re-
ducible domain for each Td pair which are later joined into a
3D domain. But this reducible 3D domain then merges with the
Oh|Oh irreducible domain and later the Oh irreducible domains
join them. In contrast, for Tc the Oh and Oh|Oh domains merges
together and only then join the Td reducible domain.
Pattern VI. In this pattern, the attractors reside near the mid-
points of the interconnection lines (IL) of the shortest Os-Os
contacts (cf. Fig. 2). It may seem to be an exception from all
the other metals, but in fact it can be related to pattern IV by
merging any three OsOs-c attractors into one at Td and three
OsOs-ab attractors into one at Oh|Oh. Similar picture of the
attractor splitting was already reported for fcc metals (one
Table 1. Pattern Classiﬁcation Based on the ELI-D Attractor Positions.
Pattern Attractor ELI-D value Synapticity Basin population Metals
I Td|Td 1.158–1.197 5 1.94 Be, Mg
II Td|Td 1.269–1.303 5 1.06–1.47 Sc, Ti, Y, Zr
Oh 1.356–1.389 6 1.04–1.13
III Td 0.930–1.135 4 0.22–0.43 Ca, Sr, Ba
Oh 1.120–1.256 6 0.83–1.03
IV Oh|Oh 0.898–1.063 3 or 9 (Li) 0.19–1.17 Li, Na, Zn, Cd, Re
Td 0.967–1.111 4 0.18–1.21
V Oh|Oh 0.880–0.971 3 0.07–0.52 Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Tc, Ru
Td 0.933–1.107 4 0.65–0.92
Oh 0.916–1.064 6 0.39–0.85
VI OsOs-ab 0.996 2 0.47 Os
OsOs-c 1.000 2 0.34
Oh, in M6 octahedron; Td, in M4 tetrahedron; Td|Td or Oh|Oh, on the shared face of two polyhedra; OsOs-ab, near
Os-Os IL in ab plane; OsOs-c, near Os-Os IL in the c direction; Synapticity, number of core basin sets having com-
mon surface with this basin. Populations are given in electrons.
Figure 2. View along the c axis of the hcp crystal structure. The
unit cell is shown by the bold lines. Black and white atoms stand
for the atoms forming the A and B layers in the. . .ABAB. . .
sequence. Td is grey triangle, Oh is grey hexagon. Solid lines indi-
cates MM-ab IL, dotted—MM-c IL.
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attractor in Li but four in Na).5 The bifurcation diagram for Os
shows that the irreducible domains at ﬁrst form reducible
domains which aggregates two (OsOs-c) or three (OsOs-ab)
attractors. Then the reducible domains of two OsOs-c attractors
form reducible 2D domain. At the ﬁnal stage it merges with
OsOs-ab triple-attractor reducible domain to form the 3D do-
main connecting all the attractors in the whole crystal.
In all the cases except the osmium, the ELI-D attractors were
found in the tetrahedra or octahedra formed by the metals or on
the shared face of two polyhedra of the same kind. Interestingly,
Table 2. The ELI-D Basin Characteristics.
M Pattern
Attractor position
and synapticity
ELI-D
value
Basin
population
Basin
volume
Valence
population Unit cell ref.
Li IV Oh|Oh(9) 1.015 0.62 82.44 0.97 At 78K19
Td(4) 0.974 0.18 22.75
Na IV Oh|Oh(3) 1.063 0.19 42.60 0.95 At 5K19
Td(4) 1.111 0.38 83.30
Be I Td|Td(5) 1.158 1.94 50.37 1.94 Ref. 20
Mg I Td|Td(5) 1.197 1.94 135.64 1.94 Ref. 21
Ca III Td(4) 1.135 0.43 57.15 1.75 At 688K22
Oh(6) 1.120 0.89 123.33
Sr III Td(4) 1.090 0.36 57.19 1.75 At 498K22
Oh(6) 1.120 1.03 167.30
Ba III Td(4) 0.930 0.22 21.16 1.27 At 5.5 GPa23
Oh(6) 1.256 0.83 81.39
Sc II Td|Td(5) 1.303 1.06 57.08 2.13 Ref. 24
Oh(6) 1.389 1.07 63.89
Ti II Td|Td(5) 1.302 1.31 42.53 2.35 Ref. 25
Oh(6) 1.363 1.04 39.97
Cr V Oh|Oh(3) 0.971 0.07 0.97 2.50 Ref. 26
Td(4) 1.107 0.79 19.89
Oh(6) 1.064 0.85 25.29
Fe V Oh|Oh(3) 0.949 0.26 4.73 2.51 At 20.2 GPa27
Td(4) 1.000 0.78 13.89
Oh(6) 0.985 0.70 14.92
Co V Oh|Oh(3) 0.914 0.14 3.06 2.36 Ref. 28
Td(4) 0.965 0.74 14.87
Oh(6) 0.959 0.73 17.44
Ni V Oh|Oh(3) 0.880 0.13 3.51 2.10 Thin ﬁlm29
Td(4) 0.933 0.65 17.46
Oh(6) 0.916 0.68 21.54
Zn IV Oh|Oh(3) 0.963 0.69 23.30 2.45 Ref. 30
Td(4) 1.037 0.88 28.36
Y II Td|Td(5) 1.283 1.15 74.68 2.27 Ref. 31
Oh(6) 1.386 1.12 81.75
Zr II Td|Td(5) 1.269 1.47 53.04 2.61 Ref. 32
Oh(6) 1.356 1.13 48.82
Tc V Oh|Oh(3) 0.966 0.52 10.36 2.81 Ref. 33
Td(4) 0.999 0.92 17.58
Oh(6) 0.962 0.45 11.35
Ru V Oh|Oh(3) 0.923 0.51 9.82 2.59 Ref. 34
Td(4) 0.945 0.86 15.84
Oh(6) 0.940 0.39 9.81
Cd IV Oh|Oh(3) 0.898 0.64 32.82 1.77 Ref. 35
Td(4) 0.967 0.57 26.13
Re IV Oh|Oh(3) 1.034 1.17 22.17 3.60 Ref. 36
Td(4) 1.040 1.21 21.00
Os VI OsOs-ab(2) 0.996 0.47 8.20 3.44 Ref. 37
OsOs-c(2) 1.000 0.34 10.83
Oh, in Oh; Td, in Td; Td|Td or Oh|Oh, on the shared face of two polyhedra correspondingly; OsOs-ab, near Os-Os IL
in ab plane; OsOs-c, near Os-Os IL in the c direction. The synapticity is given in parenthesis after the attractor position
symbol. Populations are given in electrons, valence population in electrons per atom, the volume in cubic Bohr.3
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Figure 3. The ELI-D bifurcation diagrams for different patterns in hcp metals. The metals of the same
pattern are boxed together. The bifurcation points are marked by black circles. A1A—reducible do-
main encompassing a pair of A-type attractors. n1[A]—an inﬁnite n-dimensional reducible domain
encompassing many attractors of type A. n1[A1B1. . .]—an inﬁnite n-dimensional reducible domain
encompassing many attractors of type A, B etc.
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for a given metal all attractor ELI-D values are relatively close
to each other (with the only exception of Ba).
One may formally classify the valence basins as follows:
 tetrahedra, which have the attractors inside or on the shared
face of the tetrahedra
 octahedral, which have the attractors inside or on the shared
face of the octahedra.
In most of the cases, both tetrahedral and octahedral basins
are present at the same time. Two exceptions are Be and Mg
where exclusively the tetrahedral basins exist. The occurrence of
the valence basin types for all analyzed elements is schemati-
cally depicted in Figure 4, where the remarkable clustering of
the pattern types is highlighted (except the pattern IV).
The total number of electrons found in the valence basins is
very close to one for the alkali metals, two for Be and Mg. In
heavier alkaline-earth Ca and Sr, it differs from two roughly by
0.2 e2 and for Ba even by 0.8 e2. As aforementioned, the high
deviation in case of Ba can be attributed to the fact that hcp Ba
is a high-pressure phase. In 3d transition metals the number of
valence electrons ranges from 2.1 to 2.5 e2 whereby gradually
increasing from Sc to Fe and then decreasing further along the
series. As compared with the shell occupations of free atoms,39
the total populations of valence basin sets in the solid metals
deviate by 0.1-0.3 e2. The elements Re and Os show the high-
est valence population of about 3.5 e2.
The populations of the basins in the metals sharing the same
pattern are fairly close, compare Table 1. The maximum
‘‘capacity’’ of the basin per single polyhedron (tetrahedron or
octahedron) is about one electron. Essential differences in popu-
lations may be caused by severe differences in experimental
conditions in which the unit cell was determined (Ba at high
pressure vs. Ca and Sr at high temperature, Fe at high pressure
vs. Co at ambient conditions). The Oh|Oh basin in 4d transition
metals of pattern V has higher population than the Oh basin,
while in 3d metals the situation is completely reverse, with rela-
tively small Oh|Oh basin population. Li and Na also show sig-
niﬁcantly different basin populations disregarding that they
belong to the same pattern. The octahedral basin in Li has
higher population than tetrahedral, while in sodium the situation
is reverse.
The non-nuclear attractors (NNA) of the charge density,
known to appear in certain metals,4,5,40,41 were found for Li, Be,
and Sc at the same positions, where the ELI-D valence attractors
reside (Table 3). The charge density shows a local maxima at
the NNA position. It is interesting to note that at these positions
ELI-D exhibits a maximum as well, i.e., according to ELI-D
deﬁnition a higher charge is necessary to form a same-spin elec-
tron pair. It is worth to mention, that in case of Li the basin for
Td NNA attractor has higher population than the basin for the
Oh attractor, but the reverse relation holds for ELI-D basins.
Hence the populations of NNA basins seem not to correlate
directly with the ELI-D basin populations.
Figure 4. The overview of the ELI-D pattern distribution among hcp metals in the Periodic Table.
The element color indicate the conditions of the unit cell determination: red—at high temperature,
blue—at low temperature, bold italic—under high pressure, courier font—other (thin ﬁlms, not speci-
ﬁed). The numbers indicate the appropriate basin populations.
Table 3. Non-Nuclear Attractors.
Metal NNA position Basin population
Li Td 0.34
Oh|Oh 0.09
Be Td|Td 0.75
Sc Td|Td 0.06
Oh 0.16
Oh, in octahedron; Td, in tetrahedron; Td|Td or Oh|Oh, on the shared face
of two polyhedra correspondingly. Populations are given in electrons.
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Comparison with the Exciting Results
To estimate how the results reported above may depend on the
program used for the calculations, they were compared with
those obtained with the Exciting code utilizing APW1lo1LO
basis set. It was found that for Na, Be, Mg, Ba, Sc, Ti, Cr,
and Re the same ELI-D pattern results as from the FPLO
calculations. Other metals show nevertheless some differences
(Table 4):
 For Li 1 attractor moves from the Oh|Oh position into the Oh
turning thus pattern IV of FPLO into pattern III with Exciting.
 In Tc, Fe and Co the attractor in Oh of pattern V with FPLO
disappears in case of Exciting turning thus pattern V into pat-
tern IV.
 Similar situation happens for Ni and Cd, but here the addi-
tional poor-resolved attractors with disynaptic M-M basins
(similar to what FPLO gives for Os) appear.
 In Ru the attractors Oh and Td of the pattern V disappear.
Instead, additional Td|Oh attractors with the trisynaptic basins,
located on the shared face between tetrahedra and octahedra
and M-M attractors with the disynaptic basins appears.
 Ca and Sr show with Exciting the pattern IV attractors with
the additional trisynaptic attractors at Td|Oh positions.
This can be related to the pattern III of FPLO by splitting
Oh attractor into six Td|Oh parts and adding an Oh|Oh
attractor.
 For Y and Zr the pattern II with FPLO turns into pattern III
with Exciting, i.e., one attractor on the Td|Td shared face
splits into two attractors. However, decreasing the isovalue of
the localization domain by 1023 from its maximum value im-
mediately merges the two Td attractors together. Hence being
formally different, essentially this pattern is identical with pat-
tern II shown by FPLO.
 Zn according to Exciting possesses a new pattern having the
attractors in the shared face of both Td and Oh, i.e., at Td|Td
and Oh|Oh positions instead of Td and Oh|Oh.
 In Os additional attractors at the positions Oh|Oh and
Td|Oh appear and OsOs-ab attractor disappears in case of
Exciting.
In summary, the patterns I and II are ‘‘well deﬁned’’ in the
sense that they appear for same metals in both calculations. The
pattern IV has somewhat weak boundaries with the patterns III
and V which may depend on the calculation method used. The
metals with patterns III-VI may show slightly different patterns
for APW calculations as compared with FPLO.
In contrast with the pattern types showing some difference
between FPLO and Exciting results, the basin populations are
much more stable. The total number of valence electrons is
almost identical for most of the metals for both programs.
Larger difference (an excess of 0.2 e2 in case of Exciting) is
found for Cd, Re, and Os. The mutual distribution of valence
electrons between the tetrahedral and octahedral basins is similar
for both programs for most of metals except middle-series tran-
sition metals like Fe or Ru, for which the Exciting shows
slightly higher (0.2–0.4 e2) population of tetrahedral basins
and correspondingly lower population of octahedral basins. The
analysis of the basins shows that in both cases the change of the
basin populations is most likely caused not by the redistribution
of the charge density but by the movement of the ELI-D basin
boundaries making certain basins larger or smaller, which in
turn leads to the appropriate change in the basin populations.
The Effect of Isotropic Unit Cell Rescaling
To evaluate the stability of the ELI-D picture of the bonding in
metals with the crystallographic data variations, the unit cell
parameters were rescaled isotropically by 65% (the volume
changes approximately by 615%). Mg, Ca, Sr, Cr, Co, Y, Zr,
Ru, Re, and Os showed slight changes in the ELI-D attractor
patterns (Table 5) whereas for the remaining metals the pattern
did not changed.
In Mg, Y, and Zr the original Td|Td attractor of their patterns
splits into two Td attractors when the cell is reduced. In fact this
splitting is very weakly pronounced and the resulting Td irreduc-
ible domains merge in pairs at the ELI-D value only 1023
lower than the ELI-D value of the attractor. Thus, practically the
same pattern remains. In chromium the cell parameters decrease
Table 4. The Differences in The Pattern Acquisition Between FPLO
and Exciting.
Metal FPLO Exciting
Li IV III
Ni, Cd V IV 1MM-ab(2-syn.)
Fe, Co, Tc V IV
Ru V new pattern: Oh|Oh 1 Td|Oh(3-syn.) 1
MM-c(2-syn.)
Zn IV new pattern: Td|Td(5-syn.) 1 Oh|Oh(3-syn.)
Os VI new pattern: Oh|Oh(3-syn.) 1 Td|Oh(3-syn.)
1 MM-c(2-syn.)
Oh, in octahedron; Td, in tetrahedron; Td|Td or Oh|Oh, on the shared
face of two polyhedra correspondingly; Td|Oh, on the shared face of tet-
rahedron and octahedron; MM, near M-M IL.
Table 5. The Effect of Unit Cell Rescaling on the ELI-D
Attractor Pattern.
Metal Cell reduction Cell enlargement
Mg I?V –
Ca – III?IV
Sr – III?III, where 6Sr(Oh) ?
2x3Sr(Oh)
Cr V?III –
Co, Ru – V?V 1 MM-ab
Y, Zr II?III –
Re – IV?IV, where 4Re(Td) ?
3x3Re(Td)
Os VI ? VI 1 6Os(Oh) 1
3Os(Oh|Oh) 1 3Os(Td|Oh)
–
Oh, in octahedron; Td, in tetrahedron; Oh|Oh, on the shared face of two
octahedra; Td|Oh, on the shared face of tetrahedron and octahedron; MM-
ab, near M-M IL in ab plane. Dash means no pattern change occurs.
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makes the poor-resolved 3-synaptic Oh|Oh attractor vanish,
switching thus the pattern from V to III. Reverse situation takes
place for osmium—in addition to the attractors of the pattern
VI, the unit cell decrease creates three new octahedral attractors
with polysynaptic basins.
Ca and Sr show similar pattern change when the unit cell
parameters are increased, namely the 6-synaptic attractor in the
Oh either becomes 3-synaptic on the Oh|Oh shared face (Ca) or
splits into two 3-synaptic attractors near Oh|Oh face (Sr). Simi-
lar situation occurs in Re where the cell increase splits one 4-
synaptic attractor at Td into three trisynaptic attractors in the
same polyhedron. The expansion of the cell in Co and Ru leads
to the appearance of additional disynaptic attractors which one
have previously seen in the Os pattern VI. Thus, in most of the
cases the unit cell variation within 65% preserves the ELI-D
attractor patterns or results in just negligible changes. In
some cases it may lead to the appearance of additional attrac-
tors, attractor position shift or may split one attractor into
several.
For some metals, the total valence basin population varies
strongly under the unit cell change. Because the total number of
the electrons remains constant, the core basin set population
varies at the same time, but with the opposite sign. The Figure 5
summarizes the information about the core basin population
change under the unit cell rescaling. The core population can be
almost independent from the unit cell parameters change (inert
core: change in population 1023 e2), depends slightly (moder-
ately active core; 1022 to 1021 e2) or even signiﬁcantly
(active core; [ 1021 e2). For certain metals the popula-
tion increases when the cell becomes smaller, while for other
it decreases. The magnitudes of population change for the
enlarged and reduced cells need not to be equal for the same
metal.
The analysis of the Figure 5 shows that the atoms with the
cores ‘‘accepting’’ the electrons under the cell size reduction
have their d-shell unoccupied or occupied by less than a half
whereas the atoms with the cores ‘‘donating’’ the electrons under
the cell reduction have the d-shell occupied by more than a half.
The DOS curves for two sample cases of Sc and Co shows (see
Fig. 6) that the d-DOS peak always broadens under the unit cell
reduction. In other words, more crystal orbitals become the
admixture of the d-states; however, the total integral of the d-
DOS must stay constant. In case of almost unoccupied d-shells,
i.e., that means that d-orbital occupation increases since the d-
peak ‘‘dives’’ under the Fermi level, increasing thus the occupa-
tion of the d-shell. Completely reverse situation holds for the
almost occupied d-shells, where d-states are ‘‘leaking’’ over the
Fermi level, decreasing thus the d-shell occupation.
The total populations of tetrahedral and octahedral basins
show remarkably general trends: the population of the tetrahe-
dral basins increases with the unit cell enlargement and in the
same time the population of the octahedral basins decreases (see
Fig. 7). Only few metals do not obey this rule. The exceptional
Figure 6. The d-projected DOS(left) and integrated d-projected
DOS (left, insets) for Sc and Co for the experimental (black) and
reduced (red) unit cell and the simpliﬁed scheme explaining the d-
subshell population variations (right). [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in
the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
Figure 5. The ELI-D core basin set population change under the
unit cell isotropic rescaling. Shown are the absolute differences
between the total core population of the rescaled unit cell and that
of the original cell (Table 2). The dashed lines separate three groups
of metals having inert cores (leftmost), moderately active (middle),
or active (right).
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behavior of Ba and Cd when the cell is enlarged or reduced and
the behavior of Zn in case of cell size decrease can be attributed
to the active cores (cores changing the population) in these met-
als, essentially changing the total number of the valence elec-
trons. Osmium does not follow the rule because probably the
Td/Oh basin subdivision is somewhat ambiguous for this metal,
since the attractors in its pattern VI do not reside near to the
polyhedral center or shared faces as in other metals. No explana-
tion for the unusual behavior of Zn, Re and Ru was found so
far.
The change of both core or tetrahedral/octahedral valence ba-
sin population should not be necessarily associated with certain
charge density ﬂow, most likely it is caused by the basin boun-
daries shift.
Conclusions
For metals crystallizing in hexagonal structure the bonding situa-
tion as described by the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D)
shows wide variation of possible scenarios. Analyzing the ELI-
D topology allows to deﬁne six patterns for the classiﬁcation of
the examined metals. In all of them except Os the ELI-D attrac-
tors reside either near the center of the metal polyhedra or on
the shared faces of two polyhedra of the same type. The NNA
attractors were found at the experimental geometry in only three
among the 21 metals studied. The inﬂuence of the DFT solid
state package as well as isotropic rescaling of the cell parame-
ters on pattern assignment was investigated. It was shown, that
the basin populations practically do not depend on the program
chosen. At the same time, the isotropic unit cell rescaling
changes the basin populations in quite systematic way with only
few exceptions.
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The real-space electronic properties are an attracting
alternative to the Hilbert-space orbital-based indicators. Such
properties are independent of unitary transformation of the basis-
set and in case of 3D-properties have the appealing advantage of
simple visualization. Most popular among them are the electron
density, together with its gradient and Laplacian, having ﬁrm
roots in the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) of
Bader [1]. These properties are intensively used in many areas of
research from fundamental chemical bonding analysis to the
studies of catalytic systems or in drug design [2].
Being based on the electronic 1-matrix, the electron density
and its derivatives do not contain explicit information about the
correlation of electronic motion. To have an access to such
information, properties derived from the 2-matrix should be
analyzed, e.g., the electron localizability indicator [3,4] (ELI-D)
derived in a non-empirical way from the electron density and pair
density using the so-called restricted populations approach. For
1-determinantal time-independent wavefunction the ELI-D real-
space topology is identical with that of the electron localization
function [5] (ELF) widely used in the past decade for the analysis
of the chemical bonding [6]. ELI-D has many advantages over ELF,
for instance, it is uniquely deﬁned at any level of theory [7], in
coordinate as well as in momentum space [8], it can be used to
monitor Fermi and Coulomb correlations [9], it is decomposable
into contributions [10,11], etc. Although the topological analysis
employed for ELI-D has not yet a physical background similar toll rights reserved.
ax: +4935146464002.
v).QTAIM, in practice this analysis is very useful and valuable tool in
many areas of chemistry.
The topological analysis of the electron density and its
derivatives was already implemented for the solid-state density
function theory (DFT) package Wien2k [12] as program Critic
[13,14]. ELF topology can also be analyzed [15] using Crystal98
[16] calculation results.2. Theoretical background
2.1. Topology of electron density
Firmly rooted in the fundamentals of quantum mechanics, the
QTAIM provides solid physical basis for many chemical concepts
which were introduced for the ﬁrst time on empirical basis
several centuries ago. The electron density r is the central
property in QTAIM. Via the topology of the electron density the
concept of atoms and bonds can be introduced. The critical points
(CP) of r, i.e., points of zero electron density gradient, ~rr¼ 0,
mark special positions in space, which can be minimum,
maximum, or saddle point of the electron density. For a minimum
(referred to as repellor or (3, +3) critical point) all principal
curvatures of electron density are positive, whereas for maximum
(attractor or (3, 3) critical point) all curvatures are negative. In
case of saddle point (and 3 non-zero curvatures) either one
principal curvature is positive and two are negative, CP referred to
as (3, 1), or one curvature is negative and the two others are
positive, CP referred to as (3, +1). When the electron density is
analyzed, the (3, 1) and (3, +1) saddle points are often termed
the bond critical points (BCP) and ring critical points (RCP),
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cage critical points (CCP).
To each attractor (olimit if ~rr is not deﬁned, like at the
nuclear positions [1]) a region of space called basin is attached.
Basin is the stable manifold of all trajectories terminating at the
corresponding attractor. Basins divide the whole space into non-
overlapping space ﬁlling regions. According to QTAIM an atom is
deﬁned as the electron density basin containing a nucleus (the
presence of non-nuclear maxima, associated with a basin, is also
possible [17]). Each basin is bounded by zero-ﬂux surfaces:
~rr  ~n ¼ 0 ð1Þ
where ~n is a normal to the surface element. Zero-ﬂux surface is
the stable manifold of all trajectories terminating at correspond-
ing saddle point. The QTAIM atom is an open quantum system
with well-deﬁned properties including energy. One can calculate
these properties by integrating appropriate property density over
the atomic basin [1].
Trajectories originating from BCP between two basins and
terminating at the respective attractors form an interconnection
line. All those interconnection lines together with the CPs form an
interconnection graph. In case of BCP of electron density several
indicators [18–20] were suggested to classify the chemical
bonding by the value of certain real-space properties at the BCP,
e.g., the Laplacian of the electron density, the ellipticity [1], the
virial ratio or the energy density [21]. The number of each type of
critical points must fulﬁll the Poincare´–Hopf theorem:
nbþrc¼ w ð2Þ
where n, b, r, c and w is the number of attractors, (3, 1), (3, +1)
CPs, repellors and the Euler characteristic, respectively. For
isolated molecules w¼ 1, whereas for inﬁnite crystals w¼ 0.
2.2. Electron localizability indicator
The electron localizability indicator (ELI) is a functional which
in fact designates a family of indicators [3,7,9,4,22] describing the
effect of local correlation of electronic motion in coordinate or
momentum space [8]. ELI is a discrete distribution deﬁned via the
so-called restricted populations approach [4]. One of the most
utilized is the ELI-D, symbol UD, which is based on sampling of
electron density over regions enclosing ﬁxed fraction of an
electron pair. Evaluating given sspin channel results in UsD [4].
In case of spin-polarized systems, where the different spin
channels show different diagrams, the ELI-D for triplet-coupled
electrons UðtÞD [22] can be used. The ELI-D can be conveniently
computed in the continuous representation as the limit after
rescaling ~UDð~rÞ which is the product of the electron density rð~rÞ
and the so-called pair-volume function ~VDð~rÞ, for instance for the
sspin channel:
~U
s
Dð~rÞ ¼ rsð~rÞ ~VDð~rÞ ð3Þ
The pair-volume function ~VDð~rÞ is proportional to the volume
occupied by ﬁxed fraction of ss- electron pair. For the sspin
channel ~VDð~rÞ is calculated from the Fermi hole curvature gsð~rÞ [22]:
~VDð~rÞ ¼
12
gsð~rÞ
 3=8
ð4Þ
The ELI-D is a real function with positive values. Following
interpretations can be given: ELI-D is proportional to the charge needed to form a ﬁxed
fraction of an electron pair. ELI-D is proportional to the event probability [23] that the
charge in the region (micro-cell) enclosing ﬁxed fraction of anelectron pair is due to a single electron, i.e., that the electron is
in certain sense alone.
Since ELI-D is proportional to the distribution of charges which, of
course, can be broken into contributions stemming from partial
densities ri, ELI-D can be decomposed into different contributions
~UDð~r jriÞ as well:
~UDð~rÞ ¼
X
i
~UDð~r jriÞ ¼
X
i
rið~rÞ ~VDð~rÞ ð5Þ
Observe that the pair-volume function is left unchanged, i.e., is
computed from the total curvature. This decomposition allows
to connect the analysis in orbital space with the real space
analysis [10].
The factorization of ELI-D as the product r ~V opens, in the
continuous representation, the possibility to analyze the interplay
between the electron density and the pair-volume function in the
formation of the ELI-D topology. Such an analysis allows to pursue
ﬁne details of chemical bonding employing only the real-space
properties [11].
The electron localizability indicators based on same-spin
electron pairs monitor the Fermi correlation. The Coulomb
correlation between opposite-spin electrons can also be mon-
itored by electron localizability indicators, e.g., ELIA [9] or ELI-q
for singlet-coupled electrons [22]. However, those indicators are
suitable only for methods where the electrons are explicitly
correlated.
The rich topology of ELI-D can be used for the analysis of
various bonding situations on equal footing independent from the
chemical system. The attractors of ELI-D can be used as
descriptors of the bonding situation in real space representing
atomic shells, lone pairs and chemical bonds. The number of the
electrons within the ELI-D basin can be interpreted as the
population of the shell, the number of the electrons participating
on the bond, etc. It should be mentioned that ELI-D is capable to
represent the atomic shell structure not only qualitatively but also
quantitatively (reﬂecting the Aufbau principle by proper electron
population of the shell). It must, however, not be forgotten, that
no sound physical background has been found yet to motivate the
topological analysis of ELI. Up to now such analyses are
introduced just in analogy with that of electron density in QTAIM.
In the 1-determinantal Ansatz for time-independent wave
functions the real space topology of ELI-D is identical with that
of the ELF.
2.3. Full-potential APW+lo+LO method
The full-potential (FP) all-electron augmented planewave
(APW) method with local orbitals is one of the most accurate
computational scheme for solid-state Kohn–Sham DFT [24]. All
the crystal space is subdivided into interstitial region (IR) and
non-overlapping atomic mufﬁn-tin (MT) spheres centered at
atomic positions. Single APWs taken at ﬁxed energy are used as
basis functions for crystal orbitals. The APW is a planewave in the
IR and multipole-expanded function in the MT-sphere:
f
n,~kþ~G ð~rÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
O
p eið~kþ~GÞ~r , ~rA IR
P
lm
f
~kþ~G
n,lm ðrÞYlmð~^r Þ, ~rAMT
8>><
>>:
ð6Þ
The radial functions f
~kþ~G
n,lm ðrÞ are linear combinations of solutions
of radial Schro¨dinger equations ual ðr,eal Þ taken at ﬁxed energy eal
plus the local functions for several l-channels used to improve the
representation of radial parts. At the limit of inﬁnite multipole
expansion APWs can be constructed to be continuous at the
sphere boundary. Actually, ﬁnite expansions are used which
Table 1
Expansion parameters for wavefunctions (APW), potential and density (V) and
number of the irreducible k-points used.
RGkmax(APW) lmax(APW) Gmax(V) lmax(V) k-points
Al 7 8 12 7 60
MgB2 11 12 20 11 27
CaTiO3 7 12 12 11 4
Urea 7 8 17 7 8
defaults 7 8 12 7 –
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reduced by expanding the basis set size. Adding to the radial part
energy derivatives up to q-th order uaqlðr,eaqlÞ leads to linearized
APW (LAPW) with q¼1 and super-linearized APW (SLAPW) with
q41. Treating some l-channels as (S)LAPW may improve results
although APWs are in general more efﬁcient (smaller basis set size
at the same level of accuracy).
The core states are treated in this method explicitly although
in a separate way. These states are spatially conﬁned inside
the MT-spheres, i.e., zero-valued in the interstitial region.
Their radial parts are calculated using spherically averaged
crystal potential by solving relativistic Dirac–Kohn–Sham
equation.
Expansions similar to Eq. (6) are used for every real-space
property, e.g., the electron density:
rð~rÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
O
p P
~G
r~Ge
i~G~r , ~rA IR
P
lmrlmðrÞYlmð~^r Þ, ~rAMT
8><
>:
ð7Þ
i.e., Fourier expansion over reciprocal lattice vectors ~G is used in
the IR and multipole expansion is used inside MT-spheres. The
derivatives of the properties, necessary for the topological
analysis, are computed from these expansions.3. Implementation details
The current implementation of the interface module utilizes
the data from the solid-state DFT full-potential APW program Elk
[25]. The calculation of desired properties as well as the
topological analyses are performed with the program DGrid
[26]. The same procedure can be implemented for any code
providing wavefunctions, respectively, the necessary density
matrices. The Elk code was chosen because it is a full-potential
all-electron DFT code with free GPL license.
Having the converged wavefunctions from the Elk, the
expansions (cf. Eq. (7)) of kinetic energy density and electron
density for each spin channel are prepared by the interface
module and used by DGrid to calculate the desired properties, e.g.,
the electron density, spin density, ELI-D, one-electron potential,
Pauli kinetic energy density, ELF, etc. as well as their analytic
derivatives on an equidistant grid. With all that at hands, DGrid
can additionally perform the following type of analysis: search for the property basins;
 integration of a property over the basins;
 determination of critical points;
 evaluation of different properties at critical points;
1 Obviously in Table 4 of Ref. [31] the 102 multiplier was missed for the
electron density values.search for the interconnection lines between critical points,
i.e., the trajectories between saddle points and attractors or
repellors, respectively.
The results can be visualized interactively with commercial [27]
or freeware [28] visualization packages.
The search for critical points is performed by the DGrid using
the modiﬁed Newton–Raphson algorithm [29]. In case of proper-
ties like ELI-D with very high gradients close to the nucleus this
algorithm may fail due to numerical inaccuracies. In such case the
problematic core region can be excluded from the analysis (from
chemical point of view, the core region is less important and
additionally remains almost unchanged as compared to the free
atom). Then, each core region is replaced by a critical point
topologically equivalent to an attractor (so that the Poincare´–Hopf
theorem remains fulﬁlled).4. Results and discussion
Small set of compounds was selected to demonstrate the
capabilities of the topological analysis of real-space properties of
solids: fcc Al as a typical metal;
 MgB2 as a compound with covalent bonding;
 CaTiO3 as a metal complex;
 (NH2)2CO molecular crystal as a typical organic solid.The converged wavefunctions were obtained using the local
density approximation with Perdew–Wang exchange-correlation
functional [30]. Several most important calculation parameters
are presented in Table 1 together with Elk default parameters. The
strategy was to use default parameters whenever possible and
improve them only when the results change noticeably for larger
parameters.
The number of states treated as core was reduced in
comparison with the default settings to avoid discontinuities at
the MT-sphere boundaries due to core leakage. The electron
density and other real-space properties were expanded in the
inner part of MT-spheres up to lmaxinr¼6 (default value in Elk is
2) in order to represent them properly. Too low lmaxinr can result
in wrong or missing CPs in that region as was observed for ELI-D
in case of CaTiO3 and urea. Detailed information about calculation
parameters and basis set used is available as Electronic Annex 1
(Elk input ﬁles).
All the results presented below were veriﬁed using the
Poincare´–Hopf theorem for the completeness and correctness of
the CPs found.
4.1. Al
Fig. 1 shows the topology of the electron density in fcc Al. The
critical points and interconnection lines are further referred to as
the interconnection line (ICL) graph. In case of electron density
the diagram of attractors, BCPs and interconnection lines between
them is usually called a molecular graph.
Using larger expansion parameters and more k-points for fcc Al
does not affect the results noticeably. The CP positions are very
close to those obtained from the generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) DFT calculation using gaussian type orbitals (GTO)
with the Crystal98 program [31]. The values of electron
density1 and density Laplacian at BCPs differ only slightly due
to differences in basis set used and somewhat different unit cell
parameter.
Fig. 2 shows the topology of ELI-D for fcc Al. The radii of the
core regions (large grey spheres) are coded for each element into
DGrid. The so-called bifurcation diagram [32] can be easily
Fig. 1. Critical points, interconnection lines and atomic basin for fcc Al in 1/8 of the
unit cell (the unit cell is highlighted). The red, green, blue and black spheres are
attractors, BCPs, RCPs and CCPs. Grey spheres mark the atomic positions. The red
colored volume is the Al atomic basin. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
Fig. 2. ELI-D ICL graph for fcc Al in 1/8 of the unit cell. Large grey spheres—Al core
regions; red, green, blue and black spheres are attractors, (3, 1), (3, +1) and
repellors. Also shown is the ELI-D slice diagram. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
Fig. 3. Electron density along the (1/3, 2/3, 0.0)–(2/3, 1/3, 0) section (cf. the white
dotted line in bottom diagram of Fig. 4) in MgB2 for the calculations with different
RGkmax. Large RGkmax usually requires other expansion parameters to be large
(cf. Table 1).
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points at hand. Using larger expansion parameters and denser
k-mesh practically does not change the results.As already noted in the theory section, in case of
1-determinantal Ansatz the same-spin ELI-D topology is identical
with the one of the ELF. For fcc Al several ELF calculations were
reported in the literature with topologies depending on the
method and basis set used: periodic Hartree–Fock (HF) GTO [33],
DFT GTO [34], DFT TB-LMTO-ASA, DFT FPLO or DFT FPLAPW [35].
This is not an unusual situation for metals. The ELF topologies
from Ref. [35] (where in fact, besides FPLO, an earlier version of
Elk code was used) are closest to the results presented above.
4.2. MgB2
The topology of the electron density in MgB2 changes
substantially with the expansion parameters used. This depen-
dence is illustrated in Fig. 3. Relatively high expansion parameter
values are necessary to get electron density proﬁle which is
‘‘converged’’ with respect to expansion size. The reason is very ﬂat
and hence sensitive to ﬁne details electron density proﬁle at the
Mg atom plane running perpendicular to the c-axis. Large
expansion parameters (cf. Table 1) were used further for MgB2.
The ICL graph for the electron density in MgB2 is presented in
Fig. 4. The experimental electron density for MgB2 [36] is
topologically very similar to the results of current calculations.
The only essential difference is the mutual swapping of one RCP
and one cage CP positions located around the Mg atom due to very
ﬂat electron density. The computed values of electron density and
density Laplacian at CPs are also in good agreement with the
experimental data. Detailed comparison is available as Electronic
Annex 2.
The topology of ELI-D for MgB2 is shown in Fig. 5. In contrast to
the electron density, using larger expansions practically do not
inﬂuence on it. The ELI-D attractors lying at the midpoint between
the B atoms were found in both calculations with default and
large expansion size. These attractors were also found as maxima
of ELF obtained from the TB-LMTO-ASA calculations [37]. Only in
the vicinity of the Mg atoms the ELI-D topology for default and
large expansion size differ slightly being very ﬂat and sensitive to
small changes in that region just as the electron density.
4.3. CaTiO3
The ICL graph for electron density and Ti atomic basin are
shown in Fig. 6. The results practically do not depend on the
expansion parameters and k-mesh used. The graph and CPs found
Fig. 4. Electron density ICL graph for MgB2 in 1/2 of the unit cell (the unit cell is
highlighted). Grey spheres—Mg; red, green, blue and black are attractors, BCPs,
RCPs and CCPs. White dotted line corresponds to the section for electron density
plots shown in Fig. 3. The color slice of the electron density is also shown. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 5. ELI-D ICL graph for MgB2 in 1/2 of the unit cell. Large grey spheres—Mg
core regions, smaller grey spheres—B core regions; small red, green, blue and
black spheres are attractors, (3, 1), (3, +1) and repellors. Red colored volume is
the basin of ELI-D valence attractor at the midpoint between the shortest B–B
contact. ELI-D color slice diagram is also shown. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
Fig. 6. Electron density ICL graph for CaTiO3 in 1/8 of the unit cell (the unit cell is
highlighted). Red, green, blue and black spheres are attractors, BCPs, RCPs and
CCPs. Red colored—Ti atomic basin. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. ELI-D ICL graph for CaTiO3 in 1/8 of the unit cell. Large grey
spheres—atomic core regions; red, green, blue and black spheres are attractors,
(3, 1), (3, +1) and repellors. Also shown are ELI-D color slice diagrams. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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the authors of Critic [14].
The topology of ELI-D obtained with standard Elk expansion
parameters for CaTiO3 does not obey Poincare´–Hopf theorem.
Increasing lmax(APW) to 12 reveals missing RCP of ELI-D near
oxygen atoms (CPs fulﬁlling the Poincare´–Hopf theorem). Fig. 7
shows the resulting topology of ELI-D for CaTiO3. High ELI-D
values in the valence shell of the oxygen atom are typical for
highly polar or ionic compounds.
As noted above, the real-space properties derived from the
(L)APW calculations can have discontinuities at the MT sphere
boundary. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the MT of oxygen atom.
Although being easily detectable by eye, they make in this case
no serious problems for the CP search algorithm. In general,
the discontinuities become smaller as basis set size (RGkmax)
increases.
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Fig. 9 shows the topology of the electron density in solid urea
[38]. Besides the intramolecular BCPs two types of BCPs for the
hydrogen bonds ðH   OÞ and one type of the intermolecular
N   N BCP are found. The calculations with larger expansion
parameters or denser k-mesh deliver identical topology of
the electron density. The evaluation of electron density from
synchrotron radiation experiment [39] exhibits an additional
N   N BCP which is not present in the calculated electron density
topology. However, in both cases the Poincare´–Hopf theorem was
found to be fulﬁlled since the topology of experimental electron
density also shows additional RCPs and CCPs.
The electron density values and density derivatives at the
critical points from current work are in good agreement with
experimental data (detailed comparison is available as Electronic
Annex 2).Fig. 8. ELI-D from O nucleus (1/2, 1/2, 0) along the (111) direction for CaTiO3.
Calculations with different RGkmax. Large RGkmax usually requires other expansion
parameters to be large.
Fig. 9. Electron density ICL graph for urea crystal in the unit cell. Large spheres:
dark grey—C, grey—H, green—N, blue—O. Small spheres: red, green, blue and
black are attractors, BCPs, RCPs and CCPs. Critical points and trajectories are shown
only inside the unit cell. Color slice diagrams of electron density are also shown.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10. ELI-D ICL graph in the unit cell of urea. Large spheres: dark grey—C,
grey—H, green—N, blue—O. Small spheres: red, green, blue and black are
attractors, (3, 1), (3, +1) and repellors. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)The topology of ELI-D for urea is shown in Fig. 10. The
relatively complicated ICL graph was found to be topologically
correct. All the intramolecular ELI-D maxima which are present in
the ELI-D diagram of an isolated molecule (from a molecular DFT
calculation) were found in Fig. 10 as well.4.5. The choice of the computational parameters
In general, it was found that the topology is usually not very
sensitive to the APW expansion parameters and the number of
k-points used. However, few guidelines on how to obtain reliable
topology can be given: It is advisable to use modiﬁed Elk-speciﬁc parameters lmaxinr
and lradstp. The former, which represents the highest l of
multipole expansion close to the core should be set to 4–6
instead of the default value 2. The latter determines whether
the coarse radial mesh should be used. It is recommended [40]
to set it to 1 (use ﬁne grid) to improve the accuracy of the
radial differentiation in MT-spheres. A core state may leak out substantially from the MT-sphere to
the IR where it is zero by design introducing thus disconti-
nuities. In such case it is advisable to treat this state as a
semicore which can have nonzero values in the IR [40]. Default multipolar expansion parameters for potential and
density lmaxapw ¼ 8 and lmaxvr ¼ 7, respectively, are not
always high enough in case of functions with complex and
steep topology like ELI-D (cf. CaTiO3). Higher values ð410Þ are
recommended. High expansion parameters including RGkmax should be used
in case of regions with ﬂat topology. The convergence check
with respect to the expansion size is recommended. Problems may appear due to the discontinuities at the
MT-sphere boundaries which in some cases may hinder the
algorithm to locate all the CPs. In such case it is advisable to
A.I. Baranov, M. Kohout / Journal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids 71 (2010) 1350–13561356increase the expansion parameters or to use LAPW basis set for
several or all l-channels of problematic atoms [40].
5. Conclusions
It was demonstrated how the topological analysis of real-space
properties can be performed for data produced by the solid-state
full-potential DFT program Elk. This analysis is universally
applicable to any solid-state compound—from simple metals or
ionic compounds to organic crystals. The topology obtained can in
some cases be sensitive to the expansion parameters of (L)APW
method so that large expansions may be necessary. The topology
of calculated electron density was found to be in good agreement
with that of the experimental electron density.Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found
in the online version of 10.1016/j.pcs.2010.06.005.References
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Abstract: The electron localization and delocalization indices obtained by the integration of exchange-correlation part
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indices.
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Introduction
The localization (LI) and delocalization indices (DI)1–5 are pow-
erful tools widely used to pursue often intricate chemical bonding
situations and various phenomena related to it. Generally, the delo-
calization indices are based on the partitioning of the density
matrices into different chemically meaningful contributions. This
can be done in orbital space6–8 or in real space over regions deﬁned
from various principles.2, 9, 10 The main advantages of the DI are
their universal applicability and rich interpretation capabilities. The
delocalization indices can be evaluated out of almost any computa-
tional scheme from simple Hückel model of conjugated π -electrons
to highly correlated all electron calculations. The LI and DI can
be connected to many important indicators and concepts like the
bond order,7, 11 delocalization of the Fermi hole,1–3 variance of the
electronic population (ﬂuctuation),2 etc.
Solids,where extended interactions andhighdelocalizationoften
take place, are very interesting systems to apply LI/DI. Especially
the metals might be the most intriguing objects of such a study.
Ponec12 evaluated DI employing simple analytical model of metals
of different dimensionality. Besides giving a ﬁrst estimate of the
bond order inmetals, an interesting partitioning of electrons in solids
into “localized” and “mobile” was proposed from the DI analysis in
his work.
The following study reports for the ﬁrst time (to the best of our
knowledge) the evaluation of delocalization indices for solid state
calculations. The results for small set of solids as representatives
of covalent, ionic and metallic bonding interactions, respectively,
are presented. A comparison with the analytical model of Ponec is
realized by the evaluation of hypothetical hydrogen periodic 1D-3D
lattices.
Theoretical Background
The general procedure for the localization and delocalization indices
based on pair density applicable to mutually-exclusive partition-
ing of the real space was introduced by Bader and Stephens.1,2 In
their work the integrals of the pair density over the spatial regions
were related to the correlation of electronic motion (correlative
interactions).
Electron Localization and Delocalization Indices
The spinless pair density ρ2( r1, r2) is proportional to the probability
density of ﬁnding one electron at position r1 and simultaneously
another one at position r2. It integrates to the total number N(N −
1) of electron pairs in the system (considering nondistinct pairs).
The electron pair density can be conveniently decomposed into the
Coulomb and exchange-correlation part, respectively:
ρ2( r1, r2) = ρ( r1)ρ( r2) − ρ( r1)ρ( r2)f ( r1, r2). (1)
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Figure 1. Schematic partitioning into two nonoverlapping regions A
(red) and B (blue). [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
The Coulomb part is a simple product of electron densities,
whereas the second part describes the correlative effects between the
electrons through the correlation factor f ( r1, r2). The double inte-
gral of the pair density over the region of space  yields the average
number of electron pairs (pair population) D2() found in that
region:
D2() =
∫∫

ρ2( r1, r2)d r1d r2 = N2() − F() (2)
where N() = ∫

ρ(r)dr is the average number of electrons
(electron population) in the region  and the integral F() =∫∫

ρ( r1)ρ( r2)f ( r2, r2)d r1d r2 is a measure1 describing the correla-
tion of electronic motion within . The magnitude of F() is often
termed the localization index denoted by λ().4 For the F() mag-
nitude reaching the electron population in , i.e., λ() = N(),
the average number of pairs can be written as N2() − N().
The electrons of such distribution are regarded as being “per-
fectly” localized in . For 1-determinantal wave function based
on orbitals {ϕi(r)} the electron population in  is given by the inte-
gralN() = ∑i ∫ ϕ∗i (r)ϕi(r)dr whereas for the localization index
λ() = ∑i,j S2ij() the overlap integrals Sij() = ∫ ϕ∗i (r)ϕj(r)dr
are needed.
Assume thewhole space partitioned into nonoverlapping regions
with the two members A and B, depicted in Figure 1, containing the
average number of electrons N(A) and N(B), respectively. The total
electron population of both regions is N(A ∪ B) = N(A) + N(B).
The average number of electron pairs D2(A) and D2(B) in the sep-
arate regions is given by eq. (2). The localization indices λ(A)
and λ(B) can be recovered as the difference between the squared
electron population and the corresponding pair population, e.g.,
λ(A) = N2(A) − D2(A).
Of course, the total electron pair population D2(A ∪ B) of the
union of regions A and B is not just the sum of the respective pair
populations D2(A) and D2(B). There are additional contributions
due to electron pairs formed between the regions A and B:
D2(A,B) =
∫
A
d r1
∫
B
ρ2( r1, r2)d r2 = N(A)N(B) − F(A,B). (3)
Thus, with F(A,B) = F(B,A):
D2(A ∪ B) = D2(A) + D2(B) + 2D2(A,B)
= N2(A ∪ B) − [λ(A) + λ(B) + 2F(A,B)]. (4)
The term F(A,B) describes the deviation of the actual number
of pairs from the number of electron pairs formed between two
“independent” electron populations N(A) and N(B). The sum
F(A,B)+F(B,A) is usually termed the delocalization index denoted
by δ(A,B).4 Using the orbital Ansatz it can be expressed, simi-
larly to the localization index, with the overlap integrals δ(A,B) =
2
∑
i,j Sij(A)Sji(B).
Integrating the pair density in such way that one coordinate runs
over the region A and the other over all the regions X ∈ {A,B, . . . }
(i.e., the whole space) yields N(A)[N − 1] of electron pairs (bear in
mind that ρ(r) = ∫ ρ2(r, r′)dr′/[N − 1]). The integral can be also
expressed as:
∑
X
∫
A
d r1
∫
X
ρ2( r1, r2)d r2 = N(A)
∑
X
N(X) −
∑
X
F(A,X)
= N(A)N −
∑
X
F(A,X). (5)
The proper number of electron pairs is recovered when∑
X F(A,X) = N(A). This means that the electron population
(charge) in the region A can be formally expressed by:
N(A) = λ(A) + 1
2
∑
X =A
δ(A,X). (6)
With the event probabilities Pn() of the situationwhere n electrons
are found in the region and (N−n) electrons outside the number
of electron pairs in the region  can also be expressed as:13
D2() =
∑
n
n(n − 1)Pn() =
∑
n
n2Pn() − N(), (7)
where the sum
∑
n n
2Pn() is the average of squared particle num-
bers. Because the variance (ﬂuctuation) in the electron population of
region  is deﬁned by σ 2() = ∑n[n − N()]2Pn(), following
expressions can be derived from eqs. (2), (6) and (7):
σ 2() = D2() + N() − N2()
= N() − λ() = 1
2
∑
X =
δ(,X). (8)
Thus, the variance is given by the electron and pair populations.2 It
reaches zero for distribution of electrons “perfectly” localized in ,
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i.e, with λ() = N(). The variance in the electron population of
the union of two regions A ∪ B is:
σ 2(A ∪ B) = σ 2(A) + σ 2(B) − δ(A,B)
= N(A ∪ B) − [λ(A) + λ(B) + δ(A,B)] (9)
which again shows that the LI of the uniﬁed region A∪B is the sum
of the individual localization indices increased by the delocalization
index δ(A,B).
Space Partitioning
The evaluation of the LI/DI crucially depends on the choice of the
spatial regions mentioned above. Usually, the integration of the pair
density is performed over so called basins. Basin is a region of
space where all gradient paths (trajectories) of chosen scalar ﬁeld
terminate at the same maximum of the scalar ﬁeld (attractor). The
basins are enclosed by so called zero-ﬂux surfaces, each given by
all trajectories terminating at the same saddle point. Pictorially, the
basins are the hills separated by rivers between them. Trickles of
water (trajectories) ﬂow down the hill into the river, but never cross
the river (zero-ﬂux surface) to go up the neighboring hill (basin).
Such basins divide thewhole space into nonoverlapping space ﬁlling
regions. In the current work basins derived from the electron density
and the electron localizability indicator, respectively, were used.
In the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM)14
the basins are deﬁned by the electron density gradient ∇ρ. Usu-
ally, the electron density attractor within a QTAIM basin coincides
with the nuclear position. In QTAIM sense, such basin represents an
atom. Otherwise the basin is associated with so called non-nuclear
attractor.15 Due to its deﬁnition, the QTAIM partitioning has the
property that the density Laplacian ∇2ρ integrates to zero over
each basin. Thus, for QTAIM basin the usual statement of the virial
theorem (V = −2T) is satisﬁed.16 The subtraction of the elec-
tronic basin population from the nuclear charge yields the effective
charge of the corresponding QTAIM atom. The delocalization index
δ(A,B) between two QTAIM basins can be connected with the bond
order7 (although the validity is restricted more or less to homonu-
clear dimers). The variance σ 2(A) can be considered as half of the
total valence of the atom A, cf. eq. (6).
The space partitioning using the electron localizability indicator
(ELI)17–20 as the scalar ﬁeld yields basins that can be attributed
to atomic shells, bonds and lone-pairs. ELI is a common name
for whole family of functionals17,18, 20–22 describing the effect of
local correlation of electronic motion in coordinate or momentum
space.23 One of the most utilized form is the ELI-D, symbol ϒD,
which is based on sampling of the electron density over regions
enclosing ﬁxed fraction of an electron pair. When evaluated for
given σ -spin channel, the indicator ϒσD is obtained.20 In case of
spin-polarized systems with two different ϒσD diagrams, the ELI-D
for triplet-coupled electrons ϒ(t)D can be used22 to obtain a single
diagram. The ELI-D can be conveniently computed as the product of
the electron density ρ(r) and so called pair-volume function V˜D(r),
for instance for the σ -spin channel:
ϒ˜σD(r) = ρσ (r)V˜σD (r) (10)
(the tilde indicates the limit after rescaling20). The pair-volume func-
tion V˜σD (r) is proportional to the volume occupied by ﬁxed fraction
of σσ -spin electron pair. For the σ -spin channel V˜σD (r) is calculated
from the Fermi-hole curvature gσ (r):22
V˜σD (r) =
[
12
gσ (r)
]3/8
(11)
The attractors of ELI-D can be used as descriptors of the bonding
situation in real space representing atomic shells, lone pairs and
chemical bonds. The number of the electronswithin the ELI-D basin
can be interpreted as the population of the shell, the number of the
electrons participating on the bond, etc. It should be mentioned that
ELI-D is capable to represent the atomic shell structure not only
qualitatively but also quantitatively (reﬂecting the Aufbau principle
by proper electron population of the atomic shells). It must however
not be forgotten, that no sound physical background has been found
yet to motivate the topological analysis of ELI. Up to now such
analyses are introduced just in analogy with that of electron density
in QTAIM.
Full-Potential APW+lo+LO Method
The full-potential all-electron augmentedplanewave (APW)method
with local orbitals is one of the most accurate computational
schemes for solid-state Kohn-Sham DFT.24 All the crystal space
is subdivided into nonoverlapping atomic mufﬁn-tin (MT) spheres
centered at atomic positions and interstitial region (IR). Single
APWs taken at ﬁxed energy are used as basis functions for crys-
tal orbitals. The APW is a multipole-expanded function in the
MT-spheres and a planewave in the IR:
φn,k+G(r) =


1√

ei(
k+G)r r ∈ IR
∑
lm f k+Gn,lm (r)Ylm(ˆr) r ∈ MT
(12)
The radial functions f k+Gn,lm (r) are linear combinations of solutions of
radial Schrödinger equations uαl (r, αl ) taken at ﬁxed energy αl plus
the local functions for several l-channels used to improve the repre-
sentation of radial parts. Adding to the radial part energy derivatives
up to q-th order uαql(r, αql) leads to linearized APW (LAPW) when
q = 1 and super-linearized APW (SLAPW) when q > 1. Treating
some l-channels as (S)LAPW may improve results although APWs
are in general more efﬁcient (smaller basis set size at the same level
of accuracy).
The core states are treated in this method explicitly although in
a separate way. These states are spatially conﬁned inside the MT-
spheres, i.e., zero-valued in the interstitial region. Their radial parts
are calculated using spherically averaged crystal potential by solving
relativistic Dirac-Kohn-Sham equation.
Expansions similar to eq. 12 can be used for any periodic real-
space function:
f (r) =


1√

∑
G
fGei Gr r ∈ IR
∑
lm flm(r)Ylm(ˆr) r ∈ MT
(13)
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i.e., multipole expansion is used inside MT-spheres and the Fourier
expansion over reciprocal lattice vectors G is used in the IR.
Delocalization Indices From Solid State APW DFT Calculation
The exchange-correlation part of pair density is not explicitly avail-
able within the DFT. The useful approach is to construct it from
the Kohn-Sham orbitals using HF-like formula.25,26 This approxi-
mation seems to perform well for molecules when compared to the
Hartree-Fock results.25–27
For solid state band structure calculation with periodic bound-
ary conditions and ﬁnite k-mesh the 1-determinantal wave function
would correspond to the cyclic cluster containing so many primitive
cells as many k-points from the 1st Brillouin zone (BZ) are used in
the calculation.28
In solid-state DFT calculations with partially occupied bands
(e.g., metals) partially occupied Kohn-Sham states may appear.
However, one still may use the HF-like formula for the exchange-
correlation part of pair density:29
ρ( r1)ρ( r2)f ( r1, r2) =
∣∣γ α1 ( r1, r2)∣∣2 + ∣∣γ β1 ( r1, r2)∣∣2 (14)
where:
γ σ1 ( r1, r2) =
1
VBZ
σ∑
n
∫
BZ
ψ∗
n,k( r1)ψn,k( r2) θ(n, k)dk
≈ 1
KBZ
σ∑
n
∑
k
ψ∗
n,k( r1)ψn,k( r2) θ(n, k) (15)
The integration is done over BZ of the volume VBZ and reduces to
the summation over all k-points in the BZ used in actual calculation
(KBZ). Index n runs over the bands. The occupation numbers θ(n, k)
select only occupied states. The delocalization index (Ángyán
form29) for the ﬁnite k-mesh is then:
δ(A,B) = 2
K2BZ
∑
n,n′
∑
k, k′
S
nk,n′ k′(A) Sn′ k′ ,nk(B) θ(n, k)θ(n′, k′) (16)
where the overlap integrals between crystal Kohn-Sham orbitals
calculated over region  are:
S
nk,n′ k′() =
∫

ψ∗
n,k(r)ψn′ , k′(r)dr (17)
Another alternative is to employ the approximated formula for the
exchange-correlation part of the pair density30 which leads to Fulton
form of DI:31
δ(A,B) = 2
K2BZ
∑
n,n′
∑
k, k′
S
nk,n′ k′(A) Sn′ k′ ,nk(B)
√
θ(n, k)θ(n′, k′)
(18)
The two forms of DI differ in the weighting of the overlap inte-
grals by the occupation numbers. In case of fractional occupations
the Fulton form does not correspond to the 1-matrix contribution to
the pair density. However, it sums up to the proper number of elec-
trons in the system. In ref. 27 both approaches were compared for
the correlated wavefunctions. In case of solids with partially occu-
pied bands, the difference between Ángyán and Fulton DI should
become smaller as the k-mesh size increases since the fraction of
partially occupied states near the Fermi level will then decrease. In
the following the Ángyán DI is used by default throughout all the
paper (the comparison between Ángyán and Fulton DI is made in
the “1D-3D Hydrogen Lattices” section and Table 2).
In the APW method the integration in eq. (17) can be efﬁciently
performed over the whole unit cell using multipolar and Fourier
expansions of the wave functions. To limit the integration only to
the region  the integrand in eq. (17) is multiplied with the shape
function χ(r):
S
nk,n′ k′() =
∫

ψ∗
n,k(r)ψn′ , k′(r)dr =
∫
ψ∗
n,k(r)ψn′ , k′(r)χ(r)dr
(19)
where
χ(r) =
{
1 r ∈ 
0 r /∈  (20)
The shape function is also expanded according to eq. (13). It should
be noted that since this shape function is not smooth, relatively
high-order expansions could be necessary for accurate results.
Results and Discussion
The calculation of the LI/DI and their analysis was implemented as
a part of the DGrid program.32 It utilizes the calculation results of
the solid-state DFT full-potential APW program Elk.33 The Elk was
chosen because it is a codewith freeGPL license. For thewave func-
tions from the Elk calculations (using the local spin density approx-
imation with Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation functional34; the
calculation parameters used are presented in Table 1) the electron
density and ELI-D were computed on an equidistant grid (mesh size
around 0.05 a.u.) with DGrid.
Then the corresponding basins were determined, the over-
lap integrals were calculated and the LI/DI evaluated. Small set
of compounds was selected to get ﬁrst insight on the localiza-
tion/delocalization indices in various solid state situations:
• 1D-3D hydrogen lattices as simplest model systems to compare
with the Ponec model12
• NaCl as a compound with ionic bonding
• diamond and graphite as compounds with covalent bonding
• bcc Na and fcc Cu as metals
The number of states treated as core was reduced in comparison
with the default settings for some species to avoid discontinuities at
the MT-sphere boundaries due to core leakage. The electron density
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Table 1. Calculation Details for Elk.
System Cell (a.u.) RGkAPWmax lAPWmax GVmax lVmax k-mesha Basis set
1∞[H] 2.5b 6 8 13 7 64 Elk default
2∞[H] 2.5b 6 8 13 7 1024 (32 × 32) Elk default
3∞[H] 2.5 6 8 13 7 512 (83) Elk default
NaCl 10.658438 7 8 12 7 512 (83) Elk default
Diamond 6.7274 7 11 12 11 512 (83) LAPW
Graphite a = 4.656287 7 11 12 11 192 (82 × 3) LAPW
c = 12.681957 RMT = 1.2769 a.u.
bcc-Na 7 8 12 7 512 (83) Elk default
fcc-Cu 10 11 15 11 512 (83) 3s as semicore
a
- for the full 1st Brillouin zone.
b
- intrachain/intralayer distance. Interchain/interlayer distance was 6.0 a.u. APW: expansion cut-offs for wavefunctions,
V: expansion cut-offs for potential and density. The Gmax values are in reciprocal a.u.
Fine logarithmic radial mesh (Elk keyword lradstp = 1) was used in all calculations.
and other real-space functions were expanded in the inner part of
MT-spheres up to lmax = 4 in order to represent those properly.35
1D-3D Hydrogen Lattices
The periodic hydrogen lattices are of special interest for this study
being analogues of the model system investigated by Ponec.12 His
model considers a lattice of atoms each with single electron in suf-
ﬁciently fast decaying orthonormal atomic orbital. This allows to
integrate over the BZ analytically instead of doing summation over
ﬁnite k-mesh. In the original work of Ponec for the integration over
the BZ for 2D and 3D lattices not all occupied states were taken into
account. The results of the original work together with the corrected
Ponec model (with 1/2 of the BZ occupied and ‘spherical’ Fermi
surface in each case – see Appendix) as well as our DFT LAPW
calculations are compared in Table 2. The DI of the corrected Ponec
model are close to DI from the DFT APW calculations whereas in
the original work of Ponec theDI for 2D and 3D latticeswere clearly
underestimated.
Figure 2 shows the variation of the DI with the distance between
the examined H atoms (the coordination sphere CS) on 1D lattice.
Table 2. Localization and Delocalization Indices for Hydrogen Lattices
(QTAIM basins).
Data from 1∞[H] 2∞[H] 3∞[H]
δ(H,H′) Ponec model 0.405 0.10 0.03
δ(H,H′) corrected model 0.405 0.16 0.10
δ(H,H′) DFT LAPW Ángyán 0.422 0.19 0.12
δ(H,H′) DFT LAPW Fulton 0.424 0.19 0.12
λ(H) Ponec model 0.50 0.50 0.50
λ(H) DFT LAPW Ángyán 0.45 0.36 0.30
λ(H) DFT LAPW Fulton 0.46 0.37 0.31
xd(H) Ponec model 0.19 0.60 0.82
xd(H) corrected model 0.19 0.36 0.40
xd(H) DFT LAPW Ángyán 0.23 0.40 0.49
xd(H) DFT LAPW Fulton 0.21 0.40 0.48
λ(H): localization index for H; δ(H,H′): delocalization index between near-
est H atoms (d(H,H′) = 2.5 a.u.); xd(H): the fraction of distant shared
electron pairs.
The similarity between the DI from our DFT LAPW calculations
and the ones of Ponec model conﬁrms the adequacy of the latter
for this system. Observe the small DI values between the reference
atom and atoms of even CS = 2j. Those DI (zero valued in Ponec
model, cf. also the inset of Fig. 2) are even smaller than theDI for the
next more distant atom, i.e., odd CS = 2j+1. This situation closely
resembles the DI between ortho (CS = 1), meta (CS = 2, CS = 4),
and para (CS = 3) carbons in the benzene3,27 whose π -electron
subsystem can be considered as similar to 1D chain calculated with
the mesh of 6 k-points (i.e., chain of 6 unit cells turned by periodic
boundary conditions into a “ring”).
The LI for the H atom according to Ponec model equals λ(H) =
0.50 in all cases, cf. Table 2. This value is close to the DFT LAPW
result (with λ(H) = 0.45) only for the 1D lattice. The discrepancy
between the LI of DFT LAPW and Ponec model becomes more pro-
nounced for the higher dimensional lattices. The reason is, of course,
that Ponec approximation of overlap integrals becomes less appli-
cable for multidimensional systems. The delocalization of electrons
over the QTAIM atoms increases with the increase of the system
dimensionality which is accompanied by the increase of neighbors
sharing the electron pairs.
Figure 2. Delocalization indices δ(H,H′) between the QTAIM atoms
in 1∞[H] chain (CS: coordination sphere). Black bars: DFT APW
calculation, dithered bars: Ponec model.
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Ponec suggested interesting scheme of valence electrons parti-
tioning into “localized” and “mobile”.12 As the scheme is related
to sharing of electron pairs we prefer to use the terms close shared
pairs and distant shared pairs, respectively. The former describes
the sharing of electron pairs with the nearest neighbors, i.e., basins
(QTAIM atoms in Ponec scheme) having common zero-ﬂux sur-
face. The latter corresponds to sharing of pairs with more distant
neighbors. The number of close shared pairs ςc(A) and the num-
ber of distant shared pairs ςd(A), respectively, for the basin A, are
deﬁned by:
ςc(A) =
nearest∑
B =A
δ(A,B) ςd(A) = 2σ 2(A) − ςc(A) (21)
The number of distant shared pairs ςd(A) as well as the fraction
xd = ςd(A)/2σ 2(A) (which is equivalent to the fraction of “mobile”
electrons given by Ponec) are presented in Table 2. In the original
Ponec work12 the fractions of “mobile” electrons were very high for
the 2D (60%) and 3D (82%) cases due to the underestimation of the
nearest-neighbor DI. The values for the corrected model coincide
well for the 1D and 2D cases with the DFT APW results while
for 3D the discrepancy is somewhat larger indicating noticeable
deviation of 3∞[H] from Ponec model. Qualitatively, all calculations
suggest that remarkable fraction of the electron pairs (more than
20%) is shared between atomic basins not having common inter-
atomic surface. This means that the Fermi hole around an electron
positioned inside an atomic basin is delocalized over quite distant
atoms and not only over the nearest coordination sphere.
The DI of Fulton and Ángyán are compared for these systems in
Table 2. The differences between them are small (few %) and the
former seems to give somewhat higher values than the latter.
Sodium Chloride
QTAIM
NaCl represents typical ionic bonding situation for which high
localization λ(A) within the QTAIM (atomic) basin is expected.
For its simplest molecular prototype LiH low variances σ 2 were
reported1,36 with corresponding LI values very close to the QTAIM
basin populations. The DI values δ(Li, H) ≈ 0.2 between Li and H
were found.29,31, 36 Similar results were obtained for LiF molecule
with δ(Li, F) ≈ 0.18.4,29
The solid state DFT calculation of NaCl reveals similar pic-
ture, cf. Table 3. The LI values of the ions, λ(Na) = 9.92 and
λ(Cl) = 17.34, are close to the respective basin populations
N(Na) = 10.14 and N(Cl) = 17.86. The corresponding ﬂuctu-
ations (note that σ 2(A) = N(A) − λ(A)) show that the Na and Cl
basins share 0.44 and 1.04 electron pairs, respectively, with the other
basins of the solid [using ∑X =A δ(A,X) = 2σ 2(A), cf. Eq. (8)].
From Figure 3 it can be seen that each Na basin has common inter-
atomic surfaceswith 6Cl basins. Thus, for theNa basin theDI values
δ(Na, Cl) = 0.07 sums up to ςc(Na) = 0.42 electron pairs shared
with direct neighbors. Correspondingly, only ςd(Na) = 0.02 pairs
are sharedwithmore distant basins (i.e., the fraction xd(Na) = 0.05,
cf. Table 3).
Table 3. Localization and Delocalization Indices for QTAIM Atoms in
Solids.
Compound A N(A) σ 2(A) λ(A) ςd(A) xd(A) A-B δ(A,B)
NaCl Na 10.14 0.22 9.92 0.02 0.05 Na-Cl 0.07
Cl 17.86 0.52 17.34 0.02 0.02 Cl-Cl 0.05
Diamond C 6.00 2.19 3.81 0.74 0.17 C-C 0.91
Graphite C(2b) 6.08 2.16 3.92 0.64 0.15 C(2b)-C(2b) 0.02
C(2c) 5.92 2.13 3.80 0.58 0.14 C(2b)-C(2c) 1.20
bcc Na Na 11.00 0.80 10.20 0.44 0.28 Na-Na (3.66Å) 0.10
Na-Na (4.22Å) 0.06
fcc Cu Cu 28.99 1.89 27.11 0.66 0.17 Cu-Cu 0.26
A: atom; N(A): population in QTAIM basin for atom A; σ 2(A): ﬂuctuation;
λ(A): localization index; ςd(A): distant shared electron pairs; xd(A): fraction
of distant shared pairs; δ(A,B): delocalization index.
An important characteristic of the NaCl structure are the inter-
atomic surfaces between the Cl anions. The DI value δ(Cl, Cl′) =
0.05 between the closest Cl basins are of the same order as the
DI between Na and Cl. These 12 additional contacts increase the
ﬂuctuation for the QTAIM basin of the Cl anion (σ 2(Cl) = 0.52).
The number ςd(Cl) = 0.02 of distant shared pairs is very close to
that for the Na basin, emphasizing the strong localization expected
for the ionic bonding situation.
ELI-D
The ELI-D for a free atom reﬂects the atomic shell structure in
real space by a sequence of spherical basins around the nucleus (cf.
the shell structure with the electron localization function37,38). In a
molecule or solid each atomic ELI-D shell usually falls apart into
separate basins (with more or less evident “intershell” ELI-D saddle
points). From such basins a basin set39 can be created and again
assigned to an atomic shell. The appropriate number of shell basin
sets located around a nucleus can further be merged together into
single core-superbasin (atomic core). For ionic compounds the ELI-
D basins usually demonstrate characteristic situation with valence
basins surrounding the anion core (i.e., the valence basins usually
form a basin set that can be assigned to the anion). The ﬂuctuations
are relatively low for the atomic cores (with σ 2 roughly around 0.1
to 0.6).9, 40, 41
Similar situation is observed for the solid NaCl. The separate
core shell basins can be regarded as chemically inert. Therefore, as
already mentioned, it is reasonable for each atom A to merge these
shell basin sets into atomic core-superbasin further referred to as
CA, cf. Table 4. The core basins CNa and CCl, cf. the blue basins in
Figure 3, formed by the ﬁrst two atomic shells (in the real space ELI-
D representation), exhibit high localization and, correspondingly,
relatively small variances σ 2(CNa) = 0.19 and σ 2(CCl) = 0.58. The
sharingof electronpairs between the atomic core of aCl atomand the
nearestNa core is negligible as canbe seen from δ(CNa, CCl) = 0.002
in Table 5.
In the bonding region (outside the core regions) there are six
separate basins, labeled BCl(3), around each Cl core, cf. the light-
red basins in Figure 3. The label B is used for basins in the bonding
region and the subscript “Cl(3)” speciﬁes that the basin is associated
with the part of the 3rd atomic shell of the Cl. The 6 basinsBCl(3) can
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be merged together, forming the basin set S{6BCl(3)} surrounding
the Cl core, cf. the large dark-red object in Figure 3. For this valence
basin set the ﬂuctuation σ 2(S{6BCl(3)}) = 1.08 was found, which
can be also interpreted as half the sum of theDIs betweenS{6BCl(3)}
and all the other basins, cf. eq. (8). The inspection of Table 5 shows,
that S{6BCl(3)} shares 1.142 pairs with the Cl core CCl it surrounds
and 6 × 0.059 = 0.354 pairs with the nearest Na cores CNa (cf.
δ(CNa,S{6BCl(3)}) = 0.059 in Table 5). Observe that the Cl core
shares 1.16 electron pairs (determined from 2σ 2(CCl) = 2 × 0.58)
virtually only with the surrounding valence basin set S{6BCl(3)}.
Additionally, S{6BCl(3)} shares 12 × 0.051 = 0.612 pairs with the
12nearestS{6BCl(3)}valence basin sets (each surroundingoneof the
12 closest Cl cores). Together this yields 2.108 pairs shared between
the valence basin set S{6BCl(3)} and the closest basins. Thus, only
2×1.08−2.108 = 0.052 pairs, cf. eq. (21), are sharedwith themore
distant basins, i.e., ςd(S{6BCl(3)}) = 0.052 and xd(S{6BCl(3)}) =
0.02, values similar to the ones for the QTAIM partitioning. This
supports the close shape resemblance of the Na core CNa and the
valence basin set S{6BCl(3)} (plus the Cl core CCl inside) to the
respective QTAIM basins.
The ﬂuctuation σ 2(BCl(3)) = 0.85 of a separate valence basin
is relatively high, see Table 4. The analysis of the DIs between the
separate BCl(3) basins enables deeper insight into the situation. The
small dark-red basin BCl(3) in Figure 3 shares 0.296 pairs (row intra
in Table 5) with the nearestBCl(3) basin of the same valence basin set
S{6BCl(3)} (light-red basin around CCl), whereas only 0.008 pairs
(row inter) are shared with the nearest BCl(3) basin belonging to
neighboring valence basin set S{6BCl(3)} (light-red basin in contact
withCNa). These results further corroborate themergingof the basins
BCl(3) into a valence basin set.
Diamond and Graphite
QTAIM
Diamond and graphite represent solids with covalent bondingwhere
the δ(C,C′) value can be interpreted as a classical bond order.7, 8, 29
The distinct bonding situation in diamond and graphite, i.e., single
Table 4. Localization of Electrons in ELI-D Basins.
Compound Basin N σ 2 λ
NaCl CNa 10.06 0.19 9.87
CCl 10.07 0.58 9.49
BCl(3) 1.31 0.85 0.46
S{6BCl(3)} 7.87 1.08 6.79
Diamond CC 2.11 0.27 1.84
BC,C 1.94 1.05 0.89
Graphite CC 2.11 0.27 1.83
BC,C 2.59 1.28 1.32
bcc Na CNa 10.09 0.20 9.89
B4Na 0.15 0.14 0.01
fcc Cu CCu 10.48 1.39 9.09
BCu(3) 2.73 1.47 1.25
S{6BCu(3)} 16.40 2.76 13.64
B4Cu 1.06 0.90 0.17
N : population in ELI-D basin; σ 2: ﬂuctuation; λ: localization index.
Table 5. Delocalization Between Nearest ELI-D Basins.
Compound b1 b2 δ(b1, b2)
NaCl CNa CCl 0.002
CCl S{6BCl(3)} 1.142
CNa S{6BCl(3)} 0.059
S{6BCl(3)} S{6BCl(3)} 0.051
intra S{6BCl(3)} BCl(3) BCl(3) 0.296
inter S{6BCl(3)} BCl(3) BCl(3) 0.008
Diamond CC CC 0.002
CC BC,C 0.114
BC,C BC,C 0.242
Graphite CC CC 0.003
CC BC,C 0.155
BC,C BC,C 0.429
bcc Na CNa CNa 0.002
CNa B4Na 0.011
B4Na B4Na 0.011
fcc Cu CCu CCu 0.000
CCu BCu(3) 0.423
BCu(3) BCu(3) 0.460
CCu S{6BCu(3)} 2.557
S{6BCu(3)} S{6BCu(3)} 0.030
B4Cu S{6BCu(3)} 0.262
B4Cu CCu 0.018
B4Cu B4Cu 0.051
b1: ﬁrst ELI-D basin; b2: second ELI-D basin; δ(b1, b2): delocalization
index between the two basins.
bonds for the former versus delocalized π -system for the latter,
makes it interesting to compare the DI-based indicators for the two
modiﬁcations.
Table 3 summarizes the results for QTAIM basins, i.e., the
QTAIM carbon atoms. In case of the diamond structure, see Figure
4, the basin population N(C) = 6.0 electrons is given by the
symmetry. For the graphite there are two positions, see Figure 5,
slightly differing in the basin population, N(C(2b)) = 6.08 e− and
N(C(2c)) = 5.92 e−, respectively. Interestingly, the basins with the
higher population have somewhat smaller volume. The localization
indices λ(C) are close to those reported for C2H6 (λ(C) = 3.755)
and C6H6 (λ(C) = 3.916).4 The differences between the LIs of
the carbon basin in diamond (λ(C) = 3.81) and the two carbon
basins at different Wyckoff positions in graphite (λ(C(2b)) = 3.92
and λ(C(2c)) = 3.80) are small. The values δ(C,C) = 0.91 and
δ(C(2b), C(2c)) = 1.20 of the DIs for the shortest C-C contacts
match well the expected bond orders of 1.0 for diamond and 1.33 for
graphite, respectively. The delocalization index δ(C(2b), C(2b)) =
0.02 for the shortest C · · ·C contact (d = 3.36Å) between atoms
from different sheets in graphite indicates weak interaction.
In case of diamond each carbon QTAIM atom shares ςc(C) =
4 × 0.91 = 3.64 pairs with its 4 bonding partners, cf. the light-
red colored basins in Figure 4. The 4 bonded carbon atoms form
the ﬁrst coordination sphere (CS) around the central atom [from
this follows the number of distant shared pairs ςd(C) = 0.74, cf.
eq. (21)]. Furthermore, each of the 4 bonding partners is bonded to 3
other carbon atoms,which form the secondCS, sharing 12×0.039 =
0.468 pairs with the central atom (see the C1-C3 contact in Figure 6
and Table 6). Summing up, the carbon atom in diamond shares 4.38
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Figure 3. Basins for NaCl. Left: QTAIM partitioning with green colored Cl basins and gray colored Na
basin. Right: ELI-D partitioning with the Na core basin CNa (dark-blue, large), Cl core basin CCl (light-blue,
small), valence basins BCl(3) (dark-red and light-red) and the valence basin set S{6BCl(3)} (large dark-red
object).
electron pairs (2σ 2(C), cf. Table 3) with all the other QTAIMbasins,
whereby 83% are shared with the 4 bonding partners and another
11% with the basins of the second CS. The remaining 6% of pairs
are shared with more distant basins.
In case of graphite each carbon QTAIM atom shares ςc(C) =
3×1.20 = 3.60 pairs with its 3 bonding partners, see Figure 5where
the light-red basin is surrounded by 3 dark-red basins within the
same sheet. Additionally, the carbon basin is surrounded by nearest
carbon basins from the neighboring sheets. More speciﬁcally, the
light-red basin at the C(2b) position is in contact with one C(2b)
basin (light-red, δ = 0.02), and three C(2c) basins (δ = 0.007, not
shown in Fig. 5), above and below, whereas the basin at the C(2c)
position touches three C(2b) (δ = 0.007) and three C(2c) basins,
δ = 0.006, above and below. Thus, the carbon basin at the C(2b)
and C(2c) positions shares only 2 × 0.02 + 6 × 0.007 = 0.082 and
6 × 0.007 + 6 × 0.006 = 0.078 pairs, respectively, with the nearest
basins of the neighboring carbon sheets. Those basins together with
the 3 bonding partners form the ﬁrst CS, sharing 3.682 and 3.678
pairs with the central atomic basin at C(2b) and C(2c), respectively,
yielding ςd(C(2b)) = 0.64 and ςd(C(2c)) = 0.58 of distant shared
pairs.
Surprisingly, the fractions of distant shared electronpairs for both
carbon modiﬁcations are similar, xd(C) ≈ 0.15, actually showing
that the modiﬁcations should not differ in the degree of long-range
delocalization as described by electron pairing. However, detailed
analysis of theDI values between atoms at different positions reveals
the variance in distant pairing. The DIs between QTAIM basins
within the same layer (δ(C1, C3), cf. Figure 6 and Table 6) are larger
in graphite than in diamond indicating higher degree of electron
delocalization in the former. The atomic basin C1 shares roughly
0.35 pairs with the C3 atomic basins (6 basins of the second CS,
i.e., 6×0.058 = 0.348) of the same sheet (12×0.039 = 0.468 pairs
in case of diamond). Even for the relatively distant para-position in
graphite (third CS) the DI of δ(C1, C4) = 0.038 was found (in
contrast to δ(C1, C4) = 0.008 for diamond – there for the positions
in the chair conformation). Thus, now unsurprisingly, although the
fractions of distant pairs xd(C) for the respective modiﬁcations are
similar in magnitude, in diamond the delocalization spreads out in
Figure 4. Basins for diamond. Left: The dark-red colored QTAIM carbon basin is almost fully covered
by the light-red colored QTAIM basins of the closest C atoms. Right: ELI-D carbon core basins CC
(blue) and 4 ELI-D bonding basins BC,C surrounding a core basin.
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Figure 5. Basins for graphite. Left: QTAIM basins for the carbon at
the 2b position (light-red) and the 2c position (dark-red). Right: ELI-D
carbon core basins CC (blue). Dark-red colored bonding basin BC,C sur-
rounded by 4 closes basinsBC,C (light-red and pink). [Color ﬁgure can be
viewed in the online issue,which is available atwileyonlinelibrary.com.]
3 dimensions (and decays fast), whereas in graphite it spreads out
in 2 dimensions, within the layers (and decays slowly).
In fact, the average DI for all contacts corresponding to para-
related carbon atoms in a 6-membered ring is known as para-
delocalization index (PDI).42,43 PDI was used as one of the ﬁrst and
simplestmeasures of aromaticity. It is interesting to note that the PDI
for graphite (PDI = 0.038) is lower than the one for the prototypical
benzene (PDI = 0.103 at DFT level,27 PDI = 0.105 at HF level43)
and comparable with the PDI for polycyclic aromatic molecules
like the C6 ring of C60 fullerene (PDI = 0.046, HF) respectively the
inner C6 ring of phenanthrene (PDI = 0.044, HF).43
ELI-D
Diamond and graphite show two types of ELI-D basins, namely, the
core basins CC and the bonding basinsBC,C (here the basin is located
between two carbon atoms, without an assignment to the atomic
shell of particular atom), cf. Figures 4 and 5. As expected, the carbon
core basins exhibit high LI and (correspondingly) small population
variance, comparable to the ﬂuctuation found for the Na core in
NaCl, cf. Table 4. The bonding basin in diamond has characteristics
similar to the ELF basin of C-C single bond in hydrocarbons, e.g.,
Figure 6. Numbering of the carbon atoms in hexagonal layers used for
Table 6. (In diamond the layers are puckered.)
Table 6. DI Between Non-nearest Neighbor QTAIM Atoms in Diamond
and Graphite.
Compound Contact d δ(C,C)
Diamond C1-C3 2.52 0.039
C1-C4 2.95 0.008
C1-C4a 3.88 0.008
Graphite C1-C3 2.46 0.058
C1-C4 2.85 0.038
C1-C4a 3.65 0.014
d: distance (in Å) between the two carbon atoms; δ(C,C): delocalization
index between the two QTAIM basins. For the numbering of the C atoms
see Figure 6.
in C2H641,44 (where N(BC,C) = 1.81 electrons and σ 2 = 0.97). The
BC,C basin in graphite is similar to ELF basin in benzene molecule
where N(BC,C) = 2.76 electrons and σ 2 = 1.30.44 The lower bond-
ing basin population of 2.59 electrons in graphite (as compared to
the benzene) could be attributed to lower formal bond order of 1.33
in comparison with 1.5 in benzene.
The DI values between the nearest ELI-D core basins are neg-
ligible (DI around 0.003, cf. Table 5). The carbon core in diamond
shares 0.114 pairs with each closest bonding basin (0.155 pairs in
case of graphite) which gives 0.456 pairs shared between the core
and the 4 bond basins in diamond, cf. Figure 4, respectively 0.465
pairs shared with the 3 bonding basins in graphite, cf. Figure 5
(which is comparable with the total number of 0.54 pairs shared
between the carbon core and all the other ELI-D basins (2σ 2, cf.
Table 4).
The bonding basin BC,C in diamond shares in total 2.10 electron
pairs (2×1.05, cf. Table 4) with the other ELI-D basins in the solid.
There are 0.228 pairs (2 × 0.114) shared with the 2 closest carbon
cores and 1.452 pairs (6 × 0.242) shared with the nearest bonding
basins, yielding 1.68 electron pairs shared between the BC,C and the
closest neighborhood. In case of graphite the bonding basin BC,C
shares somewhat more, namely 2.56 pairs with all the other basins.
It shares 2 × 0.155 = 0.310 pairs with the 2 closest cores and
4 × 0.429 = 1.716 pairs with the nearest bonding basins of the
same carbon sheet, cf. Figure 5 (together 2.03 pairs). The remaining
0.53 pairs are shared mainly with the more distant bonding basins
of the same sheet (there is only marginal sharing of pairs with the
ELI-D basins of the neighboring sheets, comparable to the sharing
with the next more distant core basins of the same sheet). From the
viewpoint of the electron pair sharing between ELI-D basins the
graphite can be regarded as quasi-2-dimensional system.
Na and Cu
QTAIM
Bonding betweenmetal atomswas studied bymeans ofDI in several
molecular metal cluster compounds of low-nuclearity (up to 6 metal
atoms).45–48 The DI values for homopolar metal-metal bonds range
from 0.3 for single up to 4.2 for multiple bonds. Non-negligible pair
interactions between distant metal atoms (with δ(M,M) ≈ 0.03),
e.g., between two Co atoms at opposite vertexes of the Co6 octa-
hedron in Co6(CO)6 were also observed.45 For the alkaline metals,
like Na, enhanced electron delocalization could be anticipated from
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Figure 7. Basins for Na. Left: QTAIM basin representing Na atom.
Right: ELI-D Na core basins CNa (blue) and the bonding basins B4Na
(dark-red and light-red).
the band theory viewpoint of nearly free valence electrons. In d-
metals only the s-electrons are assumed to be nearly free while the
d-electrons are traditionally considered as substantially localized.49
The ﬂuctuation σ 2(Na) = 0.80 found for the atomic basin in
the bcc Na (Table 3) is higher than for the QTAIM basin in the
Na2 dimer, for which σ 2(Na) = 0.50 yields 1 shared electron pair
(δ(Na,Na) = 2σ 2(Na)), i.e., a single bond.45 The atomic basin
in bcc Na, cf. Figure 7, is in direct contact with 14 basins, with 8
basins representing atoms at Na-Na distance of 3.66Å(curved zero-
ﬂux surfaces) and 6 basins representing atoms at Na-Na distance of
4.22Å(plane zero-ﬂux surfaces). The basin shares 0.10 pairs with
each of the 8 closest basins and 0.06 pairs with each of the 6 some-
what more distant ones (together yielding ςc(Na) = 1.16 pairs
shared with the basins in the neighborhood). Thus, the number of
distant shared pairs is ςd(Na) = 0.44, which is less than for the car-
bon basin in diamond or graphite. However, each Na has formally
only 1 valence electron available for the pairing and correspond-
ingly the fraction xd(Na) = 0.28 of distant shared pairs is higher
than for carbon. Clearly, the fraction xd(Na) for the atomic basin of
bcc Na is much higher than the fraction of distant shared pairs for
the Na ion in NaCl (xd(Na) = 0.05).
The ﬂuctuation value for the atomic basin in fcc Cu shows that
each QTAIM basin shares 3.78 electron pairs with the other basins.
There are 12 basins in direct contact with the QTAIM atom, cf.
Figure 8, each sharing 0.26 pairs (Table 3) with the central basin.
This yields ςc(Cu) = 12 × 0.26 = 3.12 of close shared pairs and,
correspondingly, the high number ςd(Cu) = 0.66 of distant shared
pairs. The long-range delocalization, manifested as non-negligible
DI values between distant atoms accumulated in ςd, was already
anticipated for metals.45 However, the relative value xd(Cu) = 0.17
is in contrast much closer to that for the diamond rather than for
bcc Na.
The relatively low number of valence electrons often results in
multicenter bonding in metals for which the multicenter bonding
indices50–52 would be more appropriate. But already the somewhat
simplistic interpretation of theDIs as bond orders (δ(M,M) ≈ 0.1−
0.3, cf. Table 3) ﬁts Pauling’s deﬁnition of metal bond as being
“partially covalent”.53
ELI-D
Like in other bonding situations, the ELI-D topology for met-
als reﬂects the atomic shell structure by series of spherical-like
localization domains, structuring of which increases with the dis-
tance from the nucleus. The analysis of the situation can be
simpliﬁed by formation of basin sets and superbasins represent-
ing core and bonding regions as described in previous sections. In
case of the transition metals the separate analysis of the penultimate
shell is important (for instance the 3rd shell of the Cu atom).
The transferability of the Na core, formed by the ﬁrst two atomic
shells, can nicely be seen by comparing the electron populations and
ﬂuctuations for the atomic cores in bcc Na andNaCl, respectively. In
both cases N(CNa) ≈ 10.1 electrons and σ 2(CNa) ≈ 0.20 (Table 4),
which means that the Na core shares 0.40 electron pairs with the
remaining basins in the solid.
The bonding region of bcc Na is characterized by ELI-D basins
B4Na located between 4Na cores and populated by 0.15 electrons, cf.
Table 4 and Figure 7 (with two B4Na basins shown). The small basin
population entail the relatively high ﬂuctuation σ 2(B4Na) = 0.14,
which is given by the difference between the electron population and
localization index, cf. eqs. (2) and (8) (note that LI cannot exceed
N2(B4Na), i.e., λ(B4Na) < 0.152 ≈ 0.02). The ﬂuctuation shows
that the B4Na basin shares 0.28 pairs with the basins in the solid.
Each B4Na shares only 0.011 pairs with a sodium core (as each core
has 24 closest bonding basins B4Na, there is a sharing of ςd(CNa) =
0.40 − 0.264 = 0.136 pairs between Na core and more distant
basins). B4Na has common faces with 4 nearest bonding basins B4Na
(with δ(B4Na,B4Na) = 0.011 pairs). All together, the bonding basin
B4Na shares around 0.09 pairs with the closest neighborhood, which
is only roughly the half of all pairs it shares with the solid.
Similarly to the Na core, the ﬁrst two atomic shells were also
used for the Cu core. The reason for this choice is the prominent
participation of the d orbitals on the bonding when transition metals
are involved, which often demands for a separate analysis of the
corresponding atomic shell. The Cu core region, cf. the small blue
basin CCu in Figure 8, encloses 10.48 electrons with the ﬂuctuation
σ 2(CCu) = 1.39, i.e., it shares 2.78 pairs with all the other basins.
This is much more than the pair sharing found for the Na or Cl cores
in the previous examples.
In fcc Cu the 3rd ELI-D shell of Cu is structured showing 6
ELI-D maxima with ϒαD = 1.400 (at the value ϒαD = 1.385, which
is the ELI-D value for the ring point located35 between the max-
ima, the atomic shell is represented by closed isosurface, yielding
Figure 8. Basins for Cu. Left: QTAIM basin representing Cu atom.
Right: ELI-D Cu core basin CCu (small blue sphere) surrounded by the
third Cu shell basins BCu(3) which constitute the basin set S{6BCu(3)}
(large green sphere); two bonding basins B4Cu are shown in dark-red
and light-red color.
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the structuring index54  = 1.400 − 1.385 = 0.015). Correspond-
ingly, there are 6 separate basins BCu(3) in the third shell of Cu, see
Figure 8, each populated by 2.73 electrons with high ﬂuctuation
σ 2(BCu(3)) = 1.47. Table 5 shows that the basin BCu(3) shares 0.423
pairs with the core basin and 0.460 pairs with each closest BCu(3)
basin. Thus, the large ﬂuctuation ofBCu(3) ismainly due to sharing of
electron pairs among the separate basins within particular 3rd shell
and the core basin, respectively. It is reasonable to merge the 3rd
shell basins into the basin set S{6BCu(3)}, cf. the large green sphere
in Figure 8, spatially representing the 3rd atomic shell of Cu (pop-
ulated by 16.40 electrons). This basin set shares 2.56 pairs with the
Cu core inside and, due to the ﬂuctuation σ 2(S{6BCu(3)}) = 2.76,
shares 2 × 2.76 − 2.56 = 2.96 pairs with all the remaining basins
outside. Observe, that the Cu core shares 0.22 pairs with basins
beyond the surrounding 3rd atomic shell (with σ 2(CCu}) = 1.39
one gets 2 × 1.39 − 2.56 = 0.22). This is remarkable difference to
the Cl core in NaCl, which shares electron pairs almost exclusively
with the surrounding valence basin set.
In the region outside the 3rd shell basins of the Cu atoms ELI-D
maxima, centered between 4 Cu atoms, were found (with ϒαD =
0.938). The corresponding bonding basins B4Cu, cf. Figure 8, are
populated by 1.06 electrons accompanied by the high ﬂuctuation
σ 2(B4Cu) = 0.90. The basin B4Cu shares 0.262 pairs with each of
the nearest basin setS{6BCu(3)} and still 0.018pairswith theCucore,
which gives 1.120 pairs shared with the basins that can be attributed
to the closest Cu atoms (4×S{6BCu(3)} and 4×B4Cu). The nearest
B4Cu basins share only 0.051 pairs (i.e., together 0.306 pairs with
the 6 closest B4Cu basins). Thus, the remaining 2 × 0.90 − 1.120 −
0.306 = 0.374 pairs are shared with more distant basins (e.g., the
two red colored basins in Fig. 8) which once more illustrates the
extent of distant sharing of pairs in metals.
Similar situation of metal-metal bonding was found in metal
cluster compounds with ELF valence basins of relatively low pop-
ulation (less than 1 electron even for multiple bonds).48,55 High DI
values between metal core-superbasins (i.e., core given by above
prescription merged with the surrounding basin set of the atomic
shell containing the d electrons) and valence ELF basins, as well as
between the metal core-superbasins at short metal-metal distances
(≤ 2Å) were also reported.48
Conclusions
The localization and delocalization indices for few solid state com-
pounds representing particular chemical bonding situations were
presented. The indiceswere determined from the integrals of the pair
density over spatial partitioning based on electron density (QTAIM)
and electron localizability indicator ELI-D, respectively. In case
of single-particle function, like the electron density, the evaluation
within the unit cell is sufﬁcient. This is not the case for the two-
particle function, where the situation with the respective electrons
located in different unit cells can be examined as was shown for
instance for the hydrogen at different dimensionality.
The evaluation of the indices enriches the real space analysis
of the bonding situation in solids. Whereas the electron popula-
tion in QTAIM basins yields the information about the atomic
charges and supply hints to the polarity of bonds, the examination
of the delocalization indices describes the interaction between the
atomic species and supports suggestions about the bond order. Sim-
ilarly, although the electron population of ELI-D basins informs
about the ﬁlling of atomic shells, respectively basins connected
with bonds and lone-pairs, it is the inspection of the delocaliza-
tion indices that offers the possibility to describe the interactions
between the ELI-D regions. The long range interactions can be high-
lighted by the examination of the number of distant shared electron
pairs.
The compounds analyzed with the delocalization indices, i.e.,
NaCl, diamond, graphite,bccNa, and fccCu, respectively,were cho-
sen to cover the ionic, covalent and metallic bonding scenario. The
results ﬁtted well the usual chemical viewpoint of the representative
bonding situations.
Appendix
DI for Simple Lattices Using Corrected Ponec Model
In the original article of Ponec12 the integration was done over the
variables ni ∈ [0,N − 1] related to k-vector components ki by:
ki = 2πniNa (A1)
The integration limits used for ni were from 0 to N/2 which is equiv-
alent to [0, π/a] for ki. However, these limits do not correspond to
the occupied states for any of the lattices used:
• In case of 1D lattice these limits can be corrected by the shift
−π/2a since for the occupied states k ∈ [−π/2a;π/2a]. Because
the integrand in eq. (8) of ref. 12 contains just the difference k′−k,
any shift does not modify the result.
• In the multidimensional cases the numbers of the occupied states
(N2/4 for 2D, N3/8 for 3D) are also incorrect since they should
be equal to N2/2 and N3/2 correspondingly (half of the states is
occupied). Figure 9 shows the Brillouin zone, occupied states in
Figure 9. 1st Brillouin zone (large square), occupied states in the
free electron approximation, (gray circle) and Ponec integration region
(small bold square) for simple 2D hydrogen lattice.
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the free electron approximation and the region of the integration
used in ref.12 for 2-dimensional hydrogen lattice.
Following formula will be used further to recalculate the DI:
WAB = 4V2BZ
∫
BZ
dk
∫
BZ
ei(
k−k′)( rA− rB)d k′ (A2)
For 1D lattice the VBZ = 2π/a and the integration limits over BZ
are from −π/2a to π/2a:
WA(A+n) = 4 a
2
4π2
∫ π/2a
−π/2a
dk
∫ π/2a
−π/2a
ei(k−k
′)nadk′
= a
2
π2
∫ π/2a
−π/2a
eiknadk
∫ π/2a
−π/2a
e−ik
′nadk′ = 4
π2n2
sin2(πn/2)
(A3)
where n = 1, 2 . . . which is identical to the formula given by Ponec.
For 2D lattice the Fermi sphere is assumed to be a circle of
radius kF =
√
2π
a
so that its area is equal to the half of that for BZ
(VBZ = 4π2/a2), see Figure 9. The WAB between nearest neighbor
(like rA − rB = (a, 0)) is:
W squareAB
= 4a
4
16π4
∫ kF
0
dk
∫ 2π
0
k eiak cosφ′dφ
∫ kF
0
dk′
∫ 2π
0
k′ e−iak′ cosφ′dφ′
(A4)
Each of 2D integrals (over k and θ ) can be expressed56 via Bessel
function J1(x):
∫ kF
0
dk
∫ 2π
0
k eiak cosφdφ = 2kFπJ1(kFa)
a
(A5)
so that the WAB for 2D lattice is:
W squareAB =
2J21 (
√
2π)
π
≈ 0.156 (A6)
For 3D lattice theFermi sphere is a zero-centered sphere of the radius
kF =
3√3π2
a
. The nearest-neighbor WAB (for rA − rB = (0, 0, a)) is:
W cubicAB =
4a6
8π6
∫ kF
0
dk
∫ π
0
k2 sin θ eiak cos θdθ
∫ kF
0
dk′
×
∫ π
0
k′2 sin θ ′ e−iak′ cos θ ′dθ ′
∫ 2π
0
dφ
∫ 2π
0
dφ′ (A7)
Each of 2D integrals can be expressed as:56
∫ kF
0
dk
∫ π
0
k2eiak cos θdθ = 2(sin(akF) − akF cos(akF))
a3
(A8)
so that the WAB for 3D lattice is:
W cubicAB =
(sin( 3
√
2π2) − 3√2π2 cos( 3√2π2))2
π4
≈ 0.101 (A9)
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Metal-insulator transitions: a real space picture
Alexey I. Baranov, Miroslav Kohout, Max-Planck Institute for 
Chemical Physics of Solids, Dresden (Germany). E-mail: baranov@
cpfs.mpg.de
Traditionally the metals and insulators are distinguished by 
different filling of their electronic bands implying thus an analysis in k-
space. Electron localization indices (LI) showing the degree of electron 
pair exchange inside/between various regions of space represents an 
attractive alternative to analyze the electronic motion in real space [1]. 
Recently these indices have been made available also for solids which 
open new opportunities for the analysis of their electronic structure [2]. 
We have applied the LI to two different metal-to-insulator transitions 
in the current study.
First one is the observed experimentally pressure-induced transition 
of sodium metal having the double-hcp structure (Pearson symbol hP4) 
into transparent insulating solid [3]. It is found that the LI for QTAIM 
[4] and ELI-D [5] basins show different picture of electronic motion 
than for the metallic phase.
Another transition is a representative of large and very important 
class of Mott transitions which are driven by strong electronic 
correlation effects. A model system of 1D hydrogen chain calculated 
with spin-polarized DFT was selected for the study which provided 
qualitatively acceptable description of Mott transition for this case. A 
metal to insulator transition is reproduced as an abrupt increase of LI 
value for the QTAIM basin of hydrogen atom (see Fig.)
[1] R.F.W. Bader, M.E. Stephens, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1975, 97, 7391-7399. 
[2] A.I. Baranov, M. Kohout, J. Comput. Chem. 2011, in press. [3] Y. Ma, 
M. Eremets, A.R. Oganov, Y. Xie, I. Trojan, S. Medvedev, A.O. Lyakhov, M. 
Valle, V. Prakapenka, Nature 2009, 458, 182-186. [4] R.F.W. Bader, Atoms in 
Molecules: a Quantum Theory 1990, Oxford University Press, Oxford. [5] M. 
Kohout, Faraday Discuss. 2007, 135, 43-54.
Keywords: metal_insulator_transition, density_functional_theory, 
electronic_localization_indices
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Spin-wise decomposed compton profiles
Yoshiharu Sakurai,a Masayoshi Itou,a Teruhiko Mizoroki,b Yukihiko 
Taguchi,b Toshiaki Iwazumi,b aJapan Synchrotron Radiation Research 
Institute, SPring-8, Sayo, Hyogo, (Japan). bOsaka Prefecture 
University, Sakai, Osaka, (Japan). E-mail: sakurai@spring8.or.jp
A spin-polarized electronic state dominates the magnetic properties 
of materials and is decomposed into the up- and down-spin electronic 
states in a non-relativistic treatment. The spin-polarized state such as 
magnetization density is a central subject of magnetism and has been 
studied on various magnetic materials by neuton and X-ray scattering 
techniques. In this study we propose a method to decompose the 
spin-polarized state into the corresponding up- and down-spin states 
by a Compton scattering technique. This method provides unique 
information on the transport and magnetic properties of half-metallic 
materials.
When the incident x-rays are circularly polarized, the cross section 
for Compton scattering is given by,
where PC is the degree of circular polarization of incident x-rays, S the 
spin direction, k (k’) the wavevector of incident (scattered) x-rays, θ 
the scattering angle. C and Cmag are constants. The first term contains 
the charge Compton profile J(pz) and the second term the magnetic 
Compton profile J(pz). They are given by,
where nup(p) and ndown(p) are the electron momentum densities, and 
Jup(pz) and Jdown(pz) are the Compton profiles for up- and down-spin 
states. p=(px, py, pz) is the electron momentum. Both J(pz) and Jmag(pz) 
are accessible to Compton scattering techniques, and once the both 
profiles are normalized the spin-wise decomposed Compton profiles, 
Jup(pz) and Jdown(pz), are obtained through eqs. (2) and (3) [1].
In this presentation we demonstrate the feasibility of this method by 
showing its application to ferromagnetic manganites La1-xSrxMnO3[2].
[1] Y. Sakurai, Y. Tanaka, T. Ohata, Y. Watanabe, S. Nanao, Y. Ushigami, T. 
Iwazumi, H. Kawata, N. Shiotani Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 1994, 
6, 9469-9476. [2] T. Mizoroki, M. Itou, Y. Taguchi, T. Iwazumi, Y. Sakurai 
Applied Physics Letters 2011, 98, 052107.
Keywords: compton_scattering, momentum_density, magnetic_ 
material
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Molecular-scale 3D visualization of solid-liquid interfaces by 
FM-AFM
Hirofumi Yamada,a  Kazuhiro Suzuki,a Noriaki Oyabu,a Kei 
Kobayashi,b  aDepartment of Electronic Science and Engineering, 
Kyoto University. bOffice of Society-Academia Collaboration for 
Innovation, Kyoto University, Kyoto (Japan). E-mail: h-yamada@
kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Solid-liquid interfaces play essential roles in a wide variety of 
physical and chemical processes, such as crystal growth, electrochemical 
reactions and various biological functions. Investigations of atomic-
scale structures and interactions at solid-liquid interfaces are, therefore, 
essentially important for understanding theses microscopic processes. 
Force mapping method based on frequency modulation atomic force 
microscopy (FM-AFM) is a remarkable technique for atomic-scale 
investigations of interaction forces on a specific site of crystal surfaces. 
The technique has been used mainly in vacuum environments, where 
highly sensitive force detection can be performed due to the high Q-
factor in the cantilever oscillation. However, since significant progress 
has been made in FM-AFM in liquids over the past few years [1, 2], 
the force mapping method can be used for atomic or molecular scale 
investigations of interaction forces at solid-liquid interfaces, such as 
solvation forces.
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The domain-averaged Fermi hole (DAFH) orbitals provide highly visual representation of bonding
in terms of orbital-like functions with attributed occupation numbers. It was successfully applied on
many molecular systems including those with non-trivial bonding patterns. This article reports for
the first time the extension of the DAFH analysis to the realm of extended periodic systems. Simple
analytical model of DAFH orbital for single-band solids is introduced which allows to rationalize
typical features that DAFH orbitals for extended systems may possess. In particular, a connection
between Wannier and DAFH orbitals has been analyzed. The analysis of DAFH orbitals on the basis
of DFT calculations is applied to hydrogen lattices of different dimensions as well as to the solids
diamond, graphite, Na, Cu and NaCl. In case of hydrogen lattices, remarkable similarity is found be-
tween the DAFH orbitals evaluated with both the analytical approach and DFT. In case of the selected
ionic and covalent solids the DAFH orbitals deliver bonding descriptions, which are compatible with
classical orbital interpretation. For metals the DAFH analysis shows essential multicenter nature of
bonding. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4768920]
I. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary rapid development of materials science
is characteristic of the emphasis on the preparation of new
non-traditional materials with often unique physical, chemi-
cal and/or biological properties. As most of these materials
are solids, it is clear that any attempt at the rationalization
of the synthesis of such materials rely to considerable ex-
tent on the reliable description of their structure. For many
years the description of electronic structure and properties of
solids has been dominated by the physicists approach based
on the language of the band theory, Brillouin zones, k-vectors
etc. Such a description is, however somewhat unfamiliar to
chemists, whose long term experience with the description
of molecular structures relies on other bonding paradigms
such as chemical bonds, bond orders, valences etc. The sit-
uation is, however, changing and the need for more efficient
dialog between solid state physicists who posses tools for
the description of the solid state and chemists, whose task
is the actual synthesis of the new materials starts to initiate
the efforts at the build up of possible links between the ab-
stract language of the band theory and more intuitive chem-
ical approaches.1–5 An example in this respect is, e.g., the
concept of crystal orbital overlap population2 or related gen-
eralization of the concept of bond order or bond index to in-
finite periodical structures.6–8 In addition to these new ex-
tensions, the theoretical tools for the extraction of structural
information from sophisticated wave functions has recently
been complemented by the methodology known as the analy-
sis of domain-averaged Fermi-holes.9–11 The main advantage
of this approach is in that it provides visually appealing de-
scription of the various bonding situations following the spirit
a)Electronic mail: baranov@cpfs.mpg.de.
of classical Lewis model.12 Because of the usefulness that this
new methodology brought for the elucidation of the bonding
situation especially in molecules with non-trivial bonding pat-
tern such as metal-metal bonding, hypervalence, multicenter
bonding etc., it was extremely tempting to extend the appli-
cability of this new methodology to another class of systems
with inherently complex bonding arrangement, namely solids.
Domain-averaged Fermi-hole (DAFH) analysis is gener-
ally applicable to any type of wavefunction13 and can be ex-
tended to provide a connection to many chemically important
orbital-based concepts.14 This powerful approach was how-
ever never applied to solids. Recent evaluation of localiza-
tion/delocalization indices for solids6–8 has shown that the de-
gree of electron pair sharing can be relatively far reaching, for
instance in metals. It can be anticipated that the DAFH anal-
ysis can provide additional complementary insights into the
bonding in metals on the same footing with ionic and cova-
lent solids.
The following study reports for the first time the calcu-
lation and evaluation of DAFH orbitals for solids. This was
done analytically for simplest model single-band solids em-
ploying the approximation of non-overlapping local orbitals6
as well as using the density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions for hypothetical hydrogen periodic 1D and 3D lattices.
For a small set of solids as representatives of covalent, ionic
and metallic bonding interactions the DAFH orbitals from
DFT calculations were examined.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The electron pair density ρ2(r1, r2) determines the prob-
ability of finding two electrons (of any spin) in the respec-
tive volume elements dV1 and dV2 around the positions r1
and r2, with all the remaining electrons of the system located
0021-9606/2012/137(21)/214109/12/$30.00 © 2012 American Institute of Physics137, 214109-1
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somewhere in the space. It can be written as the product of
spinless single electron densities ρ(r) modified by the pair
correlation function h(r1, r2),
ρ2(r1, r2) = 12ρ(r1)ρ(r2)h(r1, r2). (1)
The departure of the electron pair density from the quasi-
independence can be inspected by introducing the hole part
C(r1, r2) of the pair density15
C(r1, r2) = 2ρ2(r1, r2) − ρ(r1)ρ(r2). (2)
For a wavefunction based on mean field theory only the same-
spin electron pairs contribute to C(r1, r2). In this case it re-
flects the correlative effects between electrons of same spin,
so-called Fermi correlation. In case of explicitly correlated
wavefunction the Coulomb correlation experienced between
electrons of opposite spin contributes as well. In the follow-
ing only the Fermi correlation is taken into account.
The integration of C(r1, r2) with r2 confined to the do-
main  yields the DAFH9
g(r1) = −
∫

C(r1, r2)dr2. (3)
Summing up the DAFHs for all the domains gives the total
electron density at the given position∑

g(r) = ρ(r). (4)
The integrals of C(r1, r2) with both coordinates restricted ei-
ther to the same domain  or each coordinate to different do-
mains  and ′ were used to define the localization (LI) and
delocalization (DI) indices.16–18 Thus, the integration of g(r)
over the same domain  yields the localization index whereas
the integration over different domain ′ results in half of the
DI δ(, ′) between domains  and ′∫
′
g(r)dr = 1
2
δ(,′). (5)
The integral of the DAFH over the whole space yields the
electron population of ∫
g(r)dr = N =
∫

ρ(r)dr. (6)
For a single-determinantal Hartree-Fock wavefunction the
hole part of the pair density is
C(r1, r2) = −
occ∑
i,j
φ∗j (r1)φi(r1)φ∗i (r2)φj (r2), (7)
so that the DAFH can be represented in the matrix form,
g(r) =
occ∑
i,j
Sij φ
∗
j (r)φi(r), (8)
with the overlap integrals
Sij =
∫

φ∗i (r)φj (r)dr (9)
between the occupied orbitals φi and φj in . For an orthonor-
mal basis (for example, canonical orbitals) the trace of the
overlap matrix S is equal to the domain population N.
The diagonalization of the matrix S allows to select a
new basis of so-called DAFH eigenvectors {ϕ˜i } with associ-
ated eigenvalues {n˜i } that sum up to the total domain popula-
tion N =
∑
i n˜

i . The DAFH eigenvectors remain orthonor-
mal (unitary transformation). However, now the one-electron
functions are orthogonal to each other also within the do-
main  (result of the diagonalization). Using the new basis
the DAFH reads
g(r) =
∑
i
n˜i |ϕ˜i (r)|2. (10)
Because the DAFH eigenvectors represent g(r) as a
weighted sum of squared orbitals the DAFH eigenvectors
{ϕ˜i } could be termed domain natural orbitals14 with associ-
ated occupation numbers {n˜i }.
An additional localization procedure employing the
isopycnic transformation19 is applied to symmetrize the
eigenvectors and their eigenvalues. The resulting one-electron
functions {ϕi } are termed the domain-averaged Fermi-hole
orbitals (with occupations {ni }). Then the DAFH is given by
g(r) =
∑
i
ni |ϕi (r)|2. (11)
The isopycnic transformation preserves the DAFH (Eq. (10))
invariant and the DAFH orbitals {ϕi } normalized to unity but
at a sacrifice of the orthogonality condition between the or-
bitals. Thus
ρ =
∑
i
|φi |2 =
∑
i
|ϕ˜i |2 =
∑
i
|ϕi |2. (12)
Moreover, in case of the domain natural orbitals ϕ˜ all the
occupation numbers are given as the integrals
n˜i =
∫

|ϕ˜i |2dr (13)
over the domain. In contrast, the DAFH orbitals ϕ, i.e., after
the application of the isopycnic transformation, usually do not
have this behavior
ni =
∫

|ϕi |2dr = pi (). (14)
Instead, the above integral yields the part pi () of the norm
of the DAFH orbital ϕi over the domain .
Indicators which are evaluated from the DAFH, e.g., the
delocalization indices can conveniently be decomposed into
contributions δi(, ′) from separate DAFH orbitals14
1
2
δ(,′) =
∫
′
g(r)dr =
∑
i
ni
∫
′
|ϕi (r)|2dr
=
∑
i
ni p

i (′) =
∑
i
1
2
δi(,′), (15)
where pi (′) is the part of the DAFH orbital norm over the
domain ′ (with ∑′ pi (′) = 1).
The isopycnic localization suggests the maximization of
the localization functional19
L =
∑
i
[
ni
]2 ∑
ω
[
pi (ω)
]2
, (16)
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which runs over the integrals pi (ω), cf., Eq. (14), for all
DAFH orbitals and all domains ω involved in the transfor-
mation
ni =
∑
j
n˜j U
∗
ijUij
ϕi =
∑
j
(n˜j /ni )1/2Uij ϕ˜j ,
(17)
where U is a unitary matrix chosen to maximize the sum in
Eq. (16). The isopycnic transformation was originally derived
to perform the localization of natural orbitals. For the appli-
cation to the DAFH density the localization functional L can
be rewritten, cf., Eq. (15), as
L =
∑
i,ω
[
ni p

i (ω)
]2 = ∑
ω
∑
i
[
1
2
δi(,ω)
]2
(18)
showing that the isopycnic transformation is minimizing the
spread of the contributions δi(, ω) of the DAFH orbitals to
the DIs.
A. Full-potential augmented planewave (APW) method
The full-potential all-electron APW method with local
orbitals is one of the most accurate computational scheme for
solid-state Kohn-Sham DFT.20 All the crystal space is subdi-
vided into interstitial region (IR) and non-overlapping atomic
muffin-tin (MT) spheres centered at atomic positions. Single
APWs taken at fixed energy are used as basis functions for
valence crystal orbitals. The APW is a planewave in the IR
and multipole-expanded function in the MT-sphere:
φn,k+ G(r) =
{
1√

ei(k+ G)r r ∈ IR∑
lm f
k+ G
n,lm (r)Ylm(ˆr) r ∈ MT
. (19)
The core states are treated in this method explicitly although
in a separate way. These states are spatially confined inside
the MT-spheres, i.e., zero-valued in the interstitial region.
Their radial parts are calculated using spherically averaged
crystal potential by solving the relativistic Dirac-Kohn-Sham
equation.
B. Domain-averaged Fermi-hole orbitals from band
structure calculations
The DAFH orbitals for solids are obtained following the
same procedure as for the molecules, with the one-electron
states labeled by k-point and band index n:
1. The DAFH matrix S is calculated and then diagonal-
ized. The approximated formula23 for pair density was
employed which guarantees the proper normalization of
the DAFH also for partially occupied states:
S
nk,n′ k′ =
∫

(√
να
nkν
α
n′ k′ +
√
ν
β
nkν
β
n′ k′
)
φ∗
nk(r)φn′ k′(r)dr.
(20)
2. The corresponding DAFH eigenvectors are then subse-
quently subjected to the isopycnic localization procedure
yielding the DAFH orbitals for the selected domain 
The density basins of quantum theory of atoms in
molecules21 (QTAIM) are preferably selected as the domains
for the DAFH analysis. The corresponding DAFH orbitals of-
ten represent the g(r) by means of relatively small number of
significant contributions, i.e., mainly by the sum
∑
i n

i |ϕi |2
of DAFH orbitals with large occupations ni . Such DAFH or-
bitals can conveniently be attributed to cores, lone pairs and
bonds.
The procedure involves the calculation of the overlap ma-
trices over the QTAIM basins for extended systems.7 The
DAFH matrices are then constructed from overlap matrices
and the orbital occupation numbers.22
Generally, the sum over the domains ω in Eq. (16) runs
over all the domains of the chemical system. In case of band
structure calculations this corresponds to the Born-von Kár-
mán cluster, defined by the k mesh being used. Since this
cluster can be quite large and the summation over all its do-
mains very expensive, we have limited the number of domains
involved in the isopycnic transformation to domains within
certain coordination sphere. As reported below, typically it is
enough to sum over the first coordination sphere (enlargement
of this region does not significantly change the results).
In general case the Kohn-Sham orbitals are complex.
Thus, the DAFH matrices are complex hermitian and the di-
agonalization as well as the isopycnic transformation are per-
formed for complex matrices resulting in complex DAFH or-
bitals with real occupation numbers. However, in all the cases
we are reporting here the orbital phases have just two values
differing by π , i.e., the orbitals can be made real by multipli-
cation with appropriate phase shift factor, similar to what was
reported earlier for maximally localized Wannier functions.30
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Analytical model of DAFH orbitals
The Bloch states of the isolated band formed by single
atomic-like local orbitals χa(r) = χ (r − Ra) are given by
φj (r) = 1√
M
∑
a
ei
kj Raχa(r). (21)
They are normalized to unity over the whole Born-von
Kármán cluster containing M cells. The local orbitals χa(r)
are then at the same time the Wannier functions localized in
the ath cell.
For the exchange part of same-spin pair density (only the
Fermi-hole is examined) the approximated formula23 can be
employed
gσ (r1, r2) =
∑
i,j
√
θ (ki)θ (kj )φ∗i (r1)φj (r1)φ∗j (r2)φi(r2), (22)
where {θ (ki)} are the occupation factors of the Bloch states
(i, j runs over the M possible values for the Nσ σ -spin elec-
trons with the total number of electrons N = Nα + Nβ). This
approach is similar to the approximation suggested by Ponec
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and Cooper for the DAFH analysis22 of correlated wavefunc-
tions. Alternatively, the Hartree-Fock-like expression24 could
be used in which case the square root of the occupation prod-
uct is omitted. This corresponds to the 1-matrix contribution
to the pair density, which for the Kohn-Sham wavefunction in
case of fractional occupations violates the normalization con-
dition
∫
dr1
∫
gσ (r1, r2)dr2 = Nσ .
Assuming that for a region  at the atomic position R
(for example, the QTAIM basin of that atom) the local orbitals
χ decay sufficiently fast6∫

χ∗a (r)χb(r)dr = δ R, Ra δ R, Rb , (23)
then the corresponding σ -spin DAFH can be expressed as
gσ (r1) =
∫

gσ (r1, r2)dr2
=
∑
i,j
[ 1
M
θji e
i(ki−kj ) R
]
φ∗i (r1)φj (r1)
=
∑
a,b
[ 1
M2
∑
i,j
θji e
iki ( R− Ra )e−ikj ( R− Rb)
]
χ∗a (r1)χb(r1),
(24)
where θji =
√
θ (kj )θ (ki) was used. For orbitals fulfilling the
condition of Eq. (23) the expressions in square brackets are
the elements of the DAFH matrix in the basis of the Bloch
functions
Sji =
1
M
θjie
i(ki−kj ) R (25)
and Wannier functions
Sba =
1
M
∑
i
√
θ (ki)eiki ( R− Ra ) 1
M
∑
j
√
θ (kj )e−ikj ( R− Rb)
= ∗a b,
(26)
respectively. a and b are the Fourier transforms of the
square root of the occupation distribution (separately for each
spin channel)
b = 1
M
∑
j
√
θ (kj )e−ikj ( R− Rb). (27)
The trace of the DAFH matrix for a Born-von Kármán cluster
equals the number of σ -spin electrons per unit cell
∑
i
Sii =
1
M
∑
i
θ (ki) = Nσ
M
. (28)
In the basis of the Bloch states {φi} let us define the function
ξ = ∑iciφi normalized to unity. The coefficients form the
column vector c with the complex elements
ci =
√
θ (ki)
Nσ
e−iki R. (29)
ξ is the eigenvector of the DAFH matrix S in the basis of the
Bloch states, cf., Eq. (25), as can be seen from∑
i
Sjici =
1
M
√
θ (kj ) e−ikj R 1√
Nσ
∑
i
θ (ki)
= Nσ
M
√
θ (kj )
Nσ
e−ikj R = Nσ
M
cj .
(30)
Thus, Sc = (Nσ/M)c with the eigenvalue Nσ /M. Because
the eigenvalue equals to the trace of the DAFH matrix S,
cf., Eq. (28), the eigenvector ξ is the only one with non-zero
eigenvalue. The expansion of the Bloch states with Wannier
functions yields the expansion of DAFH eigenvector in the
Wannier function basis
ξ (r) =
∑
i
ciφi(r) =
∑
i
√
θ (ki)
Nσ
e−iki R
1√
M
∑
a
ei
ki Raχa(r)
=
√
M
Nσ
∑
a
a χa(r). (31)
Since there is only one DAFH eigenvector with nonzero
eigenvalue, there is no need for the isopycnic transforma-
tion and thus obtained DAFH eigenvector is also the DAFH
orbital.
Equation (31) shows a connection between DAFH and
the Wannier orbitals – it is the Fourier transform  of the
occupation distribution which determines the weights of the
Wannier functions participating on the DAFH orbitals.
The Fourier transform  can also be used to express
the DAFH and delocalization indices, respectively. Inserting
Eq. (26) into Eq. (24) the DAFH can be expressed as
gσ (r) =
∑
a,b
∗abχ
∗
a (r)χb(r) (32)
and the σ -spin contribution to the DI between the basins 
and t, cf., Eq. (23),
δσ (,t ) = 2
∫
t
gσ (r)dr = 2
∑
a,b
∗ab
∫
t
χ∗a (r)χb(r)dr
= 2
∑
a,b
∗ab δa,t δb,t = 2|t |2. (33)
For the determination of the delocalization index δ(, t) two
cases can be distinguished
 for fully occupied band θ (k) = 1 for all k. Therefore,
t = 0 for all t =  and the DAFH orbital for do-
main  coincides with the Wannier function centered
at site R. The DI is zero due to the approximation
of non-overlapping local functions χ . Beyond that ap-
proximation, the DI will be determined by the decay-
ing properties of the Wannier functions.
 for partially occupied bands the distribution θ (k) is
generally a combination of piecewise continuous func-
tions, e.g., with non-zero values only at certain regions.
Let us consider two simple examples for the partially oc-
cupied bands. In the simplest case of 1D band the occupa-
tion distribution θ (k) will be (for each spin channel) the unit
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pulse :
θ (k) = 
(
k
2kF
)
=
{
1 |k|  kF
0 |k| > kF , (34)
so that, with the distance |Rt − R| = td between the atoms at
Rt and R (determining the basins t and , respectively)
1Dt =
1
VBZ
∫

(
k
2kF
)
e−iktddk = 2kF
VBZ
sinc(kFtd). (35)
Inserting kF = π/(2d) and VBZ = 2π/d the Fourier transform
1Dt for the half-occupied band reads
1Dt =
1
2
sinc(πt/2) = 1
πt
sin(πt/2). (36)
This yields in case of closed-shell wavefunction for the total
DI the well-known result6, 7
δ(,t ) = 4|1Dt |2 =
4 sin2(πt/2)
π2t2
. (37)
In 3D case assuming a spherical Fermi surface where only
the states with |k| < kF are occupied and employing Rayleigh
planewave expansion into spherical harmonics Ylm with spher-
ical Bessel functions jl (using T = R − Rt and the angular
coordinates ˆk, ˆT )
3Dt =
1
VBZ
∫
θ (k)e−ik T dk
= 4π
VBZ
∫
θ (k)
∑
l,m
(−i)lYlm( ˆT )jl(kT )Y ∗lm( ˆk)dk
= 4π
VBZ
∫ kF
0
dk k2
∑
l,m
(−i)lYlm( ˆT )jl(kT )
×
∫
Y ∗lm( ˆk) sin(kϑ )dkϑdkϕ
= 4π
VBZ
∫ kF
0
k2j0(kT )dk = 4π
VBZ
k2F
T
j1(kFT ). (38)
The result is valid for Rt = R, otherwise 3D0 = Nσ/M .
In case of the half-occupied 3D band (with
kF = 3
√
3π2/d, VBZ = (2π/d)3) along the (100) direction
(| Rt − R| = td) one obtains
3Dt =
( 3
√
3π2)2
2π2t
j1( 3
√
3π2t)
= sin(
3√3π2t) − 3
√
3π2t cos( 3
√
3π2t)
2π2t3
(39)
and the nearest-neighbor DI is7
δ(,1) = 4|3D1 |2
=
[
sin( 3
√
3π2) − 3
√
3π2 cos( 3
√
3π2)
]2
π4
≈ 0.101.
(40)
Thus, in case of non-overlapping local functions χ the
DAFH orbitals for partially occupied isolated band are given
by the linear combination of Wannier orbitals weighted by
oscillating-decaying functions (sinc(kFtd) in half-occupied
1D chain and Bessel function in half-occupied 3D simple cu-
bic lattice, respectively) which are dependent on the distance
between atomic basins.
It is interesting, that the oscillating, slow decaying be-
havior of DAFH as well as connected properties (DI, DAFH
orbitals) is caused by the Fourier transform of the occu-
pation distribution function which has steps in k-space for
partially occupied bands. Therefore, such behavior is due
to the presence of the Fermi surface. It is a signature of a
metal with long-range same-spin electron pair sharing. Simi-
lar oscillating-decaying properties were reported also for the
reduced 1-matrix of metals at zero temperature.25
All the above results were obtained employing the
approximation of non-overlapping local functions χ , cf.
Eq. (23). Although the fast exponential decay of Wannier or-
bitals was shown only in certain cases26 it seems to be logical
to assume in general that the overlap
∫

χ∗χdr = 〈χ |χ〉 of
the local functions in the atomic basin  is the largest for χ
centered in . For the functions χa centered at other positionsRa = R the following relation can be assumed for the overlap
in 
〈χχ〉 > 〈χχa〉 > 〈χaχa〉. (41)
B. DAFH orbitals and localized orbitals
The local representation of bonding in solids delivered by
the DAFH orbitals is reminiscent of that provided by the lo-
calized orbital (LO) approaches, e.g., by maximally localized
Wannier orbitals as probably the most popular one.31 Concep-
tually and technically, these two approaches are in fact quite
different:
 the LO are obtained employing unitary transformation
of the group of selected bands with the purpose to
change to an alternative local basis. The DAFH orbitals
are obtained with the purpose to get a natural-orbital-
like expansion of the domain-averaged Fermi hole and
include a step of non-unitary transformation.
 the occupation numbers of LO are usually not analyzed
since they are defined at the stage of the band preselec-
tion. In contrast, the DAFH analysis delivers different
occupation numbers for different orbitals which have
designated chemical meaning.
 as it was established for simple analytical model, in
case of fully occupied bands the DAFH orbitals should
be close to the Wannier orbitals. However, in case of
partially occupied bands these orbitals will differ.
C. DAFH orbitals from DFT calculations
The calculation of the DAFH orbitals was implemented
as a part of the DGrid program.27 It utilizes the results of
the solid-state DFT full-potential APW program Elk.28 For
the wave functions from the Elk calculations (using the lo-
cal spin density approximation with Perdew-Wang exchange-
correlation functional29) the electron density was computed
on an equidistant grid (mesh size around 0.05 a.u.) with
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TABLE I. Details of the APW DFT calculations with Elk.28
Cella RGk b lW b G c lV c
1∞[H] 2.5d 6 8 18 7
3∞[H] 2.5 6 10 15.5 10
NaCl 10.658 7 8 12 7
Diamond 6.727 7 11 12 11
Graphite a = 4.656 7 11 12 11
c =12.682
bcc Na 7.977 7 8 12 7
fcc Cu 6.831 10 11 15 11
aUnit cell parameters in bohr.
bExpansion cutoffs for wavefunctions.
cExpansion cutoffs for potential and density.
dInterchain distance 6.0 bohr.
DGrid. Then the QTAIM basins were determined, the over-
lap integrals were calculated and DAFH orbitals evaluated.
To facilitate the calculations the core states (for exam-
ple, those assumed to be well confined inside the MT-spheres)
were omitted from the evaluation, if not stated otherwise. For
all compounds reported here the MT-spheres are completely
contained in the QTAIM basins, so obviously the DAFH or-
bitals stemming from these core states are confined in QTAIM
basins as well. Thus, they do not meaningfully influence the
procedure for the generation of the DAFH orbitals.
The summation over the DAFH eigenvectors in the isopy-
cnic transformation, cf., Eq. (16), was limited over those with
eigenvalues larger than 10−6. Additional tests have shown that
an increase of this cutoff up to 10−3 does not affect notice-
ably shape and eigenvalues of the DAFH orbitals. Small set
of compounds was selected to get first insight into the DAFH
orbitals for typical solids
 1D and 3D hydrogen lattices as simplest model
systems
 NaCl as an ionic solid
 Diamond and graphite as covalent solids
 bcc Na and fcc Cu as metals
A fine logarithmic radial mesh (lradstp= 1) was used
in all calculations. The detailed information about Elk calcu-
lation parameters is presented in Table I.
1. Hydrogen lattices
The periodic hydrogen lattices are of special interest for
this study being analogues of the model systems analyzed
in Sec. III A. Unlike the analytical model, the DAFH or-
bitals from the DFT calculations have more than one non-
zero occupation, cf., Table II. However, in all cases one of
the (DFT) occupations is more than an order of magnitude
larger than the others. This points out that the approxima-
tion of non-overlapping local functions, cf., Eq. (23), works
quite well. The DAFH orbitals were found not to be sensi-
tive to the number of k-points used in the calculations. The
subsequent isopycnic transformation almost does not change
the DAFH eigenvalues (the largest eigenvalue changed only
at the fourth digit). This again points out, that the DAFH or-
bitals from DFT closely resemble the analytical model where
TABLE II. Largest occupations of the DAFH orbitals in H lattices.
Analytical 1∞H (6)a 1∞H (128) 3∞H (16 × 16 × 16)
1/2 0.4678 0.4749 1 × 0.3886
0 0.0211 0.0246 3 × 0.0305
0 0.0002 0.0005 2 × 0.0034
ak-mesh used is given in parenthesis.
the isopycnic transformation leaves the single eigenvector
unchanged.
In the DFT calculations the 1D hydrogen lattice is simu-
lated by chains of hydrogen atoms at the interatomic distance
of 2.5 bohr. The chains are placed at the distance of 6 bohr
from each other (the unit cell has the size 2.5 × 6 × 6 bohr).
Figure 1 shows the DAFH orbital (occupation 0.4749, blue
line) along the hydrogen chain for the DFT calculation using
128 k-points. Additionally, the 1D values obtained from the
analytical model described in Sec. III A are included as red
dots in each unit cell. The 1D values modulate the local or-
bitals yielding the eigenvector ϕ = ∑a 1Da χa for a simple
model of 1D metal governed just by the discontinuity in the
occupation distribution (i.e., due to the presence of the Fermi
surface). Nice correspondence can be observed between the
DAFH orbital values from the two different approaches.
The DAFH orbital (occupation 0.4749) from the DFT
calculation of the 1D hydrogen chain, presented in Fig. 2 by
isosurfaces of orbital amplitude, exhibits a decaying wave-
like modulation. The orbital shows clearly multicenter charac-
ter being essentially delocalized over 3 neighboring QTAIM
basins, observe the transparent red colored isosurface with or-
bital amplitude of 0.145 located within as well as next to the
highlighted unit cell (here also the QTAIM basin).
Figure 3 shows the DAFH orbital (occupation 0.3886,
blue line) along the (001) direction for the cubic hydrogen lat-
tice from the DFT calculation. The 3D values obtained from
the analytical model, cf., Eq. (39), are marked in each unit cell
as red dots (like for the 1D chain the 3D values modulate the
local orbitals). The maximal values of the DFT orbitals within
each unit cell are relatively close the maximal analytical
FIG. 1. DAFH orbital from the DFT calculation (occupation 0.4749, blue
line) for the 1D hydrogen chain. Dashed vertical lines show the boundaries
of the QTAIM basins with the hydrogen atoms in the basin middle (DAFH
basin shaded). Red dots represent the 1D values (Eq. (36)) rescaled to match
the highest maximum of the DFT orbital.
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FIG. 2. DAFH orbital from the DFT calculation (occupation 0.4749) for the
1D hydrogen chain. The isosurfaces of orbital amplitude 0.145 (transparent,
red) encloses 3 H atoms. The 0.02-isosurfaces (solid, red and blue) are col-
ored with the orbital sign. The basin of the DAFH orbital is highlighted by
black wireframe. H atomic positions are shown as small gray spheres.
orbital values (i.e., the 3D values). This is especially true
in the vicinity of the DAFH basin (gray shaded) where the or-
bital amplitudes are large. At larger distances the differences
are more pronounced. As was already noticed, the approx-
imation Eq. (23) works better in 1D than in the 3D case.7
Similarly to the 1D chain, the resulting DAFH orbitals are
not sensitive to the number of k-points used in the DFT cal-
culation. Additionally, the isopycnic transformation has only
minor influence. The isosurfaces of the DFT DAFH orbital
are presented in Fig. 4. The orbital has multicenter character
and leaves the impression as being modulated by a decaying
spherical radial wave.
The localization degree of the DAFH orbital ϕi within the
domain a can be evaluated by the part pi (a) of its norm
found in a, cf., Eq. (14). In Table III are compiled the norm
fractions of the principal DAFH orbitals for the 1D hydrogen
chain as well as for the cubic hydrogen (analytic and DFT
results, respectively). In case of the analytical model the norm
fractions p() = 1/2 for the DAFH basins are identical for
the 1D and 3D hydrogen system. The DFT calculation yields
p() < 1/2 with the smallest value for the 3D system.
Further insight can be gained by the comparison of the
norm fraction confined in the basins of the first coordination
sphere (two basins around the DAFH basin for the 1D chain
FIG. 3. DAFH orbital from the DFT calculation (occupation 0.3886, blue
line) for the cubic hydrogen lattice along the (001) direction. Dashed vertical
lines show the boundaries of the QTAIM basins with the hydrogen atoms in
the basin middle (DAFH basin shaded). Red dots represent the 3D values
(Eq. (39)) rescaled to match the highest maximum of the DFT orbital.
FIG. 4. DAFH orbital from the DFT calculation (occupation 0.3886) for the
cubic hydrogen lattice. The isosurface of the orbital amplitude 0.0107 are
colored with the orbital sign. The basin of the corresponding DAFH is located
in the middle of the region. H atomic positions are shown as gray spheres.
and the 6 closest basins for the cubic hydrogen structure). The
value of p(cs) = 0.405 for the 1D chain as compared to
the value 0.303 for the cubic form, cf., the analytical results
in Table III, shows that the DAFH orbitals are less localized
in latter case.
2. NaCl
The diagonalization of the DAFH matrices for both the
Na and Cl QTAIM basins results in 4 essentially large (∼1.0)
eigenvalues (other ones are smaller than 0.04) out of 512 oc-
cupied valence k-states (4 × 4 × 4 k-point mesh). In the sub-
sequent isopycnic transformation were involved the 6 neigh-
boring Cl QTAIM basins for the DAFH orbitals of sodium
and the 6 neighboring Na together with the 12 neighboring Cl
QTAIM basins for the DAFH orbitals of chlorine.
The relevant occupations of the (valence) DAFH orbitals
for the atomic basins of Na and Cl are given in Table IV.
With the contribution of core states, they recover more than
98% of the population of the respective QTAIM basins.
The corresponding DAFH orbitals are shown in Fig. 5. Evi-
dently, the orbitals exhibit s- and p-like shapes (the amplitude
isosurfaces are colored with the orbital phase with 0 and ±π
TABLE III. Norm fractions p over the atomic basins for the DAFH or-
bitals with highest occupation.
p() a p(cs) b p( + cs)
1∞[H] analytical 1/2 0.405 0.905c
1∞[H] DFTd 0.475 0.424 0.899
3∞[H] analytical 1/2 0.303 0.803e
3∞[H] DFT 0.389 0.372 0.761
aNorm fraction over the DAFH basin .
bNorm fraction over basins cs of the first coordination shell.
c2
[|1D0 |2 + 2|1D1 |2] = 12 + 4π2 .
d128 k points.
e2
[|3D0 |2 + 6|3D1 |2] .
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TABLE IV. DAFH orbital occupations for solids.
ni
a pi ()b pi (cs)c
∑
i n

i
d N e
NaCl (Na) 1 × 2.00 (s) 1.00 0.00 9.96 10.15
3 × 1.99 (p) 0.99 0.01 (6Cl)
NaCl (Cl) 1 × 1.98 (s) 0.99 0.01 (6Na+12Cl) 17.66 17.85
3 × 1.89 (p) 0.95 0.05 (6Na+12Cl)
Diamond 1 × 2.00 (s) 1.00 0.00 5.76 6.00
4 × 0.94 (σ ) 0.48 0.46 (4C)
Graphite 1 × 2.00 (s) 1.00 0.00 5.91 6.14
(2b) 3 × 1.00 (σ ) 0.51 0.46 (3C+2C)
1 × 0.91 (π ) 0.46 0.38 (3C+2C)
Graphite 1 × 2.00 (s) 1.00 0.00 5.67 5.86
(2c) 3 × 0.93 (σ ) 0.48 0.49 (3C)
1 × 0.88 (π ) 0.44 0.39 (3C)
bcc Na 1 × 2.00 (s) 1.00 0.00 10.96 11.00
3 × 2.00 (p) 1.00 0.00
1 × 0.60 (s) 0.30 0.56 (8Na+6Na)
3 × 0.12 (p) 0.06 0.60 (8Na+6Na)
fcc Cu 1 × 2.00 (s) 1.00 0.00 28.97 29.00
3 × 2.00 (p) 1.00 0.00
2 × 1.90 (d) 0.95 0.04 (12Cu)
3 × 1.86 (d) 0.93 0.05 (12Cu)
1 × 0.69 (s) 0.35 0.55 (12Cu)
3 × 0.24 (p) 0.12 0.70 (12Cu)
12 × 0.015 - -
aDAFH orbital occupation (total).
bDAFH orbital norm in the DAFH QTAIM basin.
cDAFH orbital norm in the QTAIM basins of the coordination shell.
dSum of DAFH orbital occupations (including core states).
eQTAIM basin population in electrons.
for real orbital of positive and negative value, respectively).
All the DAFH orbitals are well localized inside the corre-
sponding QTAIM basins (almost the complete orbital norm
is recovered within the DAFH atomic basin, cf., the pi ()
values in Table IV of 1.0 and 0.99 for Na and 0.99 and 0.95
FIG. 5. The essential DAFH orbitals for NaCl for the QTAIM basins of Na
(top) and Cl (bottom). The isosurfaces of the orbital amplitude 0.1 are colored
with the orbital phase according to the attached colorscale. Left: s-like DAFH
orbitals; right: p-like DAFH orbitals. The DAFH QTAIM basins are shown as
transparent surfaces. Na positions: red spheres, Cl positions: green spheres.
FIG. 6. DAFH orbitals for the QTAIM basin of the carbon atom in diamond.
The isosurfaces of the orbital amplitude are colored with the orbital phase ac-
cording to the attached colorscale. Left: core DAFH orbital (amplitude 0.1);
right: C-C bonding DAFH orbital (amplitude 0.15). The DAFH QTAIM basin
is depicted as transparent surface. The carbon positions are shown as black
spheres.
for Cl, respectively) so that according to Eq. (15) low DI val-
ues result7 as anticipated for ionic solids. The expected ionic-
ity of NaCl is also confirmed by the basin charges of ±0.85
e− computed from the basin populations of 10.15 and 17.85
electrons for Na and Cl, respectively (cf., Table IV).
3. Diamond
The DAFH orbitals for diamond were evaluated from the
DFT calculation employing the mesh of 4 × 4 × 4 k-points.
The isopycnic transformation, cf., Eq. (16), was performed
over the QTAIM basins of the four nearest neighbors. Only
five DAFH orbitals have large occupations (see Table IV)
whereas other occupations are below 0.02 and thus omitted.
The sum of the five essential occupation values recovers about
96% of the QTAIM basin population.
The DAFH orbital with the occupation close to 2 is, of
course, almost completely localized inside the DAFH QTAIM
basin, pi () = 1.0, and can be equated with the carbon core
orbital, cf., the left diagram in Fig. 6. The 4 other DAFH or-
bitals with occupations close to 0.94 can be attributed to the
(half occupied) C–C single bonds, cf., the right diagram in
Fig. 6. Around 48% of the orbital norm is found in DAFH
QTAIM basin, 43% in the basin of the bonded neighbor and
about 1% in each of the 3 remaining closest neighbors of the
first coordination shell (CS), i.e., p(cs) = 0.46. This means
that roughly 6% of the DAFH orbital norm is found outside
the DAFH basin and the first CS, i.e., in ′ = R3 −  − cs.
From the 5 significant DAFH orbitals, listed in Table IV,
the localization index λ() of the corresponding carbon basin
 can be computed using the formula λ() = ∑i ni pi ().
This yields 2.0 × 1.00 + 4 × 0.94 × 0.48 = 3.80 which
is almost identical with the value 3.81 determined in pre-
vious calculations.7 Similarly, the 5 DAFH orbitals almost
recover the delocalization index between the DAFH basin
 and the basin nb of the bonded neighbor δ(,nb)
= 2∑i ni pi (nb), cf. Eq. (15). The evaluation gives 2(0.94
× 0.43 + 3 × 0.94 × 0.01) = 0.86 that can be compared with
the value 0.91 for the full matrix.7
However, the 5 DAFH orbitals do not fully recover the
number of distant shared pairs7 ςd() of the carbon atom
given by ςd() = 2
∑
i n

i p

i (′), cf. also Eq. (15). The
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evaluation yields 2(2.0 × 0.00 + 4 × 0.94 × 0.06) = 0.45
(i.e., roughly 0.11 per σ bond) in contrast to the value 0.74 for
the full overlap matrix7 (observe that the core DAFH orbital
does not contribute to the distant sharing). The discrepancy is
due to the exclusion of the weakly occupied DAFH orbitals
(with ni < 0.02) localized mainly in the outer region ′, i.e.,
with pi (′) ≈ 1.0.
The DAFH orbitals were additionally generated using the
isopycnic transformation involving the QTAIM basins of the
first and second coordination spheres (instead of the four clos-
est neighbors only) as well as from the DFT calculation with
8 × 8 × 8 k-point using the isopycnic transformation over the
QTAIM basins of the first coordination sphere. In both cases
the results were very similar to the ones reported above (with
the largest occupation difference of about 0.001). Moreover,
the DAFH orbital shapes retained almost identical.
4. Graphite
For the two Wyckoff positions 2b and 2c the correspond-
ing QTAIM basins were determined (enclosing 6.14 e− and
5.86 e−, respectively) and the DAFH orbitals were computed
on the basis of the Elk calculation using the 3 × 3 × 2 k-
mesh, cf., Table IV. For each Wyckoff position only 5 DAFH
orbitals have large occupations whereas the occupations of
the remaining orbitals are at least 20 times smaller. These 5
significant occupations recover more than 96% of the corre-
sponding QTAIM basin charge. Like in the diamond, one of
the DAFH orbitals (with the occupation equal 2 for both the
2b and 2c basin) corresponds to carbon core s-state. These
DAFH orbitals are highly localized in their QTAIM basins.
In case of the 2b basin three of the DAFH orbitals have
occupations about 1.00 and can be attributed to the C–C σ -
bonds, cf. the left diagram in Fig. 7. About 51% of their re-
spective norm are found in the DAFH 2b basin and about 44%
in the basin of the bonded neighbor (additionally, 1% is found
in the respective basins of the two other closest neighbors of
the same sheet, thus leaving only 3% for the outer regions).
The σ -bond DAFH orbitals do not contribute to the basins of
the neighboring sheets. There is an additional DAFH orbital
for the 2b position with somewhat lower occupation of 0.91
that can be attributed to the (delocalized) multicenter C–C π -
bond, cf., the right diagram in Fig. 7. About 46% of its norm
FIG. 7. DAFH orbitals for the QTAIM basin at 2b Wyckoff position in
graphite. The isosurfaces of the orbital amplitude are colored with the orbital
phase according to the attached colorscale. Left: the σ -type DAFH orbital
(amplitude 0.15); right: π -type DAFH orbital (amplitude 0.11). The DAFH
QTAIM basin is represented by the transparent surface. The carbon positions
are shown as black spheres.
is found in DAFH QTAIM basin and about 12% in each of
the three neighbor basins of the same sheet (and 1% for the
basins of the neighboring layers above and below, which to-
gether leaves about 16% for the distant basins).
Utilizing the DAFH orbitals the delocalization index for
the C–C bond7 δ(,nb) = 1.2 can be decomposed into con-
tributions of σ and π DAFH orbitals (Eq. (15)). The DAFH
σ -orbitals for the 2b basin deliver the contribution of 2(1.0
× 0.44 + 2 × 1.0 × 0.01) = 0.92 pairs and the DAFH π -
orbital participate with 2(0.91 × 0.12) = 0.22 pairs giving in
total 1.14 pairs (the missing part is due to the excluded DAFH
orbitals with small occupations). Observe that the above con-
tributions of the σ and π DAFH orbitals to the C–C bond
order are close to the classical orbital bond orders of 1 and
1/3 for the σ and π components, respectively.
In previous study7 it was found that the numbers of dis-
tant shared electron pairs for the graphite and diamond are
very similar, cf., ςd(Cgraphite) = 0.64 and ςd(Cdiamond) = 0.74.
It was mentioned that the distant sharing in graphite acts
within the same layer whereas for diamond the long range
interaction spreads into 3 dimensions. Using the DAFH or-
bitals the distant sharing can now be compared for the σ and
π contributions separately. As described in Sec. III C 3 for the
diamond each of the DAFH σ -orbitals for the carbon basin in
diamond contribute by 0.11 pairs to the distant sharing (which
describes in certain sense the bond order of the QTAIM atom
with respect to the bulk). In contrast, each DAFH σ -orbital
for the 2b basin contribute to the distant sharing with 2(1.0
× 0.03) = 0.06 pairs only. The occupation of the DAFH π -
orbital is just 0.91, but the norm fraction in the outer basins is
higher, giving 2(0.91 × 0.16) = 0.29 pairs contributing to the
distant sharing. This is an interesting result showing that in the
viewpoint of the DAFH analysis the σ DAFH orbitals of the
diamond are more “bounded” to the bulk than the σ DAFH
orbitals of the graphite. The bulk (distant) “bonding” in the
graphite layer is carried mainly by the π DAFH orbitals.
The decomposition of the DI for the C–C bond as shown
for the 2b position can be performed for the QTAIM basin at
the 2c position as well. The DI δ(,nb) = 1.2 has of course
the same value. However, the occupation of the σ (0.93) and
π (0.88) orbitals for the 2c position is somewhat smaller than
for the 2b position. 47% of the σ orbital norm is found in
the QTAIM basin of the bounded neighbor (and 1% in the
two other closest neighbors). For the π orbital each of the 3
closest neighbors contains 13% of the norm. Thus, the DAFH
σ -orbitals contribute with 2(0.93 × 0.47 + 2 × 0.93 × 0.01)
= 0.91 pairs to the bond order of 1.2, whereas the DAFH π -
orbital contributes with 2(0.88 × 0.13) = 0.23 pairs (i.e., like
for the 2b position). Also the distant sharing for the QTAIM
basin at the 2c position yields contributions similar to the ones
for the 2b position.
The DAFH orbitals described above were evaluated for
each of two independent crystallographic positions 2b and 2c
utilizing wavefunction from the calculation with 3 × 3 × 2
k-point mesh. The isopycnic transformation was performed
over 3 nearest neighbor atoms from the same carbon sheet. In
addition, the DAFH orbitals were evaluated for the 2b posi-
tion with extended number of basins used for the isopycnic
transformation (which did not exhibit any noticeable effect
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FIG. 8. DAFH orbitals for the QTAIM basin of the sodium atom in bcc Na.
The isosurfaces of the orbital amplitude are colored with the orbital phase
according to the attached colorscale. Left: half of the s-type DAFH orbital
(amplitude 0.015); right: p-type DAFH orbital (amplitude 0.025). The DAFH
QTAIM basin is represented by the transparent surface. The sodium positions
are shown as red spheres.
on the DAFH orbitals). Utilizing a denser mesh of 6 × 6
× 4 k-points in the DFT calculation also did not change the
occupations and shapes of the DAFH orbitals.
5. bcc Na
The DFT calculation for the bcc Na was performed us-
ing 8 × 8 × 8 k-points. The sum of the eight highest occupa-
tions recovers (with the 2 core electrons added) almost exactly
the QTAIM basin population, cf. Table IV. There are one s-
like and three p-like DAFH orbitals well localized inside the
QTAIM basin (i.e., with occupations equal 2.0, pi () = 1.0
and not contributing to the bonding in the DI sense). These
4 orbitals look very similar to those for the NaCl shown in
Fig. 5.
The 4 fully localized orbitals are followed by 4 fraction-
ally occupied DAFH orbitals. The DAFH orbital with the oc-
cupation 0.60 is shown in the left diagram of Fig. 8. It resem-
bles somewhat the single DAFH orbital in 3D hydrogen lat-
tice and can be assigned to valence multicenter s-like orbital.
It is interesting to compare the shape of this s-like DAFH or-
bital with the values 3Dt from the analytical model (Eq. (38))
derived for the spherical Fermi surface. Figure 9 shows the
similarity of both representations for the (111) direction.
For the above s-like orbital 30% of its norm is contained
in DAFH QTAIM basin, 5% in each of the 8 nearest-neighbor
QTAIM basins and 2.6% in each of the 6 QTAIM basins of the
next nearest neighbors. Thus, the contribution of this DAFH
orbital to the DI between the nearest Na atoms (δ = 0.10)7 is
2(0.60 × 0.05) = 0.06 and in case of the next nearest neighbor
(δ = 0.06)7 the contribution is 2(0.60 × 0.026) = 0.03 cor-
respondingly. The s-like orbital contributes with 0.70 to the
bond order of 1.16 (i.e., 8 × 0.10 + 6 × 0.06) with respect
to the 14 closest neighbors. Additional 2(0.60 × 0.14) = 0.17
pairs are formed with more distant QTAIM basins (with the
norm in the outer regions pi (′) = 0.14).
The shape of the orbitals with the 3 relatively small oc-
cupations of 0.12 is shown in the right diagram of Fig. 8. The
orbitals can be viewed as decaying radial waves of p-type and
attributed to valence p-like orbitals with multicenter charac-
ter. They are essentially less localized than the s-like orbital –
FIG. 9. The s-type DAFH orbital for the QTAIM basin of bcc Na from DFT
calculation along the (111) direction (blue line). Red dots represent rescaled
3Dt values (Eq. (38) for VBZ = 0.977294 a.u.−3, kF = 3
√
3VBZ/8π ), so that
its highest maxima match with that of numerical orbital. Dashed vertical lines
show the QTAIM boundaries. Atomic positions reside in the middle of the
cells. The basin of the DAFH orbital is shaded.
only 6% of the orbital norm is found in DAFH QTAIM basin,
at most 12% in the basins of the 8 nearest neighbors and max-
imally 5% in the basins of the 6 next nearest neighbors (since
the orbitals are not spherically symmetric the values are not
all identical). The maximal contribution of the p-like DAFH
orbital to the DI with the nearest neighbor is 2(0.12 × 0.12)
= 0.03 and with the next nearest neighbor 2(0.12 × 0.05)
= 0.01 pairs. Relatively large part of the DAFH-orbital norm
is located outside the 8+6 nearest neighbor QTAIM basins –
roughly 34%. Thus, the distant sharing of the p-like DAFH or-
bital amounts to 2(0.12 × 0.34) = 0.08 pairs, i.e., around 0.24
pairs together for all three DAFH orbitals. This shows that the
relatively high distant sharing is dominated by the contribu-
tion of the p-like DAFH orbitals. To characterize the bonding
between the nearest neighbors utilizing the DIs not only the
s-type valence DAFH orbital needs to be taken into account,
but also the contribution of the three p-type orbitals should be
considered.
The above mentioned DAFH orbitals were determined
using the 8 nearest and as well as the 6 next nearest neighbors
in the isopycnic transformation. For test purposes the isopyc-
nic transformation was performed also over smaller region in-
volving only the 8 nearest neighbors. As in all previous cases,
there was no significant variation in occupations of the DAFH
orbitals as well as in the norm fractions and orbital shapes.
Additionally, the evaluation of the DFT calculation using 4
× 4 × 4 k-points shows practically the same results for the
DAFH analysis.
6. fcc Cu
Table IV reports the significant occupations of the DAFH
orbitals for the DFT calculation performed with the 8 × 8 × 8
k-mesh. The four DAFH orbitals with occupations close to 2.0
electrons are well confined inside the corresponding QTAIM
basin (pi () = 1.0). They can be equated with the Cu 3s and
3p states. These orbitals are followed by 9 DAFH orbitals with
lower occupations. Additionally, 12 DAFH orbitals with the
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FIG. 10. DAFH orbitals for the Cu QTAIM basin in the fcc Cu. The isosur-
faces of the orbital amplitude 0.05 are colored with the orbital phase accord-
ing to the attached colorscale. Top: triply degenerate d-type DAFH orbitals
(occupation 1.86); the QTAIM basin is shown as transparent surface. Mid-
dle: doubly degenerate d-type DAFH orbitals (occupation 1.90); bottom left:
s-type DAFH orbital; bottom right: one of the p-type DAFH orbitals. The
atomic positions are shown as red spheres.
low occupations of 0.015 were included in the table to get
reasonable occupation sum (the occupations are small but the
number of DAFH orbitals is high). Then the sum of all Cu
occupations in the table, yielding together with the core states
28.97 electrons, recover almost completely the QTAIM basin
population.
The five strongly occupied d-type DAFH orbitals, cf.,
Fig. 10, form two groups similar to the splitting of d-orbitals
into t2g and eg in the the field of Oh symmetry. The occu-
pations of the doubly degenerated orbitals (1.90) are slightly
larger than the triply degenerated ones (1.86). Each of the
double degenerated DAFH orbitals has 4% of the norm dis-
tributed over the 12 closest neighbors. In case of the triply
degenerated orbitals it is 5%. Together the d-type DAFH or-
bitals contribute by δ(Cu, 12Cu)d = 0.86 pairs to the DI be-
tween the DAFH QTAIM basin and the basins of the 12 clos-
est neighbor Cu atoms (first CS).
The next largest occupation (0.69) corresponds to the
DAFH orbital (the bottom left diagram in Fig. 10) which re-
sembles the s-type valence orbital of the 3D hydrogen lattice
as well as the bcc Na, cf., Figs. 4 and 8. The orbital spreads
out of the Cu DAFH-basin whereby 55% of its norm is found
in the 12 nearest QTAIM basins. Thus, its contribution to the
DI value is 2(0.69 × 0.55) = 0.76 which is of the same order,
as the contribution from all d-type DAFH orbitals.
The shapes of the DAFH orbitals with the three smaller
occupations (0.24), cf., the bottom right diagram in Fig. 10,
resemble p-type valence DAFH orbitals of sodium (Fig. 8).
For each of the p-like DAFH orbital only 12% of the norm
is found in the DAFH basin. Accordingly, about 70% of the
orbital norm is in the QTAIM basins of the nearest neighbors.
The three p-like DAFH orbitals contribute with 3 × 2(0.24 ×
0.70) = 1.01 electron pairs to the DI with the first CS.
It is interesting to see that the d, s, and p-type DAFH
orbitals yield similar contributions of 0.86, 0.76, and 1.01,
respectively, to the total DI value between the DAFH basin
and the first CS. Closer inspection reveals that taking into ac-
count the 12 DAFH orbitals with the very small occupations
of 0.015 electrons (and assuming that they are fully located in
the basins of the first CS) gives additional contribution of 0.36
pairs to the DI which then amounts to δ(Cu, 12Cu) = 2.99.
The norm of the DAFH orbitals in basins outside the first
CS is about 1%-2% for each d-type orbital, 10% for the s-
type orbital, and 18% for each p-type orbital. From this data
the distant sharing ςd(Cu) = 0.70 is given by the contribu-
tions of 0.30, 0.14, and 0.26 from the d, s, and p orbitals.
Thus, although the d-type DAFH orbitals are strongly located
in the DAFH basin they have the largest contribution to the
distant sharing. Like in case of the bcc Na the utilization of
less denser k-mesh of 4 × 4 × 4 points does not significantly
influence the DAFH analysis.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The DAFH orbitals for solids using a simple analytical
model were evaluated. For a single-band model of solid the
approach allowed to reveal a relation between the Wannier
and DAFH orbitals showing that both types coincide in case
of fully occupied band. For metals the Wannier and DAFH
orbitals are connected by the discrete Fourier transform of the
electron occupation distribution. The predictions of the ana-
lytical model were verified by comparison with the results of
the DAFH analysis using APW DFT calculations. Especially
for the 1D case the results of both approaches are nearly the
same.
On the basis of the Kohn-Sham wavefunction, resulting
from a DFT calculation, the DAFH orbitals were generated.
The analysis of the DAFH orbitals was examined for typi-
cal ionic and covalent solids as well as for the metals sodium
and copper. In case of the ionic solids the DAFH orbitals are
well localized in the corresponding QTAIM basins. For the
covalent solids the DAFH orbitals deliver a picture compliant
with traditional orbital interpretation in terms of hybridized
orbitals and σ /π -bonds, contributions of which to the total
bond order (as represented by the value of the delocalization
index) can easily be found. The delocalized bonding situation
in graphite was nicely revealed. Bonding in metals has es-
sentially multicenter character and is provided by fractionally
occupied s, p, and d-like valence DAFH orbitals which make
similar contributions to the 2-center delocalization index be-
tween nearest neighbors.
The DAFH analysis for the solids were found to be quite
robust and rather insensitive to the number of basins involved
in the isopycnic transformation as well as to the number of
k-points used in the bandstructure DFT calculation.
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Abstract. On the basis of QTAIM and ELI-D partitioning of position
space two- and three-center delocalization indices were calculated for
fifteen MB2 phases with the crystal structure of AlB2 type. The bond-
ing picture in main-group metal diborides is closest related to graphite
with dominant covalent B–B bonding, albeit with lower effective bond
order. For MgB2 an exceptionally large distant electron sharing was
found. Transition-metal diborides display smaller effective bond orders
B–B but higher effective bond orders TM–B and TM–TM than main-
Introduction
Metal diborides with the AlB2 structure type display a very
simple structure motif (Figure 1) containing flat graphite-like
honeycomb sheets of boron atoms separated by hexagonal
metal layers.[1]
Figure 1. Crystal structure of AlB2-type metal diborides.
This simple structure pattern is extremely chemically flexi-
ble: isostructural diborides are known for many metals ranging
from magnesium to tungsten.[2–6] Their physical properties like
high hardness, high melting point, and corrosion-resistance[6]
are of essential practical importance. The discovery of super-
conducting properties for MgB2[7] attracted an additional inter-
est in these borides.
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group metal diborides. The large chemical flexibility of this structure
type is caused by counterbalancing effects of B–B bonding vs. M–B
and M–M bonding. Different three-center fluctuation channels of
bonds B–B are found for main-group and transition-metal diborides,
namely B–B–B for the former and B–B–M for the latter. With the
technique of ELI-D/QTAIM intersection the increasing importance of
B24M bond charge fluctuations along each row of the periodic table
can be recovered already at the topological level of analysis.
The AlB2 family of intermetallic compounds was investi-
gated intensively with various experimental and theoretical
methods. The analysis of chemical bonding has been given
some attention with the focus to explain in particular the strik-
ing stability of this simple structure type with flat boron graph-
ite-like nets, to find the reasons of their distortion into puck-
ered nets in late 4d-5d transition metals (TM),[2] and to explain
their physical properties.[3–6,8,9].
The vast majority of the theoretical work was done utilizing
classical band structure approaches sometimes supplemented
with the analysis of theoretical difference charge density maps.
Almost all the publications analyzing the chemical bonding
in AlB2-type diborides MB2 report the B–B covalent bonding
within the boron sheets to be most important. The bonding
between metal and boron atoms is classified as of mixed ionic-
covalent nature, where some authors consider it to be primarily
ionic (in diborides of magnesium and transition metals[6,8]),
others as primarily covalent (in diborides of transition
metals[10]) even for the same diboride, e.g. TiB2. Ravindran et
al.[8] classified the Mg–B bonding in MgB2 as being almost
purely ionic, whereas in other publications “an important cova-
lent character” is stated for this bonding.[9,16] The bonding be-
tween metal atoms in diborides of magnesium and transition
metals was claimed to be metallic or metallic-covalent.[6,8,11]
Recently, position-space methods like the QTAIM (quantum
theory of atoms in molecules) method[12] and the ELF (elec-
tron localization function),[13][14] were also applied to
AlB2[15,16] and MgB2.[17,18]. In these studies the respective
M–B bonds were classified as primarily ionic. Remarkably, for
MgB2 the QTAIM analysis was applied to both, theoretically
calculated, and experimentally reconstructed electron densities.
However, transition metal diborides in the AlB2 structure
type were not yet characterized neither by QTAIM nor by any
electron localizability methods in position space.
F. R. Wagner, A. I. Baranov, Yu. Grin, M. KohoutARTICLE
In order to obtain a systematic bonding picture of the AlB2
structure type, position space methods for electronic structure
analysis were utilized to extract chemical bonding information
for all known metal diborides MB2 (M = Mg, Al, Sc, Ti, V,
Cr, Mn, Fe, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta, W) adopting this structure
at standard conditions but omitting the 4fn and 5fn (n  0)
metal diborides. The results for the “prototype” compound
AlB2 itself are somewhat artificial because it has been shown
that real aluminum diboride is non-stoichiometric with about
10% defects on the aluminum position.[15] At a minor level
the same feature is also known for magnesium diboride, which
crystallizes with composition Mg0.96B2.[17,18] It is not the goal
of this paper to model and investigate the influence of this
non-stoichiometry on the electronic structure. In the following
analyses magnesium and aluminum diboride were treated with
idealized composition MB2.
The paper is organized as follows: Based on the calculated
electron density and pair density, in the first section an analysis
of the QTAIM partitioning is performed employing two- and
three-center delocalization indices (DIs). In the second section
an analysis of the ELI-D (electron localizability indicator)
[19,20] distribution is presented, which includes the topology of
ELI-D, the space partitioning by ELI-D basins, the combina-
tion of QTAIM and ELI-D partitioning using the ELI-D/
QTAIM basin intersection technique, and the discussion of
two-center DIs between ELI-D basins. The picture obtained
and the connection between the results from different tech-
niques of analysis is summarized in the Conclusions part. The
paper is closed with a methodological part summarizing some
important aspects of the methods and techniques used.
Results and Discussion
Analysis of the QTAIM Partitioning
Topological analysis of the electron density revealed bond
critical points (bcps) for the nearest neighbor B–B and M–B
Table 1. QTAIM atomic charges, fluctuations, and delocalization indices in MB2 compounds.
Compound Qeff(M) / Qeff(B) σ2(M) / σ2(B) dab δab d δ dab δab dc δc
(B–B) (B,B) (M–B) (M,B) (M–M) (M,M) (M–M) (M,M)
MgB2 +1.594 / –0.797 0.45 / 2.20 1.782 1.00 2.505 0.06 3.086 0.00 3.521 0.00
AlB2 +2.149 / –1.074 0.79 / 2.39 1.735 0.98 2.378 0.11 3.005 0.01 3.254 0.01
ScB2 +1.455 / –0.727 1.56 / 2.19 1.817 0.84 2.529 0.18 3.148 0.05 3.517 0.02
TiB2 +1.338 / –0.669 2.30 / 2.20 1.749 0.76 2.380 0.25 3.029 0.10 3.228 0.06
VB2 +1.102 / –0.551 2.90 / 2.20 1.730 0.69 2.308 0.29 2.997 0.14 3.056 0.13
CrB2 a) +0.890 / –0.445 3.15 / 2.19 1.717 0.68 2.304 0.30 2.973 0.13 3.074 0.14
MnB2 a) +0.724 / –0.362 2.92 / 2.16 1.736 0.67 2.307 0.30 3.007 0.13 3.038 0.17
FeB2 a) +0.562 / –0.281 3.05 / 2.13 1.758 0.65 2.322 0.29 3.045 0.10 3.035 0.15
YB2 +1.497 / –0.748 1.60 / 2.17 1.899 0.83 2.699 0.19 3.290 0.05 3.835 0.02
ZrB2 +1.481 / –0.740 2.28 / 2.25 1.830 0.76 2.542 0.25 3.169 0.11 3.531 0.05
NbB2 +1.255 / –0.627 2.93 / 2.26 1.796 0.68 2.428 0.30 3.110 0.16 3.267 0.11
MoB2 +0.889 / –0.444 3.41 / 2.24 1.755 0.61 2.329 0.34 3.039 0.17 3.063 0.14
HfB2 +1.482 / –0.741 2.30 / 2.26 1.814 0.75 2.511 0.26 3.142 0.11 3.472 0.05
TaB2 +1.330 / –0.665 2.92 / 2.29 1.788 0.66 2.406 0.31 3.097 0.15 3.221 0.11
WB2 +0.983 / –0.491 3.46 / 2.27 1.744 0.60 2.316 0.35 3.020 0.18 3.050 0.14
a) Magnetic; Qeff(X): QTAIM charge of atom X, σ2(X): fluctuation of QTAIM basin population of atom X, dab(X–Y): shortest interatomic
distance /Å between atoms X and Y in the crystallographic ab plane, dc(X–Y): shortest interatomic distance /Å between atoms X and Y in c
direction, δab(X,Y): DI value corresponding to dab(X–Y), δc(X,Y): DI value corresponding to dc(X–Y).
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Figure 2. Positions of (3,-3) and (3,-1) critical points of electron den-
sity and bond paths for ScB2.
contacts in all 15 compounds (Figure 2.). In addition, interlayer
bcps between boron atoms from different boron sheets were
found in MgB2, ScB2, and TiB2. In experimental charge den-
sity reconstruction studies the nearest neighboring B–B and
M–B bcps and the interlayer B–B(c) bcps were found for
MgB2[17] and TiB2.[21] The interlayer B–B(c) bcps were only
found for MgB2, while for TiB2 cage critical points (ccps, (3,
+3)) were found instead. This discrepancy was rationalized
considering the electron density at the corresponding critical
point in the transition metal plane, which showed very small
magnitudes of the electron density curvature within the plane
such that their signs are very sensitive even to small errors.[21]
On the other hand, the sign of the density Laplacian is well
defined and positive, which supports the picture of dominating
closed shell interlayer B–B(c) interaction for both cases.
A more detailed analysis of the electron density topology
itself will not be undertaken herein. The subsequent findings
obtained by additionally utilizing the calculated pair density
(two- and three-center delocalization indices, ELI-D analysis)
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yield a rather complex bonding picture, and it is considered a
future challenge for pure charge density analysis to uncover
such scenarios from electron density exclusively.
Analysis of Two-Center Delocalization Indices
In order to get a quantitative measure about the degree of
electron sharing between the QTAIM atoms, the corresponding
two-center delocalization indices (DIs) were calculated. These
results together with the effective atomic charges Qeff(A) and
their fluctuations σ2(A) are presented in the Table 1.
At the beginning a separate section summarizes our previous
results on graphite[22] and connects them with the findings for
MgB2. Although not in the focus of the presented work, the
superconducting properties of MgB2 and their explanation as
“covalent bonds driven metallic”[23] may justify a slightly ex-
tended analysis of the electronic differences to graphite and to
the other metal diborides from a position space view.
Graphite and Stoichiometric MgB2
For an understanding of the peculiar electronic situation of
MgB2 a comparison with the DI results for the hexagonal
graphite phase[22] is useful. It should be kept in mind however,
that the hexagonal nets in graphite show an AB stacking, in
contrast to AA stacking in the AlB2 type.
From formal electron counting the carbon atoms (two crys-
tallographically different sites 2b and 2c) are non-charged and
display a formal C–C bond order of 1.33. The analysis of the
DI between the QTAIM atoms yields a consistent picture with
only marginal charges (0.08) for the QTAIM carbon atoms
and a nearest neighboring (within the ab plane) electron shar-
ing of δ(C2b,C2c)ab = 1.20, which is clearly above the single
bond value but also slightly below the formal bond order. The
carbon atomic basins display two further kinds of contact with
atoms of the neighboring nets. Atom type C(2b) has contacts
along [001] above and below the sheet similar to the B atom
basins in the AlB2 structure, which is the reason to focus here
on this one. The amount of inter-plane electron-pair sharing
δ(C2b,C2b)c = 0.02 is rather small. It is even smaller than the
in-plane electron sharing with the non-connected atoms in
meta- and para-position: δ(C2b,C2b)meta = 0.06 and
δ(C2b,C2c)para = 0.04. The second type of interlayer contact
of C(2b) basins is mentioned only for completeness since it is
very small (δ(C2b,C2c)c = 0.007) and is prevented in the AlB2
structure type by the metal atomic basins. The total amount of
close electron pair sharing for C(2b) atoms in the graphite
structure amounts to close(C2b) = 3δ(C2b,C2c)ab +
2δ(C2b,C2b)c + 6δ(C2b,C2c)c = 3.68. The amount of dis-
tant sharing of electron pairs is defined as the difference
dist(C2b) = 2σ2(C2b) – close(C2b) = 4.32–3.68 = 0.64. It turns
out, that with meta+para(C2b) = 0.45 electron pairs, 70% of
the distant sharing is caused by the intra-layer electron-pair
sharing with the six carbon atoms in meta- and the three atoms
in para-position.
The most similar system among the actual diborides is the
MgB2 one, which could formally be considered to contain
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boron atoms isoelectronic to carbon according to Mg+2 (B–1)2.
Indeed, from the actual analysis a rather high effective charge
of –0.78 e– per B atom is found, and only a small amount
of covalent electron sharing of δ(Mg,B) = 0.06. The nearest
neighboring DI δ(B,B)ab = 1.00 within the layer is signifi-
cantly smaller than in graphite, while the small DI between the
boron layers δ(B,B)c = 0.06 is larger than in graphite. It has
the same value as the small electron sharing δ(Mg,B). In total,
these three contributions sum up to close(B) = 31.00 +
20.06 + 60.06 = 3.48 shared pairs for the first coordina-
tion sphere of B. This is notably smaller than the value of 3.68
for graphite. Given the more similar values 2σ2(B) = 4.40 and
2σ2(C2b) = 4.32 for total electron sharing the amount of dis-
tant sharing of dist(B) = 4.40–3.48 = 0.92 is larger than in
graphite with dist(C2b) = 4.32–3.68 = 0.64. Considering the
largest intralayer contributions to the distant sharing the value
of meta+para(B) = 0.36 electron pairs turns out to be smaller
than in graphite with 0.45 pairs, which roughly scales like the
ratio of the nearest neighboring electron sharing 1.0/1.2, thus
supporting the notion of a proportionality between the ortho-
sharing and the meta- or para-sharing. Quite remarkably, with
61 % B atom distant sharing still missing, it becomes clear,
that in MgB2 the distant sharing is substantially larger than in
graphite although the intralayer distant sharing, as indicated
by, meta+para(B), seems to be similar.
Compared to all metal diborides investigated here, the boron
atom in MgB2 displays the smallest nearest neighbor valence
contributions close(B) = 3.48. Bearing in mind that for all
nonmagnetic transition metal diborides the total
effective valence 2σ2(B) of the boron atom is very similar
(4.34  2σ2(B)  4.58), this means that the distant electron
sharing dist(B)of 0.92 for MgB2 is also higher than for all
nonmagnetic diborides, where the highest value is obtained for
ScB2 with dist(B) = 0.68.
Stoichiometric AlB2 and TMB2
Adding one more electron to the system on proceeding to
stoichiometric aluminum diboride phase already marks the be-
ginning of certain trends, which subsequently constitute for the
transition metal series. The results given herein for AlB2 are,
while being interesting in comparison to group 3 transition
metal diborides, also somewhat artificial. Most importantly for
AlB2, the covalent B–B bonding is not increased although the
boron electronic population is higher. Instead, significant
metal–boron bonding with δ(Al,B) = 0.11 starts to develop.
The sum of δ(B,B)ab3 and δ(B,M)6 is increased as a
result of this interaction to a value of 3.60, which is the same
value as the intralayer nearest neighbor electron sharing
close(C2b) in graphite (see above). Compared to close(C2b)
the nearest neighbor sharing close(B) has even increased to
3.78, because a larger DI δ(B,B)c = 0.09 is found. With the
total effective valence of the boron atom 2σ2(B) = 4.78 the
amount of distant electron sharing dist(B) = 4.78–3.78 = 1.00
has even slightly increased compared to MgB2. Compared to
all the metal diborides investigated, stoichiometric AlB2 dis-
plays the highest boron valence 2σ2(B), however with a near-
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est neighbor valence contribution close(B) at the lower end.
This means, that it would have the highest distant sharing
among all diborides investigated, if it existed with ideal com-
position.
The increase of the δ(B,B)c is only specific to AlB2 and
does not mark the start of a trend for the transition metal com-
pounds. Its value is found to be the highest for all compounds
investigated here. The transition metal compounds quite con-
stantly keep a rather low value of δ(B,B)c = 0.040.01, al-
though the corresponding distance, given by the c lattice pa-
rameter, is monotonically decreasing (except for the 3 mag-
netic compounds) within each period.
At the onset of the transition metal series with the Sc and Y
compound, a significant drop of the DI δ(B,B)ab is found com-
pared to AlB2, which is accompanied by a compensating in-
crease of δ(TM,B) such that their summed contribution to the
boron atom effective valence is the same as a for AlB2. As
can be seen from the effective charges, the increased TM–B
covalence goes along with decreased net charge transfer TM
 B as expected. Interestingly, δ(B,B)ab becomes smaller
along the each row although the distance between boron atoms
decreases. This is rather unusual but can be explained by the
compensating δ(TM,B) contributions. The δ(B,B)c values be-
tween neighboring sheets are much smaller (0.03–0.06). Note-
worthy, there is no difference in δ(B,B)c values for diborides
with (MgB2, ScB2, TiB2) or without bcp between boron atoms
in c direction.
Along each row of the periodic table a trend of significant
step-wise increase of δ(TM,B) is observed, which is only inter-
rupted by the magnetic chromium, manganese, and iron com-
pounds, where it remains constant. For the total boron nearest
neighbor effective valence within each transition metal series,
the increase of δ(TM,B) in sum even outweighs the decrease
of δ(B,B)ab such that σ2(B)nn very slightly increases along
each period (except for magnetic compounds of V, Cr, and Mn,
where it stays constant at the value for VB2).
Noteworthy, for the TM-diborides the value of σ2(B) keeps
within a small range of 2.19 and 2.29 with a maximum at the
group 5 metals, and where the heavier homologues display the
higher values. This raises the question of how the boron effec-
tive valence 2σ2(B) and its nearest neighbor equivalent
close(B) can even slightly rise, while at the same time the
number of available electrons, monitored by the boron effec-
tive charge, is decreasing? As shown in Figure 3 this is ac-
complished by a systematic decrease of the number of basin-
localized electrons, monitored by the localization index λ(B),
in favor of the number of inter-basin shared electrons moni-
tored by σ2(B).
For the TM atoms the nearest neighbor contributions to the
valence strongly increase along each row of transition metals.
This is caused by simultaneous increase of the TM–B and (in-
tra- and interplane) TM–TM electron sharing, where the latter
are found only slightly smaller. Thus, the TM atoms’ covalent
interactions do profit from the systematic decrease of the a and
c lattice parameter through higher electron sharing contri-
butions δ(TM,TM)c and δ(TM,B), which consequently can be
considered the reason for the a and c parameter contraction.
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Figure 3. QTAIM boron atomic population N(B) (squares), localiza-
tion indices λ(B) (diamonds), and variances σ2(B) (circles) for dibo-
rides of main-group metals (black), and transition metals of the 4th
(green), the 5th (blue), and the 6th period (red) of the periodic Table.
Moreover, a strong increase of the TM atoms’ distant-sharing
contributions is to be noted, which is mainly caused by
TM–TM electron sharing, since boron atoms do not display a
corresponding high increase of distant sharing. Noteworthy,
the values of nearest neighbor sharing δ(TM,TM)ab,c = 0.14–
0.18 found for the final member of each series are similar to
the ones calculated for elemental metals, where values for
δ(M,M) between 0.10 (bcc-Na) and 0.26 (fcc-Cu) have been
reported[22]. This way, a TM partial structure with simple AA
packing of hexagonal 63 nets, is formed, which leads to an
effective (6+2) coordination. In MoB2 the distances
d(Mo–Mo) ≈ 63.04 Å + 23.06 Å are well comparable to
bcc-Mo with 82.73 Å + 63.15 Å.[24] It is worth noting
that for all metal diborides investigated herein a metal–metal
bcp in the electron density is not present.
Analysis of Three-Center Delocalization Indices
With the notion of fractional B–B bonds and a transition
metal partial structure characterized by electron-deficient
metal–metal bonding the question about multicenter-bonding
comes into mind. This aspect was investigated by calculation
of three-center delocalization indices δ(A,B,C). With the pri-
mary bonds given by M–M, B–B, and M–B, the investigation
of three-center bonding is subdivided into three parts, describ-
ing the important fluctuating charge contributions for each pri-
mary bond (Equation (15)). Exemplarily, MoB2 with one of
the largest δ(Mo,Mo)ab and δ(Mo,B) will be discussed first.
M–M Bond Fluctuations
The two-center sharing index δ(Mo,Mo)ab = 0.17 can be
decomposed (Equation (15)) into bond self-charge
Δ(Mo,Mo)self = 0.11 and fluctuating charge Δ(Mo,Mo)fluc =
0.06 contributions. It is found that 82% of the Mo–Mo bond
fluctuations are caused by DIs δ(Mo,Mo,B)ab = 0.04 such that
three-center bonding Mo–Mo–Mo with δ(Mo,Mo,Mo)ab
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= 0.005 turns out to be of minor importance. The ratio of
G(Mo,Mo) = 1.08 is close to the ideal value of 1 (see Equa-
tion (17) and subsequent explanations), which indicates a high
degree of three-center delocalization of the Mo–Mo bonds.
The amount of 0.89 for the summed contribution of four
δ(Mo,Mo,B) shows, that three-center bonding Mo–Mo–B can
be discussed, although the absolute value of δ(Mo,Mo,B)ab =
0.04 is small compared to the value of δ(H,H,H) = 0.44 in
prototype triangular H3+.[25] The reasons are the smaller values
of two-center DIs δ(Mo,Mo’)ab = 0.17 as compared to
δ(H,H’) = 0.44 in H3+, and the splitting of the bond’s
Mo–Mo–B delocalization capabilities into four separate con-
tributions δ(Mo,Mo,B)ab for each specific δ(Mo,Mo)ab.
Taking this into account[26] the obtained three-center DI
δ(M,M,B) of 0.04 is the highest possible for this situation,
which points to very strong three-center character of in-plane
bonds (Mo–Mo)ab. For diborides of the period 5 transition
metals the value δ(M,M,B)ab = 0.04 is highest for Mo, and it
decreases to 0.04, 0.03, 0.02 for Nb-, Zr-, and Y-diboride.
B–B Bond Fluctuations
The largest three-center delocalization indices for MoB2 are
of the type δ(M,B,B)ab = 0.10 with B–B being between near-
est neighbors in the ab plane. DIs δ(Mo,B,B)ab yield by far
the dominant contributions to the fluctuating charge
Δ(B,B’)fluc = 0.16 of a B–B’ bond. These contributions sum
up to 81 % of the B–B bond fluctuating charge Δ(B,B)fluc
and the same portion of the total value G(B,B) = 0.74. The
next smaller contributions δ(B,B,B)ab = 0.001 (nearest
neighboring boron atoms, occurring 4 times per bond B–B)
are found to be of only 10% in magnitude and their additional
inclusion yields 89% of Δ(B,B)fluc and G(B,B), which
means, that three-center bonding B–B–B is found to be very
small for MoB2. However, the total value G(B,B) = 0.74 is
far away from the pure two-center bonding situation because
of notable DIs δ(Mo,B,B’)ab. The value of G(B,B’) is not only
far from the ideal value of zero but also from G(C,C) = 0.2
for diamond [27] with conceptually no 3c bonding. It rather
approaches the ideal value of 1, and, therefore, clearly lies
in the region of 3c bonding. This scenario found for MoB2
systematically builds up along Y, Zr, Nb, Mo. For YB2 dis-
playing the largest 2c-DI δ(B,B) = 0.83 the value of
G(B,B) = 0.41 is the smallest. Along the period G(B,B) in-
creases as 0.41 (Y), 0.50 (Zr), 0.61 (Nb), 0.73 (Mo), which is
caused by a roughly constant value Δ(B,B)fluc ≈ 0.15 0.01
[(Δ(B,B)fluc = 0.14 (Y), 0.15 (Zr), 0.16 (Nb), 0.16 (Mo)], and
a significant decrease of Δ(B,B)self according to 0.69 (Y), 0.61
(Zr), 0.52 (Nb), and 0.44 (Mo). This means, that the total
three-center delocalization is kept virtually constant, while the
two-center character is decreasing.
At this point comparison with MgB2 is especially interest-
ing, because δ(B,B) is the largest and δ(M,B) is the smallest
of all diborides, which makes it a good candidate for a dif-
ferent scenario of B–B–X three-center bonding. At first glance
with G(B,B)ab = 0.35, Δ(B,B)self = 0.83 and Δ(B,B)fluc =
0.15 MgB2 is not far away from YB2, just continuing the trend
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Mo to Y. However, a closer inspection of the contributions for
Δ(B,B)fluc reveals, that δ(B,B,Mg) = 0.03 displays half the
value of that in YB2, while nearest neighbor δ(B,B,B)ab =
0.04 is twice as large. Thus, despite of having the same value
Δ(B,B)fluc the scenario of B–B bond delocalization changes
from metal-dominated in YB2 to slightly B-dominated in
MgB2, which is hidden in Δ(B,B)fluc due to roughly counter-
balancing effects. In sum, along Mg, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo the B–B
effective bond order decreases and bond delocalization is gain-
ing in importance because the bond localization (described by
Δ(B,B)self) decreases.
M–B Bond Fluctuations
The other important ingredient of the triangle (M–B–B)ab
is the M–B bond with δ(Mo,B) = 0.34. The dominant contri-
butions to δ(Mo,B)fluc are δ(Mo,B,B)ab = 0.10 (occurring 2
times per bond Mo–B), but contributions δ(Mo,B,Mo)ab =
0.04 (occurring 2 times per bond Mo–B) mentioned before,
δ(Mo,B,Mo)c = 0.02 (once per bond Mo–B), and
δ(Mo,B,B)c = 0.01 (once per bond Mo–B) are also non-negli-
gible. Three-center indices δ(M,B,B)ab increase linearly from
Y to Mo: 0.07 (Y), 0.08 (Zr), 0.09 (Nb), 0.10 (Mo). Decreasing
values of G(M,B) = 1.56, 1.53, 1.34, 1.10 are found for Y, Zr,
Nb, and Mo diborides, respectively, which is caused by the
slower increase of Δ(M,B)fluc along 0.08 (Y), 0.11 (Zr), 0.12
(Nb), and 0.12 (Mo) compared to the faster increase of
Δ(M,B)self along 0.11(Y), 0.14 (Zr), 0.18 (Nb), 0.22 (Mo). The
value of G(Mo,B) of 1.10 being close to the ideal value of
1 means, that the Mo–B bond is to be considered as largely
delocalized in three-center bonding. In detail, including only
the largest contributions 2δ(Mo,B,B)ab = 0.20 to the fluctu-
ating charge Δ(A,B)fluc yields only 55% (from 1/30.20 /
0.12) of Δ(A,B)fluc and a value of G(Mo,B) = 0.60. Addition-
ally including 2δ(Mo,B,Mo)ab = 0.08 yields 75% of
Δ(A,B)fluc and a value of G(Mo,B) = 0.83, and inclusion of all
four contributions discussed above yields 84% of Δ(A,B)fluc
and a value of G(Mo,B) = 0.92. In contrast to B–B bond delo-
calization with only one largely dominating contribution
δ(M,B,B)ab, for M–B bond delocalization there is a certain
range of different contributions with δ(M,B,B)ab being the
largest one.
Analysis of ELI-D Distribution and Space Partitioning
ELI-D topology shows only two bonding patterns for all 15
diborides (Figure 4). The simplest one, found for the main-
group metal and late transition-metal diborides, displays just
one type of bonding basin centered at the local ELI-D maxi-
mum in the middle of each nearest neighboring B–B in-
ternuclear line (Figure 4, left). It touches not only the atomic
core basins of two boron atoms but also of four M atoms and
thus has a synaptic order 6 (2B+4M). Another pattern, found
for early transition metals, has an additional bonding basin
with a maximum located above (or below) the boron atom
close to the center of the B+3M distorted tetrahedron. It tou-
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Figure 4. ELI-D basins and localization domains in MgB2 (left) and
YB2 (right). Light brown isosurfaces enclose 1.38-localization do-
mains of ELI-D with the maximum located at the midpoint of the B–
B contact; green isosurfaces enclose 1.308-localization domains with
the local maxima located above and below the boron atoms. Large
yellow bodies (left and right) represent the 2B+4M bonding basin,
green body (right) is the B+3M bonding basin below a B atom. Large
pink sphere-shaped basin represents the outer surface of the penulti-
mate shell of Y.
ches the core basins of three M and one B atom, i.e., its synap-
tic order is 4 (Figure 4, right).
According to the traditional interpretation of the synaptic
order,[28,29] these bonding basins would correspond to the 6-
center 2B+4M and 4-center B+3M interactions. However, this
purely qualitative concept does not take bond polarities into
account and nowadays serves mostly as an initial classification
of the basin interconnection. ELI-D bond basin polarities can
be analyzed on the basis of ELI-D/QTAIM basin intersec-
tion,[30,31] which extracts the amount of charge of an ELI-D
bond basin that belongs to one of the overlapping QTAIM
atoms. Analysis of the (2B+4M) and (B+3M) bond basin po-
larities on the basis of ELI-D/QTAIM basin intersection (Fig-
ure 5) shows, that for all diborides the bond basin populations
are dominantly attributed to the QTAIM boron atoms for both
ELI-D basin types (boron atom contributions xB(2B+4M) and
xB(B+3M) are larger than 67 %, Table 2), with the B+3M ba-
sins being the less polar ones.
As monitored by the boron atom portions xB(2B+4M) and
xB(B+3M) the polarity decreases along the TM series so that
especially the later TM metal atoms have non-negligible contri-
Table 2. ELI-D basin populations.a)
Compound N2B+4M(σ2) xB(2B+4M) NB+3M (σ2) xB(B+3M) Total population /f.u. Metal pen. shell N (σext2)
3N2B+4M + 4NB+3M
MgB2 2.58 (1.42) 96% – – 7.74 8.08 (0.30)
AlB2 2.91 (1.65) 91% – – 8.73 8.09 (0.35)
ScB2 2.38 (1.36) 93% 0.21 (0.20) 80% 7.98 8.76 (1.18)
TiB2 2.55 (1.51) 88 % 0.13 (0.13) 74% 8.17 9.50 (1.70)
VB2 2.74 (1.66) 84% – – 8.22 10.44 (2.17)
CrB2 2.74 (1.67) 82% – – 8.22 11.40 (2.40)
MnB2 2.73 (1.67) 80% – – 8.19 12.36 (2.27)
FeB2 2.67 (1.63) 80% – – 8.01 13.51 (2.96)
YB2 2.22 (1.27) 94% 0.36 (0.32) 77% 8.10 8.96 (1.18)
ZrB2 2.26 (1.28) 90% 0.41 (0.36) 69% 8.42 9.55 (1.63)
NbB2 2.62 (1.59) 83% 0.19 (0.17) 69% 8.62 10.37 (2.10)
MoB2 2.86 (1.77) 78% – – 8.58 11.37 (2.52)
HfB2 2.32 (1.39) 89 % 0.42 (0.37) 67% 8.64 12.41 (3.59)
TaB2 2.79 (1.70) 81% 0.14 (0.13) 70% 8.93 12.78 (3.96)
WB2 3.00 (1.86) 76% – – 9.00 13.39 (4.32)
a) N = basin population; σ2 = fluctuation of basin population; σext2 = penultimate shell basin fluctuation without the portion of pair exchange
to the inner-lying core basin set; xB = fraction of basin population attributed to the boron QTAIM basins (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Evaluation of bond polarity of the ELI-D 2B+4M basin using
the ELI/QTAIM intersection technique; red parts of intersected ELI-D
basin belong to four QTAIM metal atoms, grey part to two QTAIM B
atoms.
bution of that basin population. Along the period, the decreas-
ing boron atom portions xB(2B+4M) and xB(B+3M) are getting
closer in value and before their difference becomes 0.1 or less,
basin B+3M is found to merge into 2B+4M. The most polar
M–B bond is obtained for MgB2 (96% boron contribution),
where the notion of exclusively B–B bonding is justified best.
For the less polar cases a certain degree of multicenter bonding
B24M and eventually B3M is indicated. Although this is
not the same result it is still consistent with the results from
the DI analysis between QTAIM atoms presented before. The
three-center DIs δ(B,B,M) with a larger B–B than M–B char-
acter show that each B–B bond clearly takes part in four three-
center bonds B–B–M, which shows up in the purely topologi-
cal analysis of ELI-D and QTAIM intersections as polar
multicenter B24M bonding.
These conclusions are further supported by DI analysis of
ELI-D basins. The DI between basin 2B+4M and the adjacent
Chemical Bonding in Metal Diborides with AlB2 Type
metal penultimate shell basin is small for main-group diborides
(MgB2: δ = 0.04, AlB2: δ = 0.05 ppm) and steadily increases
from δ = 0.10 (TM = Sc, Y) to δ = 0.26 (TM = Mo, W) along
each row for transition-metal diborides (see Table S2 of the
Supporting Information). This confirms the view that the
2B+4M ELI-D basin should be considered as 2-center B–B
bond in MgB2 and AlB2. In the TM diborides basin 2B+4M is
increasingly involved in noticeable (δ ≈ 0.10–0.26) electron-
pair sharing with neighboring metal penultimate shells and
should rather be considered as representing multicenter bond-
ing between two boron and four metal atoms in line with the
three-center DI δ(B,B,M) values between corresponding
QTAIM basins (occurring 4 times per bond B–B).
The B+3M bonding basin appears for diborides of transition
metals of groups 3 to 4 and disappears for 5 group metals. In
comparison to 2B+4M basins they have much smaller popula-
tions and much higher fluctuations of population. It is reason-
able to suggest this basin to represent multicenter bonding be-
tween metal and boron atoms as well. From this point of view
the observed merging of basins B+3M into basins 2B+4M does
not change the overall picture.
Besides the bonding basins, the penultimate shell ELI-D ba-
sins of the metal atoms were investigated for TM-diborides
(Table 2). These basins touch by their inner surface the inert
core basin (invisible in Figure 4 and Figure 5), and there exists
a certain pair exchange between the penultimate and the inner
core shells, which contributes to the fluctuation σ2 of penulti-
mate shell basin population. However, this pair exchange be-
tween core and penultimate shell basins is not interesting for
chemical bonding. Table 2 shows the value σext2 for penulti-
mate shell basins, which is the part of the population fluctua-
tion caused by electron sharing with all the “external” basins,
i.e., all the basins except for the inner-lying core ones. This
fluctuation increases along the TM series, which clearly shows
an enhancement of external electron sharing of this shell. The
analysis of the DI between ELI-D basins shows increasing
electron sharing with 2B+4M and with other penultimate shell
basins of metals, which is in line with the enhancement of
polycentric bonding, M–B and M–M bonding. Additionally, the
fluctuation σext2 increase can be interpreted as a tendency of
metal d electrons to become less localized and more itinerant.
Unit Cell Parameters
The volume of the unit cell for metal diborides with AlB2-
type crystal structure decreases along the period. This could
be rationalized in terms of increasing number of bonding elec-
trons indicated for instance by the total valences (2σ2) of the
atoms or by the total number of the electrons in bonding
ELI-D basins. The a parameter slightly decreases along the
period, which seems to be a result of several trends: decrease
of B–B bond order, increase of M–M bonding in the ab plane
and the change of M–B bonding from almost ionic to more
covalent. The c parameter decreases more strongly due to en-
hanced M–B and M–M bonding (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Unit cell parameters of metal diborides with AlB2-type crys-
tal structure: solid lines – lattice parameter a, dashed lines – lattice
parameter c; green – metal atoms of the 4th period; blue – metal atoms
of the 5th period; red – metal atoms of the 6th period of the periodic
Table.
Conclusions
For main group MB2 phases the type of bonding M–B is
found to be predominantly ionic, such that the nearest neigh-
boring B–B bonding is closest to the graphite phase albeit at
significantly reduced values. Covalent electron sharing M–M
is negligible. Three-center DIs yield the main fluctuation chan-
nel of the B–B bonds to be in-plane B–B–B sharing. MgB2
and idealized AlB2 display a remarkably larger distant sharing
contribution of the B atoms than all transition metal diborides.
Whether this finding is related to the superconducting proper-
ties of MgB2 remains to be investigated in the future.
For transition metal diborides TMB2 along each row of the
periodic table interactions TM–B are becoming increasingly
covalent. In-plane and between-plane interactions TM–TM are
increasing, which is supported by decreasing lattice param-
eters. For the (non-magnetic) group 6 representatives this leads
to a well-defined 6+2 coordination with DI values similar to
elemental metals. The increase of electron sharing TM–B and
TM–TM is found to take place at the expense of B–B sharing.
Remarkably, B–B electron sharing decreases although corre-
sponding distances are getting shorter along each row. This
counterbalancing development of bonding features provides
the explanation for the chemical flexibility of the AlB2 struc-
ture type.
TM–TM three-center bond charge fluctuation was found to
be sizeable if related to the maximally possible extent given
by the increasing two-center DIs. Contrary to initial expecta-
tions it is mainly effectuated by electron sharing TM–TM–B
and not by TM–TM–TM. For TM diborides B–B three-cen-
ter bond charge fluctuations are found to be different from the
scenario for main group MB2 phases. It is effectuated via B–
B–TM electron sharing. The three-center DIs reveal, that the
main bond charge fluctuation channel of B–B bonds increas-
ingly becomes three-center B–B–TM electron sharing, which
is caused by the increase TM–B electron sharing along each
row of the periodic Table. This way the B–B bond charge
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fluctuation is found to be interrelated to TM–B bond charge
fluctuation via the same three-center index δ(B,B,TM).
The three-center bonding scenarios from DI analysis could
be related to results from purely topological analysis of ELI-D
and QTAIM by application of the ELI-D/QTAIM intersection
technique. This way, the increasing three-center fluctuation of
each bond B–B in the TM diborides, which is split into four
equivalent DI channels δ(B,B,TM), δ(B,B,TM),
δ(B,B’,TM), and δ(B,B,TM) is seen as a hexasynaptic
ELI-D basin (2B+4TM), for which the process B24TM in-
creasingly gains on importance along each row of the periodic
Table.
The introduction of three-center DIs into solid state chemi-
cal bonding discussion has revealed a complex scenario with
delocalized fractional bonds, which can expected to be more
the rule than the exception in certain classes of intermetallic
compounds. Uncovering such bonding scenarios from purely
experimental information is considered a challenge for future
studies.
Methods
Methods of Chemical Bonding Analysis
QTAIM
In the QTAIM method[12] each atom is given a unique part
of space solely on the basis of the electron density. From the
gradient vector field analysis of the electron density compact
spatial regions are obtained in which all trajectory paths end
at the same nuclear electron density maximum. These electron
density basins containing the atomic nuclei define the QTAIM
atoms. The QTAIM atomic regions are non-overlapping and
space-filling. For bonding analysis the average electronic basin
population N¯ (A) is obtained by integration of the electron den-
sity inside QTAIM basin A.
N¯ (A) = A ρ(r)dr (1)
The QTAIM effective atomic charge Qeff(A) is determined
according to
Qeff(A) = Z(A) – N¯ (A) (2)
where Z(A) is the nuclear charge of atom A. For completeness
it may be noted, that in some rare cases local electron density
maxima are found to occur,[32] which are not located at an
atomic nucleus, and whose basins do not contain an atomic
nucleus. For the presented compounds this situation does not
apply.
Localization and Delocalization Indices
Integrating the pair density over one basin provides the in-
formation on the variance (fluctuation) σ2(N) of the basin pop-
ulation[33] which, being multiplied by two can be considered
as the effective atomic valence[34]. Integrating the pair density
over two basins allows calculating the delocalization index
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(DI) which measures the extent of the electron pair sharing
between them. The DI value can be considered as a position-
space analogue of an effective covalent bond order.[34,35]
For the non-spinpolarized case electronic localization in-
dices (LI) λ(A) within QTAIM atom A and delocalization in-
dices δ(A,B) between such atoms A and B[34,36] are calculated
from the atomic overlap integrals Sij(X) and α spin orbital oc-
cupation numbers niα, njα according to
(3)
and
(4)
The overlap integrals of spin orbitals φi and φj in the atomic
region of atom A are given as
Sij(A) = A φi(r) φj*(r) dr (5)
Concerning the total number N of electrons in the system
and the average number of electrons for atom A important sum
rules are obeyed by the LIs and DIs
(6)
and
(7)
Thus the electronic population N¯ (A) of atom A can be con-
sidered to consist of a static “self-charge” λ(A) and a fluctuat-
ing “active charge” σ2(A),[36,37] which is mathematically just
the variance of the average basin population N¯ (A)[38], i.e.
(8)
Recently, the fluctuating σ2(A) charge on atom A has been
suggested to be decomposed into contributions from close
atoms close(A), i.e., those atoms B whose QTAIM basins touch
the considered QTAIM atom A, and contributions dist(A) from
distant atoms.[22]
(9)
Very recently, slowly decaying behavior of the two-center
delocalization index has been related to metallic behavior.[39]
The concept of two-center electron sharing has been shown
to be easily extendable to n-center sharing applying the same
formalism.[40] Specifically, similar to the two-center indices
the three-center indices obey the following sum rules:
(10)
and
(11)
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The genuine three-center indices are again calculated from
the atomic overlap integrals (Equation (5)).
(12)
It has been noted that the two-center indices can be calcu-
lated from the three-center ones, where, however, the opposite
is not possible.[37]
(13)
(14)
(15)
Obviously three-center bonding cannot be detected from the
two-center DIs, because the three-center DIs are summed into
the two-center ones. In analogy to the decomposition of the
atomic charge population N¯ (A) into a “self-charge” λ(A) and
a “fluctuating charge” σ2(A), the value for a two-center DI
δ(A,B) can be considered as a type of “bond charge popula-
tion”, which can be decomposed (Equation (15)) into a “self-
charge” Δ(A,B)self with contributions δ(A,A,B) and δ(A,B,B)
and a “fluctuating charge” Δ(A,B)fluc with genuine 3c-contri-
butions Σ δ(A,B,C).[41] If the bond charge fluctuations are
zero, i.e., the genuine three-center contributions vanish, the
bond charge δ(A,B) is just given by the three-center self-
charge Δ(A,B)self, and ratio S given by
S = (δ(A,A,B) + δ(A,B,B))/δ(A,B) (16)
equals 1.5. If, on the other hand, three-center bonding is “per-
fect”, taking as a reference the symmetrical three-center one-
orbital case as exemplified for triangular H3+, ratio S equals
1.0. For this reason ratio S is mentioned to characterize the
amount of three-center bonding for simple molecules.[42] For
more complex chemical systems we prefer to utilize a different
ratio G(A,B) to characterize the three-center character of a
bond A–B.[27]
(17)
The connection between S and G(A,B) is given according
to
S = (23 + 13G(A,B))–1 (18)
For dominating two-center bonding G(A,B) will be close to
zero, while it will be close to 1 for dominating two-electron
three-center type of bonding. Values of much larger than 1 are
expected to occur for chemically non-bonded atoms with small
2c-DI and small bond self-charges. For 4-electron 3-center
bonding negative values of G(A,B) may occur due to domina-
ting negative genuine 3c-DIs, which is a known effect. In con-
trast to the original ratio S, for a deeper analysis G(A,B) can
be conveniently decomposed into separate three-center contri-
butions δ(A,B,X)/((δ(A,B,B) + δ(A,A,B)).
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Electron Localizability Indicator
The electron localizability indicator ELI-D ϒσD(r) repre-
sents a scalar field in position space, which locally monitors
the number of electrons needed to form a fixed fraction of
same-spin electron pair.[43] Said roughly, its values are pro-
portional to the position-dependent probability that an electron
is alone around that position with respect to its same-spin part-
ners. It can be written as a simple product of the σ-spin elec-
tron density and the so-called pair-volume function
(19)
where the latter is calculated from the curvature gσ(r) of the
Fermi hole
(20)
For open-shell wave functions a unique method has been
devised to “merge” the differing spin α and β channels into
one ELI-D descriptor, namely ELI-D ϒ(t)D(r) for triplet-cou-
pled electron pairs.[44]
ELI-D is known to quantitatively (within about 0.1–0.2 elec-
trons) display atomic shell structure in position and momentum
space.[45,46] ELI-D topology, especially the local maxima in
the valence region, are known to display signatures for chemi-
cal bonding,[47,48] i.e., lone pairs and bonds. Applying the gra-
dient vector field analysis of the electron density employed in
the QTAIM method in an analogous way to the ELI-D distribu-
tion yields a complementary space partitioning in terms of ba-
sins of ELI-D. From their location and connection to neigh-
boring ELI-D basins they are classified as core basins, lone
pair basins, and bond basins. Integration of the electron density
within an ELI-D basin A yields its average electronic basin
population, similar to Equation (1). For each ELI-D basin it
can be investigated which spatial parts of it belong to neigh-
boring QTAIM atoms. This is done with the ELI-D/QTAIM
intersection technique. Since the QTAIM partitioning is a com-
plete one, a selected ELI-D basin is spatially completely seg-
mented into parts belonging to overlapping QTAIM atoms. In
the case of an ELI-D core basin no segmentation is found be-
cause this region is completely contained in one QTAIM atom.
For ELI-D bond basins the spatial segmentation is quantified
by integrating the electron density within each segmented part,
which was even used in the original work of this technique for
the definition of a diatomic bond polarity.[30] In a non-polar
diatomic bonding situation an ELI-D bonding basin is inter-
sected by the QTAIM atoms into two equal parts, each contain-
ing 50% of the basin population. In Figure 5 the asymmetric
intersection of the ELI-D 2B+4M bond basin is depicted.
Computational Details
The density functional theory within the scalar-relativistic
local density approximation (LDA, Perdew-Wang parameter-
ization[49]) was used for the self-consistent calculations em-
ploying all-electron (L)APW+lo+LO basis set with Elk[50] pro-
gram. All the compounds were calculated as non-magnetic ex-
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cept for CrB2, MnB2 and FeB2 which were treated imposing
ferromagnetic ordering. Experimentally determined unit cell
parameters of MB2 phases were taken from the literature for
M = Mg[18], Al[15], Sc[51a], Ti[51b], V[51c], Cr[51d], Mn[51c],
Fe[51e], Y[51f], Zr[51g], Nb[51c], Mo[51c], Hf[51c], Ta[51c], W[51h].
Detailed information about the calculation parameters is avail-
able as Supporting Information).
The total electron density and ELI-D were calculated on a
discrete equidistant grid in position space with the mesh size
of ca. 0.05 Bohr. The topological analysis (finding the attrac-
tors, basin evaluation, basin integration,[52] and calculation of
two-center delocalization indices[22]) was done with the pro-
gram DGrid.[53a] Calculation and analysis of three-center delo-
calization indices was done with the program DISIJ[53b] on the
basis of the complex atomic overlap matrices calculated before
with DGrid.
In the case of non-spinpolarized wave functions, α-spin
ELI-D has been used, while triplet-ELI-D ϒ(t)D(r) was em-
ployed for the magnetic diborides of metals chromium, mang-
nese, and iron.
Supporting Information (see footnote on the first page of this article):
Details of the Elk calculations, and a table of DIs δ(2B+4M, Mpen)
between ELI-D basins.
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Abstract. Topological aspects of the experimental electron density in
TiB2 reconstructed on base of the multipole model are obtained from
high-resolution single-crystal X-ray diffraction data. The features of
electron density are compared with quantum chemical calculations and
analysed in terms of Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules for the
interpretation of atomic interactions. In spite of some differences in
the Laplacian, both experimental and calculated density confirmed two
main bonding interactions. The B–B bond critical point suggests a
Introduction
Diborides of 3d transition metals MB2 with the crystal struc-
ture of the AlB2 type have attracted considerable research
interest due to special mechanical, chemical, and physical
properties including very high melting temperature, high elas-
tic modulus, high chemical stability, and good electrical con-
ductivity.[1] In the corresponding crystal structure of the AlB2
(C32) type, metal atoms form a simple-hexagonal lattice hav-
ing an axial ratio c/a slightly greater than unity. Crystallo-
graphic data reveal that the exchange of metal within 3d row
affects primarily the B–M distance in particular up to VB2,
where it almost levels off (Figure 1). A similar trend can be
found for the respective unit cell volumes. On the other hand,
the variation of the B–B distances is relatively small. Obvi-
ously, all these quantities are correlated with the 3d metal but
the degree of correlation is varying as, presumably, the valence
increases. The chemical flexibility of these compounds, as re-
flected in the respective structural parameters is explained by
counterbalancing effects of B–B bonding vs. B–M and M–M
bonding according to a recent theoretical investigation.[2]
Electron density (ED) reconstructed from high resolution X-
ray diffraction data allows experimental examination of the
atomic interactions, thus provides further information beyond
a conventional structure analysis. However, these studies are
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shared-type interaction with pronounced ellipticity in the boron layer,
whereas B–Ti bond critical point reveals an interaction intermediate
between shared and closed-shell type. Both, theory and experiment
indicate a non-structured spherical topology in the penultimate shell
of Ti. Integration of the electron density over the atomic basins reveals
a charge transfer of 1.1 e (experiment) and 1.4 e (theory) from titanium
to boron network, respectively.
Figure 1. Unit cell volume, B–B distances in boron network plane
and B–M distances in the diborides of 3d metals. The values for TiB2
were obtained in this work. All other data are taken from the litera-
ture.[16–19]
challenging for intermetallic compounds – in particular for di-
borides – for various reasons. First of all, non-stoichiometry
of the compositions and the related defect structure are quite
debatable.[3] Furthermore, studies of compounds including
heavier elements demand a much higher accuracy of the dif-
fraction data since the scattering contribution from valence
electrons form a smaller part of the diffraction intensity rela-
tive to the dominating core contribution. Additional problems
are typically induced by high-symmetry space groups along
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with symmetry-restrictions for the atomic sites involved.[4]
Structures with small unit cells yield very few low-order re-
flections which – in addition – can be biased by systematic
errors like extinction and/or absorption.
Titanium diboride TiB2 is reported to be the most stable
one among other isostructural 3d transition metal diborides.[5]
According to the theoretical concepts the metal atoms donate
a part of their valence electrons to boron atoms and these elec-
trons are used to form bonds in the hexagonal network.[6–10]
The diffraction pattern of TiB2 has characteristic features,
which allow to interpret it at the first glance as one of TiO.[11]
A few studies deal with the experimental ED in TiB2. Will and
Hegenscheidt reported independently the total and deformation
EDs derived from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data.[12,13] A
very general picture of the atomic interactions was considered
in these publications. A distinct classification of B–B, B–M,
and M–M interactions is lacking.
Herein, a detailed study is presented on the ED features in
TiB2 reconstructed from single-crystal X-ray diffraction inten-
sities applying the Hansen & Coppens multipole model.[14]
The topological aspects of the experimental ED features are
analysed in terms of Bader’s Quantum Theory of Atoms in
Molecules (QTAIM[15]) and compared with those obtained
from (L)APW+Io+LO DFT calculations.
Experimental Section
Synthesis: For the preparation of TiB2 single crystals, stoichiometric
mixtures of pure elements were pressed to pellets, and arc-melted in
an argon atmosphere on a water-cooled copper plate with a tungsten
electrode. The pellets were inverted and re-melted to achieve homo-
geneity.
X-ray Single-Crystal Diffraction: The X-ray single-crystal diffrac-
tion data were collected on a rotating anode diffractometer (RIGAKU
Spider, Varimax optical system, Ag-Kα radiation, λ = 0.56087 Å). The
data sets were measured up to (sinθ/λ) = 1.72 Å–1. All relevant details
concerning data collection as well as crystallographic information are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Crystallographic data of TiB2.
Space group P6/mmm
Unit cell parameters /Å a = 3.0309(2)
(powder diffraction data) c = 3.2298(2)
Unit cell volume /Å3 25.695(5)
No. of formula units, Z 1
No. of measured / 3199/269
unique reflections
Rint 0.0154
RF 0.0085
2 θmax /° 149.38/1.720
sin θmax; λ /Å–1
Measured range –9  h  10
–7  k  6
–11  l  11
Completeness /% 99.6
No of refined parameters 21
X-ray Powder Diffraction: Unit cell parameters of TiB2 were calcu-
lated by least-squares fits of X-ray Guinier powder data (Huber G670
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Image Plate Camera, Cu-Kα1 radiation, λ = 1.54060 Å) using Si as
internal standard. Investigation of the homogeneity range using X-ray
powder diffraction did not reveal any change of lattice parameters and
thus any significant variation of composition.
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM): For metallographic investi-
gations, the TiB2 samples were mounted in conductive resin (PolyFast,
Struers) suitable for analyses on a scanning electron microscope and
prepared by conventional, multi-step grinding and polishing processes
with final polishing using 0.25 μm diamond powder and water-based
lubricant. Light optical microscopy (Axioplan2, Zeiss) as well as scan-
ning electron microscopy (Philips XL30 with LaB6 cathode, FEI) con-
firmed the homogeneity of the microstructure. Wavelength dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (WDX) analysis was made on a Cameca SX100
electron microprobe with tungsten cathode. These investigations re-
vealed that composition of diboride is Ti1.00(1)B2.02(1).
Crystal Structure Refinement: The refinement of the crystal struc-
ture, inclusive the multipole model, is performed with the program
package WinCSD.[20] The core and valence EDs were constructed uti-
lizing the Hartree-Fock wavefunctions of Clementi and Roetti.[21] Scat-
tering factors were corrected for anomalous dispersion by taking the
corresponding coefficients from the International Tables for Crystal-
lography (1995, Vol. C).
Calculation Procedures: The calculation of the reconstructed ED and
its topological properties were carried out with the WinXPRO pro-
gram.[22]
The scalar-relativistic all-electron full-potential DFT calculations em-
ploying (L)APW+lo+LO basis set were done using LDA Perdew-
Wang[23] exchange-correlation functional with the Elk program.[24]
The RG kmax parameter was set to 10 and the MT-sphere radii were
2.0 a.u. for Ti and 1.45 a.u. for B. The planewave expansion cut-off
for potential and density was Gmax = 26 a.u.–1 and the multipole expan-
sion cut-off for potential, density and wave function was set to lmax =
12. APW radial functions with l = 2 for metal atoms and for all l
for B atoms were linearized to the first order to achieve acceptable
smoothness of the electron density Laplacian. Mesh of 80 irreducible
k points was used. The calculation, topological analysis and evaluation
of critical points of electron density was done with the program
DGrid[25,26] on a discrete grid with the mesh size of ≈ 0.05 a.u.
Results and Discussion
Initially, an Independent Atom Model (IAM) was refined.
The fit parameters were the scale factor, the displacement
mean square amplitudes and the width parameters of a
Gaussian mosaic distribution for anisotropic extinction accord-
ing to Becker and Coppens.[27] In order to treat extinction an-
isotropically each reflection was processed with its individual
path length in the calculation, which necessitates the use of
unmerged data at this step. Refining of extinction parameters
yielded an insignificant improvement of fit, thus the extinction
effect is only marginal. The refinement of the occupancies of
atom positions did not indicate any deviation from the exact
stoichiometry. The final model was obtained by applying the
Gram-Charlier anharmonic description of the atomic displace-
ment for the metal position up to the fourth rank.[28] For boron,
only anisotropic harmonic description of the atomic displace-
ment was utilized. The symmetry-equivalent reflections were
merged prior to refinement of the multipole model. The reli-
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ability factor R(F) referring to all observations dropped to
0.0126.
According to Hansen and Coppens multipole model[14] the
static ED is expressed by a superposition of aspherical pseu-
doatoms as
In this expression, ρcore and ρval describe the spherical core
and valence densities, respectively. The asphericity of the val-
ence density is introduced by decomposing the ED into La-
place series over real spherical harmonic functions ylm cen-
tered at the nuclear positions satisfying the symmetry of the
local environment. The terms Plm in series are called
multipoles, and l is the order of the multipole expansion. The
radial dependence of the ED is given by normalized Slater-
type radial functions in the form: R = rnlexp(–κξr). The val-
ence function is allowed to expand or contract by adjustment
of the variable parameters κ and κ.
In the multipole model, atomic orbital scattering contri-
butions of 4s2 3d2 for Ti and 2s2 2p1 for B are included in
the valence function. All multipole, expansion and contraction
parameters were refined using low-order diffraction data
(sinθ/λ  0.8 Å–1). The observations were weighted according
to their counting statistical variances (w = 1/σ2Fo). The
multipole expansion was terminated at the hexadecapole level
(l = 4) for both atoms. The electroneutrality condition is im-
posed for the unit cell. The final reliability factor R(F) refer-
ring to all observations dropped to 0.0085. The multipole, ex-
pansion and contraction parameters together with atomic dis-
placement parameters are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Atomic coordinates, displacement parameters, and multipole
parameters of TiB2.
Parameters Ti (at 6/mmm) B (at 6¯m2)
x 0 1/3
y 0 2/3
z 0 1/2
κ 0.990(2) 0.968(2)
κ 0.940(2) 1.052(2)
ξ 2.71 2.53
Pv 3.532(6) 3.234(12)
P20 –0.122(2) –0.025(2)
P33– – 0.166(2)
P40 –0.030(2) –0.019(2)
B11 /Å2 0.147(3) 0.239(6)
B22 /Å2 B11 B11
B33 /Å2 0.196(4) 0.380(8)
B12 /Å2 ½ B11 ½ B11
D1111 /Å4 –1.0(2) –
D3333 /Å4 –0.1(1) –
D1133 /Å4 –0.1(1) –
Residual features in B–B interatomic regions, which cannot
be accounted for by the IAM refinement almost completely
vanished after introducing a multipole model for the low order
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data set up to (sin θ/λ)  0.9 Å–1 (Figure 2). The maximum
and minimum values of the residual density after the IAM and
multipole refinement including the anharmonic description of
the atomic displacement parameters in corresponding B–B pla-
nes are 0.483/–0.141 and 0.054/–0.045 e·Å–3, respectively. The
difference between the modelled and the observed electron
density becomes larger with an increase of the resolution. For
the whole resolution range up to (sinθ/λ)  1.72 Å–1 the maxi-
mum and the minimum residual values in the B–B plane ac-
cording to the final model are 0.353/–0.171 e·Å–3. As is visible
from Figure 2 some residual density accumulations become
evident inside the hexagonal boron ring at higher resolution.
These features can not be resolved by the multipole model.
Their presence is presumably due to the symmetry restrictions
applied to the boron atom.
Figure 2. Residual density maps of TiB2 in B-atom plane. Solid lines
and dashed lines correspond to positive and negative values, respec-
tively, whereas black line is the zero contour.
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Anharmonicity
The influence of anharmonic displacement contributions to
R(F) was investigated. Owing to the symmetry restrictions
there is no third-order anharmonic contribution for the metal
position. The use of fourth-order model for metal instead of
isotropic description reduces R(F) from 0.014 to 0.013,
whereas no substantial improvement is achieved for boron be-
yond harmonic approximation. In general, detecting of anhar-
monic motion requires examination of high-order data. The
neglect of anharmonic nuclear displacement manifests itself in
residual density maps as patterns with alternating signs in the
vicinity of core.[29] Such a characteristic imprint is not ob-
served for both atoms in TiB2. Accordingly, the physical signi-
ficance of the anharmonicity is in this case doubtful.
In presence of only few fit parameters the systematic errors
may rather contribute to anharmonic parameters. A more reli-
able information about anharmonicity should be obtained from
temperature dependent diffraction experiments.[30] Neverthe-
less, it has to be emphasized that refinement of anharmonic
parameters did not have any significant effect on the type and
number of topological features in ED.
Electron Density
All types of critical points (cp) are present both in experi-
mental and theoretical electron densities (Table 3). The num-
bers of different cp obey the Poincare-Hopf condition. No non-
nuclear attractors are found. Two bond critical points (bcp)
arising from B–B and B–Ti interactions are reproduced both
in theory and experiment. Topological descriptors for the re-
constructed ED agree with the values of theory within
0.03 e·Å–3 for ρ(rcp) and 0.21 e·Å–5 for 2ρ(rcp). The most
considerable quantitative disagreement for ρ(rcp) is observed
for the bcp value on the B–B bond path at 3(g) position. As a
result of the flatness of the ED some principle curvatures are
close to zero and very sensitive to the round-off errors. This
leads to discrepancies in the type of cp obtained from experi-
ment and theory, in spite of the small variation for ρ(r) between
them. Experimental reconstructed density indicates a cage crit-
ical point (ccp) at the 2(c) position instead of a bcp found in
theoretical one (Table 3). The possible reason is that ED at the
Table 3. Topological characteristics of the critical points (cp) for TiB2 determined from the reconstructed experimental and theoretically calcu-
lated electron density. Theoretical values are denoted by an asterisk.
Wyckoff notation and position of cp ρ (rcp) /e·Å–3 2ρ (rcp) /e·Å–5 λ1 /e·Å–5 λ2 /e·Å–5 λ3 /e·Å–5 Type of cp
3(g) (0, 0.5, 0.5) 0.847 –4.196 –3.810 –2.506 2.121 3, –1 bcp
3(g) (0, 0.5, 0.5)* 0.817 –4.405 –3.152 –2.728 1.475 3, –1 bcp
12(o) (0.175, 0.350, 0.241) 0.323 2.672 –0.771 –0.058 3.502 3, –1 bcp
12(o) (0.167, 0.334, 0.250)* 0.334 2.487 –0.798 –0.141 3.429 3, –1 bcp
6(l) (0.330, 0.660, 0)* 0.197 0.641 –0.007 0.002 0.645 3, +1 rcp
12(n) (0, 0.698, 0.245) 0.320 2.589 –0.764 0.070 3.282 3, +1 rcp
12(n) (0, 0.715, 0.257)* 0.328 2.533 –0.790 0.140 3.183 3, +1 rcp
3(f) (0, 0.5, 0) 0.204 0.903 –0.058 0.410 0.551 3, +1 rcp
3(f) (0, 0.5, 0)* 0.194 0.954 0.024 0.441 0.489 3, +3 ccp
2(c) (0.333, 0.667, 0) 0.195 0.762 0.084 0.084 0.593 3, +3 ccp
2(c) (0.333, 0.666, 0)* 0.197 0.641 –0.003 –0.003 0.647 3, –1 bcp
1(b) (0, 0, 0.5) 0.149 1.087 0.188 0.448 0.448 3, +3 ccp
1(b) (0, 0, 0.5)* 0.175 1.239 0.128 0.554 0.554 3, +3 ccp
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corresponding bcp is very small, and two principle curvatures
are close to zero. The presence of such bcp reflects some ad-
ditional bonding interactions between boron layers as also ob-
served in MgB2.[31,32] Furthermore, experimentally found ring
critical point (rcp) at the 3(f) position is replaced by a ccp
according to theory. Moreover, theoretically obtained rcp at the
6(l) position is not reproduced in experiment.
Both experimental as well as theoretical ED values ρ(rb) at
the B–B bcp within the boron layer obtained in the present
work (ca. 0.8 e·Å–3) are considerably larger than those at the
B–B contacts reported by Will (0.3 e·Å–3) and Hegenscheidt
(0.2 e·Å–3).[12,13] It has to be noted that in those works the
quantitative analysis is based not on the ED itself but on the
deformation ED, an interpretation which depends crucially on
the reference state. A close inspection of the distribution of
ED Laplacian L(r) = –2ρ(r) along B–B bond path according
to experiment revealed a double maxima picture with a signifi-
cant contraction indicating a quite pronounced charge concen-
tration comparable to C–C bonds in a phenyl ring.[33] How-
ever, this result differs from the theoretically predicted shape
of Laplacian distribution between the boron atoms which is
supposed to have a less pronounced valence shell as is evident
from Figure 3.
A common topological characteristic of a bcp is the ellip-
ticity (ε = λ1/λ2–1) which provides a quantitative measure of
the preferential accumulation of ED in a plane perpendicular
to the bond path. B–B bonds have significant ellipticity domi-
nating perpendicular to boron layers. Experimental ellipticity
value (ε = 0.52) of B–B bcp at 3(g) position is found to be
larger than the theoretical one (ε = 0.16). A similar deviation
from the cylindrical symmetry for B–B bonds is also observed
in MgB2.[32] It was supposed to point toward relevant π contri-
butions to the bond.
The topological characteristics of the B–Ti bcp at the 12(o)
position are quite different in comparison to B–B bcp. First of
all, one of the principle curvatures is remarkably smaller giv-
ing rise to a very high bond ellipticity. But meaningful infor-
mation on π contribution to the bonding cannot be obtained.
Other topological properties of the B–Ti bcp is low value for
ρ(rb) and small positive value for 2ρ(rb). Positive Laplacian,
though associated with charge depletion, cannot be considered
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Figure 3. Laplacian distribution L(r) = –2ρ(r) along B–B bond path.
The bcp is located at a distance of 0.875 Å from both B atoms (at 0 Å
and 1.7499 Å, respectively) exactly in the middle of the bond path.
The non-continuous behavior of the theoretical values is an artefact
originating from the APW basis set used for the calculation.
as a clear-cut sign for closed-shell interaction for first raw tran-
sition metals.[34] The reason is that the one-to-one correspon-
dence of 2ρ(r) distribution with the shell structure is lost and
as a result the bcps fall almost without exception in a zone of
charge depletion due to the lack a distinct charge concentration
in the outermost shell.[35] Nevertheless, some degree of cova-
lent interaction of the B–Ti bond is still evidenced by smaller
magnitude of 2ρ(rb) in comparison to those of strong ionic
bonds [2ρ(rb)  0]. The corresponding bond path is slightly
curved according to experiment. The distance from bcp to the
Ti and B nuclei are 1.204 Å and 1.180 Å, respectively.
Further information about the bonding type can be extracted
from the local electron energy densities G(rb) – positive defi-
nite kinetic energy density, V(rb) – potential energy density,
H(rb) = G(rb) + V(rb) – total energy density. The local energy
density is calculated from the Laplacian function using the
approximation for G(rb) proposed by Kirzhnits[36] in combina-
tion with the local virial theorem, from which V(rb) is esti-
mated.[37] The sign of H(rb) reveals whether V(r) or G(r) domi-
nates in the bonding region. For shared-type atomic interac-
tions V(r) dominates and H(r) is negative. Additional charac-
teristics of B–Ti bond is small negative value for local energy
density H(rb) with G(rb)/ρ(rb) ≈ 1 (Table 4). Similar bcp data
has been obtained by the topological analysis of cyclopen-
tadienyl complexes of Cr, Fe, and Ni.[38] This unique set of
characteristics in combination with small positive 2ρ(rb) de-
scribes a bonding situation which is intermediate between
shared-type and closed-shell interaction.
Table 4. Experimentally determined properties of B–Ti bcps.
ρ(rcp) / 2ρ(rcp) / |λ1| / λ3 G(rb) / G(rb) / ρ(rb) H(rb) /
a.u. a.u. a.u. a.u.
0.048 0.111 0.220 0.037 0.765 – 0.009
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Figure 4. Gradient field of the ED in TiB2 in the (11¯0) plane: (a)
reconstructed from the X-ray diffraction data, (b) calculated by DFT
method. Critical points are given according to Table 3. Circles are at-
tributed to bcp (green), rcp (blue) and ccp (red). The bcp at 12(o)
position and the ccp at 1(b) position are reproduced in both experimetal
and theoretical ED. According to theory there are additional bond paths
originating from a bcp at 2(c) position, where experimental ED yields
a ccp instead. Experimentally found rcp at the 3(f) position is replaced
by a ccp according to theory.
Topological analysis of both experimental as well as theoret-
ical ED in the Ti–Ti interatomic regions did not yield a bcp,
but some ccps and rcps (Figure 4). In general, the magnitudes
of ED at these critical points are relatively smaller in compari-
son to those of B–B and B–M bcps. This result is in contradic-
tion with the presence of strongly localised Ti–Ti bonding as
assumed by Will.[12] The electronic charge is predominantly
concentrated in B–B interatomic region.
In general, the structuring of the penultimate shell of a tran-
sition metal away from a spherical shape is a sign of participa-
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Figure 5. Experimentally reconstructed (I) and theoretical (II) 3D rep-
resentation of ED Laplacian of Ti atom in TiB2. The isosurface value
is –200 e·Å–5.
tion of the electrons of this shell (mainly d) in the bonding. In
fact, deviation from sphericity for the metal in TiB2 was al-
ready detected by Hegenscheidt.[13] In the present work, top-
ology of 2ρ(r) reconstructed from experiment and theoretic-
ally calculated does not indicate any distortion in the penulti-
mate shell of titanium (Figure 5).
Finally, the atomic electronic populations of QTAIM basins
were estimated by integration of the ED over the atomic ba-
sins. Reconstructed from experiment and theoretically calcu-
lated values revealed a charge transfer of ca. 1.1 e and 1.4 e
from a basin volume assigned to titanium [Vexp = 9.27 Å3,
Vtheo = 8.81 Å3] to the hexagonal boron network, respectively.
The charge transfer implied is in line with the conclusion of
partially ionic B–Ti bonding.
Conclusions
The ED in TiB2 is reconstructed from X-ray diffraction data
and compared with DFT calculations. Discrepancies were ob-
served solely with respect to the boron valence shell as well
as to the type of some cps. Both methods confirmed a model
including both B–B as well as B–M bonding interactions. The
corresponding bond-critical points reveal that the former inter-
action is typical shared-type with significant ellipticity,
whereas the latter points to an intermediate situation between
shared and closed-shell type. Electrons transferred from tita-
nium to boron network are used for B–B interaction predomi-
nantly within the boron layer. Topological analysis of ED indi-
cated that there is no Ti–Ti bcp.
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Annex 8

Electron Localizability Indicators from Spinor
Wavefunctions
Alexey I. Baranov*
For the fully relativistic 4-component many-electron wavefunc-
tion six flavors of electron localizability indicators (ELI) have
been proposed. Their counterparts, suitable for the application
to the 2-component wavefunctions, have been also derived.
Six proposed indicators have been tested on Ar and Rn atoms
and one of them, the ELI-D for spatially antisymmetrized elec-
tron pairs, has been found to reveal atomic shell structures at
quantitative level. Shell structures of all the atoms of periods
4–7 of the periodic table have been obtained using this indi-
cator and compared with these obtained from the nonrelativ-
istic limit calculations as well as from scalar-relativistic (zero-
order regular approximation) calculations. VC 2014 Wiley Period-
icals, Inc.
DOI: 10.1002/jcc.23524
Introduction
Electron localizability indicators (ELI) are a family[1,2] of func-
tionals, capable of reproducing the shell structure of atoms
across the periodic table at quantitative level. Their ability to
reconstitute the populations of the shells in close accordance
with Aufbau principle makes them valuable instrument for
chemical bonding analysis. All these functionals are con-
structed from two distributions, derived from the reduced den-
sity matrices, using the x-restricted population method.[3] First
one, called control function, is used to partition the space into
sufficiently small compact regions called microcells. The name
of the control function distinguishes different flavors of ELI, for
example, ELI-q is based on the number of electrons and ELI-D
on the number of electron pairs. The partitioning must obey
the condition that the integral of control function over each
microcell delivers the same number x given as a fixed param-
eter defining the partitioning. Second distribution, called sam-
pling function, is then integrated over each microcell. After
factorizing out x-dependence, one obtains quasicontinuous
distribution of appropriate indicator. Being defined on a firm
theoretical ground without using any arbitrary chosen refer-
ence system, these indicators can be evaluated from any calcu-
lation able to deliver control and sampling functions and not
only in coordinate but also in momentum space.[4]
Various 1- and 2-particle densities are usually taken as con-
trol and sampling functions. Probably the most popular repre-
sentative is the ELI-D for r-spin electrons where the control
function is an electron pair density for r-spin pairs and the
sampling function is an electron density for r-spin electrons. It
delivers valuable partitioning of space into core, penultimate
shells, and various valence basins already from the 1-
determinantal wavefunctions.[1]
Many important systems have to be described by multicom-
ponent hamiltonians having in general case spinor eigenfunc-
tions, for example, by fully relativistic 4-component many-
electron hamiltonians or their reduced 2-component forms[5,6]
or by nonrelativistic hamiltonians with noncollinear magnetic
Zeeman term.[7,8] They can contain spin-nondiagonal terms
which depend on space coordinates, for example,~a ~p or~r  ~bð~rÞ
(where ~a are Dirac matrices, ~p—momentum operator, ~r—Pauli
spin matrices, and ~bð~rÞ—magnetic field). Spin and space rota-
tions are then coupled and no global spin quantization axis
can be chosen. All the spin-resolved properties are then not
unique but depend on the choice of coordinate system and no
such system exists where these hamiltonians would commute
with z-component spin operator. Therefore, their eigenfunc-
tions are not pure spin states, the natural orbitals of corre-
sponding density matrices are not pure spin state functions[9]
and no unique partitioning of density matrices into spin-
resolved contributions is possible. This precludes any sensible
use of same- or opposite-spin-based indicators.
Alternatively, the 1- and 2-density matrices can be parti-
tioned into singlet- and triplet-coupled electron pair contribu-
tions,[9–13] which are invariant under rotations in spin space.
Using these quantities, ELI-q for singlet- and ELI-D for triplet-
coupled electron pairs have been introduced recently[14] for
nonrelativistic scalar wavefunctions.
This article presents an extension of ELI for spinor wavefunc-
tions and their applications to the results of fully relativistic
numerical Dirac–Coulomb–Kohn–Sham atomic calculations. A
comparison with the ELI evaluated from same level calcula-
tions in nonrelativistic limit and scalar-relativistic zero-order
regular approximation (ZORA)[15] calculations has also been
made.
A. I. Baranov
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Methodology
Single component wavefunctions
Any scalar many-electron wavefunction must be antisymmetric
with respect to the exchange of coordinates of two particles:
P^12Wð~r1r1;~r2r2; . . . ;~xNÞ5P^r12P^
r
12Wð~r1r1;~r2r2; . . . ;~xNÞ
5P^
r
12P^
r
12Wð~r1r1;~r2r2; . . . ;~xNÞ5Wð~r2r2;~r1r1; . . . ;~xNÞ
52Wð~r1r1;~r2r2; . . . ;~xNÞ
(1)
here ~x5ð~r ;rÞ are combined spatial and spin electron coordi-
nates. The actions of permutation operators for space (P^
r
12)
and spin (P^
r
12) coordinates on many-electron wavefunction are:
P^
r
12Wð~r1r1;~r2r2; . . . ;~xNÞ5Wð~r2r1;~r1r2; . . . ;~xNÞ
P^
r
12Wð~r1r1;~r2r2; . . . ;~xNÞ5Wð~r1r2;~r2r1; . . . ;~xNÞ
(2)
The projection operators P^
ðs=tÞ
12 for singlet-/triplet-coupled electron
pairs can be defined either via permutation of spin indices P^
r
12
[12]:
P^
ðs=tÞ
12 5
1
2
ð17P^r12Þ (3)
or of spatial coordinates P^
r
12 of two electrons
[11]:
P^
ðs=tÞ
12 5
1
2
ð16P^r12Þ (4)
Both definitions are equivalent due to eq. (1) and the fact
that the square of any permutation operator is an identity
operator. It is easy to verify that both projection operators are
idempotent: ðP^ðs=tÞ12 Þ25P^
ðs=tÞ
12 .
Using Dirac spin exchange identity[16] P^
r
125
1
2 ð114~^s1  ~^s2Þ and
the fact that s^2i 5
3
4  1, one can rewrite projection operators as[13]:
P^
ðsÞ
125
1
2
22~^S
2
12
 
P^
ðtÞ
125
1
2
~^S
2
12
(5)
where ~^si are spin operators for each electron and ~^S125~^s11~^s2
is the total spin operator for two electrons.
Total squared spin of electron pair corresponding to singlet
or triplet-projected wavefunctions is then:
~^S
2
12P^
ðsÞ
12W5
1
2
ð2~^S
2
122
~^S
2
12
~^S
2
12ÞW5ð~^S
2
1222ðP^
ðtÞ
12 Þ2ÞW5
ð~^S
2
1222P^
ðtÞ
12 ÞW5ð~^S
2
122
~^S
2
12ÞW50
~^S
2
12P^
ðtÞ
12W5
1
2
~^S
2
12
~^S
2
12W52ðP^
ðtÞ
12 Þ2W52P^
ðtÞ
12W
(6)
Therefore, any singlet-projected wavefunction possesses the
value of total squared spin for two electrons S12ðS1211Þ equal
to 0, corresponding to singlet-coupled pair and any triplet-
projected wavefunction possesses the value of S12ðS1211Þ52
corresponding to triplet-coupled pair. Taking the squared mod-
ulus of projected wavefunctions, summing over all spin indi-
ces, and integrating over all spatial coordinates except ~r1;~r2
delivers the corresponding density matrices:
qðs=tÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ5
N
2
 !X
r1
X
r2
ð
d~x3 . . .ð
d~xN W
ð~x 01;~x 02; . . . ;~xNÞP^
ðs=tÞ
12 Wð~x1;~x2; . . . ;~xNÞ
h i
r015r1;r
0
25r2
(7)
These density matrices are symmetric/antisymmetric with
respect to the exchange of one pair of spatial coordinates of
two electrons [eq. (4)]:
qðsÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r2;~r1Þ5qðsÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ
qðtÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r2;~r1Þ52qðtÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ
(8)
and their diagonal parts qðs=tÞ2 ð~r1;~r2;~r1;~r2Þ can be interpreted
as NðN21Þ2 times probability densities that two electrons at ~r1
and~r2 are coupled to a singlet or triplet pair.
[11]
Integrating out second electron coordinate results in the sin-
glet/triplet one-electron density matrices, whose diagonal parts
are the one-electron densities for electrons coupled to singlet/tri-
plet pairs.[9,10,13] ELI for singlet- !ðsÞq and triplet-coupled !
ðtÞ
D elec-
tron pairs can then be obtained using corresponding one- and
two-electron densities as control and sampling functions[14]:
!ðsÞq ð~rÞ5
1
4
N12
N21
 2 qðsÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ
qðsÞð~rÞ½ 2
!ðtÞD ð~rÞ5qðtÞð~rÞ
12
gðtÞð~rÞ
 3=8 (9)
In case of triplet-coupled electrons the ontop part qðtÞ2 ð~r ;~r ; ~r ;
~rÞ is identically zero as follows from eq. (8). The first leading
term in the Taylor expansion of triplet pair density around the
electron coalescence is of second order,[14,17] therefore, its cur-
vature gðtÞ appears in the formula for triplet ELI-D. For singlet-
coupled electrons the ontop density does not necessarily van-
ishes and thus appears in the formula of !ðsÞq .
For single-determinantal closed-shell wavefunction, the
ontop pair density and one-electron density for singlet-
coupled electrons are given by[14]:
qðsÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ5
q2ð~rÞ
4
qðsÞð~rÞ5 1
4
N12
N21
qð~rÞ
(10)
where qð~rÞ5
X
i
nijuið~rÞj2 is the total electron density. There-
fore, in this case ELI-q for singlet-coupled electrons yields a
constant distribution equal to unity everywhere.[14]
The ingredients of triplet ELI-D in case of single-
determinantal closed-shell wavefunction are:
gðtÞð~rÞ5 3
2
qð~rÞsð~rÞ2 rqð~rÞ½ 
2
8
" #
qðtÞð~rÞ5 3
4
N22
N21
qð~rÞ
(11)
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where sð~rÞ5 12
X
i
nijruið~rÞj2 is the positive definite kinetic
energy density.* ELI-D for triplet-coupled electrons yields the
nonuniform distribution with rich topology even for closed-
shell single-determinantal wavefunctions, which makes it a uni-
versal indicator for chemical bonding analysis.[14]
4-component wavefunctions
Many-particle spinor wavefunction for N electrons can be rep-
resented as mN-component tensor WX1X2...XNð~r1;~r2; . . . ;~rNÞ,[6,18]
where each component depends on spatial coordinates of all
particles. In 4-component case m5 4 with Xk 2 fLa; Lb; Sa; Sbg.
The index Xk can also be represented as combined Xk  ckrk,
where ck 2 fL; Sg and rk 2 fa;bg. In 2-component case small
components with ck5S vanish and m5 2 with Xk5rk 2 fa; bg.
Antisymmetry principle of N-electron spinor wavefunction
can be expressed as[18]:
P^12W
X1X2 ...XNð~r1;~r2; . . . ;~rNÞ5WX2X1...XNð~r2;~r1; . . . ;~rNÞ
52WX1X2...XNð~r1;~r2; . . . ;~rNÞ
(12)
Permutation operator can also be represented as P^125P^
r
12P^
X
12:
P^
r
12W
X1X2 ...XNð~r1;~r2; . . . ;~rNÞ5WX1X2...XNð~r2;~r1; . . . ;~rNÞ
P^
X
12W
X1X2 ...XNð~r1;~r2; . . . ;~rNÞ5WX2X1...XNð~r1;~r2; . . . ;~rNÞ
(13)
In 4-components case permutation operator P^
X
12 exchanges
not only spin labels but also L and S labels and thus can be
further represented[18] as P^
X
125P^
LS
12P^
r
12. Therefore, the operators
constructed according to eqs. (3) and (4) are not equivalent as:
P^
r
1252P^
r
12P^1252P^
r
12P^
r
12P^
LS
12P^
r
1252P^
LS
12P^
r
12 6¼ 2P^
r
12 (14)
Six independent indicators (symmetric/antisymmetric to the
permutations of space, spin, and component) can be con-
structed, which are considered later.
ELI are evaluated from the diagonal parts of various density
matrices. For spinor many-electron wavefunction a general
two-electron reduced density matrix is a m4-component ten-
sor, obtained by taking partial trace over X3 . . . XN components
of the squared wavefunction modulus tensor and integrating
out~r3 . . .~rN spatial electron coordinates:
q
X 01X
0
2X1X2
2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ5
N
2
 !X
X3...XN
ð
d~r3 . . .
ð
d~rNW
X 01X
0
2X3...XN 
ð~r 01;~r 02;~r3; . . . ;~rNÞWX1X2X3...XNð~r1;~r2;~r3; . . . ;~rNÞ
(15)
where L€owdin normalization to
N
2
 !
electron pairs[19] has
been used.
For most consistent Fock space formulation[20] of relativistic
quantum chemistry,[21] in the finite basis of one-particle spi-
nors fuXk ð~rkÞ  uckrk ð~rkÞg these density matrices can be repre-
sented as:
q
X 01X
0
2X1X2
2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ5
X
rspq
crspqu
X 01
r ð~r 01ÞuX
0
2
s ð~r 02ÞuX1p ð~r1ÞuX2q ð~r2Þ
(16)
where crspq5hWja^
†
r a^
†
s a^pa^qjWi. Here W is many-electron wave-
function and a^
†
r ; a^p are usual creation and annihilation opera-
tors for one-electron states. For single-determinantal ansatz
with orthonormal spinors crspq5
1
2 nrnsðdrpdsq2drqdspÞ.
Local behavior of relativistic 4-component many-electron
wavefunction at electron–electron coalescence point differs
from that of nonrelativistic one.[18,22] This difference deserves a
special attention here, as for the evaluation of ELI one needs
to calculate integrals over microcells around electron coales-
cence point in the limit of microcell volume going to zero.
Both nonrelativistic and relativistic wavefunctions near elec-
tron–electron coalescence point can be represented using fol-
lowing general expansion in powers of interelectronic distance
0  r125r22r1 < , where m is the lowest noninteger power of
r12
[18,22]:
Wðr12; . . .Þ  rm12ða1br121Oðr212ÞÞ (17)
where a and b are coefficients independent of r12. In nonrela-
tivistic case m50, whereas in case of 4-component hamilto-
nians, m can be slightly negative[18,22] with m  2c22 (c is the
speed of light) which means that the wavefunction should be
weakly singular at electron–electron coalescence point.
In practical calculations, this singularity can be absent, that
is, m50 and then the ontop value can be used for the integra-
tion as in nonrelativistic case. If the singularity is however
present, it poses no practical problems for integral evaluation
as it is then multiplied by volume element, for example,
4pr212dr12
[18] and:
ðR
0
dr12r
2
12W
ðr12   ÞWðr12   Þ 
ðR
0
dr12r
2
12jaj2r2m125jaj2ðR
0
dr12r
212m
12 5jaj2
r312m12
312m
jR05jaj2
R312m
312m
 jaj2 R
3
3
1OðmÞ
(18)
that is, ignoring the singularity delivers the result with the
accuracy c22.
Indicators derived from (anti)symmetrized spatial coordinate
projections
If projection operators for spinor wavefunctions are con-
structed via symmetrization/antisymmetrization (correspond-
ingly—s/a) of spatial coordinates in analogy with eq. (4):
P^
rðs=aÞ
12 5
1
2
ð16P^r12Þ5
1
2
ð17P^r12P^
LS
12Þ (19)
then, due to the presence of P^
LS
12 operator, the projected wave-
functions will not have definitive values of ~S
2
12 operator [con-
trary to eqs. (6)] and thus will not be describing electrons 1
*Strictly speaking, only when multiplied with the proper
dimensionality factor.
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and 2 as being coupled to singlet or triplet pairs. Therefore,
the words “singlet” or “triplet” should not be used for these
projections. However, corresponding pair density matrices are
symmetric/antisymmetric to the permutation of spatial coordi-
nates of one-electron by construction and conditions analo-
gous to given by eq. (8) will be fulfilled:
qrðsÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r2;~r1Þ5qrðsÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ
qrðaÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r2;~r1Þ52qrðaÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ
(20)
Pair and one-electron densities for spatially (anti)symme-
trized electrons are (see Appendix A “Densities for space (anti)-
Symmetrized Projections” for details):
qrðs=aÞ2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5
1
2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq½uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þ
uc2r2q ð~r2Þ6uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
(21)
qrðs=aÞð~r1Þ5 2
N21
ð
d~r2q
rðs=aÞ
2 ð~r1;~r2Þ
5
1
N21
X
c1r1
X
rsp
crspsu
c1r1
r ð~r1Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þ
"
6
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspqS
c2r2 ;c1r1
sp u
c1r1
r ð~r1Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
# (22)
The overlap integrals between spinor components intro-
duced above are:
Sc1r1;c2r2sq 5
ð
d~r2u
c1r1
s ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r2Þ (23)
Ontop pair density for spatially symmetrized electron pairs
is not necessarily zero and electron localizability indicator for
spatially symmetrized electron pairs can be constructed using
corresponding ontop pair density and the one-electron density
in completely similar way, as nonrelativistic ELI-q for singlet-
coupled pairs[14]:
!rðsÞq ð~rÞ5
1
4
N12
N21
 2 qrðsÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ
qrðsÞð~rÞ½ 2
(24)
The prefactor is kept for compatibility with the original non-
relativistic formula [eq. (9)], so that applied to the nonrelativis-
tic limit wavefunction, this indicator delivers the nonrelativistic
ELI-q for singlet-coupled electrons. This indicator shows, how
many spatially symmetrized electron pairs can be found in the
small volume around evaluation point ~r , when this volume
contains fixed fraction of electron density of spatially symme-
trized electrons.
In case of 1-determinantal wavefunctions, the ontop pair
density and one-electron densities become (Appendix A
“Densities for space (anti)Symmetrized Projections”):
qrðsÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ5
1
2
q2ð~rÞ2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
qc1r1 ;c2r2ð~rÞqc2r2 ;c1r1ð~rÞ
" #
(25)
qrðs=aÞð~rÞ5 1
2ðN21Þ Nqð~rÞ2
X
c1r1
X
r
n2r juc1r1r ð~rÞj27
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
"
X
s
nsS
c2r2;c1r1
ss q
c1r1;c2r2ð~rÞ2
X
rs
nrnsS
c2r2;c1r1
sr u
c1r1
r ð~rÞuc2r2s ð~rÞ
 !#
(26)
where
qc1r1;c2r2ð~rÞ5
X
r
nru
c1r1
r ð~rÞuc2r2r ð~rÞ (27)
are the components of electron density tensor for which trace
qð~rÞ5
X
c1r1
qc1r1;c1r1ð~rÞ is the total electron density.
Pair density for spatially antisymmetrized electrons vanishes
identically at electron coalescence point, as easily seen from,
for example, eq. (21). An indicator for spatially antisymmetrized
electrons should therefore be based on higher order terms of
Taylor expansion of corresponding pair density around elec-
tron coalescence point. The spatially antisymmetrized pro-
jected wavefunction around electron–electron coalescence
point has the following form:
WrðaÞð~r1;~r2; . . .Þ5 1
2
ð12P^r12ÞWð~r1;~r2; . . .Þ
5
1
2
rm12ða1br121Oðr212ÞÞ2rm21ða1br211Oðr221ÞÞ
 
5
1
2
rm12ða1br12Þ2rm12ða2br121Oðr212ÞÞ
 
5
1
2
rm12ð2br121Oðr212ÞÞ
(28)
so that diagonal part of appropriate density matrix is:
qrðaÞ2 ð~r1;~r2;~r1;~r2Þ  WrðaÞð~r1;~r2; . . .ÞWrðaÞð~r1;~r2; . . .Þ
 r2m12ðjbj2r2121Oðr312ÞÞ  jbj2r122ð11mÞ1r2m12Oðr312Þ
(29)
which necessarily means that the first derivatives also vanish
identically at the coalescence point. The second derivatives,
however, do not go to zero but have the same type of singu-
larity r2m12 as squared wavefunction and the value of curvature
at coalescence can be used for the integration [cf. eq. (18)].
Applying D-restricted partitioning, following indicator can then
be constructed in a way similar to ELI-D for triplet-coupled
electrons[14]:
!rðaÞD ð~rÞ5qrðaÞð~rÞ
12
grðaÞð~rÞ
 3=8
(30)
Using traditional interpretation of ELI-D[1] one can state that
this indicator is proportional to the charge of spatially antisym-
metrized electrons in the microcell around the evaluation
point ~r , which is necessary to have certain small given fraction
of spatially antisymmetrized electron pairs in that microcell.
The curvature of spatially antisymmetrized pair density at
coalescence grðaÞð~rÞ is given by (see Appendix A “Densities for
Space (anti)Symmetrized Projections” for details):
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grðaÞð~rÞ5
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq u
c1r1
r ð~rÞruc2r2s ð~rÞuc1r1p ð~rÞruc2r2q ð~rÞ
h
2uc1r1r ð~rÞruc2r2s ð~rÞruc1r1p ð~rÞuc2r2q ð~rÞ
i
(31)
In 1-determinantal case it becomes:
grðaÞð~rÞ5qð~rÞsð~rÞ2 1
2
rqð~rÞ
2
1i~jð~rÞ
  rqð~rÞ
2
2i~jð~rÞ
 
1
X
c1r1;c2r2

qc1r1;c2r2ð~rÞsc2r2;c1r1ð~rÞ2 1
2
rqc1r1;c2r2ð~rÞ
2
1i~j
c1r1;c2r2ð~rÞ
 
rqc2r2;c1r1ð~rÞ
2
2i~j
c2r2;c1r1ð~rÞ
 
(32)
where overlap integrals Sc1r1;c2r2rs were defined in eq. (23), elec-
tron density tensor components qc1r1 ;c2r2ð~rÞ are given by eq.
(27) and additionally following quantities have been introduced:
sc1r1;c2r2ð~rÞ5 1
2
X
r
nrruc1r1r ð~rÞruc2r2r ð~rÞ
jc1r1;c2r2ð~rÞ5 1
2i
X
r
nr u
c1r1
r ð~rÞruc2r2r ð~rÞ2ruc1r1r ð~rÞuc2r2r ð~rÞ
 
(33)
Although these two quantities are labeled here like nonrelativ-
istic kinetic energy and current densities, they should not be
interpreted like relativistic kinetic energy and current densities, as
in 4-component case, they are defined in completely different
way.[6] Only when applied to the nonrelativistic limit wavefunc-
tions, they turn to expressions formally equivalent to nonrelativis-
tic current density and kinetic energy density, as discussed later.
Indicators derived from (anti)symmetrized spin projections
Alternatively, one can choose antisymmetrization/symmetriza-
tion of spin indices and construct the projection operators
similarly to eq. (3).
P^
rða=sÞ
12 5
1
2
ð17P^r12Þ5
1
2
ð16P^r12P^
LS
12Þ (34)
Using relativistic extension[23] of Dirac spin exchange iden-
tity P^
r
125
1
2 ð11~^R1  ~^R2Þ, it is easy to show, that projected wave-
functions will then fulfill analogs of eqs. (6) and thus will
describe the electron pair coupled to singlet (R1250) or triplet
(R1251). However, corresponding density matrices will not ful-
fill eq. (8) due to the presence of P^
LS
12 operator and none of
pair densities will necessarily vanish at electron coalescence
point, resulting in nonzero ontop densities.
ELI-q for singlet (i.e., spin-antisymmetrized) electrons can
then be constructed using q-restricted partitioning just as it
was done in original publication[14]:
!rðaÞq ð~rÞ5
1
4
N12
N21
 2 qrðaÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ
qrðaÞð~rÞ½ 2
(35)
Thus defined indicator shows, how many singlet (spin-anti-
symmetrized) pairs can be formed in a small volume around
evaluation point from given fraction of electron charge of
singlet-coupled electrons. As above, the prefactor from nonre-
lativistic ELI-q for singlet-coupled electrons is kept here for the
compatibility.
ELI-D for triplet (i.e., spin-symmetrized) electrons can be
constructed using D-restricted partitioning,[14] where the space
is divided into microcells each enclosing a fixed fraction DrðsÞ
of spin-symmetrized electron pair. Using Taylor expansion of
spin-symmetrized pair density and taking the ontop part as
leading term, the number of spin-symmetrized pairs in the
microcell l is approximately given by:
DrðsÞl  qrðsÞ2 ð~rl;~rlÞV2l (36)
The volume of the microcell containing fixed fraction DrðsÞ
of spin-symmetrized electron pair is then
Vl 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DrðsÞ
qrðsÞ2 ð~rl;~rlÞ
s
(37)
Integration of the spin-symmetrized one-electron density
over the microcell results in the charge 1rðsÞD of spin-
symmetrized electrons, which is necessary to have a given
number of spin-symmetrized electron pairs DrðsÞ in the micro-
cell. This can be calculated approximately as:
1rðsÞD  qrðsÞð~rlÞVl
 qrðsÞð~rlÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DrðsÞ
qrðsÞ2 ð~rl;~rlÞ
s
5
qrðsÞð~rlÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qrðsÞ2 ð~rl;~rlÞ
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃDrðsÞp (38)
For fixed infinitesimally small DrðsÞ, the ELI-D for spin-
symmetrized electrons can then be defined as:
!rðsÞD ð~rÞ5
qrðsÞð~rÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qrðsÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ
q (39)
Thus defined indicator shows, how large is the charge of
triplet-coupled electrons in the small volume around evalua-
tion point when it contains the fixed fraction of triplet-
coupled electron pairs.
Applying projection operators [eq. (34)] to the general multi-
determinantal wavefunction one obtains (see Appendix A
“Densities for spin (anti)Symmetrized Projections”) for the spin
(anti)symmetrized (correspondingly—a/s) pair densities:
qrða=sÞ2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5
1
2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq u
c1r1
r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þ
h
uc2r2q ð~r2Þ7uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r2p ð~r1Þuc2r1q ð~r2Þ
i
(40)
Corresponding one-electron densities are then obtained by
integrating out second electron coordinate:
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qrða=sÞð~r1Þ5 2
N21
ð
d~r2q
rða=sÞ
2 ð~r1;~r2Þ
5
1
N21
X
c1r1
X
rsp
crspsu
c1r1
r ð~r1Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þ
"
7
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspqS
c2r2 ;c2r1
sq u
c1r1
r ð~r1Þuc1r2p ð~r1Þ
# (41)
where the overlap integrals are defined by eq. (23).
In case of 1-determinantal wavefunctions, the ingredients of
these indicators become:
qrða=sÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ5
1
4
q2ð~rÞ2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
qc1r1;c2r2ð~rÞqc2r2;c1r1ð~rÞ
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X
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X
c2r2
ðqc1r1;c1r2ð~rÞqc2r2;c2r1ð~rÞ2qc1r1;c2r1ð~rÞqc2r2;c1r2ð~rÞÞ
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(42)
qrða=sÞð~rÞ5 1
2ðN21Þ Nqð~rÞ2
X
c1r1
X
r
n2r juc1r1r ð~rÞj27
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
"
X
s
nsS
c2r2 ;c2r1
ss q
c1r1;c1r2 ð~rÞ2
X
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nrnsS
c2r2 ;c2r1
sr u
c1r1
r ð~rÞuc1r2s ð~rÞ
 !#
(43)
where the components of electron density tensor qc1r1;c1r2
were defined earlier.
Indicators derived from (anti)symmetrized large and small
component projections
Formally, it is also possible to construct projections symmetric/
antisymmetric (correspondingly—s/a) to the permutation of
large and small blocks of wavefunctions:
P^
cðs=aÞ
12 5
1
2
ð16P^LS12Þ5
1
2
ð17P^r12P^
r
12Þ (44)
Obviously, neither analogs of eq. (6) nor of eq. (8) will be
then fulfilled and thus projected wavefunctions will describe
neither singlet-/triplet-coupled electron pairs nor have vanish-
ing values at coalescence. It seems to be difficult to give any
chemically meaningful interpretation to these projections. One
can choose following indicators using q-restriction for symme-
trized and D-restriction for antisymmetrized projections:
!cðsÞq ð~rÞ5
qcðsÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ
qcðsÞð~rÞ½ 2
(45)
!cðaÞD ð~rÞ5
qcðaÞð~rÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qcðaÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ
q (46)
Formulae for corresponding ontop pair densities and one-
electron densities for general CI ansatz and 1-determinantal
case are similar to those from above section and are given in
Appendix A “Densities for Large and Small Component (anti)-
Symmetrized Projections”. As shown there, the ontop pair den-
sities are identical for c(a) and rðsÞ and, reverse, for c(s) and
rðaÞ pairs due to eq. (44) as P^r12 operator has no effect when
~r5~r15~r2. However, corresponding one-electron densities (e.g.,
for c(a) and rðsÞ electrons) will be different as one of the spa-
tial coordinates is integrated out there and the final indicators
(e.g., !cðaÞq and !
rðsÞ
q ) will also be different. These components
(anti)symmetrized indicators should be interpreted in the simi-
lar way as those from previous section.
Indicators for 2-component wavefunctions
In 2-component case only large components of bispinors are
not zero.[6] P^
LS
12 operator is then equivalent to the identity
operator as any two electrons have the same (large) compo-
nents. Therefore, this operator can be omitted from eqs. (13)
and (14), and the projection operators become:
P^
rðs=aÞ2c
12 5
1
2
ð16P^r12Þ5
1
2
ð17P^r12Þ
P^
rða=sÞ2c
12 5
1
2
ð17P^r12Þ5
1
2
ð16P^r12Þ
P^
cðs=aÞ2c
12 5
1
2
ð16P^LS12Þ5
1
2
ð161Þ
(47)
As one immediately sees, the symmetrization of space is
then equivalent to the antisymmetrization of spin and, reverse,
space antisymmetrization is equivalent to spin symmetrization.
The former can again be called singlet and the latter the tri-
plet projection, as eq. (6) will be fulfilled, as well as eq. (8). Pro-
jection operators, based on component permutation reduce in
the 2-component case to the trivial unity operator, yielding
original wavefunction (from symmetrized) or zero operator,
yielding zero function (from antisymmetrized).
Therefore, for 2-component wavefunctions there are only two
independent nontrivial projections, for which ELI-q for singlet-
coupled electrons and ELI-D for triplet-coupled electrons[14] can
be introduced. Singlet ELI-q for 2-component case can be calcu-
lated from either eqs. (35) or (24), taking ontop singlet pair density
and singlet one-electron density from 2-component wavefunc-
tion. However, for 2-component triplet ELI-D one can not directly
use eq. (39), as it was derived assuming nonzero ontop triplet pair
density, which is identically zero in 2-component case. Instead
one can use eq. (30), derived under assumption of zero ontop
part. Expressions for ingredients of singlet ELI-q and triplet ELI-D
for 2-component wavefunctions can be directly obtained from
corresponding 4-component expressions for space (anti)symme-
trized indicators by omitting the summation over components:
qðs=tÞ2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5
1
2
X
r1
X
r2
X
rspq
crspq
ur1r ð~r1Þur2s ð~r2Þur1p ð~r1Þur2q ð~r2Þ6ur1r ð~r1Þur2s ð~r2Þur1p ð~r2Þur2q ð~r1Þ
h i
(48)
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(49)
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and in 1-determinantal case:
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(54)
are the components of nonrelativistic electron charge, kinetic
energy, and current density tensors.†
In the collinear case a global spin quantization axis exists
and all the spinors can be chosen as eigenfunctions of S^z
operator. Then the pair densities [eq. (48)] can be further
reduced to those reported in Refs. [13] and [14] (see Appendix
B).
If one would straightforwardly evaluate 4-component ELI
from the 4-component nonrelativistic limit wavefunction, !rðaÞq
and !rðsÞq will give singlet ELI-q !
ðsÞ
q . !
rðaÞ
D will yield triplet ELI-D
and !rðsÞD will yield infinity, because of zero ontop density for
spin-symmetrized, that is, triplet-coupled electrons in nonrela-
tivistic case. !cðsÞq will yield the ratio between spinless ontop
pair density and squared total density which is when being
multiplied by four is identical to spinless ELI-q (eq. (53) in Ref.
14]). !cðaÞD will yield indefinite result as both quantities in
numerator and denominator will be zero.
Computational details
All the calculations have been made for neutral isolated atoms
taken in ground electronic configurations.[24] In cases of par-
tially occupied subshells fractional occupancies were used to
accomplish a spherical symmetry.
Numerical 4-component Dirac–Coulomb–Kohn–Sham LDA
(Perdew–Wang 92[25]) restricted calculations have been per-
formed using radial Dirac equation solver routines of Elk pro-
gram.[26] Coupled Dirac equations have been solved on the
logarithmic radial grid using predictor–corrector method. Total
number of radial points used was about 1032104 and the
maximal radius was 20–40 a.u. Spline interpolation has been
used for the calculation of derivatives. Point nuclei model has
been used. The speed of light for the calculations in the non-
relativistic limit was increased by a factor of 106. Indicators,
introduced above for 4-component wavefunctions, have been
evaluated from density matrices constructed from Kohn–Sham
spinors in 1-determinantal ansatz.‡
Restricted scalar-relativistic ZORA[15] calculations have been
performed using Slater basis set of QZ4P level with ADF
code[27] using same Perdew–Wang LDA parameterization. ELI-
D for same-spin electrons[1] has been evaluated from density
matrices constructed in 1-determinantal ansatz.[3] The effect of
picture change[15] for the densities has been ignored.
Numerical evaluation of shell electron populations has been
done with the program DGrid.[28]
Results and Discussion
Ar atom
Figure 1 shows all six localizability indicators, evaluated from
fully relativistic 4-component calculation for Ar atom. In addi-
tion, !rðaÞD , evaluated from nonrelativistic limit calculation, is
also shown on the inset.
The most well pronounced shell structure is delivered by ELI-D
for spatially antisymmetrized pairs !rðaÞD , where the shell bounda-
ries are clearly marked by radial minima. The integration of the
electron density inside thus defined shells gives the following
populations: K—2.207, L—7.868, and M—7.923. In case of outer-
most shell, the integration region extends to 6 a.u from the
nucleus and the total charge of three shells was 17.998. These
populations are in close agreement with the same-spin ELI-D
shell populations from Hartee–Fock (HF) and highly correlated
wavefunction calculations[29] as well as electron localization func-
tion (ELF) shell populations, obtained from Clementi–Roetti HF
calculation.[30] For the nonrelativistic limit calculation the diagram
for !rðaÞD , equivalent to ELI-D for triplet-coupled electrons, looks
at the chosen scale completely identical to the relativistic one, as
expected for light element. The only essential difference is
observed near the nucleus, where the nonrelativistic ELI-D dem-
onstrates cusp with nonzero value at nuclear position, while the
†Strictly speaking, only when multiplied with the proper
dimensionality factors.
‡It should be noted that thus constructed matrices are not
exact but approximated even for closed-shell atoms, since they
are evaluated from noninteracting Kohn–Sham states.
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relativistic one has its limit at zero value. As shown in Appendix
C, this difference can be explained by different behavior of rela-
tivistic and nonrelativistic wavefunctions close to nucleus.[22]
ELI-q for spatially symmetrized electron pairs !rðsÞq also shows
certain structure and its maxima are relatively close to the min-
ima of !rðaÞD indicator, marked by vertical dashed lines. This
could seem somewhat unexpected, recalling that ELI-q for spa-
tially symmetrized electron pairs in nonrelativistic case is equiv-
alent to ELI-q for singlet-coupled electrons, showing in general
case shells as maxima and their boundaries as minima.[14] How-
ever, in this 4-component case spatially symmetrized electron
pairs are not equivalent to singlet-coupled electrons. !rðsÞq val-
ues are very close to one, that is, to the value obtained from
nonrelativistic limit calculation and the largest deviations from
this value are observed close to the nucleus.
ELI-D for spin-symmetrized (triplet) pairs !rðsÞD has shallow local
minima near shell boundaries. Its values increase with the distance
from the nucleus, which can be rationalized as decrease of triplet
ontop density in the denominator of eq. (39). For the nonrelativistic
wavefunctions, this ontop density is identically zero and visually,
this increase of!rðaÞD values can be imagined, as if electrons become
more and more nonrelativistic with the ontop density running to
zero as the distance from nucleus increases. For the nonrelativistic
limit wavefunction, this indicator should turn to the infinity.
ELI-q for spin-antisymmetrized (singlet) pairs !rðaÞq shows
only one clear maximum, shifted considerably from K/L shell
boundary given by !rðaÞD . Its diagram resembles that of !
rðsÞ
q
and also has the values very close to one, which is the value
for the nonrelativistic limit.
Component-antisymmetrized pair ELI-D !cðaÞD shows shallow
minima near shell boundaries given by !rðaÞD . In the nonrelativ-
istic limit, there are no component-antisymmetrized pairs and
in this case the indicator looses its meaning.
ELI-q for component-symmetrized pairs !cðsÞq shows shallow
maxima close to the shell boundaries given by !rðaÞD . Its values
are very close to its nonrelativistic limit value 0.25, equal to
Figure 1. ELI from fully relativistic calculation for Ar atom (black). The inset at top left diagram shows the behavior close to nucleus for fully relativistic
(black) as well as for nonrelativistic limit (blue) calculation. Vertical dashed lines mark shell boundaries given by minima of the !rðaÞD .
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the one quarter of the value of spinless ELI-q for nonrelativistic
single-determinantal wavefunction.[14]
Rn atom
Figure 2 shows all six indicators, evaluated for Rn atom from
fully relativistic calculation. Additionally shown is ELI-D for spa-
tially antisymmetrized electron pairs from nonrelativistic limit
calculation. Other indicators are not shown for that limit, as
for the single-determinantal case, they either show uniform
distributions or become meaningless.
Again, clear shell structure can be recognized only from ELI-D for
spatially antisymmetrized electron pairs. The shell populations
obtained from this partitioning (Table 1) are reasonably close to the
integer populations, resulting from Aufbau principle and to the pop-
ulations obtained from scalar-relativistic ZORA calculations. The larg-
est deviation from ideal occupation number is observed for N-shell
(more than 2 e) and is probably due to large ideal shell population
itself (32 e). For comparison, the corresponding deviation of M-shell
(18 e), obtained from ELF shell structure[30] can be close to one.
In contrast to Ar, !rðaÞD diagram for nonrelativistic limit calcu-
lation looks quantitatively different to the relativistic one here.
Quantitative characteristics of shells for both fully relativistic
and nonrelativistic limit calculations are given in Table 1. Well
known relativistic contraction is observed for all shells and is
most pronounced for outer shells. From the orbital-based anal-
ysis[6,31,32] it is known, that the s- and p-shells are usually con-
tracted, while d- and f-shells can experience an expansion. In
ELI the contributions from all the shells are summed for each
one- and two-electron ingredients and the total effect is,
therefore, the contraction of all the shells. Another interesting
relativistic effect is that shells in the nonrelativistic limit calcu-
lation are much strongly pronounced (e.g., difference between
shell radial maxima and intershell radial minima is larger) than
Figure 2. ELI from fully relativistic calculation for Rn atom (black). At top left diagram also shown !rðaÞD indicator from nonrelativistic limit calculation (blue).
Vertical dashed lines mark shell boundaries given by minima of the !rðaÞD .
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in fully relativistic case. Different behaviour near nucleus of
!rðaÞD indicators obtained from relativistic and nonrelativistic
calculations is also observed here.
Other five ELI flavors also show certain features, which are,
however, less pronounced, than for !rðaÞD . For instance,
!rðsÞq ;!
rðsÞ
D , and !
cðaÞ
D mark shell boundaries with maxima or
minima, but only for few inner shells. ELI-q for component-
symmetrized electrons shows weak maxima close to the !rðaÞD
shell boundaries for all the shells, but the shell populations are
too far from those expected from Aufbau principle.
Thus !rðaÞD is the best choice for the analysis of the shell
structures from fully relativistic calculations at single-
determinantal level. Complete tables with the atomic shell
structure parameters evaluated from relativistic !rðaÞD indicator
for all the atoms of periods 4 to 7 from the fully relativistic
and nonrelativistic limit calculations are given in the Appendix
D, as well as shell structure parameters from scalar-relativistic
ZORA calculations.
Elements of period 4
Figure 3 summarizes some selected shell parameters for the
two outermost shells of the elements of fourth period,
obtained from 4-component fully relativistic, its nonrelativistic
limit and scalar-relativistic ZORA calculations. One observes
that for outer shells the difference between fully relativistic,
nonrelativistic, and scalar-relativistic results is quite small. Well
known trends in the shell occupations and the contraction of
shell radii along the period are easily recognizable. The com-
parison with Clementi–Roetti HF results[30] shows a bit larger
discrepancies.
For the two inner shells the differences between fully rela-
tivistic, nonrelativistic, and scalar-relativistic calculations are
even smaller in the absolute scale (Table 2). One can observe
that rK;Lnrl > r
K;L
rel  rK;LscZORA and qKnrl > qKrel > qKscZORA whereas
qLnrl  qLrel  qLscZORA . Along the period the radii of the first two
shells slightly contract monotonically. The population of the K-
shell stays nearly constant along the period, whereas the pop-
ulation of L-shell slightly increases monotonically.
Elements of period 5
Figure 4 summarizes some selected shell parameters for the
two outermost shells of the elements of fifth period. In con-
trast to the previous period, there is a clear difference
between relativistic and nonrelativistic results, concerning the
appearance of the fourth (O-) shell. In the nonrelativistic calcu-
lation, the O-shell is revealed for all the elements, except for
Pd (electron configuration ½Kr4d10), where it is empty and the
outer boundary of fourth (N-) shell does not exist. In relativistic
calculations, both fully- and scalar-relativistic, this shell disap-
pears also for its neighbors from Ru to Ag. This disappearance
at first sight seems to be a relativistic effect due to contraction
of the outer s-shell and relativistic expansion of the penulti-
mate shell containing d-orbitals.[6,31,32] However, similar effect
is observed for the valence shell in the nonrelativistic results
for late d-metals of sixth period (see below), which points out
that there could also be other reasons for that.
For scalar-relativistic ZORA calculations, the results can be
sensitive to the basis set used. For instance, using TZ2P basis
instead of QZ4P causes the O-shell to appear for Ag. It is, how-
ever, clearly an artifact, as it is very weakly pronounced, its
inner radial boundary lies quite far away from nucleus (at 3.69
a.u.) and, therefore, its population is small (<0:4 e).
Similar to the elements of fourth period, for three inner
shells the differences between fully relativistic, nonrelativistic,
and scalar-relativistic calculations are much smaller in the
Table 1. Shell Structure of Rn atom from the topology of !rðaÞD obtained
from fully relativistic (rel), scalar-relativistic ZORA [15, 27] (scZORA) and
nonrelativistic limit (nrl) calculations.
rel scZORA nrl
qK 2.238 2.198 2.273
rK 0.0215 0.0212 0.0260
qL 8.765 8.799 9.177
rL 0.0822 0.0823 0.0912
qM 18.288 18.339 18.378
rM 0.2230 0.2237 0.2350
qN 29.412 29.349 29.268
rN 0.5923 0.5924 0.6130
qO 18.595 18.6189 18.519
rO 1.4614 1.4647 1.5342
qP 8.685 8.700 8.388
Shell radii are in a.u.
Figure 3. Shell radii (in a.u.) for third (M-) shell and shell populations for
third (M-) and fourth (N-) shells for the elements of fourth period from the
topology of ELI-D, calculated from fully relativistic Dirac–Kohn–Sham LDA
(black), its nonrelativistic limit (blue) and scZORA (red). [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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absolute scale (Table 3). One can observe that rK;L;Mnrl > r
K;L;M
rel
	 rK;L;MscZORA ; qK;Lnrl > qK;Lrel 	 qK;LscZORA but qMscZORA > qMrel > qMnrl .
The radii of the inner shells also decrease monotonically as
for the elements of fourth period. The populations of the K-
shell stay nearly constant along the period, of L-shell slightly
increase and of M-shell show weak maximum for Pd.
Elements of period 6
Figure 5 summarizes some selected shell parameters for the
three outermost shells of the elements of sixth period. Usual
trends in the occupations of the last three shells and penulti-
mate shell radii contraction can be easily recognized. As for
fourth period, for late d-metals the outermost shell does not
show up. This holds for both relativistic and nonrelativistic
results with the exception of Hg for which the nonrelativistic
calculation shows weakly pronounced O-shell occupied by 2.1
e. The absence of the valence shells in nonrelativistic results
for Pt and Au means thus that this shell disappearance is not
necessarily caused by only relativistic effects.
In general, relativistic and nonrelativistic results differ
slightly for almost all elements. Fully relativistic results and
scalar-relativistic ZORA results are very close. Scalar-relativistic
ZORA results are sensitive to the basis set used. Reducing
basis set level from QZ4P to TZ2P causes the valence shell of
Tl atom to disappear in contrast with the fully relativistic
result.
For inner shells, the differences between fully relativistic,
nonrelativistic, and scalar-relativistic calculations are smaller in
the absolute scale (Table 4). One can observe for radii that
rK;L;M;Nnrl > r
K;L;M;N
rel 	 rK;L;M;NscZORA . For most of the atoms of sixth
period, the nonrelativistic shell populations are a bit larger
than relativistic. For L-shell, the nonrelativistic populations
increase monotonically along the period, while the relativistic
show weak maximum in the middle.
Elements of period 7
Figure 6 summarizes some selected shell parameters for the
three outermost shells of the elements of seventh period. For
these elements the difference between nonrelativistic and rela-
tivistic calculations is remarkable except for the populations of
outermost Q-shell, where it is less pronounced. The difference
between fully relativistic and scalar-relativistic ZORA results
also becomes visible.
For inner shells the differences between fully relativistic,
nonrelativistic, and scalar-relativistic calculations are smaller in
the absolute scale (Table 5). One can observe for the radii that
rK;L;M;N;Onrl > r
K;L;M;N;O
rel  rK;L;M;N;OscZORA . For the populations of the
shells one sees that qKnrl > q
K
rel > q
K
scZORA , q
L;M
nrl > q
L;M
scZORA
> qL;Mrel , whereas q
N
rel > q
N
scZORA > q
N
nrl .
Figure 5. Shell radii (in a.u.) for fifth (O-) shell and shell populations for
fourth (N-), fifth (O-) and sixth (P-) shells for the elements of sixth period
from the topology of ELI-D, calculated from fully relativistic Dirac–Kohn–
Sham LDA (black), its nonrelativistic limit (blue) and scZORA (red). [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlineli-
brary.com.]
Figure 4. Shell radii (in a.u.) for fourth (N-) shell and shell populations for
fourth (N-) and fifth (O-) shells for the elements of fifth period from the
topology of ELI-D calculated from fully relativistic Dirac–Kohn–Sham LDA
(black), its nonrelativistic limit (blue) and scZORA (red). [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Conclusions
For the fully relativistic many-electron 4-component wave func-
tions six independent ELI flavors constructed from (anti)symme-
trized over (1) space, (2) spin, and (3) component coordinate
electron densities have been proposed. Their 2-component
counterparts have also been introduced and analyzed. Indica-
tors for fully relativistic wavefunctions have been tested on Ar
and Rn Dirac–Kohn–Sham LDA results. All six indicators show
on their radial dependence certain features pointing on the
presence of atomic shells but only an indicator for spatially anti-
symmetrized electron pairs !rðaÞD is capable to deliver the shell
structure at quantitative level with the shell populations similar
to those from nonrelativistic ELI-D !ðtÞD and !
r2
D .
!rðaÞD indicator has been used to evaluate quantitative
atomic shell structure for all the atoms of periods 4–7 of the
periodic table of elements from Dirac–Kohn–Sham LDA results.
The results have been compared with the shell structures obtained
from same level calculations in nonrelativistic limit as well as with
the shell structures revealed by nonrelativistic ELI-D from scalar-
relativistic ZORA Kohn–Sham results and ELF shell structure from
HF Clementi–Roetti wavefunctions (for the elements of fourth
period). Close agreement has been found between shell structures
from fully relativistic and scalar-relativistic ZORA calculations for
almost all elements. Minor differences between them have been
observed almost only for the elements of seventh period. Nonrela-
tivistic shell structures differ noticeably from relativistic ones for
the elements of fifth to seventh periods. The most remarkable is
the difference in the number of shells revealed for late transition
metals of fifth to sixth periods.
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APPENDIX A: Derivation of 1- and 2-Electron
Densities
Densities for Space (anti)Symmetrized Projections
Using eqs. (16) and (19) one obtains space (anti)symmetrized
2 e density matrix as:
qrðs=aÞ2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ
5
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
1
2
ð16P^r12Þqc
0
1r
0
1c
0
2r
0
2c1r1c2r2
2 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ
 
c0
i
5ci ;r0i5ri
5
1
2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
qc1r1c2r2c1r1c2r22 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r1;~r2Þ6qc1r1c2r2c1r1c2r22 ð~r 01;~r 02;~r2;~r1Þ
 
5
1
2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq u
c1r1
r ð~r 01Þuc2r2s ð~r 02Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þuc2r2q ð~r2Þ
h
6uc1r1r ð~r 01Þuc2r2s ð~r 02Þuc1r1p ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
i
(55)
The pair densities are then immediately obtained from final
expression by setting ~r 015~r1 and ~r
0
25~r2. Consequent integra-
tion over~r2 and rescaling yields one-electron densities:
qrðs=aÞð~r1Þ5 2
N21
ð
d~r2q
rðs=aÞ
2 ð~r1;~r2;~r1;~r2Þ5
1
N21
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq u
c1r1
r ð~r1Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þ
ð
d~r2u
c2r2
s ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r2Þ6uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ

ð
d~r2u
c2r2
s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r2Þ5
1
N21
X
c1r1
X
rspq
crspq

uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þ
X
c2r2
Sc2r2;c2r2sq|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
5dsq
6
X
c2r2
uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2q ð~r1ÞSc2r2;c1r1sp

5
1
N21
X
c1r1
X
rsp
crspsu
c1r1
r ð~r1Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þ6
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspqS
c2r2;c1r1
sp u
c1r1
r ð~r1Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
" #
(56)
Figure 6. Shell radii (in a.u.) for sixth (P-) shell and shell populations for fifth
(O-), sixth (P-) and seventh (Q-) shells for the elements of seventh period from
the topology of ELI-D, calculated from fully relativistic Dirac–Kohn–Sham LDA
(black), its nonrelativistic limit (blue) and scZORA (red). [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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The pair density for spatially antisymmetrized electrons qrðaÞ2
ð~r1;~r2Þ5qrðaÞ2 ð~r1;~r2;~r1;~r2Þ is necessarily zero at electron coales-
cence point (~r15~r2). As shown in the section “Indicators
derived from (anti)symmetrized spatial coordinate projections”,
the first leading term in Taylor expansion is of second order,
that is, spherically averaged curvature:
r~r 2qrðaÞ2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5
1
2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq½uc1r1r ð~r1Þruc2r2s ð~r2Þ
uc1r1p ð~r1Þuc2r2q ð~r2Þ1uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þruc2r2q ð~r2Þ
2uc1r1r ð~r1Þruc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
2uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þruc1r1p ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
(57)
r2~r 2q
rðaÞ
2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5
1
2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq½uc1r1r ð~r1Þr2uc2r2s ð~r2Þ
uc1r1p ð~r1Þuc2r2q ð~r2Þ12uc1r1r ð~r1Þruc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þruc2r2q ð~r2Þ
1uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þr2uc2r2q ð~r2Þ
2uc1r1r ð~r1Þr2uc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
22uc1r1r ð~r1Þruc2r2s ð~r2Þruc1r1p ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
2uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þr2uc1r1p ð~r2Þuc2r2q ð~r1Þ
(58)
which at coalescence point becomes:
grðaÞð~rÞ5r2~r 2q
rðaÞ
2 ð~r1;~r2Þj~r5~r 15~r 25
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq
½uc1r1r ð~rÞruc2r2s ð~rÞuc1r1p ð~rÞruc2r2q ð~rÞ
2uc1r1r ð~rÞruc2r2s ð~rÞruc1r1p ð~rÞuc2r2q ð~rÞ
(59)
as terms containing second derivatives mutually cancel.
In 1-determinantal case, when crspq5
1
2 nrnsðdrpdsq2drqdspÞ
one obtains for ontop density:
qrðsÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ5
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(60)
where qc1r1;c2r2 ð~rÞ is the electron density tensor [eq. (27)]. One-
electron densities are:
qrðs=aÞð~r1Þ5 1
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(61)The curvature of the spatially antisymmetrized pair density
at coalescence is then:
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Introducing following one-electron quantities:
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(63)
one can compactly write the curvature for 1-determinantal
case as:
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(64)
Although quantities sc1r1;c2r2 and ~j
c1r1;c2r2
are labeled here
like nonrelativistic kinetic energy s and current density ~j, they
should not be interpreted like those, as in 4-component case
these quantities are defined in completely different way.[6]
Rather one should consider them as sums of mixed derivatives
of one-electron spinors. As discussed in the section “Indicators
for 2-component wavefunctions”, only in nonrelativistic limit
they turn to the expressions formally equivalent to nonrelativ-
istic kinetic energy and current densities.
Densities for spin (anti)symmetrized projections
Using projection operators based on spin permutation to the
two-electron density matrix, one obtains:
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Integration over~r2 and multiplication by
2
N21 yields:
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Inserting 1-determinantal density matrix crspq5
1
2 nrnsðdrpdsq2
drqdspÞ into eq. (65) one obtains for ontop pair densities
(~r5~r15~r2):
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and from eq. (66):
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Densities for large and small component (anti)symmetrized
projections
The derivation is completely analogous to that given in the
previous section but instead of permuting spin indices
r1andr2, one permutes component indices c1and c2. The final
results for the pair density from general CI ansatz are:
qcðs=aÞ2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5
1
2
X
c1r1
X
c2r2
X
rspq
crspq½uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þuc1r1p ð~r1Þuc2r2q ð~r2Þ
6uc1r1r ð~r1Þuc2r2s ð~r2Þuc2r1p ð~r1Þuc1r2q ð~r2Þ
(69)
Using identity crspq52crsqp which follows from the anticom-
mutation rule for annihilation operators, one can rewrite ontop
density as:
qcðs=aÞ2 ð~r ;~rÞ5
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7uc1r1r ð~rÞuc2r2s ð~rÞuc1r2p ð~rÞuc2r1q ð~rÞ
(70)
which is identical to the ontop part of eq. (65).
The one-electron density is obtained by integration of pair
density over~r2 and multiplying by
2
N21:
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(71)
which for 1-determinantal ansatz becomes:
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APPENDIX B: Pair Densities for Singlet/Triplet
Pairs in Spin-Collinear Case
In the spin-collinear case each one-electron spinor can be cho-
sen as an eigenfunction of S^z operator which means, that
either a or b component necessarily vanishes and thus any
state r, s, p, or q has certain spin index. Thus, for pair densities
one obtains from eq. (48):
qðs=tÞ2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5
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(73)
For singlet pairs same-spin (r15r2) parts cancel mutually
and one is left just with opposite-spin parts:
qðsÞ2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5
1
2
½qabab2 ð~r1;~r2Þ2qabba2 ð~r1;~r2Þ1qbaba2 ð~r1;~r2Þ2qbaab2 ð~r1;~r2Þ
(74)
which is equivalent to eq. (48) in Ref. [13], assuming L€owdin
normalization of the density matrices.[19]
In case of triplet-coupled pairs, both same-spin and
opposite-spin contributions will be present in the pair density
and one obtains:
qðtÞ2 ð~r1;~r2Þ5qaaaa2 ð~r1;~r2Þ1qbbbb2 ð~r1;~r2Þ
1
1
2
½qabab2 ð~r1;~r2Þ1qabba2 ð~r1;~r2Þ1qbaba2 ð~r1;~r2Þ1qbaab2 ð~r1;~r2Þ
(75)
which is equivalent to eq. (49) in Ref. [13], assuming L€owdin
normalization of the density matrices.
APPENDIX C: Nuclear Cusp Condition for ELI-D
General ansatz for the radial dependence of the electronic
wavefunction near the nucleus is[22]:
W  rm½11ar1br21Oðr3Þ (76)
here r is the distance between an electron and nucleus, r ! 0.
In the nonrelativistic case m50 and in relativistic case
m  2c22.[22]
In the nonrelativistic case, then W  11ar1br21Oðr3Þ and
for the electron density one obtains:
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q  W2  ½11ar1br21Oðr3Þ25112ar1Oðr2Þ (77)
The curvature of Fermi hole near nucleus position is
(0 means derivative over r):
gW2W025½112ar1Oðr2Þ½a12br1Oðr2Þ25½112ar1Oðr2Þ
½a212abr1Oðr2Þ5a212a3r12abr1Oðr2Þ  112ða1b=aÞr1Oðr2Þ
(78)
and then for ELI-D one obtains:
!qg23=8  ½112ar1Oðr2Þ½112ða1b=aÞr1Oðr2Þ23=8
5½112ar1Oðr2Þ½12 3ða
21bÞr
4a
1Oðr2Þ
5112ar2
3ða21bÞr
4a
1Oðr2Þ511 5a
223b
4a
r1Oðr2Þ
(79)
which means, that ELI-D should demonstrate Kato-like cusp
near the nucleus, what indeed is observed (cf. inset on Fig.
1).
In the relativistic case m 6¼ 0 and then for the electron den-
sity one has:
q  W25r2m½112ar1Oðr2Þ (80)
The derivative of the wavefunction over r is:
W0mrm21½11ar1Oðr2Þ1rm½a12br1Oðr2Þ
5mrm21½11ar1 ar
m
1Oðr2Þr21½11að11 1
m
Þr1Oðr2Þ1OðmÞ
(81)
The curvature of spatially antisymmetrized pair density at
electron coalescence near nucleus position is then:
gW2W02  r2m½112ar1Oðr2Þr22½11að11 1
m
Þr1Oðr2Þ2
5r2m22½112ar1Oðr2Þ½112að11 1
m
Þr1Oðr2Þ
5r22½112að21 1
m
Þr1Oðr2Þ1OðmÞ
(82)
and then for ELI-D one obtains:
!qg23=8  r2m½112ar1Oðr2Þ½r22ð112að21 1
m
Þr1Oðr2ÞÞ23=8
5r2m13=4½112ar1Oðr2Þ½12 3a
4
ð21 1
m
Þr1Oðr2Þ
5r3=4½11 2am23a
4m
r1Oðr2Þ1OðmÞ
(83)
which means, that ELI-D for fully relativistic case should behave
near nucleus as power function, what indeed is observed (cf. inset
on Fig. 1).
APPENDIX D: ELI-D Shell Radii and Electron Numbers for the Elements of 4–7 Periods of
Periodic Table
Table 2. ELI-D shell structure parameters for the atoms of fourth period from fully relativistic (top line), scalar-relativistic ZORA (middle line), and nonrela-
tivistic limit (bottom line) calculations.
qK rK qL rL qM rM qN
K 2.210 0.1342 7.865 0.6696 8.012 3.2072 0.897
2.210 0.1342 7.863 0.6692 8.022 3.2301 0.889
2.212 0.1351 7.864 0.6716 8.010 3.2125 0.898
Ca 2.211 0.1262 7.862 0.6148 8.009 2.4962 1.914
2.212 0.1261 7.860 0.6145 8.009 2.4950 1.915
2.214 0.1271 7.860 0.6168 8.007 2.5025 1.914
Sc 2.213 0.1192 7.887 0.5699 8.729 2.3086 2.169
2.214 0.1191 7.889 0.5703 8.725 2.3079 2.170
2.215 0.1202 7.887 0.5721 8.736 2.3180 2.159
Ti 2.214 0.1129 7.922 0.5311 9.549 2.1806 2.314
2.215 0.1128 7.926 0.5316 9.541 2.1787 2.317
2.217 0.1139 7.922 0.5333 9.561 2.1922 2.298
V 2.215 0.1072 7.964 0.4970 10.416 2.0828 2.404
2.217 0.1072 7.970 0.4979 10.403 2.0805 2.410
2.219 0.1084 7.965 0.4994 10.433 2.0962 2.382
Cr 2.217 0.1022 8.027 0.4681 12.043 2.2719 1.712
2.219 0.1022 8.033 0.4689 12.068 2.2969 1.670
2.222 0.1034 8.029 0.4706 12.069 2.2907 1.679
Mn 2.218 0.0975 8.061 0.4403 12.218 1.9345 2.503
2.219 0.0974 8.070 0.4412 12.191 1.9269 2.520
2.222 0.0987 8.064 0.4428 12.242 1.9503 2.471
Fe 2.220 0.0933 8.113 0.4164 13.134 1.8732 2.533
2.220 0.0932 8.121 0.4171 13.109 1.8661 2.550
2.223 0.0945 8.120 0.4190 13.160 1.8900 2.497
Co 2.220 0.0893 8.168 0.3948 14.058 1.8184 2.554
2.221 0.0892 8.175 0.3954 14.045 1.8162 2.558
2.225 0.0906 8.177 0.3976 14.085 1.8362 2.512
(Continued)
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Table 2. (Continued)
qK rK qL rL qM rM qN
Ni 2.220 0.0857 8.223 0.3753 14.988 1.7690 2.568
2.222 0.0856 8.229 0.3757 14.976 1.7671 2.573
2.226 0.0871 8.235 0.3781 15.017 1.7878 2.522
Cu 2.222 0.0824 8.292 0.3582 16.984 2.0963 1.502
2.223 0.0823 8.294 0.3583 17.061 2.1485 1.422
2.227 0.0838 8.310 0.3611 16.991 2.1125 1.472
Zn 2.222 0.0793 8.333 0.3412 16.864 1.6831 2.581
2.224 0.0792 8.333 0.3412 16.869 1.6853 2.574
2.228 0.0806 8.353 0.3442 16.892 1.7036 2.527
Ga 2.225 0.0764 8.370 0.3256 17.008 1.5284 3.396
2.223 0.0763 8.369 0.3254 17.037 1.5375 3.368
2.230 0.0779 8.394 0.3287 17.023 1.5451 3.352
Ge 2.226 0.0737 8.402 0.3111 17.058 1.3856 4.315
2.224 0.0735 8.401 0.3110 17.110 1.3989 4.265
2.232 0.0752 8.428 0.3144 17.065 1.4001 4.275
As 2.225 0.0711 8.432 0.2978 17.069 1.2647 5.274
2.224 0.0710 8.427 0.2976 17.105 1.2718 5.244
2.232 0.0727 8.459 0.3011 17.070 1.2768 5.238
Se 2.225 0.0687 8.457 0.2854 17.066 1.1628 6.252
2.225 0.0686 8.451 0.2852 17.096 1.1675 6.228
2.232 0.0703 8.488 0.2888 17.063 1.1733 6.218
Br 2.225 0.0664 8.479 0.2740 17.058 1.0765 7.238
2.225 0.0663 8.472 0.2737 17.080 1.0790 7.223
2.233 0.0681 8.511 0.2774 17.051 1.0860 7.205
Kr 2.225 0.0642 8.498 0.2633 17.049 1.0027 8.228
2.226 0.0641 8.491 0.2631 17.056 1.0028 8.227
2.234 0.0660 8.532 0.2668 17.039 1.0115 8.195
Shell radii are in a.u.
Table 3. ELI-D shell structure parameters for the atoms of fifth period from fully relativistic (top line), scalar-relativistic ZORA (middle line), and nonrelativ-
istic limit (bottom line), calculations.
qK rK qL rL qM rM qN rN qO
Rb 2.232 0.0624 8.510 0.2534 17.030 0.9379 8.351 3.6144 0.859
2.226 0.0621 8.506 0.2531 17.042 0.9382 8.349 3.6203 0.857
2.238 0.0641 8.550 0.2570 17.019 0.9466 8.311 3.6379 0.863
Sr 2.226 0.0603 8.529 0.2441 17.014 0.8816 8.332 2.8567 1.893
2.226 0.0602 8.521 0.2439 17.020 0.8815 8.334 2.8571 1.892
2.240 0.0623 8.564 0.2478 17.000 0.8901 8.295 2.8840 1.893
Y 2.228 0.0585 8.545 0.2355 17.022 0.8355 8.877 2.6242 2.326
2.227 0.0584 8.543 0.2354 17.027 0.8357 8.878 2.6295 2.321
2.242 0.0605 8.584 0.2393 17.005 0.8440 8.875 2.6607 2.291
Zr 2.229 0.0568 8.561 0.2275 17.035 0.7946 9.592 2.4785 2.582
2.227 0.0567 8.561 0.2274 17.043 0.7950 9.594 2.4867 2.573
2.240 0.0588 8.607 0.2314 17.015 0.8029 9.621 2.5231 2.516
Nb 2.232 0.0553 8.578 0.2200 17.068 0.7597 11.217 2.6821 1.903
2.227 0.0551 8.583 0.2199 17.076 0.7603 11.336 2.7745 1.777
2.243 0.0573 8.629 0.2240 17.041 0.7678 11.299 2.7546 1.786
Mo 2.229 0.0537 8.601 0.2130 17.078 0.7254 12.418 2.7562 1.674
2.228 0.0536 8.599 0.2129 17.088 0.7260 12.464 2.7983 1.619
2.244 0.0558 8.651 0.2170 17.048 0.7333 12.481 2.8204 1.576
Tc 2.230 0.0522 8.615 0.2063 17.072 0.6921 12.354 2.2844 2.731
2.228 0.0521 8.614 0.2062 17.085 0.6929 12.323 2.2795 2.749
2.243 0.0544 8.670 0.2104 17.039 0.7000 12.443 2.3421 2.605
Ru 2.231 0.0509 8.634 0.2001 17.100 0.6647 16.036 – –
2.228 0.0507 8.635 0.2000 17.110 0.6653 16.027 – –
2.242 0.0530 8.697 0.2043 17.060 0.6723 14.948 3.0610 1.052
Rh 2.230 0.0495 8.653 0.1942 17.110 0.6377 17.008 – –
2.228 0.0494 8.653 0.1941 17.118 0.6382 17.001 – –
2.246 0.0518 8.717 0.1985 17.066 0.6452 16.137 3.1944 0.835
Pd 2.229 0.0482 8.672 0.1886 17.134 0.6138 17.966 – –
2.228 0.0481 8.680 0.1887 17.126 0.6138 17.966 – –
2.243 0.0505 8.746 0.1930 17.082 0.6211 17.930 – –
(Continued)
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Table 3. (Continued)
qK rK qL rL qM rM qN rN qO
Ag 2.230 0.0470 8.688 0.1832 17.131 0.5894 18.952 – –
2.227 0.0469 8.696 0.1833 17.125 0.5895 18.952 – –
2.247 0.0494 8.762 0.1878 17.076 0.5967 18.201 3.1559 0.714
Cd 2.230 0.0459 8.700 0.1781 17.129 0.5667 17.673 2.1843 2.270
2.228 0.0457 8.708 0.1782 17.122 0.5668 17.668 2.1827 2.274
2.243 0.0482 8.786 0.1828 17.068 0.5740 17.696 2.2227 2.208
In 2.239 0.0449 8.706 0.1733 17.126 0.5457 17.723 1.9720 3.206
2.227 0.0446 8.721 0.1734 17.119 0.5456 17.767 1.9874 3.164
2.246 0.0472 8.801 0.1781 17.063 0.5530 17.745 2.0073 3.144
Sn 2.230 0.0437 8.727 0.1687 17.122 0.5260 17.692 1.7856 4.231
2.227 0.0435 8.732 0.1688 17.116 0.5260 17.749 1.8033 4.174
2.251 0.0462 8.814 0.1736 17.055 0.5333 17.726 1.8206 4.155
Sb 2.233 0.0427 8.733 0.1643 17.119 0.5075 17.663 1.6410 5.254
2.227 0.0425 8.743 0.1644 17.112 0.5076 17.706 1.6516 5.211
2.250 0.0452 8.832 0.1693 17.045 0.5150 17.694 1.6698 5.179
Te 2.227 0.0416 8.749 0.1601 17.113 0.4903 17.625 1.5195 6.287
2.227 0.0415 8.754 0.1602 17.108 0.4904 17.657 1.5266 6.254
2.249 0.0443 8.847 0.1651 17.039 0.4977 17.658 1.5455 6.209
I 2.230 0.0407 8.753 0.1561 17.110 0.4741 17.587 1.4176 7.322
2.227 0.0405 8.762 0.1561 17.104 0.4742 17.604 1.4211 7.303
2.248 0.0433 8.862 0.1612 17.030 0.4816 17.623 1.4414 7.238
Xe 2.225 0.0397 8.763 0.1522 17.107 0.4588 17.552 1.3306 8.353
2.228 0.0396 8.768 0.1523 17.100 0.4589 17.551 1.3309 8.353
2.245 0.0424 8.877 0.1575 17.022 0.4664 17.592 1.3528 8.264
Shell radii are in a.u.
Table 4. ELI-D shell structure parameters for the atoms of sixth period from fully relativistic (top line), scalar-relativistic ZORA (middle line), and nonrela-
tivistic limit (bottom line), calculations.
qK rK qL rL qM rM qN rN qO rO qP
Cs 2.254 0.0392 8.756 0.1486 17.098 0.4445 17.521 1.2550 8.529 4.1476 0.822
2.226 0.0387 8.777 0.1486 17.094 0.4446 17.522 1.2553 8.536 4.1636 0.814
2.263 0.0418 8.884 0.1540 17.009 0.4522 17.565 1.2767 8.419 4.2048 0.829
Ba 2.236 0.0381 8.772 0.1450 17.095 0.4309 17.498 1.1890 8.520 3.3201 1.870
2.227 0.0379 8.783 0.1451 17.089 0.4310 17.499 1.1894 8.522 3.3221 1.867
2.259 0.0409 8.894 0.1505 17.001 0.4387 17.544 1.2103 8.418 3.3887 1.869
La 2.241 0.0374 8.771 0.1416 17.094 0.4183 17.535 1.1373 9.095 3.0914 2.261
2.224 0.0370 8.792 0.1417 17.086 0.4184 17.533 1.1375 9.091 3.0915 2.267
2.251 0.0400 8.915 0.1472 16.994 0.4261 17.577 1.1580 9.065 3.1813 2.190
Ce 2.256 0.0367 8.770 0.1385 17.127 0.4070 18.141 1.1089 9.437 3.0313 2.272
2.226 0.0363 8.796 0.1386 17.123 0.4071 18.141 1.1094 9.432 3.0326 2.277
2.262 0.0394 8.922 0.1442 17.033 0.4150 18.231 1.1315 9.353 3.1257 2.197
Pr 2.243 0.0358 8.781 0.1355 17.195 0.3968 19.205 1.0967 9.626 3.1111 1.946
2.225 0.0355 8.801 0.1356 17.191 0.3970 19.207 1.0977 9.625 3.1130 1.943
2.264 0.0388 8.927 0.1414 17.112 0.4051 19.417 1.1245 9.370 3.2055 1.900
Nd 2.238 0.0350 8.794 0.1327 17.238 0.3866 19.864 1.0722 9.919 3.0591 1.946
2.224 0.0347 8.806 0.1327 17.237 0.3869 19.866 1.0734 9.915 3.0592 1.946
2.270 0.0382 8.931 0.1385 17.163 0.3951 20.113 1.1014 9.613 3.1563 1.902
Pm 2.236 0.0343 8.793 0.1298 17.289 0.3769 20.546 1.0495 10.187 3.0102 1.947
2.225 0.0341 8.809 0.1299 17.285 0.3772 20.547 1.0509 10.182 3.0106 1.945
2.266 0.0374 8.948 0.1359 17.214 0.3855 20.829 1.0801 9.833 3.1102 1.903
Sm 2.245 0.0337 8.790 0.1271 17.340 0.3677 21.242 1.0283 10.435 2.9637 1.948
2.223 0.0333 8.815 0.1272 17.338 0.3680 21.247 1.0301 10.429 2.9665 1.942
2.254 0.0366 8.972 0.1333 17.269 0.3764 21.561 1.0603 10.033 3.0667 1.905
Eu 2.240 0.0330 8.798 0.1246 17.392 0.3590 21.958 1.0092 10.659 2.9178 1.952
2.222 0.0327 8.819 0.1247 17.392 0.3592 21.953 1.0102 10.662 2.9213 1.946
2.267 0.0362 8.966 0.1308 17.334 0.3678 22.307 1.0421 10.213 3.0249 1.907
Gd 2.245 0.0323 8.797 0.1220 17.429 0.3500 22.295 0.9800 10.890 2.7350 2.348
2.223 0.0320 8.820 0.1221 17.429 0.3505 22.288 0.9809 10.887 2.7396 2.349
2.260 0.0355 8.986 0.1284 17.368 0.3591 22.590 1.0110 10.539 2.8508 2.254
Tb 2.241 0.0317 8.804 0.1197 17.507 0.3424 23.415 0.9735 11.077 2.8324 1.959
2.221 0.0314 8.825 0.1198 17.507 0.3428 23.404 0.9740 11.086 2.8356 1.953
2.257 0.0348 8.999 0.1262 17.466 0.3517 23.822 1.0083 10.541 2.9475 1.911
(Continued)
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Table 4. (Continued)
qK rK qL rL qM rM qN rN qO rO qP
Dy 2.242 0.0311 8.804 0.1173 17.568 0.3347 24.153 0.9569 11.273 2.7922 1.964
2.220 0.0308 8.827 0.1174 17.568 0.3350 24.137 0.9570 11.291 2.7984 1.953
2.257 0.0343 9.010 0.1240 17.535 0.3442 24.589 0.9926 10.692 2.9114 1.913
Ho 2.242 0.0305 8.802 0.1151 17.630 0.3273 24.898 0.9410 11.463 2.7534 1.968
2.222 0.0302 8.828 0.1152 17.629 0.3276 24.888 0.9413 11.475 2.7592 1.956
2.261 0.0338 9.015 0.1219 17.607 0.3369 25.362 0.9776 10.836 2.8767 1.915
Er 2.231 0.0298 8.814 0.1129 17.693 0.3202 25.646 0.9258 11.646 2.7159 1.973
2.220 0.0296 8.830 0.1130 17.691 0.3205 25.639 0.9261 11.660 2.7233 1.958
2.262 0.0333 9.024 0.1198 17.681 0.3300 26.140 0.9633 10.974 2.8434 1.916
Tm 2.238 0.0293 8.812 0.1108 17.753 0.3134 26.400 0.9111 11.825 2.6795 1.979
2.216 0.0290 8.835 0.1109 17.754 0.3136 26.393 0.9114 11.836 2.6862 1.964
2.268 0.0328 9.026 0.1178 17.757 0.3233 26.922 0.9496 11.106 2.8114 1.918
Yb 2.244 0.0288 8.803 0.1088 17.819 0.3068 27.158 0.8971 11.998 2.6442 1.985
2.218 0.0285 8.834 0.1089 17.817 0.3071 27.153 0.8974 12.013 2.6552 1.964
2.272 0.0324 9.032 0.1159 17.834 0.3169 27.708 0.9364 11.232 2.7805 1.920
Lu 2.257 0.0284 8.796 0.1068 17.864 0.3002 27.569 0.8753 12.060 2.4648 2.464
2.219 0.0280 8.825 0.1068 17.872 0.3005 27.558 0.8754 12.062 2.4733 2.462
2.286 0.0320 9.033 0.1140 17.885 0.3104 28.048 0.9126 11.411 2.6049 2.341
Hf 2.243 0.0277 8.802 0.1048 17.912 0.2938 27.902 0.8534 12.298 2.3309 2.850
2.217 0.0274 8.826 0.1049 17.916 0.2941 27.904 0.8540 12.292 2.3442 2.844
2.271 0.0314 9.050 0.1121 17.939 0.3041 28.318 0.8889 11.800 2.4912 2.624
Ta 2.238 0.0272 8.806 0.1029 17.950 0.2876 28.179 0.8317 12.688 2.2341 3.146
2.213 0.0269 8.829 0.1030 17.958 0.2879 28.191 0.8327 12.688 2.2550 3.122
2.268 0.0309 9.062 0.1104 17.986 0.2980 28.535 0.8654 12.358 2.4204 2.794
W 2.240 0.0267 8.800 0.1010 17.992 0.2816 28.409 0.8102 13.222 2.1681 3.344
2.215 0.0264 8.828 0.1012 18.003 0.2820 28.423 0.8117 13.237 2.1978 3.295
2.270 0.0305 9.069 0.1086 18.031 0.2922 28.708 0.8423 13.070 2.3837 2.855
Re 2.241 0.0262 8.800 0.0993 18.025 0.2758 28.607 0.7893 13.961 2.1539 3.373
2.216 0.0260 8.827 0.0994 18.038 0.2762 28.607 0.7904 13.947 2.1641 3.367
2.270 0.0301 9.080 0.1069 18.071 0.2865 28.846 0.8196 13.936 2.3812 2.800
Os 2.236 0.0257 8.801 0.0975 18.059 0.2702 28.775 0.7690 14.825 2.1549 3.309
2.213 0.0255 8.829 0.0976 18.070 0.2706 28.766 0.7697 14.791 2.1527 3.333
2.260 0.0295 9.096 0.1053 18.111 0.2810 28.959 0.7975 14.879 2.3868 2.697
Ir 2.232 0.0252 8.800 0.0958 18.093 0.2648 28.918 0.7492 15.830 2.1785 3.132
2.208 0.0250 8.834 0.0960 18.100 0.2652 28.908 0.7498 15.798 2.1739 3.154
2.260 0.0291 9.108 0.1037 18.145 0.2757 29.049 0.7761 15.882 2.3996 2.558
Pt 2.248 0.0249 8.789 0.0941 18.121 0.2596 29.073 0.7316 19.778 – –
2.211 0.0245 8.830 0.0943 18.132 0.2600 29.040 0.7315 19.789 – –
2.276 0.0289 9.103 0.1022 18.180 0.2706 29.150 0.7568 19.295 – –
Au 2.228 0.0243 8.805 0.0925 18.150 0.2545 29.177 0.7128 20.648 – –
2.212 0.0241 8.828 0.0927 18.158 0.2549 29.139 0.7126 20.665 – –
2.270 0.0284 9.121 0.1007 18.209 0.2657 29.209 0.7368 20.194 – –
Hg 2.236 0.0239 8.793 0.0909 18.171 0.2496 29.240 0.6934 21.565 – –
2.211 0.0237 8.826 0.0911 18.183 0.2500 29.204 0.6933 21.579 – –
2.257 0.0279 9.141 0.0992 18.239 0.2608 29.235 0.7164 19.025 2.4444 2.106
Tl 2.250 0.0235 8.791 0.0894 18.193 0.2448 29.290 0.6748 19.403 2.1495 3.090
2.206 0.0232 8.830 0.0896 18.202 0.2452 29.253 0.6747 19.849 2.2924 2.659
2.274 0.0277 9.144 0.0978 18.262 0.2562 29.253 0.6971 18.996 2.2158 3.076
Pb 2.253 0.0231 8.782 0.0879 18.216 0.2402 29.332 0.6569 19.025 1.8994 4.412
2.204 0.0228 8.829 0.0881 18.224 0.2406 29.290 0.6569 19.435 1.9963 4.019
2.280 0.0274 9.142 0.0964 18.292 0.2517 29.265 0.6787 18.890 2.0163 4.138
Bi 2.254 0.0228 8.770 0.0864 18.234 0.2357 29.361 0.6397 18.928 1.7632 5.464
2.207 0.0224 8.822 0.0866 18.246 0.2361 29.318 0.6397 19.176 1.8110 5.233
2.281 0.0271 9.147 0.0950 18.317 0.2473 29.272 0.6611 18.790 1.8596 5.200
Po 2.234 0.0222 8.783 0.0850 18.253 0.2313 29.384 0.6232 18.811 1.6462 6.546
2.206 0.0220 8.818 0.0852 18.266 0.2318 29.337 0.6232 18.969 1.6711 6.408
2.279 0.0267 9.157 0.0937 18.338 0.2431 29.273 0.6443 18.692 1.7315 6.267
At 2.246 0.0219 8.765 0.0836 18.271 0.2271 29.400 0.6074 18.697 1.5467 7.631
2.204 0.0216 8.817 0.0838 18.281 0.2276 29.351 0.6074 18.798 1.5597 7.551
2.276 0.0264 9.164 0.0925 18.360 0.2390 29.272 0.6282 18.601 1.6248 7.330
Rn 2.238 0.0215 8.765 0.0822 18.288 0.2230 29.412 0.5923 18.595 1.4614 8.712
2.199 0.0212 8.818 0.0825 18.298 0.2235 29.359 0.5922 18.651 1.4669 8.678
2.273 0.0260 9.177 0.0912 18.378 0.2350 29.268 0.6130 18.519 1.5342 8.388
Shell radii are in a.u.
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Table 5. ELI-D shell structure parameters for the atoms of seventh period from fully relativistic (top line), scalar-relativistic ZORA (middle line), and nonre-
lativistic limit (bottom line), calculations.
qK rK qL rL qM rM qN rN qO rO qP rP qQ
Fr 2.295 0.0215 8.736 0.0809 18.295 0.2191 29.424 0.5780 18.510 1.3875 8.970 4.3527 0.778
2.197 0.0208 8.813 0.0811 18.316 0.2195 29.371 0.5779 18.569 1.3926 8.956 4.3809 0.757
2.333 0.0261 9.154 0.0901 18.393 0.2312 29.261 0.5984 18.458 1.4578 8.573 4.5027 0.807
Ra 2.315 0.0212 8.714 0.0796 18.307 0.2152 29.441 0.5643 18.442 1.3233 8.923 3.4415 1.882
2.200 0.0205 8.806 0.0798 18.329 0.2157 29.383 0.5642 18.506 1.3282 8.921 3.4639 1.846
2.340 0.0258 9.160 0.0889 18.409 0.2275 29.252 0.5846 18.406 1.3910 8.581 3.6575 1.854
Ac 2.265 0.0205 8.734 0.0783 18.332 0.2114 29.458 0.5514 18.498 1.2769 9.318 3.1826 2.414
2.200 0.0202 8.801 0.0786 18.343 0.2120 29.396 0.5513 18.555 1.2811 9.316 3.2062 2.385
2.299 0.0252 9.191 0.0877 18.433 0.2239 29.251 0.5715 18.439 1.3409 9.193 3.4448 2.198
Th 2.282 0.0203 8.709 0.0770 18.340 0.2078 29.474 0.5390 18.581 1.2365 9.802 2.9975 2.830
2.199 0.0198 8.796 0.0773 18.357 0.2083 29.409 0.5389 18.637 1.2405 9.813 3.0299 2.788
2.304 0.0250 9.191 0.0866 18.444 0.2203 29.248 0.5590 18.478 1.2955 9.933 3.3129 2.404
Pa 2.265 0.0198 8.717 0.0758 18.373 0.2043 29.568 0.5292 19.169 1.2116 10.468 3.0572 2.460
2.196 0.0194 8.794 0.0761 18.385 0.2049 29.497 0.5291 19.250 1.2172 10.450 3.0809 2.427
2.305 0.0247 9.204 0.0855 18.488 0.2171 29.304 0.5492 19.411 1.2814 10.097 3.3336 2.197
U 2.276 0.0195 8.701 0.0746 18.395 0.2009 29.626 0.5189 19.586 1.1836 10.984 3.0063 2.456
2.188 0.0190 8.793 0.0749 18.411 0.2016 29.550 0.5188 19.684 1.1901 10.947 3.0266 2.428
2.301 0.0243 9.216 0.0844 18.521 0.2139 29.330 0.5388 19.982 1.2566 10.462 3.2835 2.197
Np 2.264 0.0191 8.709 0.0735 18.411 0.1977 29.684 0.5090 20.047 1.1580 11.455 2.9579 2.451
2.190 0.0187 8.786 0.0738 18.432 0.1983 29.604 0.5089 20.175 1.1661 11.391 2.9767 2.424
2.290 0.0240 9.230 0.0834 18.561 0.2108 29.349 0.5287 20.602 1.2345 10.779 3.2360 2.199
Pu 2.273 0.0188 8.693 0.0723 18.439 0.1945 29.768 0.5001 20.750 1.1398 12.086 3.0590 2.014
2.192 0.0184 8.775 0.0727 18.463 0.1952 29.682 0.5000 20.935 1.1508 11.979 3.0749 1.976
2.287 0.0237 9.244 0.0824 18.601 0.2079 29.392 0.5196 21.680 1.2271 10.918 3.3172 1.884
Am 2.259 0.0184 8.690 0.0712 18.463 0.1914 29.829 0.4909 21.366 1.1227 12.410 3.0124 2.004
2.192 0.0181 8.769 0.0716 18.486 0.1921 29.735 0.4907 21.524 1.1314 12.342 3.0334 1.954
2.306 0.0236 9.229 0.0814 18.639 0.2049 29.409 0.5102 22.422 1.2108 11.115 3.2750 1.884
Cm 2.308 0.0184 8.635 0.0701 18.484 0.1883 29.860 0.4813 21.736 1.0983 12.544 2.8187 2.459
2.191 0.0178 8.761 0.0705 18.505 0.1891 29.764 0.4812 21.891 1.1063 12.463 2.8387 2.427
2.332 0.0235 9.217 0.0805 18.664 0.2020 29.407 0.5003 22.724 1.1815 11.458 3.1060 2.215
Bk 2.259 0.0177 8.664 0.0690 18.513 0.1854 29.944 0.4733 22.713 1.0930 12.940 2.9246 1.987
2.186 0.0175 8.758 0.0694 18.536 0.1862 29.834 0.4731 22.830 1.0978 12.937 2.9527 1.922
2.311 0.0231 9.237 0.0795 18.713 0.1993 29.439 0.4921 23.996 1.1817 11.424 3.1961 1.885
Cf 2.273 0.0175 8.649 0.0680 18.526 0.1825 30.002 0.4649 23.448 1.0804 13.143 2.8832 1.981
2.178 0.0171 8.756 0.0684 18.561 0.1833 29.885 0.4647 23.542 1.0836 13.167 2.9110 1.915
2.303 0.0228 9.246 0.0786 18.758 0.1967 29.451 0.4835 24.823 1.1686 11.539 3.1598 1.886
Es 2.270 0.0172 8.638 0.0669 18.552 0.1797 30.056 0.4568 24.228 1.0694 13.301 2.8431 1.976
2.178 0.0168 8.747 0.0674 18.587 0.1806 29.930 0.4566 24.298 1.0709 13.361 2.8746 1.903
2.309 0.0226 9.253 0.0777 18.787 0.1940 29.464 0.4752 25.675 1.1566 11.631 3.1252 1.887
Fm 2.289 0.0170 8.601 0.0659 18.582 0.1770 30.113 0.4489 25.059 1.0601 13.407 2.8043 1.972
2.180 0.0166 8.737 0.0664 18.610 0.1778 29.976 0.4486 25.098 1.0597 13.514 2.8400 1.890
2.286 0.0222 9.284 0.0769 18.829 0.1915 29.471 0.4671 26.549 1.1453 11.701 3.0923 1.889
Md 2.287 0.0167 8.587 0.0649 18.604 0.1743 30.172 0.4413 25.949 1.0527 13.454 2.7666 1.969
2.181 0.0163 8.725 0.0654 18.635 0.1752 30.020 0.4409 25.946 1.0503 13.610 2.8017 1.887
2.298 0.0220 9.271 0.0760 18.877 0.1891 29.477 0.4592 27.443 1.1348 11.752 3.0609 1.890
No 2.302 0.0165 8.571 0.0639 18.615 0.1717 30.227 0.4339 26.910 1.0478 13.429 2.7299 1.967
2.182 0.0160 8.714 0.0644 18.663 0.1726 30.063 0.4334 26.835 1.0421 13.668 2.7659 1.882
2.298 0.0218 9.284 0.0752 18.913 0.1866 29.484 0.4516 28.357 1.1251 11.784 3.0308 1.892
Lr 2.330 0.0163 8.546 0.0629 18.642 0.1691 30.261 0.4262 27.411 1.0287 12.874 2.4568 2.973
2.179 0.0157 8.707 0.0635 18.682 0.1701 30.090 0.4258 27.260 1.0204 13.293 2.5488 2.794
2.339 0.0218 9.277 0.0744 18.938 0.1843 29.468 0.4437 28.628 1.0961 11.487 2.7354 2.882
Rf 2.306 0.0158 8.560 0.0620 18.644 0.1666 30.299 0.4188 28.076 1.0198 13.077 2.3747 3.078
2.172 0.0154 8.701 0.0626 18.702 0.1676 30.115 0.4183 27.850 1.0088 13.471 2.4177 2.997
2.309 0.0214 9.297 0.0735 18.974 0.1819 29.463 0.4361 28.991 1.0764 12.464 2.7570 2.529
Shell radii are in a.u.
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Bi2Pt(hP9) by Low-Temperature Reduction of Bi13Pt3I7: Reinvestigation of
the Crystal Structure and Chemical Bonding Analysis
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Abstract. Bi2Pt(hP9) or γ-Bi2Pt is a high-temperature modification,
which is metastable below 420 °C. We obtained Bi2Pt(hP9) by reduc-
ing the layered bismuth subiodide Bi13Pt3I7 with a high excess of n-
butyllithium at 70 °C. The crystals endure the heterogeneous reaction
and the enormous mass loss. X-ray diffraction on a small single-crystal
revealed that Bi2Pt(hP9) crystallizes in the acentric trigonal space
group P31m (no. 157) with a = 657.30(7) pm and c = 616.65(7) pm.
Although structure and stacking of the layers of edge-sharing
Introduction
In the binary phase diagram of bismuth and platinum, three
intermetallic phases with different compositions have been de-
scribed: the equimolar BiPt, the bismuth-rich Bi2Pt, and the
platinum-rich Bi2Pt3.[1] Bi2Pt shows enantiotropic phase transi-
tions. The modification stable at room temperature is
Bi2Pt(oP24), also known as α-Bi2Pt (orthorhombic, Pbca, no.
61).[2] Slightly above 269 °C, which is the eutectic temperature
of bismuth and Bi2Pt(oP24), it transforms into Bi2Pt(cP12) or
β-Bi2Pt.[3] Bi2Pt(cP12) crystallizes with the pyrite type (cubic,
Pa3¯, no. 205).[4] In a second enantiotropic phase transition at
about 420 °C Bi2Pt(hP9) or γ-Bi2Pt is formed.[5] Based on
powder X-ray diffraction data it was supposed that Bi2Pt(hP9)
crystallizes in the trigonal space group P3¯ (no. 143) with a =
657 pm and c = 616 pm.[6] It was also reported that another
polymorph, δ-Bi2Pt, exists between 640 °C and the peritectic
point at 660 °C.[2,5]
Classically, Bi2Pt(hP9) has been synthesized by solidifica-
tion of a stoichiometric melt of the elements, followed by an-
nealing at 620 °C for two days or at 500 °C for three days.[3]
Recently, we discovered that Bi2Pt(hP9) can also be obtained
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[PtBi6/3] octahedra resemble the 1H-polytype of CdI2, Pt–Pt bonding
interactions cause distortions that introduce polarity to the structure.
Quantum chemical calculations followed by real-space bonding analy-
sis reveal polar covalent bonding between bismuth and platinum atoms
that is not limited to nearest neighbor atoms but is essentially delocal-
ized. The Pt–Pt bond strength in Bi2Pt(hP9) is not much weaker than
in the element.
at 70 °C by reductive decomposition of the layered subiodide
Bi13Pt3I7 (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Crystal structure of the solid precursor Bi13Pt3I7. Pseudohex-
agonal nets of edge-sharing [PtBi8/2] cubes are separated alternatingly
by layers of iodide ions and iodidobismuthate(III) zigzag chains.
This unconventional and comparatively soft method, which
uses n-butyllithium as reducing agent, has already successfully
been applied to transform Bi28Ni25I5 and Bi8Ni8SI into the new
metastable phases Bi28Ni25[7] and Bi8Ni8S,[8] respectively.
These compounds are regarded as dense packings of intermet-
allic rods with diameters of about 1 nm. The same approach
yielded the metastable superconductor Bi14Rh3 by the quantita-
Bi2Pt(hP9): Reinvestigation of the Crystal Structure and Chemical Bonding Analysis
tive topochemical exchange of the chloride ions for bismuth
atoms within the three-dimensional intermetallic network of
the dense crystal structure of Bi12Rh3Cl2.[9]
Here we report on the alternative synthesis and the crystal
structure of Bi2Pt(hP9), determined by X-ray diffraction on a
single-crystal, as well as the chemical bonding in this binary
intermetallic.
Results and Discussion
The low-temperature synthesis of Bi2Pt(hP9) was performed
by treating crystals of the layered subiodide Bi13Pt3I7 with a
high excess of n-butyllithium in n-hexane at 70 °C for two
days. In a cold re-crystallization process small single-crystals
of Bi2Pt(hP9) along with elemental bismuth were obtained.
The complete extraction of iodine from the crystals was con-
firmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (Figure S1).
In analogy to the reduction of Bi8Ni8SI2,[8] the reaction may
be formulated according to the following equation:
Bi13Pt3I7 + 7 nBuLi  3 Bi2Pt + 7 Bi + 7 LiI + 3.5 n-octane
The by-products lithium iodide and n-octane were removed
during washing of the product crystals. As can be expected in
view of the tremendous mass loss during this heterogeneous
reaction, the crystals of the starting material were heavily dam-
aged, yet not pulverized (Figure 2). EDX analyses of the prod-
uct crystals (Figure S1) yielded the same ratio of bismuth and
platinum as in the starting material. Thus, the crystals appear
to be composites of Bi2Pt(hP9) and elemental bismuth. Since
the latter is rapidly oxidized it can be argued that the particle
size is rather small. Compact lamellae of the product crystals
could be cleaved off. This allowed a reinvestigation of the
crystal structure of Bi2Pt(hP9) by X-ray diffraction on a single-
crystal of surprisingly high quality. The diffraction pattern of
this crystal did not show any reflections of a second phase.
Figure 2. SEM micrograph showing the typical morphology of crystals
of the starting material Bi13Pt3I7 after treatment with 67 eq nBuLi at
70 °C for two days.
We found that Bi2Pt(hP9) crystallizes in the polar trigonal
space group P31m (no. 157) instead of the previously assigned
space group P3¯,[6] which is centrosymmetric and belongs to
the lower Laue class. The lattice parameters of a = 657.30(7)
pm and c = 616.65(7) pm nicely match those reported for
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the powder of γ-Bi2Pt.[6] The structure (Figure 3) consists of
2
[PtBi6/3] layers that resemble the 1H-polytype of CdI2 (space
group P3¯m1, Pearson symbol hP3). However, the edge-sharing
platinum-centered [PtBi6/3] octahedra are distorted resulting in
a three times larger unit cell and three crystallographically in-
dependent bismuth atoms (Table 1). The group-subgroup rela-
tionship according to Bärnighausen is depicted in
Scheme 1.[10]
Figure 3. Sections of the re-determined crystal structure of Bi2Pt(hP9).
Top: Connectivity of the platinum and the bismuth atoms. Symmetry
codes: i: 1–x+y, 1 –x, z; ii: –y, x–y, z. Bottom: Stacking of the puckered
2
[PtBi6/2] layers. The dashed lines emphasize short Bi–Bi distances
between adjacent 2[PtBi2] layers and short Pt–Pt distances. Ellipsoids
represent 99% probability.
Table 1. Wyckoff positions, coordinates and equivalent displacement
parameters Ueq (/pm2) for the atoms in Bi2Pt(hP9). Ueq is defined as
one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
Atom Wyckoff x y z Ueq
position
Pt 3c 0.26300(8) 0 0.00000(9) 105(1)
Bi1 1a 0 0 –0.3451(2) 132(2)
Bi2 2b 2/3 1/3 –0.2157(1) 107(1)
Bi3 3c 0.61124(9) 0 0.27284(9) 112(1)
One side of the layer is puckered with Bi1 pointing out of
the layer (Figure 3). Thereby polarity along the stacking direc-
M. Kaiser, A. I. Baranov, M. RuckARTICLE
Scheme 1. Group-subgroup relationship[10] between the CdI2 type[12]
and the crystal structure of Bi2Pt(hP9). The position of the transformed
cell within the lattice of CdI2 is marked in the upper right corner. The
crystal structure of Bi2Pt(hP9) is depicted in the lower right corner.
tion [001] is introduced to the structure. The Bi1···Bi3 inter-
layer distance of 347.55(9) pm is slightly shorter than the
Bi···Bi interlayer distance in elemental rhombohedral bismuth
(352.9 pm) (Table 2).[11] Thus, the Bi1 and Bi3 atoms seem to
interconnect adjacent 2[PtBi6/3] layers.
Table 2. Selected interatomic distances (/pm) and angles (/°) for
Bi2Pt(hP9). Symmetry codes: i: 1–x+y, 1 –x, z; ii: –y, x–y, z.
Atoms
Pt–Bi1 3 274.2(1)
Pt–Bi2 3 279.22(6)
Pt–Bi3 284.08(8)
Pt–Bi3i 2 281.63(7)
Bi1···Bi3 (interlayer) 347.55(9)
Pt···Pt (of triangles) 299.4(1)
Pt···Pt (between triangles) 425.22(8)
Pt–Bi1–Ptii 66.19(3)
Pt–Bi2–Pti 99.18(2)
Pt–Bi3i–Pti 64.22(3)
Pt–Bi3i–Ptii 97.47(3)
The three platinum atoms that bind to a Bi1 atom form a
triangle, whose edges are μ-bridged by Bi3 atoms. The Pt–Pt
distances in such a triangle are 299.4(1) pm, while Pt–Pt dis-
tances between triangles are 425.22(8) pm (Table 2). Still the
Pt–Pt distances in elemental platinum (277.4 pm[13]) or in the
platinum triangles of [Pt3n(CO)6n]2– (n = 2–6) Chini’s clusters
(about 266 pm[14]) are considerably shorter. Therefore, only
weakly bonding Pt–Pt interactions can be expected for
Bi2Pt(hP9).
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However, simple electron counting draws another picture.
Taking the bismuth atoms as three-electron donors, the plati-
num atom would obtain a configuration of 16 electrons only.
The formation of two additional covalent Pt–Pt bonds in a
platinum triangle can be considered as a way to complete the
platinum configuration to stable 18 electrons.
For a first evaluation of the Pt–Pt bonds the empirical bond
length bond-strength approach by Brese and O’Keeffe[15] shall
be used: Sulfates, hydrogensulfates, and hydrogenphosphates
of platinum(III) contain the shortest Pt–Pt bonds (about
248 pm) that have to be regarded as single-bonds.[16] Regard-
less of the oxidation state and the presence of bridging ligands
we take the typical bond length in these compounds as the
bond-valence parameter RPt–Pt. The bond lengths of 277.4 pm
(platinum metal) and 299.4 pm (Bi2Pt) then correspond to
bond valences of 0.45 and 0.25, respectively.
For a more refined assessment of chemical bonding a topo-
logical analysis within the framework of QTAIM[17,18] was
performed. In this approach the space is partitioned to establish
mutually exclusive space-filling atomic basins (Figure 4) at-
tributed to the attractors of the electron density gradient vector
field. The position of each attractor coincides with the position
of corresponding nucleus. Integration of the electron density
over thus defined basins delivers effective atomic charges,
which are –0.81 for Pt, +0.39 for Bi1, +0.48 for Bi2, and +0.37
for Bi3. A charge transfer from the main group element to the
electron-rich transition metal is in agreement with the elec-
tronegativity values and is typical for such intermetallic com-
pounds.
Figure 4. QTAIM basins (dark bodies) for two platinum atoms from
the same platinum triangle and the value of delocalization index be-
tween them.
Integration of the so-called exchange-correlation part of pair
density over two atomic basins A and B delivers the delocal-
ization index (DI) δ = (A, B), which shows the degree of elec-
tron pair exchange between these atoms.[18,19] For nonpolar
bonds the value of δ(A, B) is close to the formal bond order.
The δ(Bi, Pt) values for the six short Bi–Pt contacts in
Bi2Pt(hP9) are about 0.6 to 0.7, indicating essential covalent
contribution. The DI value for the Pt–Pt contact of 299.4 pm
yields 0.36, which is only a bit lower, than δ(Pt, Pt) = 0.41 of
the Pt–Pt contact (277.4 pm) in platinum metal. Therefore,
there is quite strong direct metal-metal bonding between the
atoms in the platinum triangles.
Bi2Pt(hP9): Reinvestigation of the Crystal Structure and Chemical Bonding Analysis
For any atom in this structure, the sum of DI values for the
neighbors in the first coordination sphere is notably smaller,
than twice the fluctuation of the QTAIM formal
charges.[18,20,21] This means, that the bonding in Bi2Pt(hP9) is
not limited to nearest neighbor atoms but is essentially delocal-
ized.
Conclusions
The rather unconventional approach to reduce a ternary iod-
ide (Bi13Pt3I7) by a heterogeneous reaction at the compara-
tively low temperature of 70 °C led to crystals of the binary
intermetallic Bi2Pt(hP9). This modification is known as a
high-temperature phase and is thus only metastable at room-
temperature. Although there is only a faint topochemical rela-
tion between the precursor, which contains layers of edge-shar-
ing [PtBi8/2] cubes, and the product, which consists of edge-
sharing [PtBi6/3] octahedra, the crystals endure the procedure.
Whether preorganization by the solid precursor or rather
Ostwald’s step rule is the background for the formation of the
high-temperature modification remains an open question. Even
milder conditions transform Bi13Pt3I7 into a related layered
subiodide and preserve the intermetallic substructure.[22]
Experimental Section
Synthesis: All starting materials and reaction products were handled
in an argon-filled glove box (M. Braun; p(O2)/p0  1 ppm, p(H2O)/p0
 1 ppm). The solvent n-hexane (VWR, HiPerSolv chromanorm for
HPLC) was pre-dried with calcium chloride, then distilled from
sodium hydride dispersion and stored over activated 4 Å molecular
sieves. Ethanol was distilled after reaction with sodium and diethyl
phthalate and stored over activated 3 Å molecular sieves. The concen-
tration of n-butyllithium in hexane was determined employing 4–(hy-
droxymethyl)biphenyl as indicator.
Crystals of the precursor Bi13Pt3I7 were obtained from a mixture of
bismuth (800 mg, 3.83 mmol, 99.9999%, ChemPur, treated with H2 at
220 °C), BiI3 (494 mg, 0.84 mmol, purified by sublimation twice), and
platinum (210 mg, 1.08 mmol, 0.2 to 1.8 μm, 99.95%, ChemPur) fol-
lowing a recently reported optimized procedure.[22]
The synthesis of Bi2Pt(hP9) was performed in flame-dried glassware
under argon. Liquid reagents were transferred by means of syringes.
Crystals of Bi13Pt3I7 (20 mg, 0.005 mmol) were covered with dry n-
hexane (20 mL). A hexane-based solution (0.2 mL) of nBuLi (Sigma
Aldrich, 1.6 mol·L–1; 67 equivalents with respect to Bi13Pt3I7) were
injected. After two days at 70 °C most of the liquid phase was removed
with a syringe. The residual was washed several times with absolute
ethanol and dried in dynamic vacuum (p  0.1 Pa). Bi2Pt(hP9) is inert
to air, water, and alcohols.
Chemical Analyses: Samples of the solid reaction product were ana-
lyzed by ICP-OES and ICP-MS for Bi, Pt, and Li, carrier gas hot
extraction method (CGHE) for O, as well as combustion ion
chromatography (CIC) for I.
Solid reaction product 3 Bi2Pt + 7 Bi (at.%): calcd: Bi 81.3, Pt 18.7,
ratio Bi : Pt = 4.33; found: Bi 40.0(3), Pt 9.8(2), I 0.21(2), O 49.9(3),
ratio Bi : Pt = 4.08. Oxygen is found because of the oxidation of the
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highly dispersed bismuth that was formed as side product. No lithium
was detected.
Electron Microscopy and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy:
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been performed using a Hit-
achi SU8020 with a triple detector system for secondary and low-
energy backscattered electrons (Ua = 5 kV). Energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) spectra were collected using an Oxford Silicon Drift Detector
(SDD) X-MaxN.
X-ray Crystallography: Single-crystal X-ray diffraction was per-
formed at 296(1) K using an Apex-II kappa CCD diffractometer
(Bruker) with graphite-monochromatized Mo-Kα radiation (λ =
71.073 pm). Numerical absorption correction[23] was applied based on
an optimized crystal shape description.[24] The structure was solved
with direct methods and refined against Fo2.[25] Graphics of the struc-
tures were developed with Diamond.[26]
Bi2Pt(hP9): P31m (no. 157), a = 657.30(7) pm; c = 616.65(7) pm, V
= 230.73(6)  106 pm3; Z = 3; ρcalcd. = 13.24 g cm–3; μ(Mo-Kα) =
159.2 mm–1; 2θmax = 68.63°; 3135 measured, 698 unique reflections,
Rint = 0.037, Rσ = 0.027; 19 parameters; R1[679 Fo  4σ(Fo)] = 0.017,
wR2(all Fo2) = 0.032, GooF = 1.078, Flack parameter x(all data) =
–0.12(3); residual electron density: –1.80 to +1.63 electrons per
106 pm3.
Further details on the crystal structure investigation can be obtained
from the Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-
Leopoldshafen, Germany (Fax: (+49)7247-808-666; E-mail:
crysdata@fiz-karlsruhe.de), on quoting the depository number CSD-
428088.
Quantum Chemical Calculations: All electron full-potential band
structure DFT LDA[27] calculations have been performed within scalar
relativistic APW+lo+LO method employing Elk code.[28] R·Gkmax pa-
rameter has been set to 10.5 and MT-radii for both bismuth and plati-
num were 2.34 a.u. Calculation of the electron density field on a dis-
crete equidistant grid with the mesh size of 0.05 a.u. and its topological
analysis, as well as the evaluation of the delocalization indices have
been done using the DGrid program.[29]
Supporting Information (see footnote on the first page of this article):
Displacement parameters; EDX spectra.
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Abstract: Nanoparticles of Bi3Ir, obtained from a microwave-
assisted polyol process, activate molecular oxygen from air at
room temperature and reversibly intercalate it as oxide ions.
The closely related structures of Bi3Ir and Bi3IrOx (x 2) were
investigated by X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, and
quantum-chemical modeling. In the topochemically formed
metallic suboxide, the intermetallic building units are fully
preserved. Time- and temperature-dependent monitoring of the
oxygen uptake in an oxygen-filled chamber shows that the
activation energy for oxide diffusion (84 meV) is one order of
magnitude smaller than that in any known material. Bi3IrOx is
the first metallic oxide ion conductor and also the first that
operates at room temperature.
Intercalation chemistry is typically associated with layered
systems such as graphite, transition-metal dichalcogenides,
double hydroxides, and clays (phyllosilicates).[1–4] Electro-
chemical lithium intercalation was and is still widely inves-
tigated for battery applications. From a phenomenological
view the same holds for oxygen with a focus on nonstoichio-
metric oxides in, for example, solid oxide fuel-cell electrodes
and sensors. Yet, nobody has ever observed a fully reversible
uptake of oxygen into an intermetallic compound.
Here we report on nanoparticles of Bi3Ir, a hitherto
uncharacterized intermetallic compound, that instantly take
up oxygen from air at room temperature. This is, however, not
the simple transformation to common oxides, but a fast
topochemical redox intercalation of molecular oxygen from
air. The process can easily be monitored by powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD; Figure 1): within few hours the diffrac-
tion pattern of the intermetallic compound changes to that of
a phase with the composition Bi3IrOx (x 2). Thereby, the
intensities of the diffraction peaks remain mostly unchanged
while their positions move towards lower angles. In fact, the
unit cell increases in size while oxygen is intercalated in
between the [Bi3Ir] rods that constitute the structures of both
the innocent host and the loaded phase (Figure 2). The redox
intercalation is fully reversible. Treatment of Bi3IrOx with
hydrazine at room temperature or with hydrogen gas at 150 8C
removes the oxygen and restores the initial structure of the
intermetallic compound.
One reason why the reversible absorption of oxygen by
Bi3Ir has not been observed earlier is that this intermetallic
Figure 1. The time-dependent oxidation of Bi3Ir to Bi3IrOx at room
temperature was monitored by X-ray powder diffraction. The process is
associated with an expansion of the lattice, which can be followed,
e.g., by the shifts of the reflections 002 and 101 to lower angles. The
time interval between consecutive measurements is 75 min. Further
diffractograms for as-synthesized Bi3Ir as well as for Bi3IrOx after 15 h
and after one year exposure to air see Figures S1–S3 in the Supporting
Information.
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compound is far from trivial to obtain. The standard metal-
lurgical approach—basically crystallization from a homoge-
nous high-temperature melt—is strongly hampered by the
drastic differences in the fundamental physical properties of
the two elements: bismuth evaporates 800 K below the
melting point of iridium (2410 8C)![5] Furthermore, the
solubility of iridium in liquid bismuth is only 3% at 1100 8C.
Early investigations of the Bi–Ir system by melt reactions and
subsequent annealing resulted in the binary phases Bi2Ir and
Bi3Ir.
[6,7] The structure types CoSb2 and Bi3Ni were assigned
on the basis of Debye–Scherrer photographs. However, later
studies on transition-metal arsenopyrites could not reproduce
Bi2Ir or any other binary Bi–Ir phase, neither in annealing
experiments nor by chemical transport reactions.[8]
One option for the synthesis of binary bismuth–iridium
compounds could be the application of high pressure to
suppress the evaporation of bismuth, in analogy to the
synthesis of Bi3Co, which is not accessible under ambient
pressure.[9] So far, this approach has not yielded Bi3Ir.
Alternatively, iridium can be provided in more reactive
forms: We obtained Bi3Ir single crystals in low yield from the
intermetallic precursor Sm3Ir3Sb7, which was dissolved in
molten bismuth at 1100 8C, while phase-pure samples of Bi3Ir
nanoparticles became available when we reduced the metal
salts in a microwave-assisted polyol process at 230 8C,
a method that had already been applied to synthesize
phase-pure Bi3Ni,
[10] Bi2Ir,
[11] and BiRh nanoparticles.[12]
While the shape of the nanoparticles is unremarkable, the
larger crystals obtained from the flux showed the unusual
intergrowth morphology of hollow square tubes (Figure 2a).
X-ray diffraction on single crystals obtained by the
intermetallic precursor method confirmed the predicted
orthorhombic (Pnma) Bi3Ni-type structure (Figure 2b) with
lattice parameters a= 8.970(2) , b= 4.190(6) , and c=
11.511(5)  (V= 432.6(1) 3) at 20 8C. For the nanoparticles
of Bi3Ir slightly different lattice parameters of a= 8.900(2) ,
b= 4.170(1) , and c= 11.602(3)  (V= 430.6(2) 3) were
determined (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The
iridium atoms are coordinated by seven bismuth atoms in the
shape of a capped trigonal prism. The Bi–Ir distances range
from 2.76 to 2.92 , comparable to the sum of the covalent
radii[5] of 2.78 . By sharing their rectangular faces the
trigonal prisms form 11[IrBi6/3Bi1/1] rods (Figure 2c). Thereby,
the iridium atoms arrange in zigzag chains with short Ir–Ir
distances of 2.80 . A substantially reduced electron density
on the iridium position was best explained by mixed
occupancy (EDX/WDX analyses, see Table S1 and Figure S4
in the Supporting Information) according to the formula
Bi3(Ir0.77Cu0.17Ni0.06) for this crystal. No structural deformation
or superstructure could be detected, neither by X-ray or
electron diffraction (ED) nor by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). High-resolution TEM imaging exhibits
equidistant zigzag chains of transition-metal atoms (Figure S5
in the Supporting Information). Angle-dependent structure
refinements also ruled out possible artifacts created by the
tremendous absorption of X-rays (the linear absorption
coefficient m(MoKa) of Bi3Ir is 153 mm
1; the lead[13] of the
primary beam stop has “only” 139 mm1). Apparently the
copper and nickel traces in the elemental bismuth that has
been used for synthesis accumulate in the flux-grown crystals.
Crystals containing a lower amount of 3d metals have also
been identified.
The absorption of oxygen is observed only for Bi3Ir
nanoparticles. The Bi3Ir crystals obtained by the intermetallic
precursor method do not show the effect. In fact, the
nanoparticles grown by the microwave-assisted polyol process
are much smaller (maximum of the size distribution at 60 nm)
and have an amorphous shell (Figure 3a) that contains
besides organic molecules also bismuth and iridium cations,
as can be deduced from TEM contrast and X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy. This shell seems to be essential for the
activation of molecular oxygen, since the reactivity is
dramatically reduced when the shell is removed. The latter
is possible by plasma cleaning of the TEM samples and also
Figure 2. Single-crystal morphology and structure of Bi3Ir. a) Hollow
intergrowth structure of Bi3Ir crystals obtained from a bismuth flux.
b) Crystal structure of Bi3Ir consisting of a pseudo-hexagonal packing
of 11[IrBi6/3Bi1/1] rods. c) Side view of a rod showing iridium atoms that
are coordinated by seven bismuth atoms in the shape of a capped
trigonal prism. The prisms share their rectangular faces and thereby
form zigzag chains of iridium atoms.
Figure 3. Electron microscopy and diffraction of Bi3IrOx. a) Bi3IrOx
(x1) particle at high resolution revealing an amorphous shell
surrounding the crystalline core. b) A selected electron diffraction
pattern of a particle after plasma cleaning. The presence of forbidden
reflections is due to double-diffraction phenomena. c,d) Bright-field
imaging and an indexed ring diffraction pattern of Bi3IrOx powder.
From both the spot and ring ED patterns, the lattice parameters of
a=9.44 , b=3.8 , c=12.7  for x1 can be deduced.
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improves the quality of the ED patterns of the Bi3IrOx crystals
(Figure 3b and Figure S6 in the Supporting Information).
Nonetheless, the oxygen uptake is a volume effect as has been
shown by PXRD, ED, and quantitative monitoring of the
oxygen pressure in a closed cell during oxygen uptake (see
below). The reciprocal space sectioning of Bi3IrOx nano-
particles confirms that their crystal structure is very similar to
that of intermetallic Bi3Ir except for minor changes in unit cell
parameters (a= 9.44 , b= 3.8 , c= 12.7  for x 1 from
ED).
Alternatively, Bi3IrOx can be synthesized within minutes
by treating Bi3Ir nanoparticles with aqueous H2O2 solution
(30%). We also observed that Bi3Ir nanoparticles remove
physically dissolved molecular oxygen from ethanol at room
temperature.
Because the combination of small nanoparticles and
extreme X-ray absorption effects are not conducive to
conventional Rietveld refinement, structure models for
Bi3IrOx were developed by quantum chemical means and
the calculated diffraction diagrams were compared to the
observed patterns. Based on the expansion of the inter-rod
distances in the Bi3Ir structure three possible positions for
oxide ions were identified. With two of these positions
occupied, three possible models can be constructed. DFT-
based geometry optimization yielded stable structures in all
cases. The one with lowest total energy is displayed in
Figure 4. Its calculated diffraction pattern nicely matches the
measured powder diffractogram of the oxidized sample
(Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).
In Bi3IrO2, one type of oxide ions has four bismuth
neighbors, the other type six. BiO bond lengths range for the
tetrahedral coordination from 2.23 to 2.45  (average
2.34 ), for the octahedral case from 2.26 to 2.99  (average
2.66 ). The bond-valence concept[14] provides a rough esti-
mate of the strength of the oxygen fixation compared to that
of known bismuth oxides. In a-Bi2O3,
[15] the bond-valence
sums of the three crystallographically independent oxide ions,
that is, the sum of all OBi bonding interactions, are 1.93,
1.98, and 2.05. In the case of g-Bi2O3
[16] and d-Bi2O3,
[16] which
are fast oxide ion conductors at temperatures above
650 8C,[17,18] these valence sums are only 0.69, 1.18, and 1.30
(g-Bi2O3), or 1.69 (d-Bi2O3). Bond-valence sums of 2.07 and
1.64 indicate that the integration of at least one of the oxide
ions in Bi3IrO2 is also comparatively weak. Moreover, the
diffusion paths between the intermetallic rods are straight and
there is an excess of closely spaced voids with low hopping
barriers between them. The combination of these advanta-
geous factors nicely explains the observed ultrahigh mobility
of oxide ions even at room temperature.
For an intermetallic compound, Bi3Ir is unusually elec-
tron-rich. The highest occupied states close to the Fermi level
are involved in bonding between bismuth atoms of neighbor-
ing rods, as can be deduced from the band dispersion in the
directions orthogonal to the rods (Figure 5a: G-X and G-Z).
The partial ELI-D for the states close to the Fermi level shows
that they originate mainly from the lone pairs of bismuth
atoms and have minor impact on the bonding between metal
atoms within a single rod (Figure 5e). Upon oxidation, these
states are depopulated and the inter-rod bonding is replaced
by electrostatic interactions between positively charged
bismuth atoms and oxide ions. Still, the material remains
metallic (Figure 5b). A combined k-space and real-space
Figure 4. Crystal structure of Bi3IrO2 projected along the intermetallic
rods (b axis). The increase in the distances between the rods generates
space for oxide ion diffusion and storage. Besides tetrahedral and
octahedral sites that are occupied by oxide ions (red), additional
tetrahedral voids (gray) are available for mass transport and further
oxygen uptake.
Figure 5. Electronic band structure and real-space bonding indicators
for Bi3Ir and Bi3IrO2. a,b) Band structure plots along the paths shown
in Figure S8 in the Supporting Information for Bi3Ir and the Bi3IrO2,
respectively. c,d) Localization domains of the ELI-D indicator, which
mark bonding between two Ir atoms (green) and between Ir and Bi
atoms (capping Bi3: orange; Bi1 and Bi2: yellow). The isosurface
values for the yellow and orange domains are near 1.0 and for the
green domains 0.96 in Bi3IrO2 (d) and 0.97 in Bi3Ir (c). e) Partial ELI-D
(pELI-D) diagram for the states in the interval 1.6 eV to 0 eV, which
corresponds to approximately 4 electrons per formula unit. f) The total
number of electrons in selected ELI-D basins, showing that oxidation
affects primarily the Bi atoms.
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bonding analysis (Figure 5c,d) revealed that the sum of BiIr
bonds, which are governing the bonding inside the rods, is
indifferent to an oxygen content up to at least x= 2. While the
IrIr bonding is somewhat weakened, the number of elec-
trons on the iridium atom and thereby its oxidation state
remain unchanged. As the bismuth atoms remain strongly
bonded to iridium, they are not available for the formation of
Bi2O3, which would be expected as the trivial product of the
oxidation. Nonetheless, the bismuth atoms are oxidized. With
respect to the crystallographically independent atoms, the
charge distribution in Bi3Ir can be approximated as
Bi1+0.5Bi2+0.5Bi30Ir1, while in Bi3IrO2 it is close
Bi1+1.5Bi2+1.5Bi3+2Ir1(O2)2. The capping bismuth atom,
Bi3, is most affected by oxidation; however, its bonding to
the iridium atom is not weakened, according to the total
number of electrons found in bonding basins (Figure 5 f). A
similar situation has been found in the stable subhalides of
Bi3Ni.
[19,20]
The X-ray diffraction experiment shows the instantaneous
formation of the second phase with a larger unit cell in the
early stages of the oxygen uptake. Based on LeBail refine-
ment, the lattice parameters change by Da=+ 5.0%, Db=
5.8%, Dc=+ 9.5% and the volume by DV=+ 8.3%. The
elongation of a and c axes refers to an increase in the distance
between the prism rods and opens the space for oxygen
intercalation. The absolute volume change is approximately
39 3. The radius of 1.42  for a highly coordinated oxide ion
tabulated by Shannon and Prewitt[21,22] corresponds to an
isotropic volume of 11.5 3. Taking typical packing densities
( 72%) into account, the expected maximum of the oxygen
uptake (x) should be about two oxide ions per formula unit.
This prediction is corroborated by the effective volume of
18 3 for an oxide ion, which was given by Biltz.[23] The
difference between the chemical analyses of freshly synthe-
sized Bi3Ir nanoparticles and an oxidized sample (air, 20 d,
20 8C) likewise suggests an oxygen uptake of x= (2.0 0.2)
atoms per formula unit. Yet, the analyses are assumed to be
biased by the organic shell.
In contrast to the single-stage expansion of the structure,
monitoring of the pressure in an oxygen-filled chamber shows
that after a rapid initial uptake of oxygen by the intermetallic
nanoparticles, the process continues at a moderate, almost
constant rate (Figure 6a). This suggests an initial structural
expansion step that is followed by subsequent diffusion-
controlled filling of the generated channel system. The
negligible incubation time is in accordance with a topotactical
reaction mechanism and suggests very low activation ener-
gies, including the activation of the double bonds in the
oxygen molecules. If one applies the ideal gas law, composi-
tions of Bi3IrO1.0 after 30 h and Bi3IrO1.8 after 96 h at 25 8C can
be deduced. An increase in temperature by 5 8C results in
Bi3IrO2 after only four days. Within the same period the
composition Bi3IrO3 can be attained if the reaction temper-
ature is 45 8C. Exposure to pure oxygen atmosphere at 60 8C
ultimately results in irreversible oxidation to Bi2O3 and
precipitation of elemental iridium. The presence of humidity
during the oxidation seems to lower the activation energy of
the oxidation process, which is reflected in a faster initial
uptake of oxygen (Figure S7 in the Supporting Information).
The profiles of the absorption of dry oxygen in the
pressure cell at 25, 45, and 60 8C were fit with a model for
reactions controlled by one-dimensional diffusion of a gaseous
species into a spherical solid including the exchange coef-
ficient of the surface (Figure 6b). The fits show that the
intercalation is predominantly controlled by diffusion. The
diffusion coefficient of 1.2  1022 m2s1 appears unimpressive
compared to that of YSZ (1019 m2s1 at 150 8C),[24] yet the
value was determined at 25 8C! Hence the diffusion of oxygen
ions inside the solid is unprecedentedly fast in this temper-
ature regime. The linear fit of the temperature dependence of
the diffusion coefficients reveals an unmatched low activation
energy of only 84 meV (Figure 6c). Typical values for the
anion transport in oxides range from 0.8 to 1.0 eV.
Bi3IrOx (x 2) can be fully reduced to the intermetallic
compound Bi3Ir by treatment with hydrogen. A coulometric
titration of oxygen in an OXYLYT device[25] in argon/
hydrogen atmosphere (Figure 6d) demonstrates that the
reduction process starts already at about 30 8C. After 6 h at
150 8C the reduction is complete. Alternatively, solution-
based reduction can be performed at room temperature by
using hydrazine (80 vol% in aqueous solution) or Super-
hydride (lithium triethylborohydride; 1m in THF). Upon
repeated oxidation and complete reduction the material
becomes progressively amorphous and the activity for oxygen
uptake decreases drastically. It has to be tested how the
degree of oxygen loading and unloading influences the cycling
capability.
In conclusion, Bi3Ir proved to be an astonishing material,
especially in nanocrystalline form. Its ability to activate
molecular oxygen at room temperature, either from the gas
Figure 6. Oxygen uptake, reversibility, and kinetics of oxygen diffusion.
a) Oxygen uptake at different temperatures in an oxygen-filled cham-
ber. b) Profile of the absorption of dry oxygen in a pressure cell at
25 8C and the derived oxygen diffusion coefficient. c) Temperature
dependence of the chemical diffusion coefficient and activation energy
for oxide transport in Bi3IrOx. d) Coulometric titration of a sample that
was stored in air at room temperature for four days. The reduction
process in argon/hydrogen atmosphere at 150 8C already started
during the heating process at 30 8C and was finished after six hours.
The total oxygen content per formula unit of the starting material is
calculated to be x=0.31.
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phase or physically dissolved in solvents, by reversible redox
intercalation could be exploited for sensors, electrodes of
solid oxide fuel cells, and oxidation catalysts. Bi3IrOx is the
first metallic oxide ion conductor and also the first that
operates at room temperature, showing unusually low acti-
vation energy for oxygen ion transport.
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